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DISCLAIMER & DIRECTIONS
Contact lenses cannot be worn before, during, after practicing Natural Eyesight Improvement.
Contacts will not fit the eye, cornea as it changes to normal, healthy shape and function with practice
of The Bates Method. Contact lenses can scrape, injure, infect the eyes cornea, eyes, impairing the
vision, eyes health. The eye can change shape often with or without practice of Natural Eyesight
Improvement. Contact lenses are never a perfect fit to the eye. Avoid wearing contact lenses.
Natural Eyesight Improvement normalizes the eyes pressure, improves eye health. If the reader has
any eye condition, Glaucoma... check with your Eye Doctor first before practicing The Bates Method,
Natural Eyesight Improvement. Eye drops, drugs, medicine, un-natural treatments for eye pressure
may need to be changed, reduced, discontinued.
Natural Eyesight Improvement changes the shape of the eye, cornea back to normal, healthy
condition. If eye, retina, cornea, cataract... surgery has been done on the eyes; check with a Eye Doctor
first to be sure the surgery and Natural Eyesight Improvement do not conflict, interfere with
eachother; with the eye shape, condition the doctor has fit the surgery to. Natural Eyesight
Improvement may help the surgery, eye to heal or it may work against the surgery because; Natural
Eyesight Improvement brings the eye, cornea to normal shape-but, the surgery may have been done to
place, keep the eye in a abnormal shape, the shape it was in before the surgery or a new abnormal
shape. Example; Retina surgery done on a eye that is abnormally lengthened due to advanced
Nearsight, many years wearing eyeglasses or a injury may act differently if the patient practices
Natural Eyesight Improvement and returns the eye to normal, round shape, normal eye pressure,
normal fluid, circulation flow... Same warning for eye cornea laser and other surgeries. Possibly
cataract lens surgery. Read complete directions in the free PDF E-book and the Laser Cornea Eye
Surgery Article at the end of this book.
People have regained clear vision after unsuccessful eye muscle, cataract and other surgery but
always check with a eye doctor, preferably a Bates Method, Natural Eyesight Improvement
Ophthalmologist, Teacher.

INDEX
This book does not have a numbered index. Each chapter
consists of 1 page. Each page is an Original PAGE TWO of one
month of Better Eyesight Magazine starting at July, 1919 and
ending at June, 1930. 132 page issues.
Additional pages with pictures are from Dr. Bates Better
Eyesight Magazine Year 1919, 6 Issues, followed by 10 Basic
Natural Eyesight Improvement steps by Dr. Bates also derived
from his magazines.
Introduction & Original Better Eyesight Magazine instructions
for practicing the activities correct are placed at the
beginning of the book.
Eyecharts with directions placed at the end of the book.

Better Eyesight Magazine
By

Ophthalmologist William H. Bates
Original Magazine Pages

Better Eyesight Magazine by William H. Bates, M. D.
Ophthalmologist - Eye, Ear, Nose & Throat
Central-fixation Publishing Co.,
New York City, New York, USA

Original Antique Magazine Pages
This E-book contains Photo-Copies of the Original printed
pages of ‘Better Eyesight Magazine’ written and
published by Ophthalmologist William H. Bates and his
assistant/wife Emily C. A. Lierman/Bates. 11 Years - All
132 Monthly Magazine Issues; July 1919 to June 1930.
A History Book, Antique Collection.
Dr. Bates discovered the natural principles, true
function of the eyes (Visual System) and applied
relaxation, natural methods to return the eyes, eye
muscles, nerves, mind/brain, body to normal function
with clear vision and healthy eyes. The Bates Method.
The Stories, articles in Better Eyesight Magazine describe how Dr.
Bates, Emily Lierman Bates, other Doctors, School Teachers, Bates
Method Students/Teachers, Children and Parents used Natural
Treatments to prevent, remove, many different eye problems without
use of eyeglasses, surgery, drugs; unclear close and distant vision,
astigmatism, cataracts, glaucoma, conical cornea, cornea scars,
wandering and crossed eyes (Strabismus, Squint) and other
conditions. Hundreds of Natural Treatments are listed.
Dr. Bates used surgery only when necessary.
Better Eyesight Magazine consists of articles that are interesting,
positive, fun to read. ‘True Life Stories’ of the doctors, patients,
adults and children. Vision improvement based ‘Fairy Stories’ and
other articles for children are included.
The magazines, books are the original source of Natural Eyesight
(Vision) Improvement. The Original Better Eyesight Magazine
collection is proof that Ophthalmologist William H. Bates discovered
the Bates Method, Natural Eyesight Improvement and is the True
Author of the Magazine.
Dr. Bates discovered Natural Eyesight Improvement over 100
years ago. The Optical and Medical Industry/Association and most
Eye Doctors, Opticians have hidden Dr. Bates magazines, books,
articles, Natural Eyesight Improvement from the public for over 100 years because: The writings are proof
that Natural Eyesight Improvement works, produces clear vision, healthy eyes, it teaches people how to
obtain clear vision ‘on their own’ and prevents the need for purchasing eyeglasses, contact lenses,
sunglasses, eye surgery and drugs.
Due to the truth about Natural Medicine becoming available to the modern public, Dr. Bates work has been
recovered from individual owners and re-published. Many modern Ophthalmologists, Optometrists are now
learning, teaching the Bates Method.

The 8 Correct Vision Habits, (natural, normal, relaxed eye, visual system function): Shifting, Central-fixation,
Memory, Imagination, Switching Close and Far, Long Swing, Sunning, Palming and other activities described
in this book are derived from Dr. Bates work, magazines.

Directions for the Original Better Eyesight Magazines
The Original Better Eyesight Magazine contains a
few treatments that are no longer taught the old
way to Natural Eyesight Improvement students.
They have been changed, improved and new
treatments, activities added. The E-Book ‘Better
Eyesight Magazine Illustrated with 500 Pictures’ is
attached free with this book. Read that modern text
version of Better Eyesight Magazine to learn the
new correct way a few of the old treatments in the
original magazines are practiced.
Treatments, activities must be practiced correct
to maintain healthy eyes, clear vision. Blue print and
pictures in the text version describe the old, new,
and improved treatments and the correct new way
to practice them. The text version can also be used
to check for correction of the old worn print in some
copies of the original pages.

Example of older methods that have been changed;
Open Eyes Sunning is no longer practiced in this way. Closed Eyes Sunning only is practiced.
Some people still practice open eyed sunning but in a specific way: Eyes, head/face continually move, eyes
blinking, eyes, head/face shifting to the sky near the left, right, top, bottom of the sun and across the sun
quickly. The person faces the sun for a brief time. Other directions are applied for safety.
Modern Bates Teachers teach Closed Eyes Sunning only and with eye, head/face movement. Looking at
the bright sky, clouds, trees… away from the sun is allowed.
The Sunglass is used only in special cases of near or complete blindness by an experienced Bates Method
Ophthalmologist if other methods fail. It can burn the eye, like a magnifying glass when used incorrect, and,
because it is a glass, it blocks full spectrum light resulting in partial spectrum, unbalanced light emitting
through, from the glass. The light does not go into the eyes pupil and is not directed at the cornea. It is only
directed at the sclera, white area of the eye, but it still must not be overused. Partial spectrum light is
unhealthy. Pure full spectrum sunlight, not passing through glass is best, healthy for the eyes, brain, body,
clarity of vision. The Sunglass is only a short, temporary treatment to awaken, bring to life and action the
cells in the eyes retina, lens… to reverse extreme vision impairment, blindness. Done correct, by a Bates
Method Eye Doctor, it is beneficial and will not harm the eye.
Reading by ‘first’ looking at the white spaces between sentences - Do not try to see, read the print clear
while at the same time, looking at the white spaces between sentences. Central-fixation must be used: look
directly at the print to see, read it. In Better Eyesight Magazine, Dr. Bates explains in detail in his ‘Questions
and Answers Page’ to: Use central-fixation when reading; Look directly at the object you want to see. First:
Look at, move the eyes (visual attention, center of the visual field) along the white spaces between the
sentences to relax the mind and eyes. (Looking at the white spaces causes relaxation because there if
nothing to see, there is no effort to see anything clear, so, strain is avoided. This enables relaxation of the
mind, eyes, eye muscles to occur. The relaxation produces clear vision, a ‘Flash of Clarity’.) When the
relaxation and clarity occur and the print flashes dark black and clear; then: look away from the spaces, look
directly at the black print, place the print in the center of the visual field to read, see it clear. The relaxation
and clear vision from looking at the white spaces continues when looking at the print. If it blurs, return to
the spaces or Palm to regain relaxation. Then back to the print. Use the memory and imagination when
looking at the white spaces: Imagine painting the spaces pure, bright white with a white paint brush and
pure white paint while imagining the white space is seen pure, bright, glowing white and clear. Relax, no
effort. Move the paintbrush, eyes left and right along the spaces, blink, relax. Practice with the eyes open,
then in the imagination with the eyes closed, then open again. Paint with an imaginary paint brush in the
hand or use a white Nosefeather.
Practice on Fine Print in the Sunlight.

Some people misunderstood Dr. Bates in early times and would try to read the print while looking at the
white spaces. Dr. Bates explained to; look at the space or the print; only one at a time, not both at the same
time. Looking at, trying to see, think about 2 or more objects at the same time is the opposite of centralfixation: it is diffusion, eccentric fixation and causes tension, strain in the mind, (brain) eye muscles, eyes
and unclear vision.
Look at one object at a time for clear vision. This is central-fixation: looking directly at the object of visual
attention: first at the white spaces, then the black print, one object at a time, in the center of the visual field.
Palming and imagining, remembering, seeing perfect black on the closed eyes produces perfect relaxation
and clear vision. Dr. Bates noticed that some patients used effort to imagine, see black and this prevented
relaxation. Dr. Bates states that imagining, seeing black is not necessary to obtain perfect relaxation and
clear vision. Remembering, imagining any pleasant thoughts, letting the mind drift from one happy thought,
object to another while palming will produce the relaxation and clear vision. Then, black may also appear in
front of the closed eyes. If black does not appear, it’s alright, it will not make a difference in relaxation,
clarity. See the palming chapter for examples.
Square, elliptical...swings - Some of the older swings are now combined into the Infinity, Figure Eight Swing.
The Long Swing, Sway (Rock) remain as Dr. Bates created them and are also combined in the Figure Eight
Swing.
In later editions of Better Eyesight Magazine and books, Dr. Bates and Emily Lierman, Bates lists these
changes.
Dr. Bates himself stated that the Bates Method is continually advancing, being improved. As he treated
thousands of patients over the years the Bates Method was perfected. Bates Teachers state they learn much
from their patients, students, each student being an individual and various treatments being successful for
each condition, state of mind, body, eyes and personality.
A few original magazine pages that are old with unclear print have an additional new clear page attached,
typed in present date print. A few misprints are corrected with additional print, leaving the original pages
untouched.
Book printing settings for the original pages is best at: darkest black and highest quality. Not too dark or it
will smear the print. The Original Antique Magazines will be in Paperback on Amazon.com in 2011-2012.
Distributing this book free to the public is encouraged. Keep this page in the Original Better Eyesight
Magazine
E-book that states; The modern version is free with the original book and should also be read to insure
correct application of some of the older original practices, treatments.

Thank-You, in Historical Order
+The University of California Library - http://www.lib.berkeley.edu/ and the Optometrist - Monroe J. Hirsch
(name shown in old print, pictures in this book) and other Colleges, Libraries, Eye Doctors, Emily C. A.
Lierman Bates, Bates Teachers, Individual Persons that preserved Ophthalmologist Bates Magazines, Books,
hid them from the Optical Industry when these businesses, doctors were destroying Doctor Bates work. The
law in Europe allowed preservation of Dr. Bates magazines, books.
+Thomas Quackenbush - http://www.naturalvisioncenter.com Bates Method, Natural Vision Improvement
Teacher, Author of ‘Relearning to See - Improve Your Eyesight Naturally’ and ‘Better Eyesight - The
Complete Magazines of William H. Bates’. He is the first Natural Vision Improvement Teacher to re-publish
and bring Dr. Bates work, treatments in Better Eyesight Magazine to the modern public.
+David Kiesling - http://www.iblindness.org For creating, bringing the first photo copy of all Dr. Bates
Original Better Eyesight Magazines back to the public. Every page, month, year in original antique print type!
This proved that Dr. Bates is the discoverer of Natural Eyesight, Vision Improvement, the true source of the
Bates Method. Original Pictures of Better Eyesight Magazine Pages and Dr. Bates... were provided,
purchased from David.
The following pages provide a sample of the 1919 Better Eyesight Magazine Issue Illustrated with 500 Pictures.
Free in PDF form with this book.
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PERFECT SIGHT
If you Jearn the fUDdamentaJ principl. of pel'feet oicht I!Id will coDlCioualy keep them in mind
your defective vision will dinppear. The followIng di8coveri.. were made by Dr. Bat. and hIa
method Ia hued on them. With it be baa cured
ao-aJJed Incurable tue8:
1. Many blind people are curable.
2. A1J errors of refraction are functional,

therefore curable.
3. All defective viaion il due to .train in lome
form.
4. Strain I. relieved by reluauoD.

You can demonotrat. to ,y our own ..liIfacuon
that .train lowera tho vlalon. When you atare,
you .train. Look fizedly at on. object for five
.econdl or lo",er. What happen., The object
blura and finally dilappeara, Also, your eye. are
made uncomfortabl. by thla el<plriment. When
you rest your ey. for a few momenta the vi.ion
fa improved and the diacomfort relieved.
Have lome one with perfect oicht demon.tnte
tho fundamental principles contained in Dr.
Bates' book, "Perfect SI,ht Without Glallll."
If the .""estiona and inatructiono are canied
out, and gl.._ diecarded, it Ia ponIble to improve th. vi.ion without penonaJly conau1t1ng a
phyaician.
"Perfect Si&ht Without Gla ...." will be lent
C. O. D. on five daya' approval. PrIce, $5.00.

CenlTal

Fi~ation

PublishinB Company

383 MadUon A _ N..., Yorl a.,.
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~
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Straighten all these in PS with
_ - - - tool .

PAGE TWO - JULY, 1919

Then check clarity.
update; these are blurry
compared to PSWG bem 132
fine print. Where did I get
them! Try put all in here but
find the origs on cd, clear and
straighten first.

Do you read imperfectly? Ca n
YO ll observe then that
when you look at the first word,
or the first letter, of a
sentence yo u do no t see bes t wh
ere yoti are looking; tha t
you- see oth er words , or oth er let
ters, jus t as well as or
belter than the ones yoti are loo
king at? Do you observe
al90 tha t the har der you try to
see the worse you see?
No w close your eyes and rest the
m, remembering some
color, like black or white, tha t you
can remember perfectly.
Keep them closed until they ffel
res ted , or lin til the feeling of str ain has been completely
relieved. Now open
them and look at the first word
or letter of a sentence for a
fraction of a second. If you hav
e been able to relax, par tially or completely, you will hav
e a flash of improved or
clear vision, and the are a seen bes
t will be sm .lIe r.
Af ter opening the eyes for this
fraction of a second,
close them again quiclcly, .til l rem
embering the color, and
keep tbem closed until they again
feel rested. Th en again
open them for a fraction of a sec
ond. Continue this alternat e res tin g of the eyes and Bashi
ng of the let ter . for a time,
and you may soon find tha t YO ll
can keep yotlr eyes open
longer than a fraction of a second
wi tho ut losing the improved vision .
If your trouble is with d'istant
instead of nea r vision,
use the same method with dis tan
t letters.
In this way you can demonstrate
for yourself the fundamental principles of the cur e of
im per fec t sig ht by tre atment withQut glasses.
If you fail, ask someone with per
fec t sight to help you.
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How to Use the Snellen Test Card
FOR THE

Prevention and Cure of Imperfect
Sight in Children
The Snellen Test Card is placed permanently upon the
wall of the classroom, and every day the children silently
read the smallest letters they can See from their seats with
each eye separately, the other being covered with the palm
of the hand in such a way as to avoid pressure on the
eyeball. This takes no appreciable amount of time, and
is sufficient to improve the sight of all children in one week
and to cure all errors of refraction after some months, a
year, Or longer.
Children with markedly defective vision should be encouraged to read the card mOre frequently.
Records may be kept as follows:
John Smith, 10, Sept. 15, 1918.
R. V. (vision of the rIght eye) 20/40.
L. V. (vision of the left eye) 20/20.
John Smith. 11. Jan. 1, 1919.
R. V. 20/30.
L. V. 20/15.
The numerator of the fraction indicates the distance of
the test card from the pupil; the denominator denotes the
line read, as designated by the figures printed above the
middle of each line of the Snellen Test Card.
A certain amount of supervision is absolutely necessary.
At least once a year some one who understands the method
should visit each classroom for the purpose of answering
questions, encouraging the teachers to continue the use of
the method, and making a report to the proper authorities.
It is not necessary that either the inspector, the teachers,
or ihe children, should understand anything about the physiology of the eye.
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THE FLASHING CURE
Do you read imperfectly?- Can yoU observe then that
when you look at the first word, or the first letter, of a
sentence you do not see best where you are looking; that
you see other words, or other jetters, just as well as or
better than the ones you are .Iooking at? Do you observe
also that the harder you try to see the worse you see?
N ow close yoUr eyes and rest them, remembering some
color, like black or white, that you can remember perfectly.
Keep them dosed until they feel rested, or until the feeling of strain has been completely relieved. Now open
them and look at the first word or letter of a sentence for a
fraction of a second. If you have been able to re1;uc, partially or completely, you will have a flash of improved or
clear vision, and the area seen best will be smaller.
After opening the eyes for this fraction of a second,
elo.e them again quickly, stili remembering the color, and
keep them closed until they again feel rested. Then again
open them for a fraction of a second. Continue this alternate resting of the eyes and flashing of the letters for a time~
and you may soon find that you can keep YOllr eyes open
longer than a fraction of a second without losing the improved vision.
If your trouble is with distant instead of near vision,
use the same method with distant letters.
In this way you can demonstrate for yourself the fundamental principles of the cure of imperfect sight by treatment without glasses .
If you fail. ask someone with perfect sight to help you.
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THE SWINGING CURE
If you see a letter perfectly, you may note that it
app"ars to pulsate, or move slightly in various directions. If your sight is imperfect, the letter will appear
to be stationary. The apparent movement is caused by
the unconscious shifting of the eye. The lack of movement is due to the fact that the eye stares, or looks too
long at one point. This is an invariable symptom of
imperfect sight, and may often be relieved by the following method:
Close your eyes and cover them with the palms of
the hands so as to exclude all the light, and shift mentally from one side 01 a black letter to the other. As
you do this, the mental picture 01 the letter will appear
to move back and forth In a direction contrary to the
imagined movement 01 the eye. Just so long as you
imagine that the letter is moving, or swinging, you will
find that you are able to remember it, and the shorter
and more regular the swing, the blacker and more distinct the letter will appear. If you are able to imagine
the letter stationary, which may be difficult, you will find
that your ·memory 01 it will be much less perfect.
Now open your eyes and look first at one ~ide and
then at the other 01 the real letter. If it appears to
move in a direction opposite to the movement of the
eye, you will find that your vision has improved. If you
can imagine the swing of the letter as well with your
eyes open as with your eyes closed, as short, as regular
and as continuous, your vision will be normal.
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TH E ME MO RY CUR E
When the sight is perfect. the memory is also perfe ct, because the mind is perfe ctly relaxed. Ther efore the sight
may be improved by any method that improves the memory.
The easiest thing to remember is a small black spot of no
particular size and form ; but when the sight Is Imperfect it
will be found impossible to remember it with the eyes open
and looking at letters, or other objects with definite outlines.
It may, however, be remembered for a few seconds or
longer, when the eyes are closed and covered, or when
looking at a blank surfa ce where there is nothing parti cular
to see. By cultivating the memory unde r these .favorable
conditions, it gradually becomes possible to retain It unde r
unfavorable ones. that Is, when the eyes are open and the
mind conscious of the impressions of light . By alter natel y
remembering the period with the eyes closed and covered
and tb .. n looking at the Snellen test card, or other letter s
or objec ts; or by remembering it when looking away from
the card where there is nothi ng parti cular to aee, and then
looking back ; the patient becomes able. in a longer or short er
I time, to retain the memory when looking at the card, and
I thus becomes able to read the letters with normal vision.
Many children have been cured very quickly by this met bod.
Adults wbo bave worn glasses bave great er difficulty. Even
unde r favorable conditions, the period cannot be reme m·
I
bered for more than a few seconds. unless one shift s from
one part of it to another. One can also shift from one
perio d, or othe r smal l black objec t, to anoth er.

I

I
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THE IMAGINATION CURE
When the imagination is perfect the mind is always
perfectly relaxed, and as it is impossible to relax and
imagine a letter perfectly, and at the same time strain
and see it imperfectly, it follows that whert one imagines
that one sees a letter perfectly one actually does see it,
as demonstrated by the retinoscope, no matter how great
an error of refraction the eye may previously have had.
The sight, therefore, may often be improved very quickly
by the aid of the imagination. To use this method the
patient may proceed as follows:
Look at a letter at the distance at which it Is seen
besot. Close and cover the eyes so as to exclude all the
light, and remember It. Do this alternately until the
memory is nearly equal to the sight. Next, after remembering the letter with the eyes closed and covered, and
while still holding the mental picture of it, look at a blank
surface a foot or more to the side of it, at the distance at
which you wish to see it. Again close and cover the eyes
and remember the letter, and on opening them look a
little nearer to it. Gradually reduce the distance between
the point of fixation and the letter, until able to look directly at it and imagine it as well as it is remembered
with the eyes closed and covered. The letter will then be
seen perfectly, and other letters in its neighborhood
come out. If unable to remember the whole letter, you
may be able to imagine a black period as forming part of
it. If you can do this, the letter will also be seen perfectly.

will
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THE PALMING CURE
One of the most efficacious methods of relieving eyestrain,
and hence of improving the sight, is palming. By this is
meant the covering of the closed eyes wIth the palms of
the hands In such a way as to exclude all the light, while
avoiding pressure upon the eyeballs. In this way most
patients are able; to secure some degree of relaxation in a
few minutes, and when they open their eyes find their vision
temporarily improved.
When relaxation is complete the patient sees, when palming, a black so deep that it is impossible to remember or
imagine anything blacker, and such relaxation is always
followed by a complete and permanent cure of all errors
of refraction (nearsight, farsight, astigmatism and even
old sight), as well as by the relief or cure of many other
Bbnonnal conditions. In rare cases patients become able
to see a perfect black very quickly, even In five, ten or
fifteen minutes; but usually this cannot be done without
considerable practice, and some never become able to do
it until they have been cured by other means. When the
patient becomes aole after .a few trials to see an approximate
black, it is worth while to continue with the method; otherwise something else should be trIed.
Most patients are helped by the memory of some color,
preferably black, and as it is impossible to remember an
unchanging object for more than a few seconds, they
usually find it necessary to shift consciously from one
mental picture to another, or from one part of such a
picture to another. In some cases, however, the shifting
may be done unconsciously, and the black object may appear
to be remembered all alike continuously.
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HALOS
When the eye with normal sight looks at the large letters
on the Snellen test card, at any distance. from twenty feet
to six inches or less, it sees, at the inner and ·outer edges
and In the openings of the round letters, a whIte more
intense than the margin of the card. Similarly, when such
an eye reads fine print, the spaces between the lines and
the letters and the openings of the letters appear whiter
than the margin of the page, while streaks of an even
more intense white may be seen along the edges of the
lines of letters. These "halos" are sometimes seen so
vividly that in order to convince people that they are illusions it is often necessary to cover the letters, when they
at once disappear. Patients with imperfect sight also see
the halos, though less perfectly, and when they understand
that they are imagined, they often become able to Imagine
them where they had not been seen before, or to Increase
their vividness, in which case the sight always improves.
This can be done by imagining the appearances first with
the eyes closed , and then looking at the card, or at fine
print, and imagining them there. By alternating these two
acts of imagination the sight is often improved rapidly.
It is best to begin the practice at the point at which the
halos are seen, or can be imagined best. Nearsighted patients
are usually able to see them at the near-point, sometimes
very vividly. Farsighted people may also see them best at
this point, although their sight for form may .be best at
the distance.
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INFLUENZA-A QUICK CURE
When the muscles of the eyes are perfectly relaxe<i
all errors of refraction are not only corrected, but abnormal conditions in other parts of the body are also
relieved.

It ia imposaible to relax the muscles of the

eyes without relaxing every other muscle in the body.
When people have colds or influenza the muscles that
control the circulation in the aflected parts ate under a
atrain, the arteries are contracted, and the heart is not
able to force the normal amount of blood through them.
The blood consequently accumulates in tbe veins and
produces inflammation. Hence any treatment which relaxes the muscles of the eyes sufficiently to produee
central fixation and normal vision ·will cure colds and
influenza. When one palms perfectly, shifts easily, or
has a perfect universal ,wing, not only the muscles which
control the refraction, but the muscles of the arteries which
control the circulation of the eyes, nose, lungs, kidneys, etc.,
are relaxed; and all symptoms of influenza disappear. The
nasal discharge ceases ·as ·1f by magic, the cough is at once
relieved, and if the nose has been closed, it opens. Pain.
fatigue, fever and chilliness are also relieved.

The truth

of these statements has been repeatedly demonstrated.
The Editor is very proud of this discovery which is now
published for the first time.
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RES T
All metbods of curing error s of refra ction ·are .impl y
different ways of obtaining rest.
Diffe re"t perso ns do tbi. in diffe rent ways. Som e
patie nts are able to rest their eyes simp ly by closi ng
them . and comp lete cures have been obtai ned by thl.
mean s, the closi ng of the eyes for a longe r or shor ter
perio d bein g alter nated with look ing at the test card
for a mrm ent. In othe r cases patie nts have strai ned
more when their eyes were shut than when they were
open. Som e can rest their eyes when all light is exclude d from them by cove ring with the palm s of the
hand s; othe rs cann ot, and have to be helpe d by othe r
mean s bdor e they can palm. Som e beco me able at ol1ce
to reme mber or imag ine that the lette rs they wish to see
are perfe ctiy black , and with the acco mpan ying relax ation their vision imm ediat ely beco mes norm al. Othe rs
beco me able to do this only after a cons idera ble time.
Shift ing is a very simp le meth od of relie ving strai n.
and most patie nts soon beco me able to shift from one
lette r to anoth er, or from one side of a lette r to anot her
in such a .way that these form s seem to move in a direction oppo site to the move ment of the eye. A few are
unab le to do this, but can do it with a ment al pictu re of
1\ lette r, after whic h they beco me able to
do it visua lly.
Patie nts who do not succe ed with any. ,part icula r
meth od of obtai ning rest for their eyes shou ld aban don
it and try some thing else. The cause of the failure is
strai n, and .t does no good to go on strai ning .
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Fine Prin t a Ben efit to the Eye
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It is impossible to read fine print with out relaxing.
Ther efore the readi ng of such print , cont rary to wha t
i. gene rally believed, I. a grea t benefit to the eyee. Pereons who can read perfe ctly fine print , like the
above specimen, are relieved of pain and fatig ue whil e
they are doIng It, and this relief Is often perm anen t.
Persons who cannot read It are bellefited by observing its
blackness, and reme mber ing it with the eyes open and
closed alter natel y. By bring ing the print so near to the
eyes that it cann ot be read pain is some time s relieved
insta ntly, beca use when the patie nt realizes that there i.
no possibility of readi ng it the eyes do not try to do so.
In myopia, however, it is some time s a benefit to strai n
to read fine print . Pers ons who can read fine print perfectly imagine that they see betw een the lines strea ks of
whit e whit er than the marg in of the page, and perso ns
who cann ot read it also see these strea ks, but not so well.
Whe n the patie nt becomes able to increase the vividness
of these appearances [see H a/os, Febr uary number] the
sight alwa ys improves .
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SUN-GAZING
Light is necessary to the health of the eye, and darkness
is injurious to it. Eye shades, dark glasses, darkened rooms,
weaken the sight and sooner or later produce ihfiammations.
Persons with normal sight can look directly at the sun,
or at the strongest artificial light, without injury or discomfort, and persons with imperfect sight are never permanently injured by such lights, though temporary ill effects,
lasting from a few minutes to a few hours, days, weeks,
months, or longer, may be produced. In all abnormal conditions of the eyes, light is beneficial. It is rarely sufficient
to cure, but is a great help in gaining relaxation by other
method• .
The quickest way to get results from the curative power
of sunlight is to focus the rays with a burning glass on
the white part of the eye when the patient looks far downward, moving the light from side to side to avoid heat.
Thi. may be done for part of a minute at frequent Interval •.
Looking at the sun, while slower in its results, has often
been sufficient to effect permanent eures, ' sometime. in a
very short time. There is a right way and a wrong way
to do this. . Persons with imperfect sight should never
look directly at the sun at fi rst, because, while no permanent
harm can come from it, great temporary inconvenience may
result. Such persons should begin by looking to one side
of the sun , and after becoming accustomed to the strong
light, should look a little nearer to its source, and so on
until they become able to look directly at the sun without
discomfort.
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SEE THINGS MOVING
\\' hcn Ih e sig-hl i, per feci Ihe suhject is ahle 10 obse"""
that all objeets rtgarded appear 10 he moving, A lettcr
seen at the near point or .1t the di :5t~llJC'c appear!; to

slightly ill v"riolls direction s.

1110\'e

The pavement collies toward

one in walking. and the hOllses :Ippeal' 10 mOV' in a direc tion opposite to olle's

OWIl.

[I'

reading the page appeal"

to move in a direction opposite to th.1t of the eye.

Tf one-

tries to imagine thing:; stationary . the vision is at

ol1({'

lowered and di scomfort and pain may he prodllced . not o nly

in the eyes alld head. hut ill other parts of the Ioody .
This movell1cnt is IIsually 50 slight that it is seldolll 1I0ticed
till the «ttenlion i:; called to it. hut iL Itl;)y he sO cC}llspict1ou:-;
as to be plailll)' obsen'able
imJlerfeet s ight.

eHIl

to pe l'so lls with markedly

If slIeh 1)('rso lls , for il"tallce, hold the

hand within s ix inches of the race and

IUI'I1

the head and

eyes rapidly fl'olll side to side, the hand will be seen to move

If it docs Ilot
mo,,·c, it. will be found that thc paticnt is str.'lTnillg to sec it in
the eccent ric field. By observing this movement it becomes
possible to sec or imagine a less conspicuous movement, and
thlls the patient may (:raclllally become ah1e to observe a
slight movement ill every object rega rded . SOllie pcrso ll ~
with imperfect sight ha\'e been cured ~ imply hy imag-il1 tll;':
that they sec thillgs llIoving a ll clay Inng.
The wo r ld 1lI0\'es . Let it 1II0ve. All Objects Illo" e if
you let them. Do not interfere with Ihis movement. 0 1' l ry
to slop it . 'l'his cann ot he done \vithollt all cO'Ol't w\lich
impairs the efficiency of thc eye and mind,
ill a direction opposite to that of the eyes,

-
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THE CURE OF IMPERFECT SIGHT IN
SCHOOL CHILDREN
While reading the S nellen test card every day will, in
time, cure imperfect sight in all children under l\'v'clvc who
have never worn glasses, the following simple prac t icC's
will insure l110rc rapid progress :

I. Let the children rest their eyes by closing for a fCII'
minutes or lunger, and then luok at thc test ca rd for a fe\\'
moments only. then rest again, and

~o 011 alternately.

Thi ~

cures many children very promptly.
2. Let them close and cover their eyes with the palms
of their hands in such a way as to exclude all the light while
avoiding pressure on the eyehalls (palming), and pro('(Td
as above. This is us ually 111 0 rc effective than melT c1()~il1.l!".

J.

Let t.hem delllonstrate that all efTort lowers the vision

by looking' fixedly at a Idler 011 the lest card, or at the ne;\l"
point. and noting that it blurs or uisappcars in less than a
minute . They thus become able, in some way, to avoid "nconscious effort.

The method' succeeds hest when the teachers do not lVear
glasses .
Supervision is absolutely ncccssary. At least- Ol1ce a year
some person whuse sight is normal without g lasses and wht'

understands the method should visit the c1aso)'ooms for the
purpose of answering questions, testing the sight o[ the chil ..
dren, a,nd making a report to the proper authorities.
The Snellen test card is a chart showing lelters o f gradu ated sizes, with numbers indicating the distance ill feet at

which each line should be read hy the normal eye.. Origi nally designed by Snellen [or the purl'Dse of testiog th e ,,"I:.
it is admirably adapted for ll'e ill eye education.
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MAK E YOU R SIG HT WO RSE
then' i ~ 110 1)('11('1" W;t r fl f i1l1 proving the sight than hy makillg- if "\tense. To sec th i ll ~:-;
1V0r,e wl1(~ 11 (Jlle is alrea dy see in!: thelll badly requi res
.1llt'ntal contr ol of a degr ee great er than that re'l " ired to
impr ove the sight . Thc impo rtance of thcse fael s is V('r ~'
great . \Vhe ll patie nts beco me ahle to lowe r their visio n
by consc ious starin g. they beco me helte r able to avoid UII consc ious starin g. Whe n they dcmo nstra te by increasin g'
their eccen tric fixati on that tryin g to sec objec ts not reganJ'ed lowe r, the vision, they lIlay stop tryin g to do th e
sallie thing unco nsciously.
Wha t is true of the sight is also trlle of th e imagi nal ion
and mem ory. If one's mem ory and imag inatio n arc iml'('!'feet, they can be impr oved by consc iousl y maki n!: th(, 1ll
wors e than they arc.' Perso ns with impc rfec t sight llevl'l'
reme mber or imag ine the letter s 011 the test card a s perfe ctly
hlack and dist inct, but to i.lllagil1(· them as grey and cloud ,'
is very difficult, or cve n impossible, and when a patie nt
ha s done it, or tried to do it, he Illay become able to avoid
'lhe unco nsciolls strain whic h has preve nted him from
form ing ment al pictu res as black and distin ct as the realit y.
To ·mak e impe rfect sight wors e is alwa ys more difficult
than to lowe r norm al vision. In other word s, to mak<: a
letter whic h alrea dy appe ars grey and indis tinct notice"bly more cloudy is hard er o(han to hlur a lett cr seefl
distin ctly. To make an ill1perfect ment al pictn re wor,, ·
is hard er than to blur a pcrfe ct one. Both pract ices r('quire much effor t. much hard disag reeab le work ; hut they
alwa ys, when succe ss ful. il11prn VC the memory. iIllCl,c:- i!1aticl1I
S fran ge

(lnd

:l !-'

VI Sion .

il may

see ll l
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GO TO THE MOVIES
Cinematograph pictures arc common ly supposed to be
very injurious to the eyes, and it is " fa ct that Ihey "fl('ll
cause much discomfort and 10IVering of vision.

They can,

however, be made a means of impro vi ng th e sight.

When

they hurl the eyes it is hecau se the suhj ec t sl raim

10

sec

If thi s tendency to strai n ca n he overcome, the

VI-

thelll.

sion is always improved, alld, if the practice of viewingth e pictur es is con tilllled long ('!lollgh, ll('ar sig-hl, " ~ ligll1ali s Tll

and other trouhles arc cured .
If your sight is imperfect, therdorc. yo u wi ll rJllrl it an

advantage to go to the Illovies [requently anei learn to look
at the pictures without strain.

J [ they hurt your eyes, look

away to the dark for a while, then look at a corner

0[

t.he

picture; look away again. and then look a li ttle Ilearer to
the center; and so all.

In this way you may soon become

ahle to look directly at the picture without disco mfort.

If

this docs not help, try palming for five minutes or longer.
Dodge the pain, in short, and prevent the eyestrain hy con stallt shi ftin!; , or hy palming.

If you become ahle to look at the lIlovies without discomfort, not hing else will bother you.
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MAKE YOUR SQUINT WORSE
There is no better way of curing squint than by making it
worse, or by producing other kinds of squint. This can be
done as follows:
To produce convergent squint, strain to see a point about
.t hree inches from the eyes, such as the end of the nose.
To produce divergent squint, fix a point at the distance
to one side of any object, and strain to see it as well as when
directly regarded.
To produce a vertical squint, look at a point below an

object at the distance, and at the same time strain to see
the latter.
To produce an oblique divergent squint, look at a point
below and to one side of an object at the distance while
itraining to see the latter.
When successful two images will be seen arranged horizontally, vertically, or obliquely, according to the direction
of the strain,
The production of convergent squint is usually easier than
that of the other varieties, and most patients succeed better
with a light as the object of vision than with a letter, or
other non-luminous object.

.
'
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VOLUNTARY PRODUCTION OF EYE TENSION
A SAFEGUARD AGAINST GLAUCOMA
It is a good thing to know how to increase the tension of
the eyeball voluntarily, as this enables one to avoid not only
the strain that produces glaucoma, but other kinds of strain
also. To do this proceed as follows:
Put the fingers on the upper part of the eyeball while
looking downward, and note its softness. Then do anyone
of the following things :
Try to see a letter, or other object, imperfectly, or (with
the eyes either closed or open) to imagine it imperfectly.
Try to see a letter, or a number of letters, all alike at one
time, or to imagine them in this way.
Try to imagine that a letter, or mental picture of a letter,
is stationary.
Try to see a letter, or other object, double, or to imagine
it double .
When success ful the eyeball will become harder in proportion to the degree of the strain; but, as it is very difficult
to see, imagine, or remember, things imperfectly, all may
not be able at first to demonstrate the facts .
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THE TREATMENT OF CATARACT

From "A Case of Ca.larael," b), Victoria Coolidge, '"
"Belter Eyesight" for ]"''", 1920.
The treatment pn·scrihed was as follow s :
Palming six times a day, a half hour or longer at a time
Reading the Sne ll en lest ca rd at live . ten. and IWPJ1t y
fcct.
Reading fine print at SIX inches. fiv e minutes at a time,
especially soon after risin g in the morning and just hefore
retiring at night, a nd reading' books and newspapers .
Besides this, he was to subject hi s eyes, t!spcc ially the left.
to the su nli g'ht whenever an oppo rtunity offered, to drink
twelve glasses o f water a day. walk five miles a day, and
l"ter. when he was in hettcr training, to run half a mile or
so every day.
The results of this treatment have heen 111 0s1 gratifying'.
Not only have his eyes improved steadily, uut his general
health has been so much benefited that a t eighty-t wo he
looks, acts and fee ls hetter and younger than he did af
eighty-one.
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THE PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF PAIN
BY THE MIND
Anyone who ha s normal vision can demonstrate In a
few moments th a t when the memory is perfect no pain
is felt, and can produce pain by an attempt to keep the
attention fixed o n a point. T o do thi'S pro ceed as follo ws:
Look at a hlack letter, close the eyes and remember
it. Look at ~he letter again and again cit")se the "ye~
and remember it. Repe"'t until the memory is e'l"a l to
the sight: Now press the nail o f 'One fin ge r again s t the
tip of anot1ler. If the letter is remembered perfec tly,
n'O palll will be felt. With practice it may oecome possible to reme mbc-r the letter with the eyes ope n.
Rem ember the letter imperfectly, with hlurred edge,
and cloud ed openings, a nd again press the nail o f one
finger again st th e tip of another. In this case it will
he found impossible to contin ue the pressu~e for more
than a momen,t on account of the pain.
Try to remember one point of a letter continuously .
It will be found impossible to do so, and if the e{fort
is continued long enough pain will be produced.
Try to loo k continuollsly at olle po int o f a let ter or
ot,her object. If the e{fort IS continued long enough,
pain will be produced.
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HOW TO OBT AIN PER CEP TIO N OF
LIG HT IN BLIN DNE SS
Two thing s havo alway s broug ht perce ption o( light tl)
blind patients. One is palm ing, and the othor is the swing .
The swing ma y take two (orm s:
I. Let the patie nt sia nd with (eet apart , ;\I1d sway til<:
body , inclu ding th e head and eyes, from side to side, wh ilt
!'hiflillg: ilw wrig-hl from o lle foot to liIe UliJtT .
2. Let him move his hand from one 5idc to the ot her in
front of his face, all the time try ing to imagine lhat he sees

it moving. As

~OOl1

as he becomes able ·to tlo thi s it ca ll he

c1cmonstrt\tcd that h(' really docs see the move ment .

Si mple as these meas ures arc they have a lways, eithe r
singly or toget her, broug ht relax ation , and with it perce pti on
of light . in fr om Gfteen minu tes or less to hal! an hour .
In palming the pati ent should reme mber that th is docs not
hring re1ie f tlnles!' mental relaxation is obtai ned. as (~vj
dencc d by the disap peara nce o( the white, grey and o lher
color s which most blind people sec at fir st wilh their eyes
close d and cover ed .
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METHODS THAT HAVE SUCCEEDED IN
PRESBYOPIA
Th e cure (If presbyopia , as uf allY uther error of refraction, is rest, and many preshyopic pati('lIt s arc able tu ohtain
this rest simply by clos ing the eyes . T hey arc kept closed
lIl1lil tl,e patient feels relieved, whicb may be in a few
minutes, half an hour. or longer. Then sOllie fine print
is regarded (or it few seconds. Jly alternately « :sting" ti,e
eyes and looki n~ at linc print llIiltly patiet1ts quickly h('cotJIc
able to read il at cig-hll'CIl in ches, and hy continued practice

they arc abl e to reduce the distallce ulltil it can he read " t
six inches in a dim light. At first the letters arc seen only
in flashes. Then they arc seen (or a longer time. until
finally they arc seen continuo usly. \N hen this method fails.
palming Illay be tried, combined with the use of the memory,
iinagination and swing. Particularly good results have been
obtained from the (ollowing procedure:
Close the eyes and rememher the letter 0 in dial11ono
type, with the open space as white a s starch and the outline
as black as possible.
\Vhen the white center is at the maximum imagine that
the leiter is moving, and that all objects. no matter how
large or small, arc moving with it.

Open the eyes and continue to imagine the universal
swmg,

AI·ternate the imaginatio n of the s wing with the eyes
ope11 with it s it1la~jnaliol1 with tile eyes closed.
When the il11agination is just as goocl with the eyes open
as when they arc closed the cun, will be complete.
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HOW TO IMPROVE THE SIGHT BY MEANS OF
THE IMAGINATION
Remember thc Ictter () in diamond typc, with the eyes
closed and covered. If you arc able to do this, it will appear to have a short, s10w swing, less than its own diameter .
Look at an unknown letter on the tcst card which you can
see only as a gray spot, at ten feet or more, and imagine
that it has a swing of not more than a quarter of an inch.
Imagine the top of thc unknown Icttcr to be straight,
,till maintaining the swing. I r this is in accordancc with
the fact, the swing will be unchanged. If it is not, the
swing will become uneven, or longer, or will be lost.
If the swing is altered, try another guess. If yOll can't
tell the difference between two guesses, it is because the
swing is too long. Palm and remember the 0 wilh its short
swing, and YOll may becomc able 10 sborten that of the larger
letter.
In this way you can asccrtain, without seeing the leIter,
whether its four sides arc straight, curved, or opcn. Y Oll
may then be able to imagine the whole letter. This is
easiest with the eyes closed and covered. If the sWlIlg 1$
modificd, YOll will know that YOll have madc a mistake.
In that case repeat from the beginning.
When you get the right lettcr
lhe eyes closed and open, lInlil
as well when you look al it as
and covered. In that ca se YOll

imagine it alternately wilh
you arc aJble 10 imagine il
when your eyes arc closed
will actually sec the letter.
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HOW TO DEMONSTRATE THE FUNDAMENTAL
PRINCIPLE OF TREATMENT

The object of all the melhods used in Ihe I,realment of imperfect sight without glasses is to secure rest or relaxalion,
of the mind first and then of the eyes, Rest always im proves the vision, Effort always lowcrs it , Persons wh o
wish to improve their vi,ion should hegi n by demonstrating
these facts,
Close the eyes and keep them closed for fifteen minules.
Think of nothing particula,r, 01' think of something pleasant.
When the eyes arc opened, il will usually oe found thaI the
vision has improved temJlorarily. If it has not, it will h ~
becau se, while the eyes were c1ose.d, Ihe mine! was not at
reEt.
One symptom of strain is a twitching of Ihe eyelids which
can be seen by an observer and felt by the patient with the
fingers . This can usually he corrected if the peri od of rest
is long enough .
Many persons fail to secure a temporary improvement of
vis ion by closing Iheir eyes. because they do not keep them
closed long enough. Children will seldolll do thi s unless
a grown person stands by and encourages them . Many
adults also require supervision.
To demonstrate that strain lowers the vision , think of
something disagreeable-some physical discomfort, or some thing seen imperfectly. When the eyes are opened, it will
be found that the vision has been lowered . AlsD stare at
one part of a lelter on the test card, or try to see the whole
letter all alike at aile time. This invariably lowers the vision,
and may cause the Iette!'s to di sappea r.
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HOW NOT TO CONCENTRATE
To remember the letter 0 of diamond type continuously
and without effort proceed as follows:
Imagine a little black spot on the right-hand side of the
o blacker than the rest of the letter; then imagine a similar
spot on the left-hand side. Shift the attention fr om the
right-hand period to the left, and observe that every time
that you think 0 f the left period the 0 appears to move to
the right, and every time you think of ' the right one it appears to move to the left. This motion, when the shifting is
done properly, is very short, less than the width of the letter.
. Later YOll may become able to imagine the 0 without consciolls shifting and swinging, but whenever the attention is
directed to the matter these things will be noticed.
Now do the same with the a letter on the test card. If
the shifting is normal, it will be noted that the letter can be
regarded indefinitely, and that it appears to have a slight
motion.
To demonstrate that the attempt to concentrate spoils the
memory, or imagination, and the vision:
Try to think continuously of a period on one part of an
imagined letter. The period and the whole letter will soon
disappear. Or try to imagine two or more periods, or the
whole letter, cq ually black and distinct at one time. Thi s
will be found to be evcn more difficult.
Do the same with a letter on the test card.
will be the same.

The results
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CHILDREN MAY IMPROVE THEIR SIGHT BY
CONSCIOUSLY DOING THE WRONG THING
Children often make a great effort to see the blackboard
and other distant objects in school. It helps them to overcome this habit to have them demonstrate just what the strain
to see does.
Tell them to fix their attention on the smallest letter they
can see from their seats, to stare at it, to concentrate on it,

to partly close their eyelids-in short, to make as great an
effort as possible to see it.
The letter will blur, or disappear altogether, and the whole
card may become blurred , while discomfort, or pain in the
eyes or head, will be produced.
Now' direct them to rest their eyes by palming. The pain
or discomfort will cease, the letter will come out again, and
other letters that they could not see before may come out
also.
A fter a demonstration like this children are less likely to
make an effort to see the blackboard, or anything else; but
some children have to repeat the experiment many times
before the subconscious inclination to strain is corrected.
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HOW TO IMPROVE THE SIGHT BY MEANS OF
THE IMAGINATION: No.2
In a recent issue directions were given for improving the
vision by the aid of the imagination. According to this method
the patient ascertains what a letter is by imagining each of the
four sides to be straight. cu rved, or open, and noting the
effect of each guess upon the imagined swing oi the Ictter.
Another method which has succeeded even better with many
patients is to judge the correctness of the guess by observing
its effect on the appea rance of the letter.
Look at a letter which can be seen only as a gray spot, and
imagine the top is straight . I f the guess is right, the spot
will probably become blacker; if it is wrong, the spot may
become fainter or disappear. If no difference is apparent,
rest the eyes by looking away. closing, or palming, and try
agam .
In many cases, when onc ~ide has been imagined correctly,
the whole letter will come out. I f it does not, proceed to
imagine the other sides as above directed. If, when all four
sides have iJeen imagined correctly, a letter does not come out,
palm and repeat.
O ne can even bring out a letter that one cannot see at all
in this way. Look at a line of letters which cannot be seen, and
imagine the top of the first letter to be straight. If the
guess is correct, the line may become apparent, and by continued practice the letter may come out clearly enough to be
disti nguisherl.
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HOW TO OBTAIN MENTAL PICTURES
Look at a letter on the Snellen test card.
Remember its blackness.
Shift the attention from one part of this spot
of black to another. It should appear to move in
a direction contrary to the imagined movement.
If l does not, try to imagine it stationary. If
you succeed in doing this it will blur, or
disappear. Having demonstrated that l is
impossible to imagine the spot stationary, l may
become possible to imagine it moving.
Having become able to form a mental picture
of a black spot with the eyes closed, try to do
the same with the eyes open. Alternate till the
mental vision with the eyes closed and open is
the same.
Having become able to imagine a black spot
try to imagine the letter 0 in diamond type with
the center as white as snow. Do this alternately
with eyes closed and open.
If you cannot hold the picture of a letter or
period, commit to memory a numberof letters
on the test card and redte them to yourself
while imagining that the card is moving.
If some other color or object is easier to
imag ine than a black spot it will serve the
purpose eq ually well.
A few exceptional people may get better results
with the eyes open than when they are closed.
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THE SENSE OF TOUCH AN AID TO VISION
Just as Montessori has found that impressions gained
through the sense of touch are very useful in teaching child ren to read and write, persons with defective
sight have found them useful in educating their memory and imagination.
One patient whose visual memory was very imperfect found that if she traced an imaginary black letter
on the ball of her thumb with her forefinger, she could
foll ow the imaginary lines with her mind as they were
being formed and retain a picture of the letter better
than when she gained the impression of it through the
sense of sight.
Anothe r patient discovered that when he lost the
swing he could get it again by sliding his forefinger
back and forth over the ball of his thumb . When he
moved his fingers it seemed as if his whole body were
movmg.
Both these expedients have the advantage of being
inconspicuous, and can, therefore, be used anywhere.
The vision was improved in both cases .
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THINK RIGHT
"As a man thinketh in his heart SO is he," is a saying
which is invariably true when the sight is concerned.
"Vhen a person remembers or imagines an object of
sight perfectly the sight is perfect; when he remembers
it imperfectly the sight is imperfect. The idea that
to do anything well requires effort, ruins the sight of
many children and adults; for every thought of effort
in the mind produces an error of refraction in the eye.
The idea that large objects are easier to see than small
ones results in the failure to see small objects., The
fear that light will hurt the eyes actually produces
sensitiveness to light. To demonstrate the truth of
these statements is a great benefit.
Remember a letter or other object perfectly, and
note that the sight is improved and pain and fatigue
relieved; remember the object imperfectly, and note
that the vision is lowered, while pain and fatigue may
be produced or increased.
Rest the eyes by closing or palming, and note that the
vision is improved, and pain and discomfort relieved;
stare at a letter, concentrate upon it, make an effort to
see it, and note that it disappears, and that a feeling of
discomfort or pain is produced.
Note that a small part of a large object IS seen
better than the rest of it.
Accustom the eyes to strong light; learn to look at
the sun; note that the vision is not lowered but improved, and that the light causes less and less discomfort.
Remember your successes (things seen perfectly);
forget your failures (things seen imperfectly) ; patients
who do this are cured quickly.
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STO P STA RIN G
It can be demonstrated by tests with the retinoscope
that all persons with imperfect sight stare, strain, or try
to see. To demonstrate this fact:
Look intently at one part of a large or small letter at
the distance or nearpoint. In a few seconds, usually,
fatigue and discomfort will be produced, and the letter
will blur or disappear. If the effor t is continued long
enough, pain may be produced.
To break the habit of starin g:
(I) Shift consciously from one part to anoth er of
all objects regarded, and imagine that these objects move in a direction contr ary to the movement of the eye. Do this with letters on the test
card, with letters of fine print , if they can be
seen, and with other objects. ..
(2) Close the eyes frequently for a moment or
longer . Whe n the strain is considerable, keep the
eyes closed for several minutes and open them
for a fraction of a seco nd-fl ashin g. Whe n the
stare is sufficient to keep the vision down to
21200 or less, palm for a longer or short er time ;
then look at the card for a moment. Later mere
closing of the eyes may affor d sufficient rest.
(3) Imagine that the white openings and margins of
letters are white r than the rest of the background. Do this with eyes closed and open alternately. It is an interesting fact that this practice prevents starin g and improves the vision
rapidly .
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Test Your Imagination.'

W

ITH Ihe e)'es closed remember some leller, as,

for c.rample, a small letler o. /magillc the while
cellicr 10 be wllile as SIIOW «'itlt the SH" shi."iHr!
011 it. Now OpCII tlte eyrs, 1001, at Ihe SlIel/ell Test Card
(lJ/(! imagille Ihe ,,'hile SIIOW as "'el/ as .1'011 call for a few
1II0lllClltS ollly; <"illlOut lIotillg so ",,"h Ihe d ramess of Ih e
letlers all tile card as .1'0111' abiIity 10 il/lGgille Ille .0107(' 7(,hil e
cellla, II/lerl/alillg as before 7('ith Ihe SlleileH Card .
.11101hfr lIIelhod: lVilil the f)'es closed, relllcwbf'r alld
iWllffille as «'cll as )'01. cal' Ihe first letter, whicll shollld be
~·I/07.c'II, all each lille of the Sliellen Test Card, begiHllilig
witll tile larger /rllers. Theil OPCII your eyes o"d imagine
Ihe sallie leller for a few 1II0ments ollly, alterllolillg unlil
Ihe known leller is imagined sufficicntly well that the sccolld
letler is secn withollt allY effort all your part.
Third 1IIethod: Wilh the eyes closed rell/ember or ;'lIogillc a .<IIUlIl blacl, period for part uf a "Ii,,,,'e or 10llger.
Theil 7('itll the eyes opell, looking at 110 object ill particular
olld withollt trying to sec, illlagille ill ,,'our lIIilld the blacil
period. Should )'011 believe thaI your t.isioll j,. improt.eri.
dodgc it, lo ok somc7('here else. This )'01< call pra ctice at all
times, ill all places, at your work as ",ell as whe" .-ilfill[1
qllietly ill YOllr rOOI/l .praclicillg w;th t/'e Silellell T est Card.
Whell the paiod is ill/ag;lled perfectly' with Ihe eyes opell.
aile com,o/ dodge perfect sigilt , 7t'hicil cOllies withollt all"
(,ffort

'i.('/~al .rn(,'i.'cr.
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S E E T H IN G S

W

M O V IN G

HE N riding in a railroad tra
in, trav~Uing rapid ,ly, a
pas sen ger loo kin g out a win dow
can imagine more Or
les s vivid1y that stationary obj ect
s, trees, houses , telc~
graph poles, arc mo vin g past
in the opp osi te direction. If one
walks alo ng the street, ob jec ts
to either side appear to be mo vin
g.
Wh en the eye s mo ve from sid
e to side a lon g distance with
or
wit hou t the

mo vem ent of the head or bod y it
is possible to imaginc
obj ect s not directly regarded to
be mo vin g. To see things mo vin
g
avoid loo kin g dir ect ly at the m wh
ile mo vin g the eyes.
The Lo ng Sv.:i7Jg: No matter
ho w great the mental .of other
strain may be, onc can, by mo vin
g the eye s a lon g distance from
side to side wit h the mo vem ent of
the hea d and bod y in the samc
"direction, imagine thi ngs mo vin
g opposite over a wide area. 'Th
e
"ye
s or mind arc benefitted.
The Sh orl Sw ing : To imagine
things are mo vin g a Quarter of
an inch or less, gradually sho
rte n the lon g sw ing and decrea
se

the speed to a rat e of a second
or less for cach swing. An oth er
method is to remember a small
Jetter perfectly with the eyes
closed and not ing the short sw
ing. Alternate with the eye s ope
n
and closed.
Th~

Un ive rsa l Swi1l{}: De mo nst rat
e that when on e imagines or
Sees one letter on a card at a dis
tance or at a near point that the

car d mo ve. wit h the let ter and
tha t eve ry oth er let ter or obj ect
seen or imagined in turn als o sw
ing s. Th is is the universal sw ing
.
Pra cti ce it all the time bec aus e
the ability to see or to do oth er
things i. benefitted.
Pra cti ce the im agi nat ion of the
sw ing con sta ntl y. If one
imagines things art! stationary,
the vision is alw ays imperfect, and
effort is . req uir ed and one does
not feel com for tab le. To sta re
and strain takes time. To let thi
ngs mo ve is easier . One shoulc
f
plan to pra cti ce the sw ing obs
crv ed by the eye wit h nor ma l
vision: as sho rt at lea st as the wid
th of the let ter at tw ent y feet
or six inches, as slo w as a second
to each movement and aU done
easily, rhy thm ica lly , continuously
,
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IMPROVE YOUR SIGHT
LL day long use your eyes right. You have just
as much time to use your eyes right as you have
to use them wrong. It is easier and more comfortable
tn have -Derfect sight than tn have imperfec.t
,
s ight.

A

Practice the long swi ng. Notice that when your eyes
move the great distance rapidly, objects in front of you
move in the opposite direction ~o rapidly that you dn
not see them clearly. Do not try to see them because
that stops the apparent movemen t.
Rest your eyes continually by blinking, which means
to open and close them so rapidly that one appears to
see things continuously, Whenever convenient close
your eyes for a few minutes and rest them. Cover them
with one or both hands to shut out the light and obtain
a greater rest.
When the mind is awake it is thinking of many
things. One can remember things perfectly or imagine
things perfectly, which is a rest to the eyes, mind
and the body generally. The memory of imperfect sight
should be avoided because it is a strain and lowers
the vision.
Read the Snellen Test Card at .20 feet with each eye,
separately, twice daily or oftener. Imagine white spaces
in leiters whiter than the rest of the card. Do this
alternately with the eyes closed and opened. Plan to
imagine the white spaces in letters just as white, in
looking at the Snellen test card, as can be accomplished
with the eyes closed.
Remem ber one letter of the alphabet, or a part of
one letter. or a period. continuously and perfectly.
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RELAXATION FROM FINE PRINT
BUSINESS card, 3" x 2" with fine print on one
side is held In front of the eyes as near as 'po~
sible, the upper part in contact with the eye,
brows, the lower part resting lightly on the nose.

A

The. patient looks directly at the fine print without
trying to see. Being ~o c10Ee to the eyes most people
realize that it is impossible to read the fine print and
do not try, in this way they obtain a mea. ure of relaxation which is sufficient to benefit the Eight very
much.
The (:!Ilicnt move;; th e curd from side to side a short
distance slowly al!d sees the card moving !ll'ovided the
mo"cnllmt is lIot too short or too slow. The ~horter
th e movement and the slower it is. the bettei'.
Some patients, although th r card is held very close,
note that the white Spaces between the lines become
whiter and the black letters become blacker and clearer.
In some cases one or more words of the fine print will
be seen in /lashes or even continuously as long as no
effort is made to see or to rend the fine print.
This movement of the card should be kept up to obtain the best re~ults, for many hours every day. The
hand which holds the card may soon become fatigued j
one. ma.rthen use the hands alternately Some patients
"ary this by holdin~ the card with. both hands at the
same time.
Th~amount

of light is bot important.
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DISC ARD GLAS SES

E

ASY to •• y. 80methinK else to do. But it is a fnct that
no one can be cured without gl.ase s and wear ,lasaeB at
the sa me time.
Thia is a fact that one .houl d keep in mind. It may
help to give one back hone sufficient to do the right thing
.
I know how difficult it is from perlo nal exper ience . I suppo
le
I ha\Oe 81 much originality. if not more . thlln the average perso
n.
It requir ed a year befor e I waa convinced that my eyea could
not
be cured un I••• I .topp ed wear in, ,Iaas e•. I could not wear them
even for emercencie8 witho ut sulre rin, a relaple.
Patie nts who are really anxio ua to be cured can disca
gkls.e a and obtain benef it almo st from the otort. Wear ln, rd
of
gln •• e. becomeB a fixed habit. The idea of going witho ut them
i. a shock . The honea t deter minat ion to do all that i. pOBsibie
to be done for a cure. makes it eaay or eaBier to dilCard g).lse
at once. Patie nt. tell m. that after they have diaca rded theirs
gla.s e. for a few day. they do not reel .. uncom fortab le
a.
they expec ted.
Do not u.e opera 'Ia.. ... Do not UBe a ma,n ifyln , gl ••• for

any purpo8e,

It i. very natur al that one shoul d hesita te to di.ca rd gla."
after he hal worn them ror many years and obtained what leem8
conai derab le benefit. It may help to read what I have publis hedl
ahout Ilia ..e.. Most of the disco mfort a of the eye. are iar,el
functional or nerVous Dnd not due to any real or or,an ie troub y
with tho eyea. All the .ymp toms of disco mfort are accomle
ponied by a atraitl which produces a wron , focus of the eyes·
called myopia, hypermetropia, astigm atism or pr~8byopia
.
Glulises may correct the wrong focus produced by the strain , but
thC'y do 1I0t nl~' "ys, b('C:luHe the eyes are not alway s strain
ed
to fit glUSHCH accur nteiy. \Vhile weari ng glass es in order to
sec,
olle haH tu strain or, by UII effort , l!IIqueE
'ze the eye ball out of
shape and it is impos sible there fore, to obtain relax ation
and
SlOC with glluuieH.
If one can understand wh"t I hR\'e just stated ont! call realiz
e
the lIecea~ity of disca rding glnllie li in order to obtai n a cure.
I
feel thAt the fncts shuuld be emph asized and the patien
t mnde
to uuder",tand the IlcceHl!IIity oC dhtca rding glass es. This make
s
it eaaier for lhe patien t to do witho ut ,Laue s.
Do not argue with yours elf about the matter. When you go
to a doctor you expect to take his medicine even though you may
not know what it ia or how it is going to act. When patients come
to me for relief I say, "Discard your glalse s ' and you can
be
cured."

If they are wise they do

:IS

i soy witho ut any taik.
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"PAGE TWO"
N paie two of this magazine are printed each
month specific directions for improving the
sight in various ways. Too many subscribers
read the magazine once and then mislay it.
We feel that at least page two should be kept for
reference.

O

When the eyes are neglected the vision may fail. It
is so easy to forget how to palm successfully. The iong
swini always helps but It has to be done rliht. One
may under adverse conditions suffer a tension so great
that the ability to remember or imagine perfectly is
modified or lost and relaxation is not obtained. The
loni swini is always available and always brings suf.
flcient relief to practice the ehort swing, central fixation, the perfect memory and imagination with perfect
relief.
Be sure and reuiew page two frequently; not
only for your special benefit but abo for the benefit of Indlulduab you desire to help!
Persons with imperfect sight often have difficulty in
obtainlni relaxation by the various methods described
in the book and In this magazine. It should be emphadzed that persons with iood vision are better able
to help others than people who have imperfect sight or
wear glasses. If you are trying to cure yourself avoid
people who wear ilasses or do not see well. Tho~e Individuals are always under a strain and the strain is
manifested In their face, in their voices, In their walk,
the way they sit, In short In everything that they do.
Strain is contaiious. Teachers in Public Schools who
wear glasses are a menace to their pupils' sight. Parents who wear glasses or who have imperfect sight
lower the vision of their children. It is always well
when treating children or adults to keep them away
from people with Imperfect sight.
to

•

""'-. ,,"r~~; n .,..hod
....

"7. "1- I~

II'"
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SCHOOL CHILDREN'S EYES

T

HE cure and prevention of imperfect sight- in school chil.
dren is very simple.

A Snellen Test Card should be placed in the class
room where all children can see it from their Se.1tS. They
should read the card at least once daily with each eye separately,
covering the other eye with the palms of the hands, in such a
way as to avoid pressing on the f'yeball. The time required is
less than a minute for both eyes. The card measures the amount
o( their vision, They will find from time to time that their eyesight varie.. Some children are very much disturbed when they
canllot see 60 well 011 account of the light being dim 011 a dark
or rainy day Bnd although they usuaUy learn the letters by heart
they do not always remember or see them. It is well to encour·
age the children to commit the letters to memory because it i.
a great help for them to see them. When a child can read the
Snellen Test Card with each eye with perfect sight, even although
they do know what the letters arc, it has been found by numerous
observations that their eyes are also normal and not nearsighted.
far"sighted nor do they have astigmatism. Many chiJdren find
that when they have difficulty in reading the writing on the
hlackboard that they obtain material help after glancing at the
Snellen Test Card and reading it with perfect sight.
'Vhen the eye iii at rest, perfect rest, it always has perfect
sight. A great many te.'1chers and others cQ:udemn the method
uliwisely because they suy that the children learn. and because

they know what the letters are, they recite them without actually
seeing' them.

\Vith my instrument I have observed many thou .

• ai,ds of school children re.ding the Snellen Test Card .apparent·
Iy ! with perfect sight, the test card thnt they had committed t(l
memory. and ill all cnSCH never did I find anythillg wrong with
their eyes.
About tell ycar~ ago I challenged a Uoctor. a member of the
Board of EducatiolJ. to prove that the children "deceive themseh'es
or others by saying that they see letters when they donlt. To
me it is very interesting that the roost wicked child in school no

matter how he may lie about other things with great facility ano
Ket. by with it, was never cau~ht lying about hi. eYesight. I
believe that every family should have a Snellen Test Card in the
home and the children encouraged to practice reading it for a rew
minutes or longer a number of times every day. Some children

are fond of contests and quite often a child who can demonstrate
th.t hia vision was the best of any pupil in the cla.8 had a feel·

in, of pride and satisfaction which everyone in sporting evenbi
can understand.
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COMPARISONS
N practicing with the Snellen Test Card, when the
vision is imperfect, the blackness of the letters is
modified and the white spaces inside the lette rs are
also modified. By comparing the blackness of the
large lette rs with the blackness of the smaller ones it
can be demonstrated that the larger lette rs are imper·
fectly seen. They reslly have more of a blur than do
the smaller lette rs which cannot be distinguished.
When one notes the whiteness in the cent er of a
large lette r, seen indistinctly, it is usually possible to
compare the whiteness seen with the remembered whiteness of something else. By alternately comparing the
whiteness In the center of a lette r with the memory of
a bette r white, as the snow on the top of a mountain, the
whiteness of the lette r usually improves. In the same
way, comparing the shade of black of a lette r with the
memory of a dark er shade of black of some othe r object
may be also a benefit to the black.
Most persons with myopia are able to read fine prin
ut a near point quite perfectly. They see the blacknesst
and whiteness of the lette rs much bette r than they are
able to see the blackness of the larger lette rs on the
Snellen Test Card at 15 or 20 feet. Alternately reading
the fine prin t and regardlnll' the Snellen Test Card, comparing the black and white of the small lette rs with the
bluck and white of the large letters, is often times very
beneficial. Some cases of myopia have been cured very
promptly by this method.
AU persons with imperfect sigh t for reading are benefitted by comparing the. whiteness of the spaces between the Jines with the memory of objects which are
whiter. Many persons can remember white snow with
the eyes closed whiter than the spaces between the lines.
By alternately closing the eyes for a minute or longer,
remembering white snow, white starc h, whit e paint,
white cloud in the sky with the sun shining on It, and
flashinll' the white spaces without tryina- to read, many
persons have materially improved their sia-ht and been
cured.

I
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PRA CTI CIN G

A

(;ltEA T muny pL'Opl. have uked , " How much time
should on. de"ot e to pract icinl the method a of centr al
lixlltion in order 10 be cured of Imperfect .ight witho ut
Ilass es?"

The unsw er iM-AI.1. THE TIME .
One Rhuuld sccur'" rcluxutioll or rcat until one is perfe ctly com ..
fortahl~ !!lld cClHti l: uc feelin g comr ortab le BS
10nAr 8S one Is

nwuk c.

The fe.lin g of reloxnlio:l or conlf ort c,n h. obtained with the
memory of perf. ct ailht . Even if olle canno t remember perfe ct
wl:rhl one can imagille It. All black obJecta should be Imag:lned
perfe ctly blnck. All "'hlte objecta observed .houl d be imag:ined
perfe ctly while. All lette r. oba.r ved .houl d b. Im.,Jrined perfectly and e"ery thine Ihat i....." should be ima,l ned perfectly.
To im ..,lne anythIng: Imperfectly requi rea a .traln , an elfort,
which Is dillicult. Choose the e88Y way. Ima, ine thing:. perfectl)' •
H you try 10 Ima,l lle a" object al .tatio nary you will Itrall l
""d your sight become Imp, Ired. All dsy lon, tbe eye. are movillg trom one poillt 10 allot her. Im"l ine Ihat objec ts are moving
oppoaite to Ihe movement of the eyel. If one do .. not notice
thil one is very apt to Ilrain and Im.'lllt.. thln l' Itatlo nary.

One eln pract ice properly for ten mlnuteo and be comfortable.
That . doe. not mean that all the reat of the day one ean atr.ln
and tear olle'. eyes all to pie.... witho ut payln l the penalt)' for
br.nk ine the II". If you are under treatm ent for impe rfect
sighl be snr. 10 k""p In mild all d.y lonl from the time you
wuk.! up ill the morning until you 110 to bed at nilht the feelin
a:
of conI fori. of r •• t, of relau tlon, in..... ntl)'. It i. B great deal
bellt' r 10 do th·, t Ihull to feel ullder a strain aIMI ~ 1!1M;(lIl1fortable
all day IOIlK.
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THE VARIABLE SWING

R
.

ECENTLY I have been impreSfed verI' much by the value of
the \'Iriable .wing. By the variable swing i. meant tho
ahility to imagine a near object with a longer swing than one
more distant.

For example, a plIliont came to me with

conic.1 cornea, which is usuolly considered incurable. I placed a chair
five feet aw.y from her eyes, clearly on • line with the Snellen test
card located 15 feet distant, When .ho looked at the Snellen test card
.nd imagined the lette .. moving an ineh or Ie...he could imagine the
ch.ir that she wa. not looking at moving quite a diltence. AI i, well
known the .horter the owing the better 'the .i,ht. Some persona with
unusu.lly good vision hive • swinll 10 ohort that they do not readi Iy
recognize it. Thi, patient WI. .b Ie to im.gine the chair moving an
inch Or Ie.. and the card on the wall moving a Ihorter distance. She
became able to imagine the chair moving a quarter of an inch and the
movement of the Snellen test card at 15 feet WOI so short that she
could not notice it. In the be,inning her vision with gl..se. w.. poor
and without 'I ....s wae double, and even th. farger lette .. on the
Sn.llen t .. t card were vorl' much blurred. Now, when .he imagined
the chair moving I quarter of an inch and the Snellen te.t card moving
10 .hort a dill once that Ihe could not recognize it, the conicaf corne.
dis"ppeared from both eyo> Ind her vision he.ame normal. To me it
wa. one of the mOil remarkable thin,. I have .een in ye.... I know
of no otb.r treatment that has ever brou,ht about so great a benefit
in so bad a c....
The variable swing is somothing that mOlt people can leorn how to
practise at their fint visit. Some people can do it better than othen.
The improvement dcpends directly upon their skill in practi.ing th..
"ariable lwing.
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THE EASY SHIFT
OME time ago a man came to me for treatment of his eyes.
Without glassel hi. vilion wal about one-half of the normal. This patient could not palm without suffering an
agony of pain and depression. He had pain in different
partl of hi. body aa well al in hil eye. and the pain wal
ulually very severe. The long swing, the short swing tired him
exceedingly and made hil light worse. I alked him to tell me
what there wei that he could remember which caused him no
dilcomfort.

S

He .aid, "Everything that I see disturb. me if I make an
effort." "I try very hard not to make an effort, but the harder
I try the worse do I feel."
When he could not practise palming, swinging or memory successfully I luggested to him that he look from one aide of the
room to the other, paying no attention to what he saw, but to
remember u well a. he could a room in his home. For two hours
he practised this and was able to move his eye. from one side of
the room to the other without paying any attention to the things
that were moving or to the things he .aw. Thi. was a re.t to
him, and when hi, vi.ion wu tested, much to my surprise, he read
t~e Snellen Test Card with normal vision at twenty feet. I
handed him some diamond type, which he read without difficulty
and without hi. glasses.
Since that time I have had other patients who were unable to
remember or imagine things without Itraining and they usually
obtained marked benefit by practising the EASY SHIFT.
No one can obtain perfect .ight without constantly Ihilting,
easily, without effort. THE EASY SHIFT is easy because it
i. done without trying to remember, to imagine or to see. AI soon
•• one makes an effort the .hift becomes difficult and no benefit
js obtain..!.
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BREATHING
ANY patients with imperfect sight are benefited by breathing.
One of the best
methods is to separate the teeth while keep.
ing the lips closed, breathe deeply as though
one were yawning. When done properly
one can feel the air cold as it passes through the nose
and down the throat. This method of breathing secures a great amount of relaxation of the nose, throat,
the body generally including the eyes and ears.
A man aged sixty-five, had imperfect sight for distance and was unable to read fine print without the
aid of strong glasses. After practicing deep breathing in the manner described he became able at once
to. read diamond type quite perfectly, as close as six
inches from the eyes. The benefit was temporary
bilt by repetition the improvement became more
permanent.
At one time I experimented with a number of
patients, first having them hold their breath and test
their vision, which was usually lower when they did
not breathe. They became able to demonstrate that
holding their breath was a strain and caused imperfect sight, do uble vision, dizziness and fatigue , while
the deep breathing at once gave them relief.
There is a wrong way of breathing in which when
the air is drawn into the lungs the nostrils contract.
This is quite conspicuous among many cases of tuberculosis.
Some teachers of physical culture in their classes
while encouraging deep breathing close their nostrils
when drawing in a long breath . This is wrong because it produces a strain and imperfect sight. By
consciously doing the wrong thing, breathing with a
strain one becomes better able to practice the right
way and obtain relaxation and better sight.
The habit of practicing frequently deep breathing
one obtains a more permanent relaxation of the eyes
with more constant good vision.

M
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THE OPTIMUM SWING

T

HE optimum swing is the swing which gIves the best results, under different conditions.

Most readen of the magazine and the book know
about the , swing. The swing may be spontaneous.
that is to say when one remembers a letter perfectly or sees a
letter perfectly and continuously without ' any volition on the part
of the patient he is able to imagine that it is a slow • • hort. easy
swing. The speed is about as fast as one would count orally.
The width of the swing i. not more than the width of the letter.
and it is remembered or imagined as easily as it is possible to
imagine anything without any e/fort whatsoever. The normal
swing of normal sight brings the greatesl amount of relaxation and
should be imagined when oQe is able to succeed when it becomes
the optimum swing under favorable condition.. N eanighted persons have this normal optimum swing usually at the near point
when the vision i. perfect. At the di.tanc. where the vi.ion i.
imperfect the optimum .wing is something else. It is not spantaneou. but haa to be produced by a conscious movement of the
eyes and h.ad from .ide to side and is usually wider than the
width of the letter. raster than the normal swing and not so ea.ily
produced.
When on. has a headache or a pain in the eyes or in any part
of the body the optimum swing is always wider and more difficult
to imagine than when one has Ie .. strain of the eyes. Under unfavorable conditions the long swing is the optimum .wing. but
under favorable conditions when the sight is good. the normal .wing
of the normal eye with normal sight i. the optimum swing. The
long swing brings a measure of relief when done right and makes
it possible to shorten it down to tb normal swing of the normal eye.
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TH E MEMORY SWING
HE memory swing relieves strain and tension as well as
does the long or the short swing which has been described at various times. It is done with the eyes
closed while one imagines looking over first the right shoulder then over the left shoulder when the eyeballs may be seen
through the closed eyelids to move from side to side. When
done properly it is just as efficient as the swing which is practiced with the eyes open whether short or long. The memory
Swing can be shortened by remembering the swing of a
small letter, a quarter of an inch or less when the eyes are
closed. The memory swing has given relief in many cases
of imperfect sight from myopia, astigmatism and inflammations of the outside of the eyeball as well as inflammations
of the inside of the eyeball. One advantage is the. fact that
it can be done without attracting the attention or making
one more or less conspicuous to others. It is much easier
than the swing practiced with the eyes open and secures a
greater amount of relaxation or rest than any other swing.
It may be done wrong just as any swing may be done wrong.
When done right one does not imagine things are moving
necessarily. All that is important is to move the eyes from
side to side as far as possible or as far as one can move
them when the eyes are open.

T
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WATCH YOUR STEP

HEN you know what is the matter with you it is
possible for you to correct it and bring about a
cure. If you do not know what is wrong with you
the cure of your imper'fect sight is delayed. Some persons
have been cured quickly when they were able to demonstrate
that to see imperfectly required a tremendous effort, an
effort which was very difficult. Some persons are cured
in one visit and they readily demonstrate that imperfect
sight or failure to see is difficult. Others require weeks
and months to ' demonstrate the facts. Perfect sight is
quick, comes easy and without any effort whatever. Imperfect sight is slow, difficult. One cannot consciously make
the sight worse as readily as it can be done unconsciously.
There is no danger in demonstrating the facts.
Look at a small letter on the Snellen test card which can
be seen clearly at ten or twenty feet. a letter 0 for example.
When the letter is seen quite perfectly it is usually seen
without any apparent effort. However. by looking intently,
staring at it and making an effort to improve it the letter
blurs. It can always be demonstrated that the effort to see
very soon blurs the letter. Now close the eyes and rest them
for a part of a minute or longer and then glance at the
letter again . It will usually be as clear as it was before.
Again by straining. making an effort. the letter becomes
blurred. One can readily demonstrate that to make the
sight worse requires an effort, a strain..
Many obstinate cases have obtained a permanent cure only
after learning how to make the sight worse consciollsly. In
my book are published Seven Truths of Normal Sight.
Prove the facts by demonstrating that the sight becomes imperf.ect when one or all of them is made imperfect by a
stram.

W
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Teach Others

M

ANY teachers have told me that when they
taught Arithmetic the one who learned the most
was always the teacher. Some ministers have
made the remark that the one who profited mostly by
the sermon was the man who delivered it.
For many years my patients who have been benefited
by treatment without glasses have to a greater ·or less
extent enjoyed the pleasure of helping others. When
you think that you understand how to practice the swing
with benefit try to teach somebody else how to do it.
If you find palming is beneficial find how many of your
friends who are also benefited by palming. But when
you meet someone who is not benefited by what you
tell them to do, you have at this time an opportunity of
helping not only your friend but your own eyes as well.
It seems a simple matter for you to close your eyes, rest
them for a half hour or so and find that your sight is
improved by the rest. However, there are some people
who are not benefited appreciably by closing their eyes
and resting them. One cause of failure is the memory
of imperfect sight. Many patients failed to improve because with their eyes closed they· think too much of their
failure to see. Patients who have improved materially
usually can demonstrate that the memory of perfect sight
is restful, while the memory of imperfect sight is a strain.
If you have a near-sighted friend who can read ordinary
print without difficulty at the near point and without
glasses, you c;an spend an hour or two of activity in
showing your friend how to demonstrate while regarding fine print that it is impossible to try to concentrate
on a point without sooner or later making the sight
worse, that it is impossible to remember, imagine or see
stationary letters, that it is impossible to maintain normal
vision with the eyes kept continuously open without
blinking.
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Try Dancing

T

HERE bas been repeatedly published in this
magazine and in my book that the lmal:'inatlon
of Itationary objects to be moving is a rest and
relaxation and a benefit to the ligbt. Young children,
when one or both eye. turn in or out, are benefited by
havin&, them lwine from aide to aide with a regwar rhythmical motion. Thit motion preventl the Itaro and the
.t~aln and improve. the appearance of the ey... It help.
the II,ht of molt children to play pIllI·in-tbe-comer or
to play hlde.and·aee~ Cbildrm become very much excited and laugh and carry on Ind have a good time and it
certainly ia a benefit to their light. It Itema to me that
theto children would be benefited by going to dandng
school. Many of my p.:Itients practice the long awing in
the office and g-ive strangers the impression that they are
practicing atepa of a dance. One patient with Imperfect
sight from detachment of the retina recently told me over
the telephone thllt he went to a dance the night before
and although he lost conlidcrable _leep his sil:'ht wali
very much improved on the following mornin,.
Dancing is certainly a great help to keep things moving
or to imagine Itationary object. are moving. and is al·
ways recommended. Some people have told me that the
memory of the music, the conatant rhythmic motion and
the relaxation have improved the villon.
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The Slwrt Swing

M

ANY people with normal aight can demonstrate the ahort swln, readily. They
can demonstrate that with normal vision
each smaD letter re,..ded moves from side to
lide about a quarter of an inch or leaa. By an
effort they can ItOP this ahort lwing. and when
they are able to demonstrate that. the vision becomea imperfect almost immediately. Practicing
the long Iwing brings a measure of relaxation
and makes it possible for thole with Imperfect
light to lee things mo~ with a Ihorter swing.
It is a ,ood thin, to have the help of IOmeone
who can practice the short swing successfully.
Ask lome friend who has perfect light without
glassel. in each eye to practice the variable swing
.s just described. which is a help to those with
imperfect sight who have difficulty in- demonltrating the short swing.
Nearsighted patients usually can demonstrate
lhat when the vision is perfect. the diamond type
at the reading diltance, one letter regarded is
seen continuously with a slow, short, easy swing
not wider than the diameter of the letter. By
staring the swing stops and the vision becomes
imperfect. It is more difficult for a nearsighted
person to stop the swing of the fine print, letter
0, than it is to let it swing. When the sight is
very imperfect, it is impossible to obtain the
short swing. Many people have difficulty in
maintaining mental pictures of any letter or -any
object. They cannot demonstrate the short
swing with their eyes closed until they become
able to imagine mental pictures.
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The Snellen Test Card
E Snellen Test Card is used for testing
the eyesight. It is usually placed about 20
feet away from the patient. He covers
each eye alternately, and reads the card as well as
he can. Each line of letters is numbered with a
figure which indicates the diatance that it should
be read with the normal eye. When the vision is
recorded it is written in the form of a fraction.
The numerator being the distance of the patient
from the card.. and the denominator denoting the
line read. For example :-If a patient at 10 feet
can only read the Une marked 100 the vision is
written 10/100 or 1110. If the patient at 20 feet
can read the line marked 10 the vision is recorded
aa 20/ 10 which means that the sight is double that
of the average eye. Reading the Snellen Test
Card daily helps the sight. Children in a public
school with normal eyes under 12 years of age.
who have never worn glasses were improved immediately by practicing witll. the Snellen Test
Card. Children with imperfect sight also improved, and with the help of someone with perfect sight in time the vision becomes normal
without glasses. School children oftentimes are
very much interested in their eyesight and wha-t
can be accomplished with the help of the Snellen
Test Card. They have contests among themselve.
to see who can read the card best in a bright light,
or on a rainy day when the light is dim. Many
of them _find out for themselves that straining,
makes the sight worse, while palming and swinging improve their vision. Many of them become
able to use the Snellen Test Card in such a way
as to relieve or prevent nervousness and headaches. Many boards of education hesitate to be
responsible for any benefit that may be derived
from the Snellen cards in the schoois.

T:
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Aids

to

Swinging

IS possible for most people to do a very
simple thing-to move the finger nail of the
thumb from side to side against the finger
nail of one finger. This may be done when the
patient is in bed or when up and walking around,
In the house, in the street or in the presence of
other people, and all without attracting attention.
With the aid of the movement· of the thumb nail
which can be felt and its speed regulated one
can at the same time regulate the speed of the
.hort swing. The length of the swing can also
be regulated because it can be demonstrated that
when the body moves a quarter of an inch from
side to side that one can move the thumb from
side to side. If the long swing is too rapid it
can be slowed down with the aid of the .thumb
nail: whel1 it is too long it can be shortened. At
times the short swing may become irregular and
then it can be controlled by the movement of
the thumb nail. It is very interesting to demon·
strate how the short swing is always similar to
the movements of the fingernail. One great ad·
vantage connected with the short swing is that
after a period of time of longer or shorter dura·
tion, the swing may stop or it may lengthen.
It has been found that the movement of the
thumb maintains the short swing of the body.
the short swing of the letters or the short swing
of any objects which may be seen. remembered
or imagined. A letter 0 with a white center
can orily be remembered continuously with the
eyes closed when it has a slow, short, continuous; regular .wing and all without any effort or
strain. The imagination may fail at times but
the movement of the thumb can be maintained
for an indefinite period after a little practice.
One can more readily control the movement of
the thumb instead of the eye.

f:
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Multiple Vuion

P

ERSONS with imperfect si,ht when they
ncard one letter of the Snellen Test Card
or one letter of line print instead of seein,
lUit one letter they may see two, three, six or
more letters. Sometimes these lettera are arranged side by aide, lometime. in a vertical line
one above the other and in other casel they may
be arranged oblique by any an,le. Multiple vision can be produced at will by an effort. It can
always be corrected by relaxation. One of the
belt methods ia to cloae the eyes and cover them
in auch a way as to exclude the light. Do this
for live minutes or a half hour or long enough
to obtain normal sight. The double vision is .t hen
corrected. Practice of the long swing is a great
help. When the long swing il done properly the
multiple images are always lesaened. Do not for·
get that you can do the long awing in the wrong
way and increase the multiple images. One great
advantage of the long swing is that it helps you
to obtain a slow, ahart, continuous swing of normal light. When the vision ia normal the letters
appear to move from aide to lide or in some
other direction a distance of about a quarter of
an inch. The apeed is about equal to the time of
the mavin, feet of soldiers on the march. The
mOlt important part of the ahort awing is that it
should be maintained easily. Any effort or atrain
modifies or atopa the short swing. Then the eyes
be,in to stare and the multiple images return.
It is a ,reat benelit to learn how to produce multiple images at will because this requires much
effort or strain, and is decidedly more difficult
than normal single vision which can only be obtained easily without effort.
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The Book
Perfect Sight Without Glasses
GREAT many people have testjfied that
they were cured by the help that they
obtained from the book. A large number 1 believe have failed to be cured with its help
although most people have been ·able to get some
benefit from it.
On the first page is described the Fundamental.
Principle. This should interest most people because if you can follow the directions recommended you will most certainly . be cured of impel'fect sight from various causes. If you have
a serious injury to the eye which destroys some
of its enential parts you will find it imponible
to carry out the directions. At the bottom of the
page is printed: "If you fail ask some one with
perfect sight to help you."
It is an interesting fact th~t only people with
perfect sight without glanel can demonstrate
the Fundamental Principle. You will read that
with your eyes closed you should rest them,
which i. not pollible if you remember thingl
inlperfectly. The book recommends that you remember Bome color that you can remember perfectly because it has been demon.trated that the
normal eye i. alway. at rest when it has normal
sight. A perfect memory mean. perfect rest.
Should .you have perfect relt you have perfect
sight. Most people can demonstrate that they
can remember some letter or other object or
some color better with their eyeB closed than with
their eyes open. By practice some people become
able to remember, imagine and see mental pictures as well with their eyes open as they can with
their eyes closed. Then they are cured.

A
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One Thing

B

y CENTRAL FIXATION is meant the

ability to see one letter or one object r egarded in such a way that all other letters
or objects are seen worse. Some people have
been cured by practicing Central F ixation only,
devoting little time to other methods of cure.
SWINGING
When the normal eye has normal sight the
small letters of the Snellen Test Card are imagined to be moving from side to side, slow, continuously, not more than the width of the letter.
Persons with imperfect 8ight have become able
to imagine this illusion by alternately remembering or imagining the small letter moving from
side to side continuously. With their eyes open
they may be able to do it for a moment or Bash
it, at first occasionally, and later more continuously, until they are cured.
IMAGINATION is very efficient in improving
the vision. Some persons have told me that
when they kn~w what a letter was they could
imagine they saw it. By closing their eyes they
usually became able to imagine a known letter
better than with their eyes open. By alternately
imagining a known letter with the eyes open and
with the eyes closed, the imagination of the letter
often improves to normal when the letter was
regarded. The patient who is able to do this is
also able to demonstrate that when the imagination i8 improved for one known letter the vision
for unknown letters is also improved. By imagining the first letter of a line perfectly the patient
can teU the second letter and other letters which
are not known. The imagination cure is curative
when other methods of treatment have failed.
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Questions
SKING questions Is all too common with
patients who have imperf~t light. There
arc important or necessary questions
which the patient should know in order to bring
about a cure. The caule of the imperfect sight
Ihould be emphasized. In all caael of imperfect
light a Itrain, an effort, a stare or concentration
can be demonstrated. To .ee imperfectly require.
a great deal of trouble. Even the imperfect
memory or the memory or imagination of an imperfect letter i. an effort. It is ao ereat a strain
that the memory or imagination fail if you · keep
it in mind for any length of time. Perfect sight
can only be obtained without an effort, without
a strain. It ia impollible to remember or
imagine thinga perfectly by an effort.
One may divide questiona into (1 )-Proper
questions; (Z)-Improper or useless questions.
It ia a waste of time, an injury to the patient,
for him to delcribe the infinite manifestations of
imperfect sight. To know it. hiatory minutely
and its variations require an effort on the part
of the patient to delcribe theao things. And this
effort increuel the imperfect light. It il absolutely of nO help whatever In formulating methods for it. cure. Avoid .Iking question. about
the Iymptoma of imperfect sieht or anything connected with imperfect light. Any question connected with perfect light may be a good thing for
the patient to know. One may aak queations at
followl:
How long mUlt one practice a perfect memory,
a perfect imagination or Itudy the lateat manifestation of perfect light?
The anawer to thi. queltion i. a benefit to the
patient.

A
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The Trinity
HERE are three things which the normal
eye practices more or less continuously.
which are necessary in order to maintain
normal vision.
I-The long swing.
2-The short swing.
3-Blinking or palming.
The long swing has been described repeatedly
and moat people are able to practice it successfully. especially people whose sight is good. If
you have very imperfect sight you may have
difficulty in demonstrating the benefit of the long
swinl:. Some patients are indeed difficult to
manage. They may be able to practice the long
swing when looking out of a window with its
light background. By moving the whole body.
head and eyes together. a long distance from side
to side one becomes able to imagine a cord of the
window shade moving in the opposite direction.
This makes it possible to imagine the long swing
when you tum your back to the window. and
look at objects in the room which have a dark
background. When the long swing is properly
maintained the letters of the Snellen Test Card
become darker as long as one does not look directly at the card. Looking above the card or
below it is a help in maintaining the long awing
of the card when the maximum vision is obtained
by the long swing. Never look directly at the
card or try to read the letters when practicing
the long awing.
By gradually leasening the movement of the
body from side to aide. the awing of the card becomes ahorter and one may soon become able to
flash the large letters. The swing of the card
can be reduced to an inch or leas.

T
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Mental Pictures
ANY patients with imperfect sight complain that when they close their eyes to
remember a white card with black letters, they usually fail and remember instead a
black card with white letters. The vision of these
patients i. very much improved when they become able to remember a white card white, with
the black letters remembered perfectly black.
Imperfect memory, imperfect imagination, imperfect sight are all caused by strain.
One patient could not remember a white pillow, but by first regarding the pillow and seei,ng
one corner be'st and all the other comers worse
and Shifting from one comer to another he became able, when closing his eyes, to remember
one COmer in turn best, and obtained a good
mental picture of the whole pillow. One cannot
see a pillow perfectly without Central Fixation.
To have Central Fixation ,equires relaxation or
rest. One patient who could not remember a
large letter C of the Snellen Test Card, with the
eyea closed, was able to remember the colors of
80me Bowers, and then he was able to remember
a letter C. In order to remember a desired mental picture one should remember perfectly some
other things. This i. a relaxation which helps
to remember the mental picture desired. It is
well to keep in mind that one cannot remember
one thing perfectly and something else imperfectly at the same time.
In ' my book is described the case of a woman
with imperfect sight who could remember a yellow buttercup with the eyes closed, perfectly, but
with her eyes open and regarding the Snellen
Card with imperfect sight, she had no memory
of the yellow buttercup.

M
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Distance of the Snellen Test Card
HE distance of the Snellen Test Card from
the patient ia a matter of considerable importance. Some patientl improve more
rapidly when the card il placed fifteen or twenty ·
feet away while others fail to get any benefit with
the card at thia diatance.
In lome cases the best results are obtained
when the card i. aa cloae as one foot. I recall a
patient with very poor sight who made no progreaa whatever, when the card was placed at ten
feet or further, but became able to improve the
vision very materially with the card at about aix
inches. After the vision waa improved at aix
inches the patient became able to improve the
card at a greater distance until normal sight was
obtained at twenty feet. Some cases with poor
vision may not improve when the card is placed at
ten feet or further, or at one foot or less but do
much better when the' card ia placed at a middle
distance, at about eight or ten feet. Other individual. may not improve their vision at all at ten
feet, but are able to improve their aight at twenty
feet or at one foot. I recall one patient with 20
diopters of myopia whose viaion at ten feet waa
peculiar. The lette.. at twenty feet and at one
foot were apparently all the ume normal aiz.,
but at ten feet they appeared to be one-fifth of
the normal size. Practicing with the card at
twenty feet or at one foot helped him greatly,
more than practicing with' the card at about ten
feet. While 80me patienla are benefited by practicing with the card daily alwaya at tbe same distance, there are others who seem to be benefited
when the distance of the card from the patient
ia changed daily.
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Time to Practice
ANYbuay people complain that they
have not time to practice my methods.
They lay that wearing glasses is quicker
and much easier. Persons with normal vision or
perfect sight without glasses are practicing consciously or unconsciously all the time when they
are awake. When one sees a letter or an object
perfectly the eyes are at rest. Any effort to improve the sight always makes it wone. The only
time the eyes are perfectly at rest is when the
vision is perfect. Persons with imperfect sight
have to strain in order to see imperfectly. Persons with headaches, pain and other symptoms
of discomfort in the eyel or in other parts of the
body are under a constant strain to see, which is
usually unconscious.
When a patient says he has no time to practice
he is mistaken. He has all the time there is to
use his eyes in the right way or he can use them
in the wrong way. He has juat as much time to
use his eyes properly as he haa to use them im·
properly. He has the choice and when patients
learn the facts, to complain that they have no
time to practice is an error.
Some patients Object to removin, their glasses
on the ground that their vision is not sufficiently
for them to attend to their work, and feel
that they have to put off the treatment until they
have a vacation. Some of my patients have very
poor vision and yet find time to practice without
their glasses. Some Ichool teachers with 15 diopters of myopia with a vision of lesa than 10/200
have found time to practice without interfering
with their work. In fact practicing without their
glasaes soon enabled them to do their work much
better than before.

M
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Blinking

T

HE normal eye when it has normal sight

rests very frequently by closing the eyes
for longer or shorter periods. and when
practiced quickly it is called BLINKING. When
the normal eye has normal sight and refrains
from blinking for some seconds or part of a minute. the vision always becomes imperfect. You
can demonstrate that normal vision at the near
point or at the distance is Impossible without
frequent blinking. Most people blink so easily
and for such a short period of time that things
are seen continuously while the blinking is done
unconsciously. In some cases one may blink five
times or more in one second. 'fhe frequency
of blinking depends on a number of factors.
The normal eye blinks more frequently or more
continuously under adverse conditions as when
the illumination is diminished. the distance is
increased or the print rea<;\ is too pale or otherwise imperfect. The distraction of conversation.
noise. reftections of light. objects so arranged as
to be difficult to see. all increase the frequency
of blinking of the normal eye with normal sight.
If the frequency of blinking is diminished under
adverse conditions or from any cause the vision
loon becomes imperfect.
The imperfect eye or the eye with imperfect
sight blinks less frequently than the normal eye.
Staring stops the blinking. The universal optical swing. the long or short swing when modified
or stopped are always accompanied by less frequent blinking.
Blink in the early mominl',
Blink when the lun Ictll at niiht;
Blink when the Bun il dawnlnc,
But be sure you do it right.
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Curable

P
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ATIENTS wearin( glas. . for the relief of
imperfect sieht may expect better vision
after they U'. cured than they ever had
before with Cl...... Adult. who have good distant vision but require gla_ after middle life.
for reading. are .110 curable without gla.....
Such patienta. although they may read very well
with gla..... complain that... a rule. they must ·
hold the page .t one distance in order to read
with the be.t vialon. Thi. re.ding dl.tance is
\lSua1Jy .bout twelve inches. Some ca. . requlre
one pair of gla.... for readinc boob or ne_
p.para. but caDnot He clearly .t • greater distance without another pair of gl ...... Jluaician.
eapecially find that cia... that give them good ·
vision for reading boob are uae]_ to them for
reading muaic or for playing the piano. To lee
cJo.er than twelve inches may requlre ltill another pair of Cl...... To .ee more distant objecta may require .tiIl another pair. Some of
my patienta have .hown me numero\lS pairl of
gl..... each one adapted for certain lpecific di.taneet. It is a great relief to such c:aaea to be
cUred. becauae then they U'e able. not only to .ee
perfectly .t the distanc. without Cia..... but
they can read the fine print as wen at .iz inches
.. they can further off. The eye with normal
.icht is .bl. to chaDC. ita foclll at will for all
diatanc•• without any diacomfort whAtever.
Patienta with cataract, glaucoma and other dis_
of the eye. may not be able to lee even
with Cl...... When they are cured by my
method. they become .ble to a.. normally in all
Idnda of light. in a bricht light or in a dim light.
Pain, f.tigue and other discomfort. of the eyes
are all relieved.
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The Prevention of Myopia

T

HE August number of Better Eyesight is
a school number .devoted almo.t exclusively to the problem of the cure or prevention of neamghtedne.. in achool children.
The great value of the method .. a preventive
is emphaaised by the fact that the vision of all
achool children hal always improved. and when
the vision is improved of course imperfect light
Ia prevented. It Ia wall to remember that my
method for the prevention of myopia In achool
children 10 the only one that Ia a IUCCeu. It
baa been in continuoUi Ule for more than twenty
yean in the pubUc lChooll of New York and
other cities. Once daily or oftener the children
read the card. lint with one eye and then with
the other. covering each eye alternately with
the palm of the hand in such a way al to shut
out all the light wi.t hout any pre..ure on the eyeball. Teache.. who have studied my book or
have been patients find it an advantage to have
the children palm five minutes three or four timea
a day. They claim that palming quieta the children and givea them an improved mental efficiency. which 10 a great help to their memory and
imagination as wen a. their light. I believe other
children should be taught how to palm. lwing.
bUnk and improve their vI.ion of th.e Snenen
Teat Card. The method i. of great value to
young children in the kindergarten. children in
the high schools. and should be practiced by
.tudents and teache.. in conegea and unlversitlel.
In the military school and naval academy the
method should be employed for the prevention of
imperfect light.
.
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PERMANENT IMPROVEMENT
ANY patients find that wbile it ia easy
for them-to obtain a temporary Improvement in their aight by palming a auBiclent length of time or by other methoda, they
do not seem to hold it permanently. In this CODneetion it is well to remember that the normal
eye with n.ormal light can ollly maintain normal
aight permanently by cOll8Cioualy or unconscioualy practicing the a1ow, short, eaay ewing.
When the normal eye haa imperfect eight it can
alwaye be demonltrated that the awing atopa
from an effort. When the normal eye baa normal
aight, the eyea are at reat and all the nervea of
the body feel comfortable. When the lwing
stopa, one always feela more or Ie.. uncomfortable. To have perfect sight can only be obtained
..aily, without effort. To have -imperfect sight
alwaya requlrea a strain or an effort which atopa
the swing. Near-lighted patients who have normal vilion for reading at the near point beeome
able, when their attention ie called to it, to demonstrate that they are more comfortsble when
reading tha fine print than they are when they
fall to see diltant objects perfectly.
One of the great benefitl of the drifting lwing
is the comfortable relaxed feeling it bring.. The
retinoscope alwaYI abo... that the eye II not
near-sighted when no effort is made. Persons
with imperfect light should imitate the eye with
normal alght by Prlcticing a perfect memory, a
perfect imagination, a perfect lwing, without effort, with perfect comfort all the time that they
are awake. As I have Aid before many tim.., it ia a good thing to !mow what is the matter with
you because It mall.. it posaible to correct it.
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The Rabbit's Throat
URING the past ten years a method of
breathlne has been practiced which has
improved the vision of many patients after
other methods bad faDed. It coaaists of depr...• .
in, the lower jaw with the lips closed and lower·
ing the ·toncue and muacles below the chin. At
the same time one breeth.. in tbroUJh the nose
and throat in a manner somewhat simUar to
snoring .nd when done properly one can feel a
coolneu of the air while it p..... down into the
lung8. This method of braathlne is accompanied
with the eyelids being more widely open in a
natural way without staring. The ear pa...g..,
nose, and throat dUate. The tube which goes
from the throat to the middle ear becomes more
widely open, with imprOVed hearin, in chronic
deafness which doea not respond to any other
treatment. If one reats the chin with the thumb
below it and the foreSnger just below the lower
lip, one can feel with the thumb the hardening of
the muscles below the jaw accompanied with a
decided swelling. By practice, the swelling and
hardness incr••se. This suggested the title of the
Rabbit's Throat because of a similar .welling be·
low the rabbit'. chin. The tenaion of the other
mUICI.. of the body becomes relaxed. There is a
wonderful incr.... of muacuiar control.
Kualc teachera bave told me that the singlne
voice becom.. much better because of the re1axa·
tion of the mUICI.. of the throat. The involuntary
muac:lea of the dig..tive tract become relaxed in
a .trimg manner with the relief of many .ymptom. of dilComlort. Redn..s and inftammatlon
of tha mucou. membran.. of the eye, ear, noae
and throat and the reat of the body are relieved
in a few minut.. with the aid of the Rabbit'.
Throat.

D
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Eye-Strain During Sleep
ANY people complain that when they
first wake up in the morning, they an
tired, that they have headaches, and that
their light is very imperfect. Later on in the
day their eyes feel better, and the vision may
become normal.
I have examined with the Ophthalmoscope the
eyes of many people during sleep and found much
to my surprise, that most people strain much
more in their sleep than they ever do when they
are awake. Of course, people when unconscious
of their acts duriDc sleep, are not aware of thia
eye-.train.
The prevention of ey_train duriDc sleep II
usually a very difficult matter. Some case. are
benefited jUlt before retiring by palming for onehalf hour or longer, or until they go to Ileep
while palming. Others by practicing the long
.wing for fifteen minutes, have found that the
eye-Itrain becomes
In lOme serious cuel
with imperfect sight, when the eye-atrain ia not
prevented by palming or the lwing, they are
often materially benefited by shortening their
hours of sleep with the help of an alarm clock.
One patient had the alarm set for 3 Lm. He
would then get out of bed and practice the long
lwing, alternating with palming for an hour or
longer with the result that he slept the reat of
the night very comfortably, and awoke the nut
morning with little or no evidence of eye-atrain
during Ileep.
.
Some people have told me that they have lellened their eye.strain during sleep materially, by
moderate muscular exercises for one-half hour or
longer. They find that they obtain the best relults when the exercise is continued sufliciently
long to produce muscular fatigue . .
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Suggestions
1. l""'line tlainp are moom, oU the lime.
When riding in a railroad train. when one
looka out of the car window. telegraph pole. and
other objecta. although they are stationary. appear to be moving. To atop the movement is
impollible. and the effort to do 80 may be very
uncomfortable. The greater the effort. the
greater the dlacomfort. and ia the cauae of heart
.ickn.... headach.. and nauae&. It can be demonltrated that any movement of the head and
eyea produces an apparent movement of Itationary objects.
2. BlinJc olum.

By blinldnc i. meant. c:101ing and ' opening
both eyea rapidly. When done properly. thing.
are seen continuoualy and they alwaYI move
with a quick jump in varioua direction.. Regarding ltauonary objecta without blinking is an
effort. a strain which always lowers the viaion.

3. Read the Snellen Test Card at filteen leet ...
well ... you can. every nisht ond mornm,.
School children and others are often cured of
imperfect sight hy reading a familiar card. lirat
with both ey.. and then with each eye separately.
It is the only method practiced which prevents
Myopia in school children.
4. FinAl Prinl.
Read fine print at six inches when possible
every night and morning. If not pollible. do the
best you can. Just regarding the white Ipaces
between the lines of fine print without reading
the letters is a benefit.
S. Palming.
Palm for five minutes. ten times daily when
convenient.
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Sun-Gazing
By W. H.

I

BATES,

M.D.

T is a well-known fact that the constant pro-

tection of the eye. from the sunlight, or
from other kinds of light, is followed by
weakness or inflammation of the eyes or eyelids.
Children living in dark rooms, where the sun
seldom enters, acquire an intolerance for the
light. Some of them keep their eyes covered with
their hands, or bury their faces in • pillow and do
all they pouibly can to avoid uposure of their
eyes to ordinary light. i have seen many hundreds of cases of young children brought to the
clinic with ulceration of the comea, which may
become aullicient to cause blindneaa. Putting
these children in a dark room is a blunder. My
best results in the cure of these cases were obtained by encouraging the patients to spend a
good deal of the time out of doors, with their
face. exposed to the direct ray. of the sun. In
a short time these children became able to play
and enjoy themselves a great deal more out of
doors, exposed to the sunlight, than when they
protected their eyes from the light. Not only is
the .un beneficial to children with inftammation
of the cornea, but it is also beneficial to adults.
When the patient looks down sufficiently, the
white part of the eye can be exposed by gently
lifting the upper lid, while the .un's raya atrike
directly upon this part of the eyeball. In mOlt
cases it is poaaible to focus the atrong light of
the sun on the white part of the eyeball with the
aid of a .trong convex gla.., being careful to
move the light from aide to .ide quite rapidly to
avoid the heat. After auch • treatment, the
patient almoat immediately becomea able to open
his eye. widely in the light.
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The Baby Swing

y:

OUNG babies suffer very much from eyestrain. The tension of the eye muscles is
always aasociated with the tension of all
the other muscles of the body. Their restle ...
nell can be explained by this tension. 1 was
talking with an Italian mother in the clinjc one
day about restles. children, and a.ked her why it
wa. that her baby was aiwaYI 80 quiet and comfortable when Ihe came to the clinic, while many
other babies at the same time were very reetl.1
and unhappy.
.
"Oh," she l8id, "I love my baby. 1 like to hold
her in my arml aDd rock her until Ihe lmUe....
"Yes, I know," I l8id, ''but that mother over
there I, rocking her baby in her arm., and the
child is screaming ita head off."
"Yes," exclaimed the Italian mother, "but lee
how she rock. it."
Then I noticed that the other mother threw
the child from lide to side in a horisontal direction with a rapid, jerky, irregular motion, and
the more she jerked the chUd from side to aide,
the more reetle.. did it become.
"Now, doctor," IBid the Italian mother, "you
watch me."
I did watch her. Inltead of throwiug the child
rapidly, Irregularly, intermittently from aide to
lide, Ihe handled her baby a. though it had much
value in her eye., and moved her not in straight
linea from side to lide, but continuously in Ilow,
ahort, easy curves. The Italian mother picked
up the other mother's child, and soon quieted It
by the same lwing.
I learned something that day.
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The EUiptical Swing
HE normal eye when It has normal .i,ht
ia always able to imagine stationary objects to be moving from aide to aide about
one quarter of an inch. Ilowly and without effort.
Thil i. called the lwine. In order that the
may be continuous. the movement of tbe bead
and eyes should be in the orbit of sn elli!»e. or
in an elon,ated circular direction.
A patient. aced aeventy-seven, with becinnin,
cataract in botb eyea had a vision of 3/ZOO when
.be looked to one .ide of the card. When she
looked directly at the card or the letters, aha
complained that abe could not see them ao
or at all. She __ rec:ommeDded to practice
awayin, the body from aide to side. Every time
ahe moved to the ri,bt or to the left. she .topped
at the end of the movement and atared. and that
prevented reluation. With the help of the
Elliptical Swin,. .he obtained at ODCe vfIrJ
marked benefit. Her vision waa improved almOlt immediately wben Ihe looked directly at the
lettera. and her vision became worse when she
looked to one side of the card.
A young man. a,ed sixteen. was treated for
procr...ive myopia for a year or lon,er. Hi.
vision improved for a time. then improvement
stopped. Some months later hil vision had not
become permanently improved.
Paimin, and
awin,ing no lon,er helped bim. I noticed that
when he would move bia head from side to aide.
he atopped at the end of the Iwing and atared.
When he practiced the Elliptical Swing. bis bead
and eyea moved continuoualy. and tbe ltarIn,
was prevented. At once there was a decided
improvement in hi. vision. and this improvement
continued without any relapse.
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Floating Specks
HEN a patient stares or strains to see
by looking at a light-colored surface he
may see, or imagine he sees, ftoatlng
black specks, strings of black thread or small
light-colored globules resembling tears. The
ftoating specks may be apparently a quarter of
an inch or more in size and they may be of any
shape.
The ability to see or imagine ftoating specks
may occur in children or in adults of any age.
Some children have been known to lie on their
backs on the ground, look up at light colored
douds and amuse themselves for hours by watching what appeared to be ftoating specks.
Many nervous people have been made very
unhappy, consciously or unconsciously imagining
that they aee these ftoating specks.
The cause of ftoating specks is an imperfect
memory of perfect sight. Persons with normal
vision who have never been conscious of ftoatin!:
specks can be taught how to imagine them by
straining-to imagine letters, colors or other objects imperfectly.
Conversely, patients who are conscious of ftoating specks are unable to imagine them and perfect sight at the same time.
In the treatment of ftoating specks it is important to convince the patients thoroughly that they
are only imagined and not seen. It helps very
much to impress on the patient's mind that to
see these ftoating specks requires a sufficient
strain to lose a perfect imagination of all objects
seen, remembered or imagined at all times and
in all places.

W

Note. - Ploatin, .peckl, October, 1919, "Better Bye-

li.~t.·

Muse.. volitante, (f1oatina ,pecka), pallO' 176 and
236, "Perfect Sieht Without GlalleL"
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Fundamentals
1. Gl..sea discarded permanently.
2. Favorable conditions: Ligbt may be bright
or dim. The distance of the print from the eyes,
where seen beat, also varies with people.
3. Central Fixation is seeing best where you
are lOOking.
4. Shifting: With normal .ight the eyes are
moving all the time. This should be practiced
continuously and consciously.
5. Swinging: When the eyes move slowly or
rapidly from side to side, ltationary objects appear to move in the opposite direction.
6. Long Swing: Stand with the feet about one
foot apart, tum the body to the right_t the
same time lifting the heel of the left foot. Do
not move the head or eyea or pay any attention
to the apparent movement of stationary objects.
Now place the left heel on the floor, tum the
body to the left, raising the heel of the right
foot. Alternate. This exerciae can be practiced
j1lst before retiring at night fifty time. or more.
When done properly, it i& a great rest and relieves pain, fatigue, and other symptoms of imperfect aight.
1. Stationary ObjeCts Moving: By moving the
head and eyes a abort distance from side to aide,
one can imagine stationary objects to be moving.
Since the normal eye is moving all the time, one
should imagine all stationary objects to be moving. Never imagine that you see a stationary
object stationary.
8. Palming: The cloled eyes may be covered with the palm of one or both hands. The
patient should rest the eyes and think of aomething else that is pleasant.
9. Blinking: The normal eye blinks, or close.
and opens very frequently. If one does not blink,
the viaion always becomes wone.
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Alternate
T has always been demonstrated that the
continuous memory, imagination. or vision
of one thing for any length of time is impossible. To see one letter of the Snellen telt
card continuously, it i. necessaiy to shift from
one part of the letter to another. By alternately moving the eyes from one side of the letter
to the other, it is possible to imagine the letter
to be moving in the opposite direction to the
movement of the eyes. This movement of the
letter il called a swing. When it is alow, easy,
.hort, about one-quarter of an inch or lese, maximum vision is obtained which continues .. long
a. the swing continues.
A. long a. we are awake, we are thinking,
remembering, or imagining mental pictures, and
are comfortable. To go around blind requires
a distinct effort which is a strain on all the nerves
and is always uncomfortable. Tbe normal mind
alternates ita attention from one mental picture
to another, whicb I. a relaxation or re.t. The
memory, or imagiDation, il best when one thing
II imaclned better than all other thingl, Central
Fixation, but constant abifting II necessary to
maintain Central Fixation.
One of the best methode to Improve the vision
II to regard a letter of the Snellen test card
with the eyel open, then close the eyes and
remember or imacine the letter better for about
ten second., open the eyes and regard the letter
while testing the imagination of the letter for a
moment. By alternately regarding the letter
with the eyes open and closed, the imagination
of the letter improves in flashes. By continuing
to alternate the fIalhes improve and last longer
until the vision becomes continuoully improved.

I
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Swaying
./ T i8 a great help in the improving of vision
to have the patient demonstrate that ataring
.
at one part of a letter at ten feet or further
is a difficult thing to do for any length of time
without lowering the vision and producing pain,
diacomfort, or fatigue. With the eye. cloaed it
is impossible to concentrate on the memory or
the imagination of a small part of one letter continuously without. temporary or more complete
lo.s of the memory or the imagination.
When an effort i. made to think of one part
of • letter continuously with the eyes closed, the
letter is imagined to be stationary. When the
imagination ahifts to the right of the letter a
ahort diatance and then to the left alternately,
every time the attention is directed to the right,
the letter ia always to the left, and when the
attention is directed to the left of the letter, the
letter i. always to the right. By alternating, the
patient becomes able to imagine the letter is
moving from side to side, and as long as the
movement is maintained the patient is able to re·
member or imagine the letter. It can be demonstrated that to remember a letter or other object
to be stationary alwaya interferes with the perfect memory of the letter. One cannot remem..
bert imagine. or see an object continuously unIe••

It i. moving. The movement must be slow,
ahort, and easy.
When patients atare habitually, the eyes become more or less fixed, and are moved with
great difficulty. When the patient standa and
awaya the whole body from lide to side, it becornel easier to move the eyes in the same direction aa the body moves. No matter how long the
ataring haa been practiced, the sway at once leslens it.
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Fear
EAR-SIGHTED people have frequently
been told that it is necessary for them to
wear glasses constantly, to prevent their
eyes from becoming worse. They are afraid
that this statement may be true, and one cannot
blame them for hesitating to leave their glasses
off permanently.
One of my patients stated that she suffered
very much from headaches. They were so severe
that they made her ill, and confined her to her
bed at least once a week. While wearing her
glasses, she still was in pain, but was afraid, if
she left them off, the headaches would become
worse. By discarding her glasses, practicing
palming, swinging, and the memory of perfect
sight, her eyes and head improved immediately.
When she resumed her glasses again, she at once
became uncomfortable, and the pain returned.
She decided to leave them off permanently, and
her headaches disappeared.
Some years ago an optician consulted me about
hil headachea. When I examined his glasses, I
found that they were plane window glass. He
said that when he wore them his headaches were
better, but hi. wife confided to me that this was
not true. He was troubled more when he wore
them. He was luffering from fear.
I saw him again a year later and learned that
he had permanently discarded his glaases, at my
suggestion, during all that time, and was free of
headaches.
It has been a· habit with me, when patients
who suffer from fear of the consequences that
might happen if they did not wear their glasses,
to have them demonstrate the facts. When the
truth is known, fear is abolished. It is very easy
in most cases to teach patients some of the causes
of headaches.

N
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Optimism
PTIMISM is a great help in obtaining a
cure of imperfect sight. About ten years
ago a patient was treated for cataract,
complicated with glaucoma. After two weeks of
daily treatment the vision improved very much
and the patient became able to travel about the
streets without a companion to guide her. Her
vision at this time had improved from perception
of light to 10/ 200. After palming, swinging, and
the memory of perfect sight, her vision was still
further improved. She was very much encouraged
and returned home full of enthusiasm to carry
out the treatment to the very best of her ability.
Soon afterwards things did not go well at home.
The patient became very much depressed and
stopped her daily practice. Her daughter was
very enthusiastic, and realized that her mother
had been very materially improved and that further treatment would bring about a complete cure.
She talked to her mother for half an hour or
more and encouraged her to continue with her
practice. The patient responded favorably, got
busy, and was able to bring back much of the
sight which had been lost. She made further
improvement every day.
At times the mother was very pessimistic. She
was continually complaining that she knew very
well that she would never get her sight back.
Then the daughter would &tart in with her optimism.
One bright, sunshiny morning the mother got
up, took a card with diamond type printed on
one side, and was greatly surprised to read it
without any trouble. In three months her distant
vision was normal.

O
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Read Fine Print
ANY near-sighted patients can read fine
print or diamond type at less than ten
inches from their eyes easily. perfectly
and quickly. by alternately regarding the Snellen
test card at different distances. from three feet up
to fifteen feet or further. The vision may be improved. at first temporarily. and later. by repetition. a permanent gain usually follows.
It i. a valuable fact to know. that when fine
print is read perfectly. the near-sightedness or
myopia disappears during this period. It can
only be maintained at firat for a fraction of a
second. and later more continuously.
Near-sighted patients and othera. with the help
of the fine print can usually demonstrate that
ataring at a small letter alwaya lowers the vision.
and that the aame fact ia true when regarding
distant letters or objects.
With the help of the fine print. the near-sighted
patient can also demonstrate that one can remember perfectly only what has been seen perfectly; that one imagines perfectly only what is
remembered perfectly. and that perfect sight is
only a perfect imagination.
A great many people are very suspicious of the
imagination. and feel or believe that thing. imagined are never true. The more ignorant the
patient. the Ie•• respect do they have for their
imagination. or the imagination of other people.
It comea to them as a great ahock. with a feeling
of discomfort. to discover that the perfect imagination of a known letter improves the sight for
unknown letters of the Snellen teat card. or for
other objects.
It is a fact. that one can read fine print perfectly. with perfect relaxation. with great relief
to eyestrain. pain fatigue and discomfort. not only
of the eyes. but of all other nerves of the body.

M
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Moving
HE world moves.

Let it move. People are moving all day long. It is normal, right, proper that
they should move. Just try to keep your head, or
one finger, one toe. stationary, or keep your eyes open
continuously. If you try to stare at a small letter or a
part of it without blinking, note what happens. Most
people who have tried it discover that the mind wanders,
the vision becomes less, pain and fatigue are produced.
Stand facing a window and note the relative position
of a curtain cord to the background. Take a long step
to the right. Observe that the background has become
·different. Now take a long step to the left. The back:g round has changed again. Avoid regarding the curtain
cord. While moving from side to side, it is possible to
imagine the cord moving in the opposite direction. By
practice one becomes able to imagine stationary objects
not seen to be moving as continuously, as easily, as
objects in the field of vision.
Universal Swing : When one becomes able to imagine
al1 objects seen. remembered. or imagined. to be moving
with a slow. short. easy swing. this is called the Universal Swing. It is a very desirable thing to have. because when it is imagined with the eyes closed or open.
one cannot simultaneously imagine pain, fatigue, or imperfect sight.
The Universal Swing can be obtained without one
being conspicuous. With the hand covered. move the
thumb from side to side about one-quarter of an inch.
and move the eyes with the thumb. Stationary objects
can be imagined to be moving.
When walking rapidly forward. the Aoor or the sidewalk appears to move backward. It is well to be conscious
of this imagined movement.
Never imagine stationary objects to be stationary. To
do this. is a strain. a strain which lowers the vision.

T
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Dizziness
IZZINESS is caused by eyestrain. Some people
when standing on the roof of a house looking
down, strain their eyes and become dizzy. Usually the di:uines8 is produced unconsciously. It can be
produced consciously, however, by staring or straining
to see aome distant or near object.
Some perlons when riding in an elevator are always
dizzy and may auffer from attacks of imperfect sight with
headache, nausea, and other nervous discomforts. An
old lady, aged sixty, told me that riding in an elevator
always made her dizzy, and produced headaches with
pain in her eyell and head. I tested her villion and found
it to be normal both for distance and for reading without
glasses. To obtain some facts, I rode in an elevator with
her from the top to the bottom of the building and back
again. I watched her eyes closely and found that she
was staring at the /loors which appeared to be moving
opposite to the movement of the elevator. I asked her
the question: "Why do you stare at the /loors which
appear to be moving by?"
She answered: "I do not like to see them move, and
I am trying to correct the illusion by making an effort to
keep them stationary. The harder I try, the worse I
fee!."
I suggested to her that she look at one part of the
elevator and avoid looking at the /loors. Her discomfort
was at once relieved, and she was soon cured.
In all cases of dizziness, the stare or strain is always
evident. When the stare or strain is relieved or prevented, dizziness does not occur.
With advancing years attacks of dizziness and blindness occur more frequently than in younger individuals.
All attacks of dizziness with blindness are quite readily
cured by practicing the imagination of the. swing, the
memory of perfect sight, or by palming.

D
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The Period
HE perfect memory or imagination of a
period ia a cure for imperfect sight. Only
the color needs to be remembered. The
lize is immaterial, but a small period is remembered with more relaxation than a large one. It
it true, however, that with perfect sight, one has
the ability to remember all things perfectly.
One cannot remember a period perfectly by
any kind of an effort. It uaually happens that
one may remember a period for a time, and then
lose it by an effort. To remember a period stationary, is impossible. One has to shift more or
Ie•• frequently in order to remember one period
perfectly all the time, or one has to imagine the
period to be moving, or one has to remember
the period by central fixation,~ne part best. By
shifting, i. meant to look away from the period
and then back, but to do it so quickly that it is
possible to remember the period continuously,
although you are not looking at it all the time,this with the eyes closed. Every time you blink,
you shift your eyes. You can blink so rapidly
that it is not noticeable. When you close your
eyes and remember a period, you cannot remember it unles. you are, with your eyes closed, going through the procesa as though you were
blinking, looking away from it and back again,
but so quickly that it seems as though you were
looking at the period continuously. You cannot
remember the whole of the period at once. No
matter how small the period is, you cannot see
or remember it perfectly, all parts equally well
at the aame time. You cannot remember the
period perfectly by any kind of an effort. When
the memory of the period is perfect, the mental
and phYlical efficiency is increased. A perfect
memory of the period does not necessarily mean
that one should think only of the period.

T
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Demonstrate
1. That an effort to see always lowers the
vision. Look at the Snellen test card at a distance of twenty feet. It may be possible for you
to see the large letters and read them without
any apparent effort. while the Imaller letters produce a Itrain which you can feel. If you conBciously increase the effort to see the smaller
letters. your vision become. more imperfect. It
is not ealY for you to realize that effort il always
present when the vision is lowered. Knowinc
the cause of your imperfect Bieht is • great help
In selecting the remedy.
2. That a stare alwaYB lowers the vilion. It is
• truth that the normal eye blinks very frequently. In order to have normal Bight. the eyes
must blink. One can demonstrate that. when the
patient looks at one letter at the distance with
normal sight. or looks at one letter at a near
point where it is seen clearly. keeping the eyes
continuously open without blinking for a minute
or longer. always lowers tbe vision for the distance or for the near point. This should convince
the patient that blinking is absolutely necessary
in order to obtain eood vision.
3. That palming. wben done c.orrectly. improves the vision. When the closed eye. are covered with one or both hands. and all light is
excluded. the patient should see nothing at all.
or a perfect black. Thi. i. a rest to the eye.
and always improves the sight at least temporarily. Palming can be done wrong. When it i.
practiced incorrectly. the field imagined by the
patient contains streaks of red, white. blue, or
other colors. The eyes are under a strain. and
the vision is not materially improved by the
wrong method of palming. It can be demonstrated that palming for half an hour or longer is
a greater benefit than palming for only a few
minutes.
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Demonstrate

T;

HA T central fixation improves the vision.
The normal eye is always at rest and always
has central fixation. Central fixation cannot be obtained through any effort. When an
effort is made by the normal eye, central fixation
is always lost. In central fixation, one sees best
the point regarded while all other points are seen
less clearly.
Look at the upper left hand corner of the back
of a chair. Note that all other parts of the chair
are not seen so well. Look at the top of a letter
at a distance at which it can be seen clearly.
Then quickly look at the bottom of the letter.
Alternate. When the eyes go up, the letter appears to move down. Then the eyes move down,
the letter appears to move up. Coincident with
this movement, you can observe that you see best
the point regarded and all other points less clearly
or less distinctly. When you can imagine the
letter to be moving, it ia possible for you to see
beat where you are looking.
The size of the letter or object aeen, does not
matter. Central fixation can be demonstrated
with the smallest letters which are printed, or the
smallest objects. Close the eyes and remember
or imagine how the small letter would look if you
imagined one part best. By shifting from one
part of the letter to another, central fixation with
the eyes closed may be made continuoua for onehalf minute or longer. Then with the eyes open,
it is possible for one second or less to see, remember, or imagine the same small letter or
other objecta in the same way,-one part best.
Note that when the letters are read easily and
clearly, they are always seen by central fixation,
and relaxation is felt. Central fixation is a rest
to the nerves and when practiced continuously, it
relieves strain and improves the vision to normal.
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Demonstrate
HAT the optical swing always improves
the vision.
Stand before an open window with the
feet about one foot apart. Sway the whole body,
including the head and eyes, from side to side.
When the body moves to the right, the head and
eyes also move to the right, while, at the same
time, the window and other stationary objects
are to the left of where you are looking. When
the body aways to the left, the window and other
stationary objects are to the right. Be sure that
the head and eyes are moving from side to side
with the whole body, slowly, without an effort
to see. When the swaying i. done rapidly, it is
possible to imagine stationary objects are moving
rapidly in the opposite direction. While the
swinging is being practiced, notice that the window and other stationary objects which are
nearer, appear to move in the opposite direction
to the movement of the body, head and eyes.
Ob jects beyond the window may appear to move
in the same direction as the body, head, and eyes
move.
Note that when the body is swaying rapidly,
the window and other objects .are not seen very
clearly; but when the swaying is slowed down
and shortened, so that parts of the window move
one~quarter of an inch or less, the vision is im·
proved for those parts of the window regarded.
More distant objects, which move in the same direction as the movement of the body, head, and
eyes. are also improved with the slow, short, easy
swing.
After you have become able to imagine the
window to be moving, practice on other objects.
All day long, the head and eyes are moving.
Notice that stationary objects are moving in the
opposite direction to the movement of the head
and eyes. To see stationary objects apparently
stationary, is a strain which lbwers the vision and
may cause pain, fatigue, and other discomforts.
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Demonstrate
HAT the long swing not only improves the
vision. but also relieves or cures pain, discomfort and fatigue.
.
Stand with the feet about one foot apart, facing
aquarely one side of the room. Lift the left heel
a short distance from the floor while turning the
shoulders, head, and eyes to the right, until the
line of the shoulders is parallel with the wall.
Now turn the body to the left after placing the
left heel upon the floor and raising the right
heel. Alternate looking from the right wall to
the left wall, being careful to move the head and
eyes with the movement of the shouders. When
practiced easily, continuously, without effort and
without paying any attention to moving objects,
one soon becomes conscious that the long swing
relaxe. the tension of the muscles and nerves.
Stationary objects move with varying degrees
of rapidity. Objects located almost directly in
front of you appear to move with express train
speed and should be very much blurred. It is
very important to make no attempt to see clearly
objects which seem to be moving very rapidly.
The long swing seems to help patients who
suffer from eyestrain during sleep. By practicing the long swing fifty times or more just before retiring and just after rising in the morning,
eyestrain during sleep hal been prevented or
relieved. It is remarkable how quickly the long
swing relieves or prevents pain. I know of no
other procedure which can compare with it. The
long swing has relieved the pain of facial neuralgia after operative measures had failed. Some
patients who have suffered from continuous pain
In various parts of the body have been relieved
by the long swing, at first temporarily, but by
repetition the relief has become more permanent.
Hay fever, asthma, sea-sickness, palpitation of
the heart, coughs, acute and chronic colds are all
promptly cured by the long swing.

T
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Demonstrate
Demonstrate that when the eyes are stationary, they are under a tremendous strain.
Stand before the Snellen test card at- a distance of
fifteen or twenty feet. Look directly at one small
area of a large letter, which can be seen clearly.
S~are at that part of the letter without closing the
eyes and without shifting the eyes to some other
point. The vision becomes worse and the letter
blurs. Stare continuously, and note that the
longer you stare, the more difficult it is to keep
the eyes focused on that one point or part of the
letter. Not only does the stare become more difficult, but the eyes become tired; and by making
a greater effort, the eyes pain, or a headache is
produced. The stare can cause fatigue of the
whole body when the effort is sufficiently strong
and prolonged.
2. Demonstrate that when the eyes are moving from one point to another, frequently, easily
and continuously, the stare, the strain, or the
effort to see is prevented and the eyes feel rested.
In fact, the eyes are not at rest except when they
are moving. Note that when you look at a letter
on the Snellen test card and alternately shift from
the top to the bottom of it, the vision remains
good or is improved. When the letter is seen
perfectly, the eyes are shifting; and when seen
imperfectly, the shifting stops.
3. Close your eyes and remember your signature. This can usually be done quite perfectly.
Try to remember the first and the last letter of
your name simultaneously. This is an impossible
thing to do and requires a strain. If you shift
from one letter to another, you can remember
your signature, one letter at a time; but if you
make an effort to remember it, the memory and
the imagination of your signature disappears.
1.
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Demonstrate
I. That the smaller the .object regarded, the
easier it is to remember. One cant with time and
trouble, become able to remember all the words
of one page of a book. It is easier to remember
one word than all the words of a page. It Is stili
easier to remember on. letter of a word better
than all the letters. Regard a capital letter.
Demonstrate that It Is easier to s.e or remember
the top of the letter best, and the bottom of it I..s
clearly than to remember the top and bottom perfectly and simultaneously. Now look directly at
the upper right hand comer and Imagine onefourth of the letter best. Then cover the remaining three-quarter~ of the letter .with a piece of
paper. It is possible to look directly at the exposed part of the letter and imagine half of It
best. Cover the part that is not seen distinctly,
and demonstrate that half of t'he exposed part of
the letter can be seen or imagined best, while the
rest of it is not seen 10 clearly. With the aid of
the screen. an area as small as an ordinary period,
may finally be imagined. Demonstrate that the
imagination of a perfectly black small period,
forming part of a small letter at fifteen feet, enables one to distinguish that letter.
II. That, with the eyes closed, a small black
period can be imagined blacker than one three
inches in diameter. If this fact cannot be readily
t!cmonstrated with the eyes dosed:
\. Stand close to a wall of a room, three feet
or less. and regard a small black spot on the wall
six f.et from the floor. Note that you cannot see
a small black spot near the bottom of the wall at
the same time.
2. Place vour hand on the wall six feet from
the floor. and note that you cannot see your hand
clearly when you look at the bottom of the wall •

.IUL 2 ~J
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Denwnstrate
That vision iR alwa ys imag inatio n, eithe r
perfe ct or imperfect. Wha t we see il only what
we think or imag ine we see. The white ~enter
01 the letter "0", when seen perfe ctly, appe ars
to be white r than it really is, or white r than the
rest of the card. That part of the cente r of the
"0" whic h is In ~ontact with the bla~k appe ars
to be the whit·n t part of the white ~enter. By
cover ing the black part of the " 0" ",ith 8 Kree n,
whic h has an open ing in the center, the white ness 01 the cente r of the "0" appe ars to be the
same shade of white as the rest of the card.
Now, rem"Ve the scree n, and at the first glance.
the cente r of the "0" appe ars for a short time
to be much white r than it really is. In other
words. one · sees some thing whic h is not really
seen, but only imagined. Whe n some people
enter a room which is totall y dark, they olten
imagine that they see a white ghost . They don't
really see it: Ihey only imag ine it, but their
imag inatio n may be so vivid that no amou nt 01
argum ent will COli vince them that they did not
see the gheist.
Whe n one looks at the uppe r right hand corne r
01 a large letter of the Snell en test card, it is
possible to see that point best, and all the rest
01 the letter not so black . The part seen best
appe ars black er than it really is. The part leen
wors e appe ars leu black than it really is. Thin gs
seen more perfe ctly than they really are, are not
seen, but imagined. Thin gl seen less perfe~tly
lhan they really are, are not seen impe rfectl y.
but are imagined impe rfectl y.
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Demorutrate
1. That the sway improves the vision becaule
it prevents the stare.
Stand with the feet about one foot apart. facIng a Snellen teat card about fifteen feet away.
Sway the body from Iide to Iide. at lint with a
rapid. wide awing. Wben the body. head and
eyes sway to the right. observe that tb. Snellen
test card is to the left of wbere you are looking.
Then Iway the body. head and erea to tbe left.
The test card i. now to the right 0 where you are
looking. Practice this away for a few minutes
and. without looking at the Snellen teat card
directly. observe that the whitenesa of the card
becomes whiter and the black Ipota on the .card
become a darker ahede of black. The teat card
appears to move in the direction oppoUteto tbe
movement of the eyes; while object' beyond the
card may move in theaam. direction a, the eyes
move.
2. That ""hen the forefinger of on,haDd ia
held about ih! Inches In front and to one lid, of
the face. the finger appears to move from Iide to
aide in the direction opposite to the movement of
the bead and eyes. Close the eyes and let the
hand rest in the lap and remember the awing of
the fineer. IinIIctne that the hand, wbleb Is
faatened to the fin,er. moves with It. Raalln
that wb.e n the banet mov... the wriat. the arm. the
elbow and ot~ parte of the body. Will joined
together. all move with tha fin,er. Now try to
imB,lne tha elbow la ltatlonary. wbU. the fineer
la moving. It Is imposllble to do thi.. When the
finger mov... you can Imacfne not only your
body. but allO the chair on wblcb you are littlng.
the floor on wblch the chair reata. the walla of
the room. the whole buUdIn, with Ita foundation.
in ract. tbe universe to be moving with tbe fin,-er.
This ia called the universal awing and i. pOIStble
only when the memory. Imagination. or the aigbt
i. good.
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Demonstrate
1. That a strain to lee at the di.tance pro·
duces near•• iehtedn.... Look at a Snellen t ..t
card at twenty feet and read It a. well a. you can.
Now .traln or make an effort to ... It better. and
note that in.tead of becomlne better. It becomes

wor••.

2. That a .traln to .ee at the near point does
not increase near••ightedn.... but always les.ena
it.
Look at a card of fine print at .i" Inch.. from
your eye. and read It a. well a. you can. Now
make an effort to .ee it better. and note that your
vi.ion for the near point i. lowered. while the
abillty to read the fine print at a ",eater elI.tance
is improved.
3. That when a mental picture I. perfect with
the eye. closed for part of a minute or loneer. a
perfect mental picture can be remembered. Imae·
ined. or seen for a .econd or I..s with the ey..
open.
Remember a black kitten. If your mental pic·
ture is ",ay or an Imperfect black with the ey..
c1o.ed. Imagine that you are pourlne black Ink or
black dye over it. Note that the c1e.m... of the
mental picture improv...
Look at • page of fine print. Then close your
ey.. and Imagine the white .pac.. between the
line. to be perfectly white. If they appear to be
a grayl.h white. Imagine that you are painting
the white spac.. between the lettera. Inside the
lettera. and between the lines. with white palnt
or whltewa.h. Then open your eye. for a frac.
tion of a .econd and note that the white apaces
between the lin.. will appear whiter. If you do
not make an effort to lee either the black lette"
or the white .pac...
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Demonstrate
That by practicing you can imagine a letter
at ten feet a. well a. you can aee It at one foot.
Regard a letter of the Snellen teat card at a
diatance where it cannot be readily dl.tinguiabed.
and appe... blurred. Now look at the aame
letter on a card at the near point, one foot or
Ie •• , where it can be aeen perfectly. Then clo..
your eye. and with your linger draw the aame
letter in the air aa well as you can remember It.
Open your eyee and continue to draw the imaginary letter with your finger wbile looking for
only a few seconda at the blurred letter on the
card at ten feet. Tben close your 'Yea again and
remember the letter well enough to dra,. the
letter perfectly in your lmaglpatlon with your
finger. Alternate drawing the letter at ten feet
In your Imagination with your eyea open and
drawing it with your 'Yea closed as well as you
lee It at one foot or nearer. When you can draw
the letter as perfectly a. you remember It, you
.ee the letter on the dl.tant card In 8aah•.
By repetition you will become able not oaly to
alway. Imagine the known letter correctly, but
to actually aee it for a few second. at a time.
You cannot lee a letter perfectly unl... you see
one part belt, central fiutlon. Note that you
obtain central lixation while practicing tbIa
method, i.e., you aee one part best. Drawing the
letter with your linger in your imagination
enables you to follow the linger In forming the
letter, and with the help of your memory, you
can imagine each aide of the letter beat, In tum,
as it i. formed. By thl. method the memory and
the imagination are Improved, and when the
imagination becomea perfect, the .Ight i. perfect.
You can cure the higheet degrees of myopia,
hypermetropia, astlgmatiam, atrophy of the optic
nerve, cataract, glaucom.. det.chment of th.
retina and other di ...... by this method.
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DemoTUJtrate

T

HAT it requires an effort or a Itraln to

produce imperfect light.

Look at the notch at the top of the big
"c" of the Snellen telt card at fifteen feet. Keep
your eyes fixed on the notch. Make an effort to
lee it and increase that effort u much a. you
possibly can. Notice that it II dlilicult to keep
your eyes and mind fixed on that one point.
Notice alia that It II tiresome and maItea your
eyea pain. If you keep It up long enough, your
head beginl to ache and all the nerves of your
body are strained.
If you look· at lOme of the letten on the lower
lines which are much lmaDor than the big "C",
they may appear .0 blurred that you are not able
to dI.tinguilh them. Trying to ..e the.. small
letten blura them .tDl more.

Now hold the test card in your hand about
one foot from your eyeo. The big "c" i. aeen
plainly and without any effort. Try to lee th,
top and the bottom of the big "c" perfectly black
at the eame time. Notice that the "c" becomes
blurred and the .train which blura it al.o give.
much dilCOmfort.
From thi. evidence, we can conclude that perfect .ight cornea eall1y, without any effort or
strain, while· imperfect .i,ht I. alway. produced
by a .train or an effort to lee.

.
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Demonstrate
1. That perfect light is not poalible unlea.
one imaginea a letter to be movillJ. and that an
effort to imagine a letter atatlonary always fal1a.
Close your eyea and remember a amaIl letter of
the Snellen teat card. lmac\ne that lome one \a
moving the teat card a abort eIlltan.:. from ada to
lide so that all the letters on the card appear to
be moving with the movement of the card. Remember the lmall letter moving. You can remember It provided you lmac\ne It \a moving.
Now try to stop thia movement by staring at one
part of the small letter and imacinillJ that it II
stationary. The letter soon becomes blurred.
2. That the circular lwillJ preventa the atare
and relievel pain and fatieue.
Hold the forefinger of one hand about aIs
inche. in front of one eye and a few Inch.. to the
outer lide of the face. By movinJ the head and
eyel in a circular or an elliptical orbit. notice that
the finger appean to move in the eIlrection opposite to the movement of the head and flYea.
Now realize that the hand must move with the
finger becluse the hand and finger are flltened
torether. When one moves, the other moves in
the same direction, up, down, to the right or left.
The same fact is true of the arm faltened to th.e
wrist. When the finger moves. the hand. wrih
and arm in turn. al\ move and in the ..me direction. Likewise when the finger movea. the
shoulder moves with it and other parts of tbe
body fastened directly or indirectly to the finger.
You may lOOn become able to imagine the chalr
on which you are Iltting to be faltened Inellrectly
to the finger. When one movea. the other alwaya
move. in the ..me direction. When you beca...
able to imagine all things, one at a time to be
moving with the finger. I.e.. the unlv~ nrIng.
the atare la prevented and pain and fatlgu_ ell...
appear. The memory.lmac\n&tlon and vlaon are
alao improved.
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Dizziness

D

IZZINESS is cau.ed by eyestrain. Some
people when standing on the roof of a
house looking down, strain their eyes
and become dizzy. U.ually the diuiness is produced unconsciously. It can be produced consciously, however, by staring or straining to see
some distant or near object.
Other people. when riding in an elevator, become dizzy and may suffer from attacks of imperfect sight with headache, nausea, and other nervous discomforts.
An old lady, aged sixty, told me that riding in
an elevator always made her dizzy, and produced
headache. with pain in her eyes and head.. I
tested her vision and found it to be normal both
for distance and (or read;';g without gla..... To
obtain some facts, I rode in an elevator with her
from the top to the bottom of the building and
back again. I watched her eyes clo.ely and found
that 9he was staring at the Aoors which appeared
to be moving oppoaite to the movement of the
elevator.
I asked her why ahe .tared at the floor. which
appeared to be moving by. She an.wered that ahe
did not like to aee them move, and wal trying to
correct the illu.ion by making an el£ort to keep
them Itationary. She said tbe barder Ibe tried,
tbe worse abe felt. I su"ested that abe look at
one part of tbe elevator and avoid looking at the
Boon. Her discomfort _ at once relieved, and
abe wa •• oon cured.
In all casea of diadneaa. the .tare or attain Ia
always evident. When tbe stare or stnln Is relieved or prevented. dlzzlnes. does not occur.
Witb advancing yean attack. of dlzzines. and
blindne.s occur more frequently than In younger
individual. AU attack. of dlnln... witb blindne.. are quite readily cured by . practicing the
imagination of tbe lwing, tbe memory
perfect .
ligbt. or by palming.

0'
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Demo",.tr~
That memory and Jmaclnatioa Improve the
vlalon.
Look at the Iar,e letter at the top of the card
and note that It may he more or Je. bhJrrad.
Close the ey.. and remember or imacIM the _
ltott... . perfectly. The operL both eyes and
ImacIne It as well u you c:an. In a _ad or
I.... close your eyea and remember the letter perfectly. Whe n thI, Is accompUabed open the eyes
and Imagine It u well U YOIl can. CIoee them
quickly after a HCond or I.... Pract ice the alow.
short . easy swing and altern ately remember the
Iar,e letter with the eyea closed for part of a minute or longer. and then open the eyea and Imagine
It .. well .. you can.
.
Whe n done properly. you will be able to Improve your vision of the Iar,e letter until It becomes quite perfect. Then prectice In the Hme .
way with the first letter of the HCond line. Improve your imagination of the ·first lett... of the
second line In flub... uotU it Improv.. aufliclently
for you to recognize the nut letter witho ut lookIng at It.
Impr ove the sight of the first lett... of each Una
by altern ately reme mber ln, it with the ey..
closed for part of a minu te and then f1a,hlng It
for lUit a moment. a second or I.... You should
be told what the first letter of each line I.. With
your eyes closed reme mber It .. perfectly U you
can. Then open your eyea and teet your imagination for the lett... for a very short time, one aecond or even I.... Keep your ey.. closed for at
least a part of a minute, while remembering the
known letter . The flashes of the know n letter
with the ey.. open becoma mora frequ ent and \azt
longer. until you become able to see. not only the
known letter . but other UD\mo,,", latte r, on the
_H ne.
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Denaomtrate
1. That palm lnc Improvea the sieht .
Whe n both _".. are cloeed and covered with
one or both handa In auch a way u to uc:lu de
an Ueht. one does not _ red. blue. er- or any
other color. In short, when the palm lne Is tIUCceaaful one does not _ anyth lnc but blKlr , and
when the "Yea are opeu d, the mtcm II alwa y.
Imprcr...d.
2. That an impe rfect mem ory.l nYm ta perfect
palm iIII' and tlfe ..won Is low..
R_ her a 1 _ "0" Imparfac:tly. a 1etm
"0" which hu no wblte _te r and Is _~
a eray o1oud. It tUiIII time; the don Is co
•
erabl e and In apite 01 aD that I. done. the - r
of the Impetfiect ·0" II Jo.t or for,ottIID for 8
time. TIM whol e field ill 8 ahact. 01
or of
_
other c:olor. and when the ba
.... _
_ ed from the. ,.., the 9IaIon 1I1o "end .
3. That when 8 perfe ct lett.. "0" II
bered. JJIlt nfq II practiced propw ly. C,OIltlnaolllly
and "'lIy ancI the IfIbt II 81_ ,. benefiMd.
4. That to faD to
= b t by palm ln,.
or to palm Impw f
y I,
t. To fail, _
quir.. 8 atare or a atraIn and la not .ay. Whe n
en effort I. made the eyes and mind .... atarfDc,
atral ni",. tryin c to _. Whe n no lIfor t la made,
the palm In, becomes aucc:eaful and the YIIIon la
benefited. Succ:eaful palm lnc I, not acc:ompUahed
by doinc tbInp . Palminc becomes ._I IIM by
the thine ' that are not cion..
5. That the lonce r you palm. the creat er the
benefit to your
Palm lint for two minutes.
then four mlnutell, 11x,
until you h...
palm ed for 6ft.. .. Notlc_ the !mpr o,em .eat
eune d In 15 mlnu t.. haa been ,... .. then tbat
in four minu t...

r.

=Oft

.won.

.tc..
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Demorutrate
1. That a lbort, lwaylng movement ilnprovea
the "'aion more than a lone I . .Y.
Place the teat card It a dlltenee where only the
large letter at the top of tbe card can be distial'lilbed. Tbie may be ten feet, further 01'
nearer. Stand with tb. feet about one foot apart
and lway tbe body frOIIl aide to aid.. When the
body a. .". to the rigbt, look to the ricbt of the
card. Wben the body awa". to the left, look to
the left of the card. Do not look at the Snellen
test card. Swaytb. body from aid, to aide end
look to the right of the Snellen teat card, and alternately to the left of it. Nota that the tilt card
appean to be moving. Incr_ theleqth of the
awl)' and notice that the teat card _ _ to move
a longer cliatance frOIIl aide to lid.. ObHI'Ye the
wbitenea of the card and the blackn... of the
letter.. Now lhonenthe away, wblc:Ii, of conn.,
.bortena the _ t of the card. The card
appear. whit... and the l.tt.... blacker when tb.
movement of the card II ahort, than when tb.
movement of tbe card I. long.
2. Demonatrate that when the .ye. are stationary, they are nnder a tremendous .traln. Stand
before the Sn.llen teat card at a diatance of
fifteen or twenty feet. Look directly at one amall
area of a large letter, which can be .een clearly.
Stare at tbat part of the letter witbout cloalnc
the eyes and without ahiftlng the eyea to lome
other point. The vI.lon become. wone and the
letter blurs. Stare contlnnon.ly, and not. that
the longer you Itare, the more dillicult it ia to
ke.p the eye. focused on that one point or part
of the letter. Not only does the atare become
more dillicult, but the eyes become tired; and by
making a greater e/fort, the eyea pain, or a headache is produced. The atare can ca_ fitillle of
the whole body when the e/fort I, anSelently
atrong and prolonged.
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DemoRltrate
That the ey.. can be UHd correctly or iDcorrectly when wal1dnc.
Many people have complained that after walkinc a ahort distance slowly....Uy and without
any special effort, they become nervous. tlrtd and
their ey.. feel the aymptom. and consequenc ••
of .train. When they were taucht the correct
way to use their eye. whUe waIkin&:. the .,.mp"
tOmi of fatleue or .traln dlllppearea.
The facts can be demonltrated with the aid
of a Itralcht line on the lloor or the .eam In the
carpet.

Stand with the richt foot to the rI~ht of the
line and the left foot to the left.of the line. Now
put your right foot forward and look to the l'ft
of the line. Then put your left fooHOnrard and
look to the richt of the lin.. When you walk
forward. look to the left of the line. when your
rlcht foot movea forward. Look to the right of
the line when your left foot moves forward. Note
that it' I. difficult to do thla 10ncer than a few
second. without uncertainty. dillComfort. pain.
h_dacbe. diuln..s or naUl...
Now practice the right method of walking and
using the eyea. When the right foot moves forward. look to the rich!: and when the left foot
moves forward. look to the I,ft. Note that the
.trelght line ieema to away In the direction opposite to the movement of the eyes and foot, I.•.•
when the eyea and foot mov, to the ~bt. the
line Meml to move to the left. When the 'Yo
and foot move to the left, the line _
to move
to the rirht. Note that tbl. II done eully. without any heaitatlon or diacomlort.
When you walk. you can lmarine that you are
looking at the right foot .. you Itep forward with
that foot. When you Itep forward with the left
foot. you can ima,ine that you are looldnr at
your left foot. ThIS can be done in a alow walk
or quite rapidly while runnlnl ItraiCht _h_d or
in a circle.
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D em on st ra te
De mo nst rat e tha t per fec t sig ht
is acc om pli she d
wh en the im agi nat ion is goo d.
and tha t you see
o nly w hat you im agi ne you see
,
Ta ke a Sn ell en tes t car d and
hol d it at a distan ce fro m you r eye s at wh ich
yo ur sig ht is fai rly
goo d. Lo ok at the wh ite cen ter
of the lar ge " 0 "
and com pare the wh ite ness of
the cen ter of the
"0 " wi th the wh ite nes s of the
res t of the car d.
Yo u ma y do it rea dil y ; bu t if
no t, use a scr een ,
tha t is, a car d wit h a s ma ll hol
e in it. Wi th tha t
car d, cov er ove r the bla ck par
t of the let ter "0 "
and not e the wh ite cen ter of
the let ter wh ich is
exp ose d by the ope nin g in the
scr een . Re mo ve
the scr een and obs erv e tha t the
re is a cha nge in
the app ear anc e of the wh ite, wh
ich app ear s to be
a wh ite r wh ite , wh en the bla ck
par t of the let ter
is exp ose d. ·W hen the bla ck par
t
cov ere d wi th a scr een, the cen ter of the let ter is
of the ·'0 " is of
the sam e wh ite nes s as the res t
of the car d. It is,
the ref ore , pos sib le to dem ons
tra te tha t you do
no t see the wh ite cen ter of the
" 0" wh ite r tha n
the res t of the car d, bec aus e you
are see ing som ethi ng tha t is no t the re. Wh en
you see som eth ing
tha t is not the re, you do no t
rea
on ly im agi ne it. Th e wh ite r you lly see it. you
can im agi ne the
cen ter of the " 0," the bet ter
bec om es the vis ion
for the let ter "0 ," and wh en
the vis ion of the
let ter "0 " im pro ves, the vis ion
of all the let ter s
on the car d im pro ves . Th e per
fec t im agi nat ion
of the wh ite cen ter of the "0 "
me ans per fec t imagi nat ion of the bla ck, bec aus
e you can no t imagi ne the wh ite per fec tly , wit
hou t ima~ining the
bla ck per fec tly . By pra cti ce
you ma y bec om e
abl e to im agi ne the let ter " 0"
mu ch bet ter tha n
it rea lly is, and wh en thi s is
acc om pli she d, you
bec om e abl e to act ual ly see unk
now n let ter s.
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Demomtrate
That glasses lower the vision.
Stand fifteen feet from the Snellen test card
and test the vision of each eye without glasses.
Then test the vision of each eye with glasses on,
after having worn them for half an hour or
longer. Remove the glasses; test the vision again
and compare the results. Note that the vision
without glasses becomes better, the longer the
glasses are left of!'.
Test the eyes of a person who is very near~
sighted. Remove the glasses and test the sight
of each eye at five feet, nearer or farther, until the
distance is found at which the vision is best without glasses. Now test the vision for five minutes
at this distance, which is the optimum distance,
or the distance at which the vision is best. For
example, near-sighted people see best when the
print is held a foot or nearer to the eyes. If the
eyes see best at six inches, the optimum distance
is six inches; but if the distance at which the eyes
see best is thirty to forty inches, the optimum
distance is th.n thirty or forty inches.
In near-sight.dness, glass •• always low.r the
vision at the optimum distance. The same is true
in far-sightednes. or astigmatism. For example,
a near-sighted person may have an optimum distance of six inches. If glasses are worn, the
vision is never as good at six inches 8S it is with..
out them. This d.monstrates that glasses lower
the vision at six inches, or the optimum distance
in this cas.. In far-sightedn..s without glasses,
the optimum distance, at which objects are s.en
best, may be ten feet or furth.r. If gla •••• are
worn and the sight is improv.d at a nearer point,
the vision without glasse. at the optimum distance becomes worse.
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Demonstrate
1. That sun treatment is an immediate benefit
to many diseases of the eye.
Before the treatment, take a record of your
best vision of the Snellen test card with both eyes
together and each eye separately without glasses.
Then sit in the sun with your eyes closed, .lowly
moving your head a short distance from side to
side, and allowing the sun to shine directly on
your closed eyelids. Forget about your eyes; just
think of something pleasant and let your mind
drift from one pleasant thought to another. Before opening your eyes, palm for a few minutes.
Then test your vision of the test card and note
the improvement. Get as much sun treatment as
you possibly can, one, two, three or more hours
daily.
When the sun is not shining, substitute a
strong electric light. A 1,000 watt electric light
is preferable, but requires special wiring. However, a 250 watt or 300 watt light can be used
with benefit, and does not require special wiring.
Sit about six inches from the light, or as near as
you can without discomfort from the heat, allowing it to shine on your closed eyelids as in the
sun treatment.
2. That the strong light of the sun focussed on
the sclera, or white part of ,t he eyeball, with the
sun glass, also improves the vision.
After the eyes have become accustomed to the
sunlight with the eyes closed, focus the light of
the sun on the closed eyelids with the sun glass.
Move the glass rapidly from side to side while
doing this for a few minutes. Then have the patient open his eyes and look as far down as possible, and in this way, the pupil is protected by
the lower lid. Gently lift the upper lid, so that
only the white part of the eye is exposed, as the
sun's rays fall directly upon this part of the eyeball. The sun glass may now be used on the
white part of the eye for a few seconds, moving
it quickly from side to side and in various directions. Notice that after the use of the sun glass,
the vision is improved.
-. '. - -
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De1TWnstrate
I. That the drifting swing improves the sight.

Take a record of your best vision of the Snellen
test card with both eyes together and each eye
separately without glasses. Now close your eyes
and imagine that you are occupying a canoe
which is floating down some creek, river or
stream. Imagine that the trees, houses and other
stationary objects on either side are moving in
the direction opposite to the way in which you
afe moving.
Another way in which to practice the drifting
swing is as follows : With the eyes closed, recall
a number of familiar objects which can be r ....
membered easily. Sometimes in the course or a
rew minutes, fifty or one hundred objects may be
remembered quickly and then forgotten. Remember each mental picture by centra] fixation ;
that is. think of only one part at a time of the
object that you are remembering. Just let your
mind drilt easily from one object to another, without making any effort. Do not try to hold each
object as remembered; forget it quickly. Notice
that after practicing the above methods for a rew
minutes the vision for the test card is improved.
2. That the long swing improves the sight, relieves pain, fatigue and many other nervous
sympt oms.
Take a r e ~ord of your best vision of the Snellen
t est ca rd with both eyes together and each eye
sepa rately without glasses. Stand, with the feet
about one foot apart, facing a blank wall. Turn
the body to the left, at the same time raising the
heel of the right foot. Now place the heel of the
right foot on the floor in its usual position; then
turn the body to the right. lifting the heel of the
left foot .
The head and eyes move with the body; do not
make any effort to see more distinctly stationary
objects which are apparently moving. Practice
this fifty to one hundred times, easily, without
making any effort. Notice that alter practicing,
the vision for the test card improves.
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VOLUNTARY PRODUCTION OF EYE
TENSION A SAFEGUARD AGAINST
GLAUCOMA
It is a good thing to know how to increase the

tension of the eyeball voluntarily, as this enables
one to avoid not only the strain that produces
glaucoma, but other kinds of strain also. To do
this proceed as follows:
Put the fingers on the upper part of the eyeball
while looking downward, and note its softness.
Then do anyone of the following things:
Try to see a letter, or other object, imperfectly,
or (with the eyes either closed or open) to
imagine it imperfectly.
Tey to see a letter, or a number of letters, all
alike at one time, or to imagine them in this way.
Try to imagine that a letter, or mental picture
of a letter is stationary.
Try to see a letter, or other object, double, or
to imagine it double.
When successful, the eyeball will become
harder in proportion to the degree of the strain,
but, as it is very difficult to see, imagine, Of remember, things imperfectly, all may not be able
at first to demonstrate the facts.
[Tlte above article, which appeared in the December, 1920, issue of "Better Eyesight," is reprinted
at tlte request of tlte editor, in connection with the
other articles in this month's issue on Htension."]
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Favorable Conditions
The vision of the human eye is modified in
many ways when the conditions are unfavorable
to good sight. Unfavorable conditions may prevail when the light is not agreeable to the
patient. Some patients require a very bright
light and others get along much better in a poor
light. Many cases are hypersensitive to the
light and suffer from an intolerance for light
which has been called photophobia.
While intolerance of light may be manifest in
most cases from some diseases of the eyes, there
are many cases in which the eye is apparently
healthy and in which the photophobia may be
extreme. (The cure for this condition is to have
the patient sit in the sun with his eyes closed,
allowing the sun to shine on his closed eyelids
as he moves his head from side to side.)
There are patients with good sight whose
vision is materially improved when used in a
bright light, as well as those with good sight
whose vision improves when the eyes are used
in a dim light. The patient should practice
with the test card in a bright as well as a dim
light to accustom his eyes to all conditions.
The ability to perceive halos, or an increased
whiteness, around letters is a favorable condition.
By using a screen or a fenestrated card. it is possible for many patients to see an increased white·
ness around a letter, which improves their vision
for the letter. When a screen is not used, one
may be able to imagine a white halo around the
inner or outer edge of the black part of the "0."
When a screen covers the black part of the letter
"0/' for instance, the white center becomes of
the same whiteness as the rest of the white page,
which proves that it is the contrast between the
black and the white which enables one to imagine
the white halos. The presence of the black improves the white; tl1e presence of the white improves the black.
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Eyestrain During Sleep
Many people complain that when they awaken
in the mormng. they are suffering from pain in
their eyes or head . They often feel as weary as
though they had been working hard all night
long. Many of them do not recover from the
pain and fatigue until after they have been up
for an hour or longer. Their vision also may be
found to be reduced to a very considerable degree. Some complain that they see illusions
which are occasionally v.e ry slow in disappearing. One patient complained that the tiled floor
of a bath room had a very strange appearance;
although the tiles were white, to him they appeared blue and red alternately. A feeling of
strain was always present and did not subside
until the illusion had disappeared. It seemed as
though the eyes were under a strain during sleep,
because when the eyes were examined with the
ophthalmoscope while the patient was asleep,
a strain could readily be observed.
Sometimes, as in the case of many children,
other parts of the body may be under a strain
during sleep. By an unconscious 'elIort, the
muscles of the face, arms and limbs may be distorted as may be muscles of dilIerent parts of
the eyeball. In some cases, the strain produces
accommodation or myopia, while in other cases,
hypermetropia or astigmatism are produced by
this unconscious elIort. These eyes frequently
were found to be normal during the day.
The treatment to prevent eyestrain during
s leep is not always successful. Some patients

obtain most relief by practicing the long swing
one hundred times or more just before retiring
and the same number of times in the morning
immediately after awakening.

Other patients

find that palming for twenty minutes before retiring is a help, and frequently the palms are lelt
in place with benefit alter the patients have lost
consciousness.
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The Thumb Movement
Rest the hand against an immovable surface.
Place the ball of the thumb lightly in contact
with the forefinger. Now move the end of the
thumb in a circle of about one-quarter of an inch
in diameter. When the thumb moves in one direction, the forefinger should appear to move in
the opposite direction. although in reality it is
stationary. In the practice of the universal
swing. everything is imagined to be moving in
the s ame direction, except the eyes. With the
aid of the thumb movement. however, one can
imagine the spine and the head moving opposite
to the direction of motion of the thumb, while
th e eyes, being fastened to the head, also move
with the head and hand.
While watching the movement of the thumb,
remember imperfect sight. At once, the thumb
movement becomes irregular or may stop altogether. Demonstrate that any effort, no matter
how slight. to see, remember or imagine, inter~
feres w ith the movement of the thumb. The
thumb is so sensitiv.e to an effort or strain that
the slig htest effort is at once recorded by the
motion.
While watching the movement of the thumb,
remember perfect sight. Notice that the movement of the thumb is slow, short. continuous, and
res tful-with relaxation of all parts of the body.
Many patients have been successfully treated
for pain, fatigue, and dizziness with the help of
the thumb movement, alter other treatment had
failed . Some patients with severe pain complain
that when they forget to practice the movement
of the thumb, the pain comes back.
Not only have patients suffering from pain and
symptoms of fatigue been relieved, but an equal
number have been relieved of imperfect sight by
the correct practice of the thumb movement.
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First Visit Cures
The word ucures" is used advisedly. It is a
fact that some people have been cured of myopia
in one v isit, after relaxation of the nerves of the
eyes and other parts of the body was obtained.
Suppose the patient is near-sighted and can
only see the big letter flC" at fifteen feet, a vision
of 15/ 200. Let the patient walk up close to the
card until he can read the bottom line. The distance may be three feet, five feet or farther. The
first letter on the bottom line may be the letter
"F." With the eyes open, it is possible for the patient to imagine the letter uF" quite perfectly,
but with the eyes closed, he is more easily able
to remember and imagine he sees the letter "Fit
much better.
Palming is a great help when remembering or
imagining the letter "F" with the eyes closed. By
alternately imagining the letter "F" with the eyes
open, and remembering or imagining it better
with the eyes closed, the memory, the imagination and finally the vision for the letter "Fit is
very much improved.
If the patient becomes able to see the letter " F"
at three feet, or to imagine he sees it quite per·
fectly, he should be encouraged to walk back and
increase the distance between the eyes and the
letter "F" about one foot. When the patient becomes able to imagine the letter "Fit at four feet,
he should go back another foot, alternately imagining it with his eyes open and remembering it
much better with his eyes closed. By gradually
increasing the distance of the eyes from the letter
" F ," all patients who practiced this method obtained normal vision temporarily at the first visit.
The length of time required to obtain a permanent cure is variable. Some patients with not
more than one or two diopters of myopia may require many weeks or months of daily treatment
before they are permanently cured , while others
with a higher degree of myopia sometimes obtain
a cure in a much shorter time.
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Brain Tension
The brain has many nerves. Part of these
nerves are called ganglion cells and originate in
some particular part of the brain. Each has a
function of its own. They are connected with
other ganglion cells and with the aid of nerve
fibres are connected with others located in vari·
ous parts of the brain as well as in the spinal
cord, the eye, the ear, the nerves of smelt, taste,
and the nerv.es of touch. The function of each
ganglion cell of the brain is different from that of
all others. When the ganglion cells are healthy,
they function in a normal manner.
The retina of the eye contains numerous gan·
glion cells which regulate special things such as
normal vision, normal memory. normal imagina.
tion and they do this with a control more or less
accurate of other ganglion cells of the whole
body. The retina has a similar structure to parts
of the brain. It is connected to the brain by the
optic nerve.
Many nerves from the ganglion cells of the retina carry conscious and unconscious control of
other ganglion cells which are connected to other
parts of the body.
When the ganglion cells are diseased or at
fault, the functions of all parts of the body are
not normally maintained. In all cases of imper.
feet sight, it has been repeatedly demonstrated
that the ganglion cells and nerves of the brain
are under a strain. When this strain is corrected
by treatment, the functions of the ganglion and
other cells become normaL The importance of
the mental treatment cannot be over·estimated.
A study of the facts has demonstrated that a
disease of some ganglion in any part of the body
occurs in a similar ganglion in the brain.
Brain tension of one or more nerves always
means disease of the nerve ganglia. Treatment
of the mind with the aid of the sight, memory and
imagination has cured many cases of imperfect
sight without other treatment.

.-
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Color Blindness
Some people are unable to distinguish red from
blue or other colors. Many doctors explain color
blindness to be due to something wrong with the
retina, optic nerve or brain. They believe that
organic changes in the retina are the principal
cause. But this is not always true because, in
some cases, cures occur without any apparent
change in the retina.
I have found that color blindness occurs in a
great many cases in an eye apparently normal.
There are, however, a number of individuals who
can be demonstrated to have color blindness as a
result of a disease of the retina caused by mental
strain. These cases cannot be cured, however,
until the disease of the retina is cured.
Some patients with color blindness are sensitive to a bright light. On the other hand, there
are patients with color blindness who are more
comfortable in a bright light. These patients are
usually relieved by the practice of sun treatment,
central fixation, palming. the long swing, or any
other method which brings about relaxation.
One patient had a normal perception for colors
at three reet and at ten feet. But at a nearer
point than three reet she was color blind, the
blindness being most marked at three inches. At
a distance greater than ten reet the color blindness was evident. Alter her eyestrain was relieved by relaxation her color blindness disappeared.
People who have been born color blind as well
as those who have acquired color blindness have
all been cured by the practice or relaxation
methods.
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Subjective Conjunctivitis
By subjective conjunctivitis is meant that the
conjunctiva is inflamed without the evidence of
disease. Many people with subjective conjunctivitis will complain of a foreign body in the eye
and yet careful search with the use of a good
light and a strong magnifying glass will reveal
no foreign body pres.e nt. Some people with subjectiv.e conjunctivitis complain that they have
granulated lids and that they suffer from time to
time from the presence of little pimples on the inside of the eyelids and the pain that they suffer
is out of proportion to the cause that they give
to it. Among the many symptoms of subjective
conjunctivitis may be a flow of tears from very
slight irritants. However, the tear duct., with the
aid of which the tears are drained from the eye,
are usually open in these cases and they are sufficiently open to receive a solution of boracic acid
which may be injected through the tear duct into
the nose. This shows that the tear duct is open
normally, and therefore can drain the teara from
the eyes.
Dr. C. R. Agnew, at one time professor of ophthalmology at Columbia University, gave many
lectures on subjective conjunctivitis in 1885 and
1886. The treatment which he advocated was dry
massage of the whole body and I can testify that
it was an excellent remedy. However, the treat·
ment which I found was the greatest benefit was
the aqueous extract of the suprarenal capsule, or
adrenalin, the properties of which I discovered,
using one drop in each eye three times a day.
Many cases were benefited by the sun treatment, by central fixation. and by the practice of
the universal swing.
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Dark Glasses Are Injurious
He was a very intelligent chauffeur, and very

polite and popular with most people. I enjoyed
listening to his experiences in driving various

types of cars. Nothing seemed to give him so
much pleasure as to get into a "jam" and get out
without suffering any injury to his own car or
without tearing the "enemy" apart. The "enemy,"
as he explained, were the numerous other cars
which were driven by chauffeurs who did not
understand their business very well and who enjoyed teasing the inexperienced drivers.
One day we were driving to the seashore. The
sun was very bright and the reflection of the light
from the sun on the water was very strong and
made most of the occupants of the car very uncomfortable. Personally I enjoyed the strong
light of the sun. The chauffeur did not wear
glasses for the protection of his eyes from the sun
or dust and I asked him if he had ever worn them.
He very promptly answered me by saying that
he had worn them at one time, but discontinued
wearing them because he found that after wearing them for a few days, his eyes became more
sensitive to the light than they were before. He
said he could not understand why it was that
when he wore glasse. to protect hi. eyes from
the dust he accumulated more foreign bodies in
hi. eyes than ever before. This seemed strange
to the people in the car and they asked him to
explain. It was decided that when the dust got
into the eyes, the glasses prevented the dust from
going out.
The eyes need the light Qf the sun. When the
sun's rays are excluded from the eyes by dark
glasses, the eyes become very sensitive to the
sun when the glasses are removed.
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Suggestions
It i. recom mend ed by the edito r of thi. maga zine that every famil y shou ld obtai n a Snell en
te.t card and place it on the wall of some room
wher e it can be seen and read every day by all
the mem bers of the famil y. Not only doea the daily
readi ng of the card help the aight of child ren, but
it il a benef it to the eyea of adul t. al well.
It is a well know n fact that when moat peop le
arriv e at the age of forty or fifty year. , they find
that their visio n for readi ng or lewin g i. lowe red.
Thes e peop le belie ve that they mU5t put on
glass es to preve nt eyelt rain, catar act, glauc oma,
et ceter a. Daily practic!, with the Snell en test
card, toget her with the readi ng of fine print close
to the eyes will ·over come their diffic ulty. Read ing fine print close to the eyes, contr ary to the
belie f of many ophth almo logis ts, is a benef it to
the eyes of both child ren and adult s.
It has been repea tedly demo nstra ted, howe ver,
that fine print cann ot be read clear ly or easily
when an effor t is made . Whe n the eyea look directly at the letter s, an effor t is requi red, while
looki ng at the white space s betw een the lines is
a rest, and by pract ice in this way, one can become able to see the letter s clear ly, with out looking direc tly at them . Whe n a patie nt looks at the
white space s betw een the lines of ordin ary book
type, he can read for hours and no fatig ue, pain
or disco mfor t i. felt. Whe n disco mfor t and pain
in the eyes is felt while readi ng, it is becau se the
patie nt is looki ng direc tly at the letter s.
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Eyestrain
The eyes of all people with imperfect sight are
under a strain. This is a truth. Most people believe that during sleep the eyes are at rest and
that it is impossible to strain the eyes while
sound asleep. This, however, is not true. Persons
who have good sight in the daytime under favorable conditions may strain their eyes during
sleep. Many people awake in the morning suffering pain in the eyes or head. Often the eyes
are very much fatigued and have a feeling of discomfort. There may be also a feeling of nervous
tension from the eyestrain. or there may be a
feeling as of sand in the eyes. At times all parts
of the eye may be suffering from inflammation.
The vision is sometimes lowered for several
hours whereupon it begins to improve until it becomes as good as it was before the person retired
the night before. Many people become alarmed
and seek the services of some eye doctor. Usually
the doctor or doctors consulted prescribe glasses
which very rarely give more than imperfect or
temporary relief.
There are various methods of correcting eyestrain occurring during sleep. Palming is very
helpful even when practiced for a short time. A
half an hour is often sufficient to relieve most if
not all of the symptoms. In some cases the long
swing, practiced before retiring. is sufficient to
bring about temporary or permanent benefit.
Blinking and shifting are also helpful. Good results have been obtained by practicing a perfect
memory or imagination of one small letter of the
Snellen test card alternately with the eyes open
and closed. A number of patients were benefited
and usually cured by remembering pleasant
things perfectly.
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No Glasses for Quick Results
The first and best thing that all patients should
do after their first treatment, or before, i. to discard their glasses. It is not always an easy thing
to do but it is best for the patient and for thtl
teacher. It is true that at one time I did not encourage patients to learn the treatment unless
they discarded their glasses permanently. But
since I have studied more about my method and
have encouraged some of my clinic patients to
wear their glasses at times while under treatment, I find that some of them obtained a cure
but it required double the amount of time that
was required to cure those who discarded their
glasses permanently. During the treatment when
the glasses are worn temporarily. even for a short
time, the vision sometimes becomes worse and in
most cases a relapse is produced. It is much
m ore difficult to regain the lost ground than ever
before, and sometimes causes much discomfort.
Glasses for the correction of myopia do not fit

the eyes all the time. To obtain good vision with
glasses an effort is required to make the eyes
change their focus to have the same error of refraction as the glasses correct. When the vis ion
is benefited most perfectly by glasses it is necessary for the eyes to change frequently. To learn
the amount of myopia in the eyes by trying different glasses to find the glass which continuously improves the vision best is usually difficult
because the amount of the myopia chan~es so
frequently. To change the amount of myopia requires an effort. Some people complain that no
glasses fit their eyes permanently. ' These cases
are benefited by discarding their glasses for a
lo nger or a shorter period while being treated.

Patients who require good sight to earn a living
and find it difficult to discard their glasses while
under treatment, have been able to make slow or
rapid progress in the cure of their imperfect
sight by wearing their glasses only when it was
absolutely necessary.
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Practice Time
A large number of people have bought the
book " Perfect Sight Without Glasses" but do not
derive as much benefit from it as they should because they do not know how long they should
practice.
Hesl .' The eyes are rested in various ways.
One of the best methods is to close the eyes for
half an hour after testing the sight. This usually
improves the vision.
Palouillg: With the eyes closed and co~ered
with the palms of both hands the vision is usually
benefited. The patient should do this five minutes hourly.
S hijlillg: The patient looks from one side of
the room to the other, alternately resting the
eyes. This may be done three times daily for.
half an hour at a time. The head should move
with the eyes and the patient should blink.
Swillgillg : When the shifting is slow, stationary objects appear to move from side to side.
This should be observed whenever the head and
eyes move.
L OlIg S willg: Nearly all persons should practice the long swing one hundred times daily.
M elilory: When the vision i. perfect, it i. impossible for the memory to be imperfect. One
can improv.e the memory by alternately remembering a letter with the eyes open and closed.
This should be practiced for half an hour twice
daily.
I nlagillalion: It has been frequently demonstrated and published in this magazine that the
vision is only what we imagine it to be. Imagination should be practiced whenever the vision is
tested. Imagine a known letter with the eyes
open and with the eyes closed. This should be
practiced for ten minutes twice daily.
Repetitioll : When one method is found which
improves the vision more than any other method,
it should be practiced until the vision is continuously improved.
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Practice MethocU
Many people have asked for help in choosing
the best method of treatment for their particular
eye trouble. A woman aged sixty complained
that she had never been free of pain; pain was
very decided in her eyes and head. She also had
continuous pain in nearly all the nerves of the
body. The long swing when practiced 100 times
gave her great relief from pain. The relief was
continuous without any relapse. At the same
time a second woman of about the same age com·
plained of a similar pain which, like the first patient, she had had almost continuously. She was
also relieved by practicing the long swing. The
long swing was practiced by other people with a
satisfactory result.

It seemed that the swing was indicated for
pain ; it seemed to bring about better results than
any other treatment. Later on, however, some
patients applied for relief from pain which was
not benefited by the long swing. Evidently one
kind of treatOlent was not beneficial in every
case. A man suffering from tri-facial neuralgia
which caused great agony in all parts of the head
was not relieved at all by the long swing. Palming seemed to be more successful in bringing
about relief. Furthermore, there were patients
who did not obtain benefit after haI£ an hour of
palming who did obtain complete relief after
palming for several hours.
Patients with cataract recovered quite promptly
when some special method was tried.
The experience obtained by the use of relaxation methods in the cure of obstinate eye troubles
has proved that what was good for one patient
was not necessarily a benefit to other patients
suffering from the same trouble, and that various
methods must be tried in each case in order to determine which is the most beneficial for each par·
ticular case.
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Time For Practice
So many people with imperfect sight say that
they have not the time to practice relaxation
methods. as their time is taken up at business or
in the performance of other duties. I always tell
such people, however, that they have just as
much time to use their eyes correctly as incorrectly.
They can imagine stationary objects to be
moving opposite whenever they move their head
and eyes . .When the head and eyes move to the
left, stationary objects should appear to move to
the right, and vice versa.
They can remember to blink their eyes in the
same way that the normal eye blinks unconsciously, which is frequently, rapidly, continuously, without any effort or strain, until by conscious practice, it will eventually become an
unconscious habit, and one that will be of benefit
to the patient.
They can remember to shift or look from one
point to another continuously. When practicing
shifting, it is well to move the head in the same
direction as the eyes move. If the head moves
to the right, the eyes should move to the right.
If the head moves to the left, the eyes should
move to the left. By practicing in this way. relaxation is often obtained very quickly, but if the
eyes are moved to the right and at the same time
the head is moved to the left, a strain on the
nerves of the eyes and the nerves of the body in
general is produced.
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Correspondence Treatment
Many letters are received from people in various parts of the world who find it impossible to
come to New York and who believe that something might be done for them by correspondence
treatment. I do not advocate correspondence
treatment as a general rule, as the results are Uncertain. There is always the possibility that the
patient will not practice correctly the things
which he is told to do.

II a patient has had one treatment at my
office or at the office of one of my representatives,
it is possible to treat that patient more intelligently through correspondence.
Some years ago a gentleman living a thousand
miles from New York called and asked if anything could be done through correspondence for
his wife who was bedridden and suffering with
an agony of pain in her eyes. He described all
her symptoms to me and gave me her last prescription for glasses. He was told that if he
would take the treatment in my office, and so
learn how to treat his wife, it would be possible
for him to aid her intelligently when he went
home . He did this and after taking several treatments, returned . He wrote me later saying that
his wife was almost cured.
When my book, "Perfect Sight Without
Glasses." is read carefully, those things which
are not understood may be cleared up by intelligent questions, which I am always pleased to
answer. I do not consider this as regular correspondence treatment.
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The Period
Many people have difficulty in obtaining a
mental picture of a small black period. They may
try to see it by an effort which always fails. They
may persist in their efforts to see or remember itt
paying little or no attention to their failures or
the cause of their failures. As long as they continue to strain by trying to see, they will always
fail; the period becomes more indistinct.
A small black period is very readily seen.
There is no letter, no figure, no object of any
kind which can be obtained more easily. Demonstrate that an effort to see a small black period
by staring, concentrating, trying to see, always
makes it worse. Rest, relaxation. the swing.
shifting. are all a great help. Practice with a
large black letter. Imagine that the upper right
comer has a small black period. Do the same
with other parts of the large letter. This practice
will enable you to understand central fixation,
seeing best where you are looking. Central fixation can always be demonstrated when the sight
is good. When the sight is poor or imperfect,
central fixation is absent.
The benefits which can be obtained from the
use of the period are very numerous. A perfect
memory can only be obtained when the sight is
perfect. A perfect imagination can only be obtained when the sight and the memory are perfect. The period i. the smallest letter or other
object which is perfect or becomes perfect by
perfect memory or perfect imagination.
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Blinki"'8
Blinking is one of the best methods that may
be employed to obtain relaxation or rest. When
rest is obtained by blinking, the vision is improved, not only for one letter or part of one
letter, but for all the letters of a page, which may
be seen some parts best, other parts not so well.
This is called central fixation and one cannot see
anything clearly without it. In order to maintain central fixation, there should be continuous
opening and closing of the eyes by blinking
which makes it easier for the vision to improve.
When the eye discontinues to blink, it usually
stares, strains, and tries to see. Blinking is bene·
ficial only when practiced in the right way.
What is the right way? The question may be
answered almost as briefly as it is asked. Blinking when done properly is slow, ahort, and easy.
One may open and close the eyes an innumerable
number of times in one second, and do so unconsciously.
Lord Macauley was able to read a page of print
in one second, and blinked for every letter. In
order to read perfectly, he had to see each side of
every letter by central fixation. We know that
he acquired or had a perfect memory, because it
was only with a rerfect memory that he could
recite the pages a any book which he had read
many years before.
A casual observer would not be able to determine the number of times Lord Macaulay
blinked, as it was done so quickly and easily,
without any effort on his part. While most of
us will not be able to blink without effort aa frequently as Lord Macauley did, it is well to practice his methods as well as we can. Those with
imperfect sight who do not blink sufficiently
should watch someone with normal eyes blink
unconsciously and then imitate him.

II
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Shifting
Whe n the norm al eye has norm al sight it is
at rest and when it is at rest it is alwa ys movi ng
or shifti ng. Shift ing may be done consc iousl y
with impr ovem ent in the visio n, or it may be
done unco nscio us ly with impa ired vision .
Shift ing can be pract iced corre ctly and incor rectly . A wron g way to shift is to tum the head
to the right while the eyes are turne d to the left,
or to turn the head to the left while the eyes are
turne d to the right .
To impr ove impe rfect sight by shifti ng, it is
well to move the head and eyes so far away that
the first letter or objec t imag ined is too far away
to be seen at all clear ly. Shift ing from smal l
letter s to large letter s altern ately may be a
great er benef it than shifti ng from one smal l letter to anoth er smal l letter. Quite frequ ently the
visio n is decid edly impro ved by shifti ng conti nuously from one side of a smal l letter to the other
side, while the letter is imag ined to be movi ng
in the oppo site direc tion. Whe n the shifti ng is
slow, short , and easy, the best resul ts in the improv emen t in the visio n are obtai ned. Any attemp t to stop the shifti ng alwa ys lowe rs the
visio n. The letter or other objec t whic h appe ared
to move is usua lly shifti ng a short dista nce- one
half or one quart er of an inch. It is not possi ble
to imag ine any parti cular letter or other objec t
statio nary for a longe r time than one minu te.
Whil e the patie nt is seate d, benef it can be obtaine d from shifti ng, but even more benef it can
be obtai ned when the shifti ng is pract iced while
the patie nt is stand ing and movi ng the head and
shou lder s, in fact the whol e body , a very short
'dista nce from side to side. Shift ing the whol e
body make s it easie r to shift ·a short dista nce
and may expla in why this meth od is best.

i
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Go to the Movies
(Editor's Note.-Recently a great many letters
have come from patients and others asking if the
movies were injurious to the eyes. For the benefit of these inquirers we are reprinting an article
which appeared in this magazine in October,
1920.)
Cinematograph pictures are commonly supposed to be very injurious to the eyes, and it is a
fact that they often cause much discomfort and
lowering of vision. They can, however. be made
a means of improving the sight. When they hurt
the eyes it is because the subject strains to see
them. II this tendency to strain can be overcome. the vision is always improved. and if the
practice of viewing the pictures is continued long
enough, nearsight, astigmatism and other troubles
3fe cured.
If your sight is imperfect, therefore, you will

find it an advantage to go to the movies frequently and learn to look at the picture. without
strain. II they hurt your eyes look away to the
dark for a while, then look at a corner of the picture; look away again, and then look a little
nearer to the center; and so on. In this way you
may soon become able to look directly at the picture without discomfort. If this does not help,
try palming for five minutes or longer. Dodge
the pain, in short, and prev.ent the eyestrain by
constant shifting, or by palming.
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Mental Pictures
pic tur e of on e
W ith im per fec t sig ht. a me nta l car d is sel do m
t
kn ow n let ter of the Sn ell en tes , or see n per..
or never remembered, imaginedey e. op en. By
fectly wh en reg ard ed wi th thenta l pic tur e ma y
clo sin g the eye s. the sam e me alt ern ate ly Imbe im agi ned mo re per fec tly . By
as po ssi ble wi th
ag ini ng the kn ow n let ter as well ber ing it be tte r
the eye s op en and the n rem emnat ion im pro ves
wi th the eye s closed. the im agis are see n wi th
the vis ion an d un kn ow n let ter
the eyes op en.
is du e to a les Th e im pro vem ent of the vision the eye. W he n
sen ing of the org ani c cha ng es in op aci tie s of the
by
the im per fec t sig ht is cau sed agi
ned clearly les~
cornea, a mental picture im cornea. A lar ge
sens or cures the disease of the which the lens is
number of cases of cataract in benefited or cured
mo re or les s opaque have been pic tur es. Ne arl y
by the im agi nat ion of me nta l bal l wh ich low er
all org ani c cha ng es in the eye
to som e ext ent
the vis ion ha ve been improved ficient am ou nt
suf
in a few mi nu tes ; by dev oti ng a the eyeball, no
in
.
ge
of time, all org ani c ch an
are ben efi ted or
ma tte r wh at the cau se ma y be,of a let ter , a tre e,
cur ed by a per fec t im agi nat ion is rem em ber ed
a flower, or an yth ing wh ich
per fec tly .
of ob tai nin g reI do no t kn ow of any me tho d is as efficient
lax ati on or per fec t sig ht wh ich
n of me nta l pic ..
and certain as the im agi na tio t a go od or per tha
tur es. It sho uld be em ph asi zedpic
tures ha s in all
l
nta
me
of
fect imagination
of im pro vem ent
cas es bro ug ht ab ou t a me asu re ~ination i. cap awh ich is con vin cin g tha t the ima In the eye mo re
ble of rel iev ing org ani c cha ng es
re per ma nen tly .
qu ick ly, mo re tho rou gh ly, mo
tha n an y oth er me tho d.
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Comparisons
In practising with the Snellen test card. when
the vision is imperfect. the blackness of the letters is modified and the white spaces inside the
letters are also modified. By comparing the
blackness of the large letters with the blackness
of the smaller ones it can be demonstrated that
the larger letters are imperfectly seen.
When one notes the whiteness in the center of

a large letter, seen indistinctly, it is usually poss ible to compare the whiteness seen with the remembered whiteness of something else. By alternately comparing the whiteness in the center
of a letter with the memory of a better white, as
the snow on the top o[ a mountain, the whiteness
of the letter usually improves. In the same way.
comparing the shade of black of a letter with the
memory of a darker shade of black of some other
object may be also a benefit to the black.
Most persons with myopia are able to read fine
print at a near point quite perfectly. They see
the blackness and whiteness of the letters much
better than they are able to see the blackness of
the larger letters on the Snellen test card at 15
or 20 feet. Alternately reading the fine print and
regarding the Snellen test card, comparing the
black and white of the small letters with the black
and white of the large letters, is often times very
beneficial. Some cases of myopia have been
cured very promptly by this method.
All persons with imperfect sight for reading
are benefited by comparing the whiteness of the
spaces between the lines with the memory of objects which are whiter. Many persons can remember white snow with the eyes closed whiter
than the spaces between the Jines. By alternately
closing the eyes for a minute or longer, remembering white snow, white starch, white paint, a
white cloud in the sky with the sun shining on
it, and Rashing the white space. without trying
to read, many persons have materially improved
their sight and been cured.
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The Culon
While the colon is a valuable punctuation
mark, it has a very unusual and better use in
helping the memory, imagination, and sight.
Medium sized or small letters at the distance are
improved promptly by the proper use of the
colon. While the eyes are closed or open, the
top period should be imagined best while the
lower period is more or less blurred and not seen
so well. In a few moments it is well to shift and
imagine the lower period best while the upper
period is imagined not so well. Common sense
makes it evident that one period cannot be im·
agined best unless there is some other period or
other object which is seen worse. The smallest
colon that can be imagined is usually the one
that is imagined more readily than a larger colon.
When palming, swinging, et cetera, cannot be
practiced sufficiently well to obtain improvement
in the eyesight, the memory or imagination of
the small colon, one part best, can usually be
practiced with benefit. To remember or imagine
a colon perfectly requires constant shifting.
When the colon is remembered or imagined perfectly, and this cannot be done by any effort or
strain, the sight is always improved and the
memory and imagination are also improved. It
is interesting to note that the smaller the colon,
the blacker and better can one remember, imagine, or see one period of it, with benefit to the
sight. One may leel that the memory of a very
small colon should be more difficult than the
memory of a large one, but strange to say it can
be demonstrated in most cases that the very small
colon is remembered best. If the mov.e ment of
the colon is absent, the sight is always imperfect.
In other words, it requires a stare, strain, and
effort to make the colon stop its apparent motion.
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The Memory Swing
The mem ory swin g reliev es strain and
tensi on as do the long or the short swing s
which have been described at vario us times .
It is done with the eyes close d while one
imag ines hims elf to be looki ng first over the
right shoul der and then over the left shoul der. while the head is move d from side to
side. The eyeba lls may be seen throu gh
the close d eyelid s to move from side to side
in the same direc tion as the head is moved.
Whe n done prope rly. the mem ory swin g is
just as efficient as the swing whic h is practiced with the eyes open . whet her it be short
or long.

The mem ory swing can be short ened by
reme mber ing the swin g of a small letter . a
quarter of an inch or less, when the eyes are
close d.
The mem ory swin g has given relief in
many cases of impe rfect sight from myop ia.
astig matis m, and inftammations of the out·
side of the eyeba ll as well as inflam matio n.
of the insid e of the eyeba ll. It is much
easie r than the swing pract iced with the
eyes open and secur es a great er amount of
relax ation or rest than any other swing . It
may be pract iced incor rectly . just as any
swing may be done wron g. and then no
benef it will be obtai ned.
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Improve Your Sight
When convenient, practice the lo'ng swing.
Stand with the feet about one foot apart, turn the
body to the right, at the same time lifting the
heel of the left foot. The head and eyes move
with the body. Now place the left heel on the
floor, turn the body to the left, raising the heel of
the right foot. Alternate.

Rest your eyes continually by blinking. The
normal eye blinks irregularly but continuously.
When convenient, practice blinking in the following way: Count irregularly and blink for each
count. By consciously blinking correctly, it will
in time become an unconscious habit.
When the mind is awake it is thinking of many
things. One can remember things perfectly or
imagine things perfectly, which is a rest to the
eyes, mind, and the body generally. The memory
of imperfect sight should be avoided because it
is a strain and lowenJ the vision.
Read the Snellen test card at 20 feet with each
eye, separately, twice daily or oftener when convenient. Imagine the white spaces in letten to
be whiter than the rest of the card. Do this alternately with the eyes closed and opened. Plan
to imagine the white spaces in letters just as
white, in looking at the Snellen test card, as can
be accomplished with the eyes closed.
Whenev.er convenient, close your eyes for a
few minutes and rest them.
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The Flashing Cure
Do you read imperfectly? Can you observe
then that when you look at the first word, or the
first letter, of a sentence, you do not see best
where you are looking; that you see other words,

or other letters, just as well as or better than the
ones you are looking at? Do you observe also that

the harder you try to see the worse you see?
Now close your eyes and rest them, remembering some color, like black or white, that you can
remember perfectly. Keep them closed until they
reel rested, or until the feeling of strain has been
completely relieved. Now open them and look
at the first word or letter of a sentence for a fraction of a second. If you have been able to relax,
partially or completely, you will have a fiash of
improved or clear vision, and the area seen best
will be smaller.
After opening the eyes for this fraction of a second, close them again quickly, still remembering
the color, and keep them closed until they again
feel rested. Then again open them for a fraction
of a second. Continue this alternate resting of
the eyes and fiashing of the letters for a time, and
you may soon find that you can keep your eyes
open longer than a fraction of a second without
losing the improved vision.
If your trouble is with distant instud of near
vision, use the same method with distant letters.
In this way you can demonstrate for yourself
the fundamental principles o,f the cure of imperfect sight by treatment without glasses.
I! you fail, ask someone with perfect sight to
help you.
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The Imagination Cure
When the imagination is perfect the mind is
always perfectly relaxed, and as it is impossible
to relax and imagine a letter perfectly, and at the
same time strain and see it imperfectly, it follows
that when one imagines that one sees a letter perfectly one actually does see it, as demonstrated
by the retinoscope, no matter how great an error
of refraction the eye may previously have had.
The sight, therefore, may often be improved very
quickly by the aid of the imagination. To use this
method the patient may proceed as follows:
Look at a letter at the distance at which it is
seen best. Close and cover the eyes so as to exclude all the light, and remember it. Do this
alternately until the memory is nearly equal to
the sight. Next, after remembering the letter
with the eyes closed and covered, and while still
holding the mental picture of it, look at a blank
surface a foot or more to the side of it, at the
distance at which you wish to see it. Again close
and cover the eyes and remember the letter, and

on opening them look a little nearer to it. Gradually reduce the distance between the point of
fixation and the letter, until able to look directly
at it and imagine it as well as it is remembered
with the eyes closed and covered. The letter will
then be seen perfectly, and other letters in its
neighborhood will come out. If unable to remember the whole letter, you may be able to
imagine a black period as forming part of it. If
you can do this, the letter will also be seen perfectly.
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See Things Moving
When the sight is perfect the subject is able to
observe that all objects regarded appear to be
moving. A letter seen at the near point or at the
distance appears to move slightly in various di·
rections. The pavement comes toward one in
walking, and the houses appear to move in a direction opposite to one's own. In reading, the
page appears to move in a direction opposite to
that of the eye. If one tries to imagine things
stationary, the vjsion is at once lowered and discomfort and pain may be produced, not only in
the eyes and head, but in other parts 01 the body.
This movement is usually so slight that it is
seldom noticed till the attention is called to it,
but it may be so conspicuous as to be plainly observable even to persons with markedly imperfect sight. If such persons, for instance, hold the
hand within six inches of the face and turn the
head and eyes rapidly from side to side, the hand
will be seen to move in a direction opposite to
that of the eyes. If it does not move, it will be
found that the patient is straining to see it in the
eccentric field. By observing this movement it
becomes possible to see or imagine a Jess conspicuous movement, and thus the patient may
gradually become able to observe a slight mov.ernent in every object regarded. Some persons
with imperfect sight have been cured simply by
imagining that they always see things moving.
The world moves. Let it move. All objects
move if you let them. Do not interfere with this
movement, or try to stop it. This cannot be done
without an effort which impairs the efficiency of
the eye and mind.
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How Not to Concentrate
To remember the letter 0 of diamond type continuously and within effort proceed as follows:
Imagine a little black spot on the right-hand
side of the 0 blacker than the rest of the letter;
then imagine a similar spot on the left-hand side.
Shift the attention from the right-hand spot to the
left, and observe that every time you think of the
left spot the 0 appears to move to the right, and
every time you think of the right one it appears
to move to the left. This motion, when the shifting is done properly, is very short, less than the
width of the letter. Later you may become able
to imagine the 0 without conscious shifting and
swinging, but whenever the attention is directed
to the matter these things will be noticed.
N ow do the same with a letter on the test card.
1£ the shifting is normal, it will be noted that the
letter can be regarded indefinitely, and that it appears to have a slight motion.
To demonstrate that the attempt to concentrate ·
spoils the memory, or imagination, and the vision:
Try to think continuously of a spot on one part
of an imagined letter. The spot and the whole
letter will soon disappear. Or try to imagine two
or more spots, or the whole letter, equally black
and distinct at one time. This will be found to be
even more difficult.
Do the same with a letter on the test card. The
results will be the same.
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The Optimum Swing
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The optimum swing is the swing which gives ~
the best results under different conditions.
5
~

'Most readers of this magazine and of 14Perfect ~
Sight Without Glasses" know about the swing. Z
The swing may be spontaneous; that is to say, ~
when one remembers a letter perfectly or see8 a !!!
letter perfectly and continuously without any E
volition on his part he is able to imagine that it is-J
a slow, short, easy swing. The speed is about as
fast as one would count orally. The width of the
swing is not more than the width of the letter,
and it is remembered or imagined as easily as it is
possible to imagine anything without any effort
whatsoever. The normal swing of normal sight
brings the greatest amount of relaxation and
should be imagined. When one is able to succeed then it becomes the optimum swing under
favorable conditions. Nearsighted persons have
this normal optimum swing usually at the near
point when the vision is perfect. At the distance
where the vision is imperfect the optimum swing
is something else. It is not spontaneous but has
to be produced by a conscious movement of the
eyes and head from side to side and is usually
wider than the width of the letter, faster than the
normal swing, and not so easily produced.
When one has a headache or a pain in the eyes
or in any part of the body the optimum swing is
always wider and more difficult to imagine than
when one has less strain of the eyes. Under unfavorable conditions the long swing is the optimum swing. but under favorable conditions when
the sight is good. the normal swing of the normal
eye with normal sight is the optimum swing. The
long swing brings a measure of relief when done
right and makes it possible to shorten it down to
the normal swing of the normal eye.
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Methods that Have Succeeded
in Presbyopia
The cure of presbyopia, as of any other error of
refraction, is rest, and many presbyopic patients are
able to obtain this rest simply by closing the eyes.
They are kept closed until the patient feels relieved,
which may be in a few minutes, half an hour, or
longer. Then some fine print i. regarded for a few
seconds. By alternately resting the eyes and looking at fine print many patients quickly become able
to read it at eighteen inches, and by continued practice they are able to reduce the distance until it can
be read at six inches in a dim light. At first the
letters are seen only in flashes. Then they are seen
for a longer time, until finally they are seen continuously. When this method fails, palming may be
tried, combined with the use of the memory, imagination and swing. Particularly good results have
been obtained from the following procedure :
Close t he eyes and remember the letter

0

in

diamond type, with the open space as white as starch
and the outline as black as possible.
When the white center is at the maximum imagine
that the letter is moving, and that all objects, no
matter how large or small, are moving with it.
Open the eyes and continue to imagine the universal swing.
Alternate the imagination of the swing with the
eyes open with it. imagination with the eyes closed.
When the imagination is just as good with the
eyes open as when they are closed the cure will be
complete.
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Stop Staring
It can be demonstrated by tests with the retino-

sc ope that all persons with imperlect sight stare,
s train, or try to see. To demonstrate this fact :
Look intently at one part 01 a large or small
letter at the distance or nearpoint. In a few seconds, usually, fatigue and discomfort will be produced, and the letter will blur or disappear. If the
effort is continued long enough, pain may be produced.
To break the habit of staring:
(1) Shift consciously from one part to another
of all objeets regarded, and imagine that
these objects move in a direction contrary
to the movement of the eye_ Do this with
letters on the test card, with letters of fin.
print, if they can be seen, and with other
objects.
(2) Close the, eyes frequently lor a moment or
longer. When the strain is considerable,
keep the eyes closed for several minutes
and open them lor a fraction 01 a seeondflashing. When the stare is sufficient to
keep the vision down to 2/ WO or less, palm
lor a longer or shorter time; then look at
the card for a moment. Later mere closing
of the eyes may alford sufficient rest.
(3) Imagine that the white openings and margins of letters are whiter than the rest of
the backgrOlUld. Do this with eyes closed
and open alternately. It is an interesting
fact that this practice prevents staring and
improves the vision rapidly.
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THE USE OF THE SUN GLASS
ID aalnr the awl r u , It Is well to accustom
the eyes of the patient to thntronr IIrht by havIll( him ait In the _ with hIa eyes cIoeecl, and at
the aame time he UIouId .towIy move hia head
from aide to aid.. In order to avoid cllacomfort
from the hut. BDourh IIrht ahID.. tbroarh the
eyeRd to C&IIM lOme people a creat deal of discomfort at first, but after a f_ hoan' expoawe
iD thia way, they become able to rradually open
their eyes to _
extent without aqueulll( the
1Ida. When thIa atare Is reached, OM can focu,
with the aid of the _ r .... the Urbt Oil the
c:1osed eyelid.. which at first Is YWy dlaqreeable.
When the patient becom.. able to open the .,...,
he la directed to look .. far down .. poeaible,
and In thIa way the pupil Is protected by the
lower Rd. Then by ,entiy lIftlnr the upper
Rd, only the whit. part of th. eye la ellpond, whll. tba aUll'a raya atrik. directly updn
this part of the eyeball The aUIl rleu may then
be u.ed on the white part of the eye. c.r. ahould
be taken to move the , U from aide to aide
quicldy. The !enrth of time devoted to focuainr
the Rrht on the white part of the eye la Ilever
lonrer than a f_ aecollda. After wch a treatment the patient almoat immediately becomea
abl. to open hia ey.. widely In the IIrht.

Natural Eyesight Improvement From Dr. Bates ‘Better Eyesight Magazine’
and ‘Stories From The Clinic’ by Emily C. A. Lierman, Bates.

SUG GES TIO NS
If the visio n of the patie nt is impr oved unde r the
care of the docto r, and the patie nt negle cts to practice, when he leave s the office, what he i8 told to
do at home , the treat ment has been of no bene fit
what ever. The Impr oved vilio n was only temp orary. Faith ful pract ice perm anen tly Impr oves the
sight to norm al.
2. If the patie nt cons cient iousl y pract ices the meth ods, as advis ed by the docto r, his visio n alwa ya improve s. This appli es to patie nts with error s of retract ion, as well as orga nic disea ses.
3. For cases of _quin t we find that the lone awin , ia
bene llcial to adult s and to child ren.
4. Whe n a patie nt suffe rs with catar act, palm ing Is
usua lly the best meth od of treat ment , and shou ld be
pract iced many times every day.
5. All patie nts with impe rfect sight unco nscio usly
stare , and shou ld be remi nded by those who are
near to them to blink often . To stare Is to strain .
Strai n is the cause of impe rfect sight .
The follo wing rules will be foun d helpf ul if faith fully
obse rved :6. Whil e sittin g, do not look up with out raisin g your
chin. Alwa ys tum your head in the direc tion in
whic h you look. Blink often .
7. Do not make an effor t to see thing s more clear ly.
If you let your eyes alone , thing s will clear up by
them selve s.
1.

Suggestions
8.
9.
10.

11.

12.

Do not look at anything longer than a fraction of a
second without shifting.
While reading, do not think about your eyes, but let
your mind and imagination rule.
When you are conscious of your eyes while looking
at objects at any time, it causes discomfort and lessens your vision.
It is very Important that you learn how to imagine
stationary objects to be moving, without moving
your head or your body.
Palming is a help, and I suggest that you palm for
a few minutes many times during the day, at least
ten times. At night just before retiring, it is well
to palm for half an hour or longer.

TEST CARD PRACTICE
1. Every home should have a test card.
2. It is best to place the card permanently on the wall
in a good light.
3. Each member of the family or household should
read the card every day.
4. It takes only a minute to test the sight with the
card. If you spend five minutes in the morning
practicing. it will be a great help during the day.
S. Place youraelf ten feet from the card and re.d .s
far as you can without effort or strain. Over each
line of letters are small figures indicating the distance at which the normal eye can read them. Over
the bie C at the top of the card is the fieure 200.
The big C. therefore. should be read by the normal eye at a distance of two hundred feet. If you
can read this line at ten feet, your vision would be
10/200. The numerator of the fraction is always
the distance of the card from the eyes. The denominator always denotes the number of the line
read. If you can only read the line marked 40
at ten feet, the vision is 10/40.
6. If you can only see to the fifth line. for example,
notice that the last letter on that line is an R. Now
close your eyes. cover them with the palms of the
hands and remember the R. If you will remember
that the left side is straight, the right side partly
curved. and the bottom open. you will get a good
mental picture of the R with your eyes closed.

Teat Card Practice

7.

8.
9.
10.

This men tal pictu re will help you to see the lette r
direc tly unde rnea th the R , whic h Is a T.
Shift ing i. good to stop the stare . If you stare at
the lette r T, you will notic e that all the lette rs on
that line begi n to blur. It is beneficial to close your
eyes quic kly after you Bee the T , open them , and
shift to the first figure on that line, whic h is a 3.
Then close your eyes and reme mbe r the 3. You
will beco me able to read all the lette rs on that line
by closing your eyes for each lette r.
Keep a reco rd of each test in orde r to note your
prog ress from day to day.
Whe n yoU beco me able to read the botto m line with
each eye at ten feet, your visio n Is norm al for the
dista nce, 10/10.
The dista nce of the Snel len test card from the patlant i. a matt er of cons idera ble Impo rtanc e. How ever , some patie nts Impr ove more rapid ly when the
card Is place d fifteen or twen ty feet away , whil e
othe rs fall to get any bene fit with the card at this
dista nce. In some "asea the best resu lts are obtaine d when the card is as close as one foot. Othe rs
with poor visio n may not impr ove whe n the card is
place d at ten feet or furth er. or at one foot or less,
but do muc h bette r whe n the card is place d at a
midd le dista nce. at abou t eigh t feet. Som e patie nts
may not impr ove their visio n at all at ten feet. but
are able to Impr ove their sigh t at twen ty feet. or
at one foot. Whi le some patie nts are bene fited by
prac ticin g with the card daily. alwa ys at the same
dista nce. there are othe rs who seem to be bene fited
when the dista nce of the card from the patie nt is
chan ged daily.

Fundamentals
By
W. H. Bates, M. D.

1. Glasses discarded permanendy.
2. Central Fixation is seeing
best where you are looking.
3. Favorable conditions: Light may
be bright or dim. The distance of the
print from the eyes, where seen best,
also varies with people.
4. Shifting: With normal sieht the eyes are
moving all the time.
5. Swinging: Wh.n the .y •• move .Iowly or rapldl,.
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SUN TREATMENT
Most ophthalmologists prescribe dark glasses to nearly
all of their patients who Buffer from the bri,htnesB of
light. This practice, in my opinion, has been overdone.
I remember one patient who was in the hospital for two
years in a dark room, with both eyes bandaged with a
dark binding day and night continuously. When she left
the hospital she was in a very pitiable condition. She
was practically blind in the bright sunlight. She went
to a great many clinics and eye doctors and all they did
for her was to give her stronger dark glasses. In time
these dark glasses did not give her any relief. Instead
of being helpful to her weak eyes, the glasses had the
effect of making them more sensitive to the light than
they had ever been before. It has been my experience
that all persona who wear dark ,lasses .ooner or later
develop very •• rlou. Inflammation of their ey... The
human eye needs the light in order to maintain its efficiency. The use of eye-shades and protections of all
kinds from the light is very injurious to the eye•.
Sunlight i8 all necessary to normal eye as is rest and
relaxation. If it is possible, start the day by exposing
the eyes to the sun-just a few minutes at a time will
help. Get accustomed to the strong light of the sun by
letting it shine on your closed eyelids. Later, when you
can look down sufficiently, by gently lifting the upper
lid the white part of the eye can be exposed, while the
sun's rays strike directly on it. It is good to move the
head slightly from side to side while doing this, in order
to prevent straining. One cannot get too much sun
treatment.

AIDS TO PERFECT SIGHT BY TREATMENT
WITHOUT GLASSES
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The Original Method for Practicing Natural Eyesight Improvement Described by Ophthalmologist William H. Bates

BETTER EYESIGHT
September 1927

Perfect Sight
By William H. Bates
If you learn the fundamental principles of perfect sight and will consciously keep them in mind your defective vision
will disappear. The following discoveries were made by W. H. Bates, M. D., and his method is based on them. With it
he has cured so-called incurable cases:
I. Many blind people are curable.
II. All errors of refraction are functional, therefore curable.
III. All defective vision is due to strain in some form.
You can demonstrate to your own satisfaction that strain lowers the vision. When you stare, you strain. Look fixedly
at one object for five seconds or longer. What happens? The object blurs and finally disappears. Also, your eyes are
made uncomfortable by this experiment. When you rest your eyes for a few moments the vision is improved and the
discomfort relieved.
IV. Strain is relieved by relaxation.
To use your eyes correctly all day long, it is necessary that you:
1. Blink frequently. Staring is a strain and always lowers the vision.
2. Shift your glance constantly from one point to another, seeing the part regarded best and other parts not so
clearly.
That is, when you look at a chair, do not try to see the whole object at once; look first at the back of it, seeing that
part best and other parts worse. Remember to blink as you quickly shift your glance from the back to the seat and
legs, seeing each part best, in turn. This is central-fixation. (with shifting.)
3. Your head and eyes are moving all day long. Imagine that stationary objects are moving in the direction opposite
to the movement of your head and eyes. When you walk about the room or on the street, notice that the floor or
pavement seems to come toward you, while objects on either side appear to move in the direction opposite to the
movement of your body.

BETTER EYESIGHT
December 1927
INSTRUCTIONS FOR HOME TREATMENT

By William H. Bates
The most important fact is to impress upon the patient the necessity of discarding his glasses. He is told that when
glasses are used temporarily a relapse always follows and the patient loses for a short time, at least, everything
that has been gained. If it is impossible or unnecessary for the patient to return at regular intervals for further
treatment and supervision, he is given instructions for home practice to suit his individual case, and is asked to
report his progress or difficulties at frequent intervals.
The importance of practicing certain parts of the routine treatment at all times, such as blinking, central-fixation,
shifting and imagining stationary objects to be moving opposite to the movement of his head and eyes, is stressed.
The normal eye does these things unconsciously, and the imperfect eye must at first practice them consciously until
it becomes an unconscious habit.
U

U

The Natural Vision Improvement student practices, imitates these normal, natural eye functions (relaxed, natural,
Correct Vision Habits) to gently coax the brain, eyes, eye muscles, body (visual system) back to normal, relaxed
function and clear vision. Then, the eyes, brain… function correct, automatically ‘on their own’ maintaining clear
vision. All of Dr. Bates 132 Better Eyesight Magazine Issues are in the Free E-Book.

DR. BATES SUNLIGHT TREATMENTS
(As described in Better Eyesight Magazine)
Shining direct sunlight on the sclera, the outer white part of the eye is a old treatment Dr. Bates
applied to bring life, health, activity to the retina and its cells, cones, rods, nerves, blood vessels.
Dr. Bates cured unclear vision and other eye problems, diseases with this treatment. People that were
blind or almost blind would begin to see light and obtain clear vision as result of this treatment and
other Bates activities.

Directions

1 - Face the sun with the eyes pupil directed away from the
sun. Allow full spectrum sunlight to shine directly on the
sclera, (white part of the eye) by pulling the upper eyelids up
while looking down. The sun shines on the upper white area
of the eye. The eyes pupil is down, under the lower eyelid to
prevent direct sunlight from shining into the pupil.
Move the eyes and head/face side to side to move the
sunlight over the entire sclera and retina, lens through the
sclera. Keep the sunlight moving on the sclera for a few
seconds. Then stop, rest. Repeat if comfortable. Do not
overdo it. Movement of the eyes, light places sunlight on all
areas of the eye, retina, improves absorption, use of the
light, activation of the retinas cells, light receptors… and
prevents overexposure, concentration of the light, sunburn
on the eye.
When pulling the eyelid; do not touch the eye or eyelid. Pull
on the skin above the eyelid. Keep fingernails very short.
Wash your hands first. Avoid chemical based soap.
Do both eyes at the same time; left thumb pulls left lid, right
thumb pulls right lid. Pull gently.
This treatment also helps the eye build normal tolerance to
sunlight, improves health and color of the sclera, perception
of light, color, clarity of vision.
2 - Now, direct the sunlight onto the bottom of the sclera;
Pull the lower eyelids down, move the eye/pupil up in the
opposite direction so the sun shines on the lower area of the
sclera and not directly into the pupil.
Move the eyes, head/face side to side. Keep the sunlight moving on the sclera for a few seconds.
Then stop, rest. The head/body may need to be tilted back a bit to keep sunlight on the lower sclera
and away from the pupil. Practicing this treatment repeatedly can tense the eye muscles and the pull
of the fingers irritate the eyelids, skin. Use it occasionally.

Sun-Glass Treatment
Dr. Bates cured advanced eye problems, blindness by the sunlight methods
and, also applying the use of the Sunglass to increase the strength of the
sunlight on the eyes sclera and retina through the sclera. He moves the
sunlight through the Sunglass quickly over the sclera for only a second, few
seconds. He also moves the sunlight through the Sunglass on/over closed
eyelids. Light is not directed into the pupil.
The light is kept in movement and moved quickly on the sclera and not for
too long; only a few seconds in order to prevent over concentrating sunlight
on any one or more areas of the eye, to prevent overexposure, sunburn on/in
the eye. Distance of the glass must be correct or the eye can be burned.
The patient is exposed to plain sunlight first, without the glass to get the
eyes adjusted to the light before using the sun-glass.
Do not do this at home without an eye doctor's direction. Done incorrect, it
can burn the eye.

The Sunglass treatment is be done by a Bates

Method Experienced Ophthalmologist and only if
necessary in cases of blindness, extreme vision
impairment and only after closed eyes sunning, daily
sunlight exposure; eyes open (not staring into the sun),
yes; looking at, shifting on the bright sunny sky, clouds,
trees and other Bates Method Treatments have been
tried first.
If these have not brought vision improvement, the
Sunglass Treatment may.
Be aware that certain types of glass act as a magnifying
glass. The Sunglass is a magnifier and sunlight passing
through the Sunglass can burn the eye.
Only a professional should apply this method;
The glass is never still; the glass is moved continually
side to side causing the light to move quickly on the
white area of the eye. A short time; only a few seconds
of light is placed on the eye. Do one eye at a time.
(Patch the eye not being worked upon with a white
eyepatch to prevent the eye, pupil from moving into the
light of the Sunglass. Keep the patch open on the outer
side away from the glass to allow plain daylight into
that eye to keep both brain hemispheres, eyes active.
Do not wear any type of eyeglasses, contact lenses,
sunglasses, tinted, UV blocking lenses when using the
Sunglass, Sun-gazing, Sunning.)

the Sunglass light is on the eyes.

Distance of the glass from the eye must be exact, a
specific distance and the time the light is on the eye
(white area, sclera only, through or under eyelids) must
be brief, few seconds or the eye can be burned. It is a
certain type of magnifying glass;
Type, size, thickness, curvature... of the glass, distance,
angle from the eye, strength of the sun affects the
strength, intensity, concentration of the light ray beam,
heat of the sunlight through the glass. The heat
increases with the amount of time the light is on the
eye. The correct amount is relaxing, healthy for the eye.
The light must never shine on/into the eyes pupil. Keep
the light away from the pupil, iris. Keep the eye, pupil
far down, under the lower lid to prevent the light beam
from shining into the pupil. Do not move the eyes when

Start with eyes closed, look far down. Bring the glass, light beam close, but a safe distance from the eye.
Move the light beam on the white area of the eye through the eyelids. The movement helps to prevent too
much heat. Test the intensity of the light, heat, distance of the glass… on the closed eyelids first. See the size
of the light spot on the eye and the blood vessels… in the eyes sclera, retina. Keep the light moving, move it
quickly on the sclera for a few seconds.
Then, repeat with the eyes open; still looking far down, eyes pupil under the lower eyelid, protected from
the light; lift the upper eyelid, open the eyes and move the light quickly side to side, a few seconds on the
white area, sclera of the eye. Then repeat the steps with the other eye.
The Sunglass is a glass. As described in other chapters; All glass, plastic..; eyeglasses, windows, sunglasses
block out part of the sun’s light spectrum causing unhealthy partial spectrum, unbalanced light to exit the
glass and shine into the eyes, travel to the brain, body. This impairs health, function of the brain, body, eyes
and clarity of vision. For this reason the sunglass is only used to get the cells, light receptors, capillaries… in
the eye, retina, lens back to full life, activity, bring the vision back. Then the glass is not used. Plain sunlight
not passing through glass is used by practicing Sunning, Sun-gazing… as described in this chapter.
Read more directions for Sunning, Sun-Gazing, Sunglass Treatments in the PDF Natural Eyesight
Improvement E-book; Ophthalmologist Bates ‘Better Eyesight Magazine’ describes this treatment.
See; Better Eyesight Magazine; April, May, June, August, October, December, 1926 and November, 1924 and

other ‘Use of the Sunglass, Burning Glass’ articles. Better Eyesight Magazine article June, 1926 in original
form is shown on this page.
I place the instructions here due to the many cures Dr. Bates, Emily Lierman, Bates, other doctors obtained
with the Sunglass and to enable persons to know if their Eye doctor is doing the treatment correct, safe.
Sun-Gazing; Looking into the sun with the eyes open, while moving the eyes, head/face side to side, keeping
the eyes, head/face in movement ‘shifting’ is still done by some people in various countries, cultures.
For sun-gazers that do look at the sun with the eyes open; Practice only for 5-10 seconds occasionally,
always moving the head/face, eyes; shifting side to side, top and bottom… across the sun. Blink often.
Never stare into the sun. Application time may vary with certain cultures, countries, treatments by experts.
Avoid areas where the sunlight is concentrated or the ozone layer is depleted.
Looking at the sun at sunrise, sunset in safe areas of the planet is allowed as long as staring, over-exposure
is avoided. People have been looking at the sky, sunrise, sunset for millions of years.
Due to the depletion of the ozone layer, Modern Bates Teachers do not advise looking into the sun with the
eyes open. Closed Eyes Sunning only is practiced.
Looking at the bright areas of the sky, clouds, tree tops with the eyes open on a sunny day is allowed.
Never look at or near the sun during a solar eclipse of the sun.
Good nutrition is necessary to maintain the eyes natural protection and tolerance to sunlight.
Sunlight through the eyes and on the skin is also necessary for the body to absorb, create, function with
nutrients, vitamins, vitamin D, calcium.., minerals, to help protect the eyes, skin from sunburn, overexposure
to sunlight, to produce, balance, control hormones, chemicals in the brain, body, body organs, systems,
including melatonin for a normal sleep cycle and serotonin, tryptophan… for a positive state of mind, good
mood, positive thoughts, emotions. The eyes need sunlight to remain healthy, keep the vision clear.
Most drugs and some herbs impair the vision, eye health, natural tolerance, protection from over-exposure to
sunlight.

Sunlight contains all colors, frequencies, energy of the light spectrum.

BETTER EYESIGHT
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO THE PREVENTION AND
CURE OF IMPERFECT SIGHT WITHOUT GLASSES

July, 1919 - June, 1930 - 132 Magazine Issues
Central Fixation Publishing Co.
New York, N.Y. USA
July, 1919
Do you read imperfectly? Can you observe then that when you look
at the first word, or the first letter, of a sentence you do not see best
where you are looking; that you see other words, or other letters, just
as well as or better than the ones you are looking at? Do you observe
also that the harder you try to see the worse you see? Now close your eyes and rest them, remembering some color, like black or
white, that you can remember perfectly. Keep them closed until they feel rested, or until the feeling of strain has been completely
relieved. Now open them and look at the first word or letter of a sentence for a fraction of a second. If you have been able to relax,
partially or completely, you will have a flash of improved or clear vision, and the area seen best will be smaller.
After opening the eyes for this fraction of a second, close them again quickly, still remembering the color, and keep them closed
until they again feel rested. Then again open them for a fraction of a second. Continue this alternate resting of the eyes and
flashing of the letters for a time, and you may soon find that you can keep your eyes open longer than a fraction of a second
without losing the improved vision.
If your trouble is with distant instead of near vision, use the same method with distant letters.
In this way you can demonstrate for yourself the fundamental principles of the cure of imperfect sight by treatment without glasses.
If you fail, ask someone with perfect sight to help you.
Do You Read Imperfectly? - This first article and others are placed on page 2 on the inside cover of each monthly Better
Eyesight Magazine issue. The articles consist of a variety of the Best of Dr. Bates Original Natural Vision Improvement
Treatments, Activities. The student can copy, paste these into a small fine print booklet to carry in a pocket and practice in
your spare time.

FOREWORD
WHEN the United States entered the European war recruits for general military service were required to have a visual acuity of
20/40 in one eye and 20/100 in the other.1 This very low standard, although it is a matter of common knowledge that it was
interpreted with great liberality, proved to be the greatest physical obstacle to the raising of an army. Under it 21.68 per cent of the
registrants were rejected, 13 per cent more than for any other single cause.2
Later the standard was lowered3 so that men might be "unconditionally accepted for general military service" with a vision of
20/100 in each eye without glasses, provided one eye was correctible to 20/40. For special or limited service they might be
accepted with only 20/200 in each eye without glasses, provided one was correctible to 20/40. At the same time a great many
defects other than errors of refraction were admitted in both classes, such as squint not interfering with vision, slight nystagmus,
and color blindness. Even total blindness in one eye was not a cause for rejection to the limited service class, provided it was not
due to progressive or organic change, and the vision of the other eye was normal. Under this incredible standard eye defects still
remained one of three leading causes of rejection.
Over ten per cent, (10.65) of the registrants were disqualified by them, while defects of the bones and joints and of the heart and
blood-vessels ran respectively one and one and a half percent higher.4
Most of the revelations about the physical condition of the American people which resulted from the operation of the draft law
had been anticipated by persons who had been giving their attention to such matters - and whose warnings had long fallen upon
deaf ears - but it is doubtful if anyone had formed an adequate conception of the truth regarding the condition of the nation's
eyesight. That it should be impossible to raise an army with even half normal vision in one eye, and that one man in every ten
rejected for military service should have been unable, even by the aid of glasses, to attain this standard, is a situation so appalling
that words fail to characterize it, so incredible that only the most unimpeachable evidence could compel belief in it. Under these
circumstances it seems to me the plain duty of anyone who has found any means of controlling the evil in question to give the facts
the widest possible publicity.
Most writers on ophthalmology today appear to believe that defective eyesight is part of the price we must pay for civilization.
The human eye, they say, was not designed for the uses to which it is now put. Eons before there were any schools, or printing
presses, electric lights, or moving pictures, its evolution was complete. In those days it served the needs of the human animal
perfectly, but it is not to be expected, we are told, that it should respond without injury to the new demands. By care it is thought
that this injury may be minimized, but to eliminate it wholly is considered to be too much to hope for. Such is the depressing
conclusion to which the monumental labors of a hundred years and more have led us.
I have no hesitation in stating that this conclusion is unqualifiedly wrong. Nature did not blunder when she made the human eye,
but has given us in this intricate and wonderful mechanism, upon which so much of the usefulness as well as the pleasure of life
depends, an organ as fully equal to the needs of civilization as to those of the Stone Age. After thirty-three years of clinical and
experimental work, I have demonstrated to my own satisfaction and that of others that the eye is capable of meeting the utmost
demands of civilization; that the errors of refraction which have so long dogged the footsteps of progress, and which have made

the raising of an army during the recent war so difficult, are both preventable and curable; and that many other forms of imperfect
sight, long held to be incurable, may be either improved or completely relieved.
All these discoveries have been published in the medical press, but while their reliability has never been publicly disputed, the
medical profession has so far failed to make use of them. Meantime the sight of our children is being destroyed daily in the schools,
and our young men and women are entering life with a defect which, if uncorrected, must be a source of continual misery and
expense to them, sometimes ending in blindness or economic ruin. Admitting for the sake of argument that I may be wrong in my
conclusion that these things are unnecessary, it is time I was proven to be wrong. I should not be allowed to play on the forlorn
hope of a suffering world. If I am right, as I know I am, a suffering world should no longer be deprived of the benefit of my
discoveries.
To give publicity to these discoveries and arouse discussion regarding them is one of the objects for which this magazine has
been started. At the same time its pages are open to everyone who has any light to throw upon the problem. It has too long been
the custom of ophthalmologists to disregard every fact at variance with the accepted theories. Such facts, when observed, have
usually not been published, and when published they have either been ignored or explained away in some more or less plausible
manner.
The management of this magazine wishes to make it a medium for the publication of such facts, which, it may safely be asserted,
are known to every ophthalmologist of any experience, and which, if they had received proper consideration, would long ago have
led us out of the blind alley in which we are now languishing.
While I think it may be truthfully said that many of my methods are new and original, other physicians, both in this country and
in Europe, have cured themselves and others by treatment without glasses. Lay persons have done the same.
Fine Print – For Clear Close Vision
In The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table, Oliver Wendell Holmes published a very remarkable case of
the cure of presbyopia.
"There is now living in New York State," he says, "an old gentleman who, perceiving his sight to fail,
immediately took to exercising it on the finest print, and in this way fairly bullied Nature out of her
foolish habit of taking liberties at five-and-forty, or thereabouts. And now this old gentleman performs
the most extraordinary feats with his pen, showing that his eyes must be a pair of microscopes. I
should be afraid to say how much he writes in the compass of a half-dime, whether the Psalms or the
Gospels, or the Psalms and the Gospels, I won't be positive."5
An officer in the American Expeditionary Forces, whose letter is published elsewhere, wrote to me about a year ago that he has
cured himself of presbyopia, and after half a lifetime of misery was entirely free from eye discomfort.
There must be many more of these cases, and we want to hear of them.
(Five and forty=fifties, forties… year of age.) Reading fine print maintains clear close and distant vision at all ages and keeps the
eyes healthy, prevents development of eye diseases, cataracts. Along with good nutrition, avoiding eyeglasses.
FUNDAMENTAL FACTS
For about seventy years it has been believed that the eye accommodates for vision at different distances by changing the
curvature of the lens, and this theory has given birth to another, namely, that errors of refraction are due to a permanent organic
change in the shape of the eyeball. On these two ideas the whole system of treating errors of refraction is based at the present
time.
My experiments and clinical observations have demonstrated that both these theories are wrong.6 They have shown:
(1) That the lens is not a factor in accommodation;
(2) That the change of focus necessary for vision at different distances is brought about by the action of the
superior and inferior obliques, which, by their contraction and relaxation, change the length of the eyeball as the
length of the camera is changed by the shortening and lengthening of the bellows;
(3) That errors of refraction are due to the abnormal action of these muscles and of the recti, the obliques being
responsible for myopia and the recti for hypermetropia, while both may combine in the production of astigmatism;
(4) That this abnormal action of the muscles on the outside of the eyeball is always due to mental strain of some
kind.
This being the case it follows that all errors of refraction can be cured by relaxation. All methods of treatment, therefore, are
simply different ways of obtaining relaxation. And because it is impossible to relax the eye muscles without relaxing the mind-and
the relaxation of the mind means the relaxation of the whole body - it also follows that improvement in the eyesight is always
accompanied by an improvement in health and mental efficiency.
The fact that all errors of refraction are functional can often be demonstrated within five minutes. When a person with myopia,
hypermetropia, or astigmatism, looks at a blank wall without trying to see, the retinoscope, with a plane mirror, at six feet,
indicates, in flashes or more continuously no error of refraction. The conditions should be favorable for relaxation and the doctor
should be as much at his ease as the patient.
It can also be demonstrated with the retinoscope that persons with normal sight do not have it all the time.7 When the vision of
such persons becomes imperfect at the distance it will be found that myopic refraction has been produced;8 when it becomes
imperfect at the near point it will be found that hypermetropia has been produced.

CENTRAL-FIXATION
An invariable symptom of all abnormal conditions of the eyes, whether functional or organic, is the loss of central-fixation. When
a person with perfect vision looks at a letter on the Snellen test card he can always observe that all the other letters in his field of
vision are seen less distinctly. He can also observe that when he looks at the bottom of even the smallest letter on the card, the top
appears less black and less distinct than the part directly regarded, while the same is true of a letter of diamond type, or of the
smallest letters that are printed. When a person with imperfect sight looks at the card he can usually observe that when he can
read a line of letters he is able to look at one letter of a line and see it better than the others, but the letters of a line he cannot
read may look all alike, or those not directly regarded may even be seen better than the one fixed.
These conditions are due to the fact that when the sight is normal the sensitiveness of the fovea is normal, but when the sight is
imperfect, from whatever cause, the sensitiveness of the fovea is lowered, so that the eye sees equally well, or even better, with
other parts of the retina. Contrary to what is generally believed, the part seen best when the sight is normal is extremely small.
The text-books say that at twenty feet an area having a diameter of a quarter of an inch can be seen with maximum
vision, but anyone who tries at this distance to see every part of one of the small letters of the Snellen test card the diameter of which is about a quarter of an inch - equally well at one time will immediately become myopic. The
fact is that the nearer the point of maximum vision approaches a mathematical point, which has no area, the better
the sight.
The cause of this loss of function in the center of sight is mental strain; and as all abnormal conditions of the eyes, organic as
well as functional, are accompanied by mental strain, all such conditions must necessarily be accompanied by loss of centralfixation.
When the mind is under a strain the eye usually goes more or less blind. The center of sight goes blind first, partially or completely,
according to the degree of the strain, and if the strain is great enough the whole or the greater part of the retina may be involved.
When the vision of the center of sight has been suppressed, partially or completely, the patient can no
longer see the point which he is looking at best, but sees objects not regarded directly as well, or
better, because the sensitiveness of the retina has now become approximately equal in every part, or is
even better in the outer part than in the center. Therefore in all cases of defective vision the patient is
unable to see best where he is looking. When the person with imperfect vision sees the peripheral field
clearest, it is not as clear as the central field is when the vision is normal.
This condition is sometimes so extreme that the patient may look as far away from an object as it is
possible to see it and yet see it just as well as when looking directly at it. In one case it had gone so far
that the patient could see only with the edge of the retina on the nasal side. In other words, she could
not see her fingers in front of her face, but could see them if she held them at the outer side of her
eye. She had no error of refraction, showing that while every error of refraction is accompanied by
eccentric fixation, the strain which causes the one condition is different from that which produces the
other. The patient had been examined by specialists in this country and Europe, who attributed her
blindness to disease of the optic nerve, or brain; but the fact that vision was restored by relaxation
demonstrated that the condition had been due simply to mental strain.
Eccentric fixation, even in its lesser degrees, is so unnatural that great discomfort, or even pain, can
be
produced in a few seconds by trying to see every part of an area three or four inches in extent at
twenty feet, or even less, or an area of an inch or less at the near point, equally well at one time, while at the same time the
retinoscope will demonstrate that an error of refraction has been produced. This strain, when it is habitual, leads to all sorts of
abnormal conditions and is, in fact, at the bottom of most eye troubles, both functional and organic. The discomfort and pain may
be absent, however, in the chronic condition, and it is an encouraging symptom when the patient begins to experience them.
Natural health improvement doctors state; When health or vision is impaired, pain and other symptoms occur. When
health/vision impairment increases, sometimes the pain, other uncomfortable symptoms vanish, are not felt. New symptoms may
take their place. When healing occurs and the health/vision is reversing back to normal, is being corrected/cured; the old pains,
symptoms may temporarily re-appear as the health/vision is passing backwards through previous beginning stages of the health or
vision problem. Then, as the health/vision improves to perfect health, clear vision; the pain, symptoms are completely removed.
Complete recovery without passing through pain, uncomfortable symptoms can also occur.
The center of the retina, macula and fovea centralis with its many cones produce the clearest vision and brightest color in the
center of the visual field. Areas nearest the central field are also very clear-clarity descreasing outward into the peripheral field.
The peripheral field of the retina produces less clear vision and less color in the peripheral field of vision. When the vision is normal,
clear; the center of the visual field is clearest and the peripheral field less clear. The exact center of the visual field is produced by
the fovea centralis and is the size of the pointed end of a pin and produces very clear vision, much clearer than 20/20 and brightest
color, fine detailed vision, ability to see very small parts of objects at close and far distances.
Central-fixation – To look at/see one small part of a object clearest at a time in the center of the visual field. Shifting is combined
with central-fixation- the eyes, center of the visual field moves, shifts continually from part to part (point to point) on a object to
see the object clear. The center of the visual field also moves with the eyes from object to object seeing one object at as time
clearest.
Natural Vision Improvement returns perfect clear central vision and brings the peripheral to its maximum clarity.
When the eye possesses central-fixation it not only possesses perfect sight, but it is perfectly at rest and can be used indefinitely
without fatigue. It is open and quiet; no nervous movements are observable; and when it regards a point at the distance the visual
axes are parallel. In other words, there are no muscular insufficiencies. This fact is not generally known. The text-books state that
muscular insufficiencies occur in eyes having normal sight, but I have never seen such a case. The muscles of the face and of the
whole body are also at rest, and when the condition is habitual there are no wrinkles or dark circles around the eyes.

In most cases of eccentric fixation, on the contrary, the eye quickly tires, and its appearance, with that of the face, is expressive
of effort or strain. The ophthalmoscope reveals that the eyeball moves at irregular intervals, from side to side, vertically or in other
directions. These movements are often so extensive as to be manifest by ordinary inspection, and are sometimes sufficiently
marked to resemble nystagmus. Nervous movements of the eyelids may also be noted, either by ordinary inspection, or by lightly
touching the lid of one eye while the other regards an object either at the near point or the distance. The visual axes are never
parallel, and the deviation from the normal may become so marked as to constitute the condition of squint. Strain, eccentric
fixation, diffusion causes squint, crossed, wandering eyes, imperfect convergence, divergence. Redness of the conjuctiva and of the
margins of the lids, wrinkles around the eyes, dark circles beneath them and tearing are other symptoms of eccentric fixation.
Eccentric fixation is a symptom of strain, and is relieved by any method that relieves strain; but in some cases the patient is
cured just as soon as he is able to demonstrate the facts of central-fixation. When he comes to realize, through actual
demonstration of the fact, that (when experiencing blur, eccentric fixation, diffusion, not seeing with the center of the visual field)
he does not see best where he is looking, and that when he looks a sufficient distance away from a point (when the eyes are
working correct, relaxed, with central-fixation) he can see it worse than when he looks directly at it, he becomes able, in some way,
to reduce the distance to which he has to look in order to see worse, until he can look directly at the top of a small letter and see
the bottom worse, or look at the bottom and see the top worse. The smaller the letter regarded in this way, or the shorter the
distance the patient has to look away from a letter in order to see the opposite part indistinctly, the greater the relaxation and the
better the sight. When it becomes possible to look at the bottom of a letter and see the top worse, or to look at the top and see the
bottom worse, it becomes possible to see the letter perfectly black and distinct. At first such vision may come only in flashes. The
letter will come out distinctly for a moment and then disappear. But gradually, if the practice is continued, central-fixation will
become habitual. Seeing objects or a part of a object worse when not looking directly at it=it is less clear because it is in the less
clear peripheral field. When looking directly at the object, or part, it is in the central field and is clearest.
Most patients can readily look at the bottom of the big C and see the top worse; but in some cases it is
not only impossible for them to do this, but impossible for them to let go of the large letters at any
distance at which they can be seen. In these extreme cases it sometimes requires considerable ingenuity,
first to demonstrate to the patient that he does not see best where he is looking, and then to help him to
see an object worse when be looks away from it than when he looks directly at it. The use of a strong light
as one of the points of fixation, or of two lights five or ten feet apart, has been found helpful, the patient
when he looks away from the light being able to see it less bright more readily than he can see a black
letter worse when he looks away from it. It then becomes easier for him to see the letter worse when he
looks away from it. This method was successful in the following case:
A patient with vision of 3/200, when she looked at a point a few feet away from the big C, said she saw
the letter better than when she looked directly at it. Her attention was called to the fact that her eyes soon
became tired and that her vision soon failed when she saw things in this way. Then she was directed to look at a bright object
about three feet away from the card, and this attracted her attention to such an extent that she became able to see the large letter
on the test card worse, after which she was able to look back at it and see it better. It was demonstrated to her that she could do
one of two things: look away and see the letter better than she did before, or look away and see it worse. She then became able to
see it worse all the time when she looked three feet away from it. Next she became able to shorten the distance successively to two
feet, one foot and six inches, with a constant improvement in vision; and finally she became able to look at the bottom of the letter
and see the top worse, or look finally she became able to read the ten line at twenty feet. By the same method also she became
able to read diamond type, first at twelve inches and then at three inches. By these simple measures alone she became able, in
short, to see best where she was looking, and her cure was complete.
The highest degrees of eccentric fixation occur in the high degrees of myopia, and in these cases, since the sight is best at the
near point, the patient is benefited by practicing seeing worse at this point. The distance can then be gradually extended until it
becomes possible to do the same thing at twenty feet. One patient with a high degree of myopia said that the farther she looked
away from an electric light the better she saw it, but by alternately looking at the light at the near point and looking away from it
she became able, in a short time, to see it brighter when she looked directly at it than when she looked away from it. Later she
became able to do the same thing at twenty feet, and then she experienced a wonderful feeling of relief. No words, she said, could
adequately describe it. Every nerve seemed to be relaxed, and a feeling of comfort and rest permeated her whole body. Afterward
her progress was rapid. She soon became able to look at one part of the smallest letters on the card and see the rest worse, and
then she became able to read the letters at twenty feet.
On the principle that a burnt child dreads the fire, some patients are benefited by consciously making their sight worse. When
they learn, by actual demonstration of the facts, just how their visual defects are produced, they unconsciously avoid the
unconscious strain which causes them. When the degree of eccentric fixation is not too extreme to be increased, therefore, it is a
benefit to patients to teach them how to increase it. When a patient has consciously lowered his vision and produced
discomfort and even pain by trying to see the big C, or a whole line of letters, equally well at one time, he becomes
better able to correct the unconscious effort of the eye to see all parts of a smaller area equally well at one time.
(Experience strain=learn to avoid it.)
In learning to see best where he is looking it is usually best for the patient to think of the point not directly
regarded as being seen less distinctly than the point he is looking at, instead of thinking of the point fixed as being
seen best, as the latter practice has a tendency, in most cases, to intensify the strain under which the eye is already
laboring. One part of an object is seen best only when the mind is content to see the greater part of it indistinctly, and as the
degree of relaxation increases the area of the part seen worse increases until that seen best becomes merely a point.
(Exact center of visual field, fovea centralis, much clearer than 20/20.)
The limits of vision depend upon the degree of central-fixation. A person may be able to read a sign half a mile away when he
sees the letters all alike, but when taught to see one letter best he will be able to read smaller letters that he didn't know were
there. The remarkable vision of savages, who can see with the naked eye objects for which most civilized persons
require a telescope, is a matter of central-fixation. Some people can see the rings of Saturn, or the moons of Jupiter, with

the naked eye. It is not because of any superiority in the structure of their eyes, but because they have attained a higher degree of
central-fixation than most civilized persons do.
Not only do all errors of refraction and all functional disturbances of the eye disappear when it sees by central-fixation, but many
organic conditions are relieved or cured. I am unable to set any limits to its possibilities. I would not have ventured to predict that
glaucoma, incipient cataract and syphilitic iritis could be cured by central-fixation; but it is a fact that these conditions have
disappeared when central-fixation was attained. Relief was often obtained in a few minutes, and sometimes this relief was
permanent. Usually, however, a permanent cure required more prolonged treatment. Inflammatory conditions of all kinds, including
inflammation of the cornea, iris, conjunctiva, the various coats of the eyeball and even the optic nerve itself, have been benefited
by central-fixation after other methods had failed. Infections, as well as diseases caused by protein poisoning and the poisons of
typhoid fever, influenza, syphilis and gonorrhea, have also been benefited by it. Even with a foreign body in the eye there is no
redness and no pain so long as central-fixation is retained.
Since central-fixation is impossible without mental control, central-fixation of the eye means central-fixation of the mind. It
means, therefore, health in all parts of the body, for all the operations of the physical mechanism depend upon the mind. Not only
the sight, but all the other senses - touch, taste, hearing and smell - are benefited by central-fixation. All the vital processes digestion, assimilation, elimination, etc. - are improved by it. The symptoms of functional and organic diseases are relieved. The
efficiency of the mind is enormously increased. The benefits of central-fixation already observed are, in short, so great that the
subject merits further investigation.
Central-Fixation Example:
Look at the top part of the letter C. Place it in the center of the visual field. Shift on it to avoid staring. While looking at that part, in
the center of the visual field; that part is clearest. Other parts of the C away from the part the eyes are looking directly at are in the
peripheral field are seen worse, less clear.
When the eyes move, shift to a new part, example; a part on the bottom of the C; this part is now in the center of the visual field,
is clearest and the top of the C and other parts are in the peripheral field, away from the central field and are seen less clear.
Shift from part to part on the C and see one small part at a time clearest in the center of the visual field – Central-fixation.
Practice on large, then smaller letters, any objects, then on small objects, a fine print letter.
When the eyes can shift: small point to small point on a small object, small part of a object, fine print letter and use central-fixation,
vision is very clear.
Central-fixation must be combined with shifting; shifting from point to point.
Central-fixation does not mean to fix the eyes immobile on a point.
Eccentric fixation is; Diffusion – trying to see two or more objects or more than one part of a object at the same time, objects in the
central and peripheral field equally clear at the same time, not shifting from part to part, object to object, to space the visual
attention out to cover the entire field without moving the eyes. Using the peripheral area of the retina and field of vision to see
with, placing the object of visual attention in the peripheral field.
A TEACHER'S EXPERIENCES
A teacher forty years of age was first treated on March 28, 1919. She was wearing the following glasses: O. D. convex 0.75 D. S.
with convex 4.00 D. C., 105 deg.; O. S. convex 0.75 D. S. with convex 3.50 D. C., 105 deg. On June 9, 1919, she wrote:
I will tell you about my eyes, but first let me tell you other things. You were the first to unfold your theories to me, and I found
them good immediately - that is, I was favorably impressed from the start. I did not take up the cure because other people
recommended it, but because I was convinced: first, that you believed in your discovery yourself; second, that your theory of the
cause of eye trouble was true. I don't know how I knew these two things, but I did. After a little conversation with you, you and
your discovery both seemed to me to bear the earmarks of the genuine article. As to the success of the method with myself I had a
little doubt. You might cure others, but you might not be able to cure me, However, I took the plunge, and it has made a great
change in me and my life.
To begin with, I enjoy my sight. I love to look at things, to examine them in a leisurely, thorough way, much as a child examines
things. I never realized it at the time, but it was irksome for me to look at things when I was wearing glasses, and I did as little of it
as possible. The other day, going down on the Sandy Hook boat, I enjoyed a most wonderful sky without that hateful barrier, of
misted glasses, and I am positive I distinguished delicate shades of color that I never would have been able to see, even with clear
glasses. Things seem to me now to have more form, more reality than when I wore glasses. Looking into the mirror you see a solid
representation on a flat surface, and the flat glass can't show you anything really solid. My eye-glasses, of course, never gave me
this impression, but one curiously like it. I can see so clearly without them that it is like looking around corners without changing
the position. I feel that I can almost do it.
I very seldom have occasion to palm.9 Once in a great while I feel the necessity of it. The same with remembering a period.
10

Nothing else is ever necessary. I seldom think of my eyes, but at times it is borne in upon me how much I do use and enjoy using
them.
My nerves are much better. I am more equable, have more poise, am less shy. I never used to show that I was shy, or lacked
confidence.
I used to go ahead and do what was required, if not without hesitation, but it was hard. Now I find it easy. Glasses, or poor sight
rather, made me self-conscious. It certainly is a great defect and one people are sensitive to without realizing it. I mean the poor
sight and the necessity for wearing glasses. I put on a pair of glasses the other day just for an experiment, and I found that they
magnified things. My skin looked as if under a magnifying glass. Things seemed too near. The articles on my chiffonier looked so

close I felt like pushing them away from me. The glasses I especially wanted to push away. They brought irritation at once. I took
them off and felt peaceful. Things looked normal.
I see better in the street than I ever did with glasses. I can see what people look like across the street, can distinguish their
features, etc., a thing I could not do with glasses, or before I wore them. I can see better across the river and further into people's
houses across the street.
Not that I indulge, but I noticed an increase of power while looking out of the window in school.
Speaking of school, I corrected an immense pile of examination papers the other day, five hours at a stretch, with an occasional
look off the paper and an occasional turn about the room. I felt absolutely no discomfort after it. Two weeks previous to this feat I
handled two hundred designs over and over again, looking at each one dozens and dozens of times to note changes and
improvement in line and color.
Occasionally, while this work was going on. I had to palm in the mornings on rising.
I use my eyes with as much success writing, though once in a while after a lot of steady writing they are a little bit tired. I can
read at night without having to get close to a light. I mention this because last summer I had to sit immediately under the light, or I
could not see.
From the beginning of the treatment I could use my eyes pretty well, but they used to tire. I remember making a large Liberty
Loan poster two weeks after I took off my glasses, and I was amazed to find I could make the whole layout almost perfectly
without a ruler, just as well as with my glasses. When I came to true it up with the ruler I found only the last row of letters a bit out
of line at the very end. I couldn't have done better with glasses. However this wasn't fine work. About the same time I sewed a
hem at night in a black dress, using a fine needle. I suffered a little for this, but not much. I used to practice my exercises at that
time and palm faithfully. Now I don't have to practice, or palm; I feel no discomfort, and I am absolutely unsparing in my use of my
eyes. I do everything I want to with them. I shirk nothing, pass up no opportunity of using them. From the first I did all my school
work, read every notice, wrote all that was necessary, neglected nothing.
Everything I was called upon to do I attempted. For instance, I had to read President Wilson's "Fourteen Points" in the assembly
room without notice in a poor light-unusual wording, too,-and I read it unhesitatingly. I have yet to fail to make good.
Now to sum up the school end of it, I used to get headaches at the end of the month from adding columns of figures necessary
to reports, etc. Now I do not get them. I used to get flustered when people came into my room. Now I do not; I welcome them. It
is a peasant change to feel this way. And-I suppose this is most important really, though I think of it last-I teach better. I know how
to get at the mind and how to make the children see things in perspective. I gave a lesson on the horizontal cylinder recently,
which, you know, is not a thrillingly interesting subject, and it was a remarkable lesson in its results and in the grip it got on every
girl in the room, stupid and bright. What you
have taught me makes me use the memory and imagination more, especially the latter, in teaching.
Now, to sum up the effect of being cured upon my own mind. I am more direct, more definite, less diffused, less vague. In
short, I am conscious of being better centered. It is central-fixation of the mind. I saw this in your latest paper, but I realized it long
ago and knew what to call it.
ARMY OFFICER CURES HIMSELF
An engineer, fifty-one years of age, had worn glasses since 1896, first for astigmatism, getting stronger ones every couple of
years, and then for astigmatism and presbyopia. At one time he asked his oculist and several opticians if the eyes could not be
strengthened by exercises, so as to make glasses unnecessary, but they said: "No. Once started on glasses you must keep to
them."
When the war broke out he was very nearly disqualified for service in the Expeditionary Forces by his eyes, but managed to pass
the required tests, after which he was ordered abroad as an officer in the Gas Service. While there he saw in the Literary Digest of
May 2, 1918, a reference to my method of curing defective eyesight without glasses, and on May 11 he wrote to me in part as
follows:
At the front I found glasses a horrible nuisance, and they could not be worn with gas masks. After I had been about six months
abroad I asked an officer of the Medical Corps about going without glasses. He said I was right in my ideas and told me to try it.
The first week was awful, but I persisted and only wore glasses for reading and writing. I stopped smoking at the same time to
make it easier on my nerves.
I brought to France two pairs of bow spectacles and two extra lenses for repairs. I have just removed the extra piece for near
vision from these extra lenses and had them mounted as pince-nez, with shur-on mounts, to use for reading and writing, so that
the only glasses I now use are for astigmatism, the age lens being off. Three months ago I could not read ordinary head-line type
in newspapers without glasses.
Today, with a good light, I can read ordinary book type (18 point), held at a distance of eighteen inches from my eyes. Since the
first week in February, when I discarded my glasses, I have had no headaches, stomach trouble, or dizziness, and am in good
health generally. My eyes are coming back, and I believe it is due to sticking it out. I ride considerably in automobiles and trams,
and somehow the idea has crept into my mind that after every trip my eyes are stronger. This, I think, is due to the rapid changing
of focus in viewing scenery going by so fast.
Other men have tried this plan on my advice, but gave it up after two or three days. Yet, from what they say, I believe they were
not so uncomfortable as I was for a week or ten days.
I believe most people wear glasses because they "coddle" their eyes.
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BETTER EYESIGHT
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO THE PREVENTION AND CURE OF IMPERFECT SIGHT WITHOUT GLASSES
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How to Use the Snellen Test Card
FOR THE
Prevention and Cure of Imperfect Sight in Children
The Snellen Test Card is placed permanently upon the wall of the classroom, and every day the children silently read the smallest
letters they can see from their seats with each eye separately, the other being covered with the palm of the hand in such a way as
to avoid pressure on the eyeball. This takes no appreciable amount of time, and is sufficient to improve the sight of all children in
one week and to cure all errors of refraction after some months, a year, or longer.
Children with markedly defective vision should be encouraged to read the card more frequently.
Records may be kept as follows:
John Smith, 10, Sept. 15, 1918.
R. V. (vision of the right eye) 20/40.
L. V. (vision of the left eye) 20/20.
John Smith, 11, Jan. 1, 1919.
R. V. 20/30.
L. V. 20/15.
20/20

The numerator (top number) of the fraction indicates the distance of the test card from the pupil;
The denominator (bottom number) denotes the line read, as designated by the figures printed above the middle of
each line of the Snellen Test Card.
A certain amount of supervision is absolutely necessary. At least once a year some one who understands the method should visit
each classroom for the purpose of answering questions, encouraging the teachers to continue the use of the method, and making a
report to the proper authorities.
It is not necessary that either the inspector, the teachers, or the children, should understand anything about the physiology of
the eye.
Glasses are often prescribed unnecessarily or ‘too strong’ (over-corrected) due to temporary nervousness, pressure to hurry, limited
eye, head, neck, body movement, looking into test equipment during an eye exam. Eye doctors also prefer to prescribe an ‘extra
strength’ to the eyeglass lenses. All eyeglasses, especially strong eyeglass lenses cause fast, increased vision/eye impairment and
prescriptions for stronger and stronger lenses.
A HOUSE BUILT ON SAND

That the results of the present method of treating defects of vision are far from satisfactory is something which no one would
attempt to deny. It is well known that many patients wander from one specialist to another, seeking vainly for relief, while others
give up in despair and either bear their visual ills as best they may without assistance, or else resort to Christian Science, mental
science, osteopathy, physical culture, or some of the other healing cults to which the incompetence of orthodox medicine has given
birth. The specialists themselves, having daily to handle each other's failures, are scarcely better satisfied. Privately they criticize
each other with great asperity and freedom, and publicly they indulge in much speculation as to the underlying causes of this
deplorable state of affairs.
At the recent meeting of the Ophthalmological Section of the American Medical Association, Dr. E. J. Gardiner, of Chicago, in a
paper on The Present Status of Refraction Work,1 finds that ignorance is responsible for the largest quota of failure to get
satisfactory results from what he calls the "rich heritage" of ophthalmic science, but that a considerable percentage must be

attributed to other causes. Among these causes he enumerates a too great dependence on measuring devices, the delegation of
refraction work to assistants, and the tendency to eliminate cycloplegics, in deference to the prejudices of patients who have a
natural objection to being incapacitated by "drops."
On the same occasion, Dr. Samuel Theobald, of Johns Hopkins University, noted a tendency to "minimize the importance of
muscular anomalies" as an important cause of many failures to give relief to eye patients. Among cases that have come into his
hands after glasses had been prescribed by other ophthalmologists he has often found that "though great pains had been taken to
correct even minor faults of refraction, grave muscular errors had been entirely overlooked." From this fact and from the small
number of latent muscular defects noted in the hospital reports which he has examined, the conclusion seems to him inevitable that
such faults are in large measure ignored.
Dr. Walter Pyle, of Philadelphia, laid stress on "necessary but often neglected refinements in examination of ocular refraction."
"Long practice, infinite care and attention to finer details," he said, "are imperative requisites, since a slight fault in the correction of
a refractive error aggravates rather than relieves the accompanying asthenopic symptoms." This care, he says, must be exercised
not only by the oculist but by the optician, and to the end that the latter may be inspired to do his part, he suggests that the oculist
provide himself with the means for keeping tabs on him in the form of a mechanical lens measure, axis finder and centering
machine.
Dr. Charles Emerson, of the Indiana University School of Medicine, suggested a closer co-operation between the ophthalmologist
and the physician, as there were many patients who could not be helped by the ophthalmologist alone.
The fitting of glasses by opticians is usually condemned without qualification, but in the discussion which followed these papers,
Dr. Dunbar Roy, of Atlanta, said that the optician, just because he does not use cycloplegics, frequently fits patients with
comfortable glasses where the ophthalmologist has failed. When a patient needs glasses, said Dr. Roy, he needs them when his
eyes are in their natural or normal condition and not when the muscle of accommodation is partially paralyzed. Even the heavy
frames used in the adjustment of trial lenses were not forgotten in the search for possible causes of failure, Dr. Roy believing that
the patient is often so annoyed by these contrivances that he does not know which is causing him the most discomfort, the frames
or the glasses.
Nowhere in the whole discussion was there any suggestion that this great mass of acknowledged failure could possibly be due to
any defect in fundamental principles. These are a "rich heritage," the usefulness of which is not to be questioned. If they do not
produce satisfactory results, it must be due to their faulty application, and it is taken for granted that there are a select few who
understand and are willing to take the trouble to use them properly.
The simple fact, however, is that the fitting of glasses can never be satisfactory. The refraction of the eye is continually
changing.2 Myopia, hypermetropia and astigmatism come and go, diminish and increase, and the same adjustment of glasses
cannot suit the affected eyes at all times. One may be able, in many cases, to make the patient comfortable, to improve his sight,
or to relieve nervous symptoms; but there will always be a considerable number of persons who get little or no help from glasses,
while practically everyone who wears them is more or less dissatisfied. The optician may succeed in making what is considered to
be a satisfactory adjustment, and the most eminent ophthalmologist may fail. I personally know of one specialist, a man of
international reputation, who fitted a patient sixty times with glasses without affording him the slightest relief.
And even when the glasses do what is expected of them they do very little. Considering the nature of the superstructure built on
the foundation of Donders, and the excellent work being done by leading men, Dr. Gardiner thinks the present status of refraction
work might be deemed eminently satisfactory if it were not for the great amount of bad and careless work being done; but I do not
consider it satisfactory when all we can do for people with imperfect sight is to give them eye crutches that do not even check the
progress of the trouble, when the only help we can offer to the millions of myopic and hypermetropic and astigmatic and squinting
children in our schools is to put spectacles on them. If this is the best that ophthalmology can do after building for three-quarters of
a century upon the foundation of Donders, is it not time that we began to examine that foundation of which Dr. Gardiner boasts
that "not one stone has been removed"? Instead of seeking the cause of our failure to accomplish even the little we claim to be
able to do in the ignorance and carelessness of the average practitioner, great as that ignorance and carelessness often are; in the
neglect of cycloplegics and the refinements of lens adjustment: in the failure to detect latent muscular anomalies; in the absence of
co-operation between specialist and general practitioner: would it not be wiser to examine the foundation of our superstructure and
see whether it is of stone or of sand?
THE PREVENTION OF MYOPIA
Methods That Failed

The publication in 1867 by Professor Hermann Cohn of Breslau of a study of the eyes of ten thousand school children first called
general attention to the fact that while myopia is seldom found in the pre-school age, the defect increases steadily both in
percentage of cases and in degree during the educational period. Professor Cohn's investigations were repeated in all the advanced
countries, and his observations, with some difference in percentages, were everywhere confirmed. The conditions were
unanimously attributed to the excessive use of the eyes for near work, and as it was impossible to abandon the educational system,
attempts were made to minimize the supposed evil effects of the reading, writing and other near work which it demanded. Careful
and detailed rules were laid down by various authorities as to the size of type to be used in school books, the length of the lines,
their distance apart, the distance at which the book should be held, the amount and arrangement of the light, the construction of
the desks, the length of time the eyes might be used without a change of focus, etc. Face rests were even devised to hold the eyes
at the prescribed distance from the desk and to prevent stooping, which was supposed to cause congestion of the eyeball and thus
to encourage elongation. The Germans, with characteristic thoroughness, actually used these instruments of torture, Cohn never
allowing his children to write without one, "even at the best possible desk."3
The results of these preventive measures were disappointing. Some observers reported a slight decrease in the percentage of
myopia in schools in which the prescribed reforms had been made; but on the whole, as Risley has observed in his discussion of the
subject in Norris and Oliver's System of Diseases of the Eye, "the injurious effects of the educational process were not noticeably
arrested."

"It is a significant, though discouraging fact," he continues, "that the increase, as found by Cohn, both in the percentage and in
the degree of myopia, had taken place in those schools where he had especially exerted himself to secure the introduction of
hygienic forms, and the same is true of the observations of Just, who had examined the eyes of twelve hundred and twenty-nine of
the pupils of the two High Schools of Zittau, in both of which the hygienic conditions were all that could be desired. He found,
nevertheless, that the excellent arrangements had not in any degree lessened the percentage of increase in myopia. It became
necessary, therefore, to look beyond faulty hygienic environments for the cause of the pathological states represented by Myopia."4
With the passage of time further evidence to the same effect has steadily accumulated. In an investigation in London, for
instance, in which the schools were carefully selected to reveal any difference that might arise from the various influences, hygienic,
social and racial, to which the children were subjected, the proportion of myopia in the best lighted and ventilated school of the
group was actually found to be higher than in the one where these conditions were worst.5 It has also been found that there is
just as much myopia in schools where little near work is done as in those in which the demands upon the accommodative power of
the eye are greater, while in any case it is only a minority of the children in any school who become myopic, although all may be
exposed to practically the same eye conditions. Dr. Adolf Steiger, in his recent book on Spherical Refraction, bears witness, after a
comprehensive survey of the whole question, to the "absolutely negative results of school hygiene," and Dr. Sidler-Huguenin
reports7 that in the thousands of cases that have come under his care he has observed no appreciable benefit from any method of
treatment at his command.
Facts of this sort have led to a modification of the myopia theory, but have produced no change in methods of myopia
prevention. An hereditary tendency toward the development of the defect is now assumed by most authorities; but although no one
has ever been able to offer even a plausible explanation for its supposed injuriousness, and though its restriction has been proven
over and over again to be useless, near work is still generally held to be a contributing cause and ophthalmologists still go on in the
same old way, trying to limit the use of the eyes at the near-point and encourage vision at the distance. It is incomprehensible that
men calling themselves scientific, and having had at least a scientific training, can be so foolish. One might excuse a layman for
such irrational conduct, but how men of scientific repute who are supposed to write authoritative textbooks can go on year after
year copying each other's mistakes and ignoring all facts which are in conflict with them is a thing which reasonable people can
hardly be expected to understand.
In 1912,8 and a good many times since, I published the observation that myopia is always lessened when the subject strains to
see at the near point, and always produced in the normal eye when the subject strains to see at the distance. These observations
are of the greatest practical importance, for if they are correct, they prove our present methods of preventing myopia to be a
monumental blunder. Yet no one, so far as I have heard, has taken the trouble to test their accuracy. I challenged the medical
profession to produce a single exception to the statements I made in the 1912 publication, and that challenge has stood for seven
years, although every member of the Ophthalmological Section of the American Medical Association must have had an opportunity
to see it, and anyone who knows how to use a retinoscope could have made the necessary tests in a few minutes. If any did this,
they failed to publish the results of their observations, and are, therefore, responsible for the effects of their silence. If they found
that I was right and neglected to say so, they are responsible for the fact that the benefits that must ultimately result from this
discovery have been delayed. If they found that I was wrong, they are responsible for any harm that may have resulted from their
indifference.
THE PREVENTION AND CURE OF MYOPIA AND OTHER ERRORS OF REFRACTION
A Method That Succeeded

You cannot see anything with perfect sight unless you have seen it before. When the eye looks at an unfamiliar object it always
strains more or less to see that object, and an error of refraction is always produced. When children look at unfamiliar writing, or
figures, on the blackboard, distant maps, diagrams, or pictures, the retinoscope always shows that they are myopic, though their
vision may be under other circumstances absolutely normal. The same thing happens when adults look at unfamiliar distant objects.
When the eye regards a familiar object, however, the affect is quite otherwise. Not only can it be regarded without strain, but the
strain of looking later at unfamiliar objects is lessened.
This fact furnishes us with a means of overcoming the mental strain to which children are subjected by the modern educational
system. It is impossible to see anything perfectly when the mind is under a strain, and if children become able to relax when
looking at familiar objects, they become able, sometimes in an incredibly brief space of time, to maintain their relaxation when
looking at unfamiliar objects.
I discovered this fact while examining the eyes of 1,500 school children at Grand Forks, N. D., in 1903.9 In many cases children
who could not read all of the letters on the Snellen test card at the first test read them at the second or third test. After a class had
been examined the children who had failed would sometimes ask for a second test, and then it often happened that they would
read the whole card with perfect vision. So frequent were these occurrences that there was no escaping the conclusion that in some
way the vision was improved by reading the Snellen test card. In one class I found a boy who at first appeared to be very myopic,
but who, after a little encouragement, read all the letters on the test card. The teacher asked me about this boy's vision, because
she had found him to be very "near-sighted." When I said that his vision was normal she was incredulous, and suggested that he
might have learned the letters by heart, or been prompted by another pupil. He was unable to read the writing or figures on the
blackboard, she said, or to see the maps, charts, and diagrams on the walls, and did not recognize people across the street. She
asked me to test his sight again, which I did, very carefully, under her supervision, the sources of error which she had suggested
being eliminated. Again the boy read all the letters on the card. Then the teacher tested his sight. She wrote some words and
figures on the blackboard and asked him to read them. He did so correctly. Then she wrote additional words and figures, which he
read equally well. Finally she asked him to tell the hour by the clock twenty-five feet distant, which he did correctly. It was a
dramatic situation, both the teacher and the children being intensely interested. Three other cases in the class were similar, their
vision, which had previously been very defective for distant objects, becoming normal in the few moments devoted to testing their
eyes. It is not surprising that after such a demonstration the teacher asked to have a Snellen test card placed permanently in the
room.

The children were directed to read the smallest letters they could see from their seats at least once every day, with
both eyes together and with each eye separately, the other being covered with the palm of the hand in such a way
as to avoid pressure on the eyeball. (Use of eye patch is best so the hand does not need to be held up – holding the hand up
to eye causes the muscles in the hand, arm, shoulder, neck, then eyes to become tense.)
Those whose vision was defective were encouraged to read it more frequently, and in fact needed no encouragement to do so after
they found that the practice helped them to see the blackboard, and stopped the headaches, or other discomfort, previously
resulting from the use of their eyes.
In another class of forty children, between six and eight, thirty of the pupils gained normal vision while their eyes were being
tested. The remainder were cured later under the supervision of the teacher by exercises in distant vision with the Snellen card.
This teacher had noted every year for fifteen years that at the opening of the school in the fall all the children could see the writing
on the blackboard from their seats, but before school closed the following spring all of them without exception complained that they
could not see it at a distance of more than ten feet. After learning of the benefits to be derived from the daily practice of distant
vision with familiar objects as the points of fixation, this teacher kept a Snellen test card continually in her classroom and directed
the children to read it every day. The result was that for eight years no more of the children under her care acquired defective
eyesight.
This teacher had attributed the invariable deterioration in the eyesight of her charges during the school year to the fact that her
classroom was in the basement and the light poor. But teachers with well-lighted classrooms had the same experience, and after
the Snellen test card was introduced into both the well-lighted and the poorly lighted rooms, and the children read it every day, the
deterioration of their eyesight not only ceased, but the vision of all improved. Vision which had been below normal improved, in
most cases, to normal, while children who already had normal sight, usually reckoned at 20/20, became able to read 20/15 or
20/10. And not only was myopia cured, but the vision for near objects was improved.
At the request of the superintendent of the schools of Grand Forks, Mr. J. Nelson Kelly, the system was introduced into all the
schools of the city and was used continuously for eight years, during which time it reduced myopia among the children, which I
found at the beginning to be about six per cent, to less than one per cent.
In 1911 and 1912 the same system was introduced into some of the schools of New York City10 with an attendance of about ten
thousand children. Many of the teachers neglected to use the cards, being unable to believe that such a simple method, and one so
entirely at variance with previous teaching on the subject, could accomplish the desired results. Others kept the cards in a closet
except when they were needed for the daily eye drill, lest the children should memorize them. Thus they not only put an
unnecessary burden upon themselves, but did what they could to defeat the purpose of the system, which is to give the children
daily exercise in distant vision with a familiar object as the point of fixation. A considerable number, however, used the
system intelligently and persistently, and in less than a year were able to present reports showing that of three thousand children
with imperfect sight over one thousand had obtained normal vision by its means. Some of these children, as in the case of the
children of Grand Forks, were cured in a few minutes. Many of the teachers were also cured, some of them very quickly. In some
cases the results of the system were so astonishing as to be scarcely credible.
In a class of mental defectives, where the teacher had kept records of the eyesight of the children for several years, it had been
invariably found that their vision grew steadily worse as the term advanced. As soon as the Snellen test card had been introduced,
however, they began to improve. Then came a doctor from the Board of Health who tested the eyes of the children and put glasses
on all of them, even those whose sight was fairly good. The use of the card was then discontinued, as the teacher did not consider
it proper to interfere while the children were wearing glasses prescribed by a physician. Very soon, however, the children began to
lose, break, or discard, their glasses. Some said that the spectacles gave them headaches, or that they felt better without them. In
the course of a month or so most of the aids to vision which the Board of Health had supplied had disappeared. The teacher then
felt herself at liberty to resume the use of the Snellen test card. Its benefits were immediate. The eyesight and the mentality of the
children improved simultaneously, and soon they were all drafted into the regular classes, because it was found that they were
making the same progress in their studies as the other children were.
Another teacher reported an equally interesting experience. She had a class of children who did not fit into the other grades.
Many of them were backward in their studies. Some were persistent truants. All of them had defective eyesight. A Snellen test card
was hung in the classroom where all the children could see it, and the teacher carried out my instructions literally. At the end of six
months all but two had been cured and these had improved very much, while the worst incorrigible and the worst truant had
become good students. The incorrigible, who had previously refused to study, because, he said, it gave him a headache to look at a
book, or at the blackboard, found out that the test card, in some way, did him a lot of good; and although the teacher had asked
him to read it but once a day, he read it whenever he felt uncomfortable. The result was that in a few weeks his vision had become
normal and his objection to study had disappeared. The truant had been in the habit of remaining away from school two or three
days every week, and neither his parents nor the truant officer had been able to do anything about it. To the great surprise of his
teacher he never missed a day after having begun to read the Snellen test card. When she asked for an explanation he told her that
what had driven him away from school was the pain that came in his eyes whenever he tried to study, or to read the writing on the
blackboard. After reading the Snellen test card, he said, his eyes and head were rested and he was able to read without any
discomfort.
To remove any doubts that might arise as to the cause of the improvement noted in the eyesight of the children comparative
tests were made with and without cards. In one case six pupils with defective sight were examined daily for one week without the
use of the test card. No improvement took place. The card was then restored to its place and the group was instructed to read it
every day. At the end of a week all had improved and five were cured. In the case of another group of defectives the results were
similar. During the week that the card was not used no improvement was noted, but after a week of exercises in distant vision with
the card all showed marked improvement, and at the end of a month all were cured. In order that there might be no question as to
the reliability of the records of the teachers some of the principals asked the Board of Health to send an inspector to test the vision
of the pupils, and whenever this was done the records were found to be correct. Dr. Bates has the children read the eyechart with
both eyes together, then one eye at a time, then both eyes together again. He also has the children look close and distant, shifting
on exact letters on two identical eyecharts placed at close and far distances. Also done with both eyes together, then one eye at a

time, then both eyes together again. If vision needs more improvement in one eye, extra time is spent practicing with that eye to
bring the vision equally clear, perfect in both left and right eyes. Basic Behavioral Optometry.
One day I visited the city of Rochester, and while there I called on the Superintendent of Public Schools and told him about my
method of preventing myopia. He was very much interested and invited me to introduce it in one of his schools. I did so, and at the
end of three months a report was sent to me showing that the vision of all the children had improved, while quite a number of
them had obtained perfect sight in both eyes.
The method has been used in a number of other cities and always with the same result. The vision of all the children improved,
and many of them obtained perfect sight in the course of a few minutes, days, weeks or months.
It is difficult to prove a negative proposition, but since this system improved the vision of all the children who used it, it follows
that none could have grown worse. It is therefore obvious that it must have prevented myopia. This cannot be said of any method
of preventing myopia in schools which had previously been tried. All other methods are based on the idea that it is the excessive
use of the eyes for near work that causes myopia, and all of them have admittedly failed.
It is also obvious that the method must have prevented other errors of refraction, a problem which previously had not even been
seriously considered, because hypermetropia is supposed to be congenital, and astigmatism was until recently supposed also to be
congenital in the great majority of cases. Anyone who knows how to use a retinoscope may, however, demonstrate in a few
minutes that both of these conditions are acquired; for no matter how astigmatic or hypermetropic an eye may be, its vision always
becomes normal when it looks at a blank surface without trying to see. It may also be demonstrated that when children are
learning to read, write, draw, sew, or to do anything else that necessitates their looking at unfamiliar objects at the near-point,
hypermetropia, or hypermetropic astigmatism, is always produced. The same is true of adults. These facts have not been reported
before, so far as I am aware, and they strongly suggest that children need, first of all, eye education. They must be able to look at
strange letters or objects at the near-point without strain before they can make much progress in their studies, and in every case in
which the method has been tried it has proven that this end is attained by daily exercise in distant vision with the Snellen test card.
When their distant vision has been improved by this means children invariably become able to use their eyes without strain at the
near-point.
The method succeeded best when the teacher did not wear glasses. In fact, the effect upon the children of a teacher who wears
glasses is so detrimental that no such person should be allowed to be a teacher, and since errors of refraction are curable, such a
ruling would work no hardship on anyone. Not only do children imitate the visual habits of a teacher who wears glasses, but the
nervous strain of which the defective sight is an expression produces in them a similar condition. In classes of the same grade, with
the same lighting, the sight of children whose teachers did not wear glasses has always been found to be better than the sight of
children whose teachers did wear them. In one case I tested the sight of children whose teacher wore glasses and found it very
imperfect. The teacher went out of the room on an errand, and after she had gone I tested them again. The results were very
much better. When the teacher returned she asked about the sight of a particular boy, a very nervous child, and as I was
proceeding to test him she stood before him and said, "Now, when the doctor tells you to read the card, do it." The boy couldn't
see anything. Then she went behind him, and the effect was the same as if she had left the room. The boy read the whole card.
Still better results would be obtained if we could reorganize the educational system on a rational basis. Then we might expect a
general return of that primitive acuity of vision which we marvel at so greatly when we read about it in the memoirs of
travelers. But even under existing conditions it has been proven beyond the shadow of a doubt that errors of refraction are no
necessary part of the price we must pay for education.
There are at least ten million children in the schools of the United States who have defective sight. This condition prevents them
from taking full advantage of the educational opportunities which the State provides. It undermines their health and wastes the
taxpayers' money. If allowed to continue, it will be an expense and a handicap to them throughout their lives. In many cases it will
be a source of continual misery and suffering. And yet practically all of these cases could be cured and the development of new
ones prevented by the daily reading of the Snellen test card.
Why should our children be compelled to suffer and wear glasses for want of this simple measure of relief? It costs practically
nothing. In fact, it would not be necessary, in some cases, as in the schools of New York City, even to purchase the Snellen test
cards, as they are already being used to test the eyes of the children. Not only does it place practically no additional burden upon
the teachers, but, by improving the eyesight, health, disposition and mentality of their pupils, it greatly lightens their labors. No one
would venture to suggest, further, that it could possibly do any harm. Why, then, should there be any delay about introducing it
into the schools? If there is still thought to be need for further investigation and discussion, we can investigate and discuss just as
well after the children get the cards as before, and by adopting that course we will not run the risk of needlessly condemning
another generation to that curse which heretofore has always dogged the footsteps of civilization, namely, defective eyesight. I
appeal to all who read these lines to use whatever influence they possess toward the attainment of this end.
Native American Indians had perfect eyesight and health before they were forced into the white mans culture, schools, religion diet.
Modern Indians are now reclaiming their heritage. An American Indian would be a great U.S. President.
This book is free for Native American Indians to read, distribute, sell.
THE STORY OF EMILY
Children cured of defective eyesight by Dr. Bates, teach the Bates Method,
cure defective sight; blur, astigmatism, cataract, crossed eyes in other children.

The efficacy of the method of treating imperfect sight without glasses has been demonstrated in thousands of cases, not only in
my own practice but in that of many persons of whom I may not even have heard; for almost all patients when they are cured
proceed to cure others. At a social gathering one evening a lady told me that she had met a number of my patients; but when she
mentioned their names, I found that I did not remember any of them, and said so.
"That is because you cured them by proxy," she said. "You didn't directly cure Mrs. Jones or Mrs. Brown, but you cured Mrs.
Smith and Mrs. Smith cured the other ladies. You didn't treat Mr. and Mrs. Simpkins or Mr. Simpkins' mother and brother, but you

may remember that you cured Mr. Simpkins' boy of a squint, and he cured the rest of the family."
In schools where the Snellen test card was used to prevent and cure imperfect sight, the children, after they
were cured themselves, often took to the practice of ophthalmology with the greatest enthusiasm and success,
curing their fellow students, their parents and their friends. They made a kind of game of the treatment, and the progress
of each school case was watched with the most intense interest by all the children. On a bright day, when the patients saw well,
there was great rejoicing, and on a dark day there was corresponding depression. One girl cured twenty-six children in six months;
another cured twelve in three months; a third developed quite a varied ophthalmological practice and did things of which older and
more experienced practitioners might well have been proud. Going to the school which she attended one day, I asked this girl about
her sight, which had been very imperfect. She replied that it was now very good, and that her headaches were quite gone. I tested
her sight and found it normal. Then another child whose sight had also been very poor spoke up,
"I can see all right too," she said. "Emily"—indicating girl No. 1—"cured me."
"Indeed"" I replied. "How did she do that?"
The second girl explained that Emily had had her read the card, which she could not see at all from the back of the room, at a
distance of a few feet. The next day she had moved it a little further way, and so on, until the patient was able to read it from the
back of the room, just as the other children did. Emily now told her to cover the right eye and read the card with her left, and both
girls were considerably upset to find that the uncovered eye was apparently blind. The school doctor was consulted and said
that nothing could be done. The eye had been blind from birth and no treatment would do any good.
Nothing daunted, however, Emily undertook the treatment. She told the patient to cover her good eye and go up close to the
card, and at a distance of a foot or less it was found that she could read even the small letters. The little practitioner then
proceeded confidently as with the other eye, and after many months of practice the patient became the happy possessor of normal
vision in both eyes. The case had, in fact, been simply one of high myopia, and the school doctor, not being a specialist, had not
detected the difference between this condition and blindness.
In the same classroom, there had been a little girl with congenital cataract, but on the occasion of my visit the defect had
disappeared. This, too, it appeared, was Emily's doing. The school doctor had said that there was no help for this eye except
through operation, and as the sight of the other eye was pretty good, he fortunately did not think it necessary to urge such a
course. Emily accordingly took the matter in hand. She had the patient stand close to the card, and at that distance it was found
that she could not see even the big C. Emily now held the card between the patient and the light and moved it back and forth. At a
distance of three or four feet this movement could be observed indistinctly by the patient. The card was then moved farther away,
until the patient became able to see it move at ten feet and to see some of the larger letters indistinctly at a less distance. Finally,
after six months, she became able to read the card with the bad eye as well as with the good one. After testing her sight and
finding it normal in both eyes, I said to Emily
"You are a splendid doctor. You beat them all. Have you done anything else?"
The child blushed, and turning to another of her classmates, said:
"Mamie, come here."
Mamie stepped forward and I looked at her eyes. There appeared to be nothing wrong with them.
"I cured her," said Emily.
"What of?" I inquired.
"Cross eyes," replied Emily.
"How," I asked, with growing astonishment.
Emily described a procedure very similar to that adopted in the other cases. Finding that the sight of the crossed eye was very
poor, so much so, indeed, that poor Mamie could see practically nothing with it, the obvious course of action seemed to her to be
the restoration of its sight; and, never having read any medical literature she did not know that this was impossible. So she went to
it. She had Mamie cover her good eye and practice with the bad one at home and at school, until at last the sight became normal
and the eye straight. The school doctor had wanted to have the eye operated upon, I was told, but fortunately Mamie was "scared"
and would not consent. And here she was with two perfectly good, straight eyes.
"Anything else?" I inquired, when Mamie's case had been disposed of. Emily blushed again, and said:
"Here's Rose. Her eyes used to hurt her all the time, and she couldn't see anything on the blackboard. Her headaches used to
be so bad that she had to stay away from school every once in a while. The doctor gave her glasses; but they didn't help her, and
she wouldn't wear them. When you told us the card would help our eyes I got busy with her. I had her read the card close up, and
then I moved it farther away, and now she can see all right, and her head doesn't ache any more. She comes to school every day,
and we all thank you very much."
This was a case of compound hypermetropic astigmatism. Such stories might be multiplied indefinitely. Emily's astonishing
record cannot, it is true, be duplicated, but lesser cures by cured patients have been very numerous and serve to show that the
benefits of the method of preventing and curing defects of vision in the schools which is presented in this number of BETTER
EYESIGHT would be far-reaching. Not only errors of refraction would be cured, but many more serious defects; and not only the
children would be helped, but their families and friends also.
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A MONTHLY MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO THE PREVENTION AND CURE OF IMPERFECT SIGHT WITHOUT GLASSES
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THE FLASHING CURE

Do you read imperfectly? Can you observe then that when you look at the first word, or the first letter, of a sentence you do not
see best where you are looking; that you see other words, or other letters, just as well as or better than the ones you are looking
at? Do you observe also that the harder you try to see the worse you see?
Now close your eyes and rest them, remembering some color, like black or white, that you can remember perfectly. Keep them
closed until they feel rested, or until the feeling of strain has been completely relieved. Now open them and look at the first word
or letter of a sentence for a fraction of a second. If you have been able to relax, partially or completely, you will have a flash
of improved or clear vision, and the area seen best will be smaller.
After opening the eyes for this fraction of a second, close them again quickly, still remembering the color, and keep them closed
until they again feel rested. Then again open them for a fraction of a second. Continue this alternate resting of the eyes and
flashing of the letters for a time, and you may soon find that you can keep your eyes open longer than a fraction of a second
without losing the improved vision.
If your trouble is with distant instead of near vision, use the same method with distant letters.
In this way you can demonstrate for yourself the fundamental principles of the cure of imperfect sight by treatment without
glasses.
If you fail, ask someone with perfect sight to help you.
When looking at a letter: shift on it part to part. Blink. The letter remains clear.
Shift dot to dot (part to part) on the E.
VISION AND EDUCATION

Poor sight is admitted to be one of the most fruitful causes of retardation in the schools. It is estimated1 that it may reasonably
be held responsible for a quarter of the habitually "left-backs," and it is commonly assumed that all this might be prevented by
suitable glasses.
There is much more involved in defective vision, however, than mere inability to see the blackboard, or to use the eyes without
pain or discomfort. Defective vision is the result of an abnormal condition of the mind, and when the mind is in an abnormal
condition it is obvious that none of the processes of education can be conducted with advantage. By putting glasses upon a child
we may, in some cases, neutralize the effect of this condition upon the eyes and by making the patient more comfortable may
improve his mental faculties to some extent, but we do not alter fundamentally the condition of the mind and by confirming it in a
bad habit we may make it worse.
It can easily be demonstrated that among the faculties of the mind which are impaired when the vision is
impaired is the memory; and as a large part of the educational process consists of storing the mind with facts, and all the other
mental processes depend upon one's knowledge of facts, it is easy to see how little is accomplished by merely putting glasses on a
child that has "trouble with its eyes." The extraordinary memory of primitive people has been attributed to the fact that owing
to the absence of any convenient means of making written records they had to depend upon their memories, which were
strengthened accordingly; but in view of the known facts about the relation of memory to eyesight it is more reasonable to suppose
that the retentive memory of primitive man was due to the same cause as his keen vision, namely, a mind at rest.
The primitive memory as well as primitive keenness of vision have been found among civilized people, and if the necessary tests
had been made it would doubtless have been found that they always occur together, as they did in a case which recently came
under my observation. The subject was a child of ten with such marvelous eyesight that
she could see the moons of Jupiter with the naked eye, a fact which was demonstrated by her drawing a diagram of these
satellites which exactly corresponded to the diagrams made by persons who had used a telescope. Her memory was equally
remarkable. She could recite the whole content of a book after reading it, as Lord Macauley is said to have done, and she learned
more Latin in a few days without a teacher than her sister who had six diopters of myopia had been able to do in several years. She
remembered five years afterward what she ate at a restaurant, she recalled the name of the waiter, the number of the building and
the street in which it stood. She also remembered what she wore on this occasion and what every one else in the party wore. The
same was true of every other event which had awakened her interest in any way, and it was a favorite amusement in her family to
ask her what the menu had been and what people had worn on particular occasions.
When the sight of two persons is different it has been found that their memories differ in exactly the same degree. Two sisters,
one of whom had only ordinary good vision, indicated by the formula 20/20, while the other had 20/10, found that the time it took
them to learn eight verses of a poem varied in almost exactly the same ratio as their sight. The one whose vision was 20/10 learned
eight verses of the poem in fifteen minutes, while the one whose vision was only 20/20 required thirty-one minutes to do the same
thing. After palming the one with ordinary vision learned eight more verses in twenty-one minutes, while the one with 20/10 was
only able to reduce her time by two minutes, a variation clearly within the limits of error. In other words, the mind of the latter
being already in a normal or nearly normal condition, she could not improve it appreciably by palming, while the former whose mind
was under a strain was able to gain relaxation, and hence improve her memory, by this means.
When the two eyes of the same person are different a corresponding difference in the memory has been noted
according to whether both eyes were open, or the better eye closed. A patient with normal vision in the right eye and halfnormal vision in the left when looking at the Snellen test card with both eyes open could remember a period for twenty seconds
continuously, but could remember it only ten seconds when the better eye was closed. A patient with half-normal vision in the right
eye and one-quarter normal in the left could remember a period for twelve seconds with both eyes open and only six seconds with

better eye closed. A third patient with normal sight in the right eye and vision of one-tenth in the left could remember a period
twelve seconds with both eyes open and only two seconds when the better eye was closed. In other words if the right eye is better
than the left the memory is better when the right eye is open than when only the left eye is open.
Under the present educational system there is a constant effort to compel the children to remember. These efforts always fail.
They spoil both the memory and the sight. The memory cannot be forced any more than the vision can be forced. We remember
without effort, just as we see without effort, and the harder we try to remember or see the less we are able to do
so.
The sort of things we remember are the things that interest us, and the reason children have difficulty in learning
their lessons is because they are bored by them. For the same reason, among others, their eyesight becomes
impaired, boredom being a condition of mental strain in which it is impossible for the eye to function normally.
Some of the various kinds of compulsion now employed in the educational process may have the effect of awakening interest.
Betty Smith's interest in winning a prize, for instance, or in merely getting ahead of Johnny Jones, may have the effect of rousing
her interest in lessons that have hitherto bored her, and this interest may develop into a genuine interest in the acquisition of
knowledge; but this cannot be said of the various fear incentives still so largely employed by teachers. These, on the contrary, have
the effect, usually, of completely paralyzing minds already benumbed by lack of interest, and the effect upon the vision is equally
disastrous.
The fundamental reason, both for poor memory and poor eyesight in school children, in short, is our irrational and unnatural
educational system. Montessori has taught us that it is only when children are interested that they can learn. It is
equally true that it is only when they are interested that they can see. This fact was strikingly illustrated in the case of one
of the two pairs of sisters mentioned above. Phebe, of the keen eyes, who could recite whole books if she happened to be
interested in them, disliked mathematics and anatomy extremely, and not only could not learn them but became myopic when they
were presented to her mind. She could read letters a quarter of an inch high at twenty feet in a poor light, but when asked to read
figures one to two inches high in a good light at ten feet she miscalled half of them. When asked to tell how much 2 and 3 made,
she said "4," before finally deciding on "5"; and all the time she was occupied with this disagreeable subject the retinoscope showed
that she was myopic. When I asked her to look into my eye with the ophthalmoscope she could see nothing, although a much lower
degree of visual acuity is required to note the details of the interior of the eye than to see the moons of Jupiter.
Short-sighted Isabel, on the contrary, had a passion for mathematics and anatomy, and excelled in those subjects. She learned to
use the ophthalmoscope as easily as Phebe had learned Latin. Almost immediately she saw the optic nerve, and noted that the
center was whiter than the periphery. She saw the light-colored lines, the arteries; and the darker ones, the veins; and she saw the
light streaks on the blood-vessels. Some specialists never become able to do this, and no one could do it without normal vision.
Isabel's vision, therefore, must have been temporarily normal when she did it. Her vision for figures, although not normal, was
better than for letters.
In both these cases the ability to learn and the ability to see went hand in hand with interest. Phebe could read a photographic
reduction of the Bible and recite what she had read verbatim, she could see the moons of Jupiter and draw a diagram of them
afterwards, because she was interested in these things; but she could not see the interior of the eye, nor see figures even half as
well as she saw letters, because these things bored her. When, however, it was suggested to her that it would be a good joke to
surprise her teachers, who were always reproaching her for her backwardness in mathematics, by taking a high mark in a coming
examination, her interest in the subject awakened and she contrived to learn enough to get seventy-eight per cent. In Isabel's case
letters were antagonistic. She was not interested in most of the subjects with which they dealt and, therefore, she was backward in
those subjects and had become habitually myopic. But when asked to look at objects which aroused an intense interest her vision
became normal.
When one is not interested, in short, one's mind is not under control, and without mental control one can neither learn nor see.
Not only the memory but all other mental faculties are improved when the eyesight becomes normal. It is a common experience
with patients cured of defective sight to find that their ability to do their work has improved.
The teacher whose letter was quoted in the first issue of BETTER EYESIGHT testified that after gaining perfect eyesight she "knew
better how to get at the minds of the pupils, was "more direct, more definite, less diffused, less vague," possessed, in fact, "central
fixation of the mind." In another letter she said, "The better my eyesight becomes the greater is my ambition. On the days when
my sight is best I have the greatest anxiety to do things."
Another teacher reports that one of her pupils used to sit doing nothing all day long and apparently was not interested in
anything. After the test card was introduced into the classroom and his sight improved, he became anxious to learn, and speedily
developed into one of the best students in the class. In other words his eyes and his mind became normal together.
A bookkeeper nearly seventy years of age who had worn glasses for forty years found after he had gained perfect sight
without glasses that he could work more rapidly and accurately and with less fatigue than ever in his life before. During busy
seasons, or when short of help, he has worked for some weeks at a time from 7 a. m, until 11 p. m., and he reports that he felt less
tired at night after he was through than he did in the morning when he started. Previously, although he had done more work than
any other man in the office, it always tired him very much. He also noticed an improvement in his temper. Having been so long in
the office and knowing so much more about the business than his fellow employees, he was frequently appealed to for advice.
These interruptions, before his sight became normal, were very annoying to him and often caused him to lose his temper.
Afterward, however, they caused him no irritation whatever. In the case of another patient whose story is given elsewhere
symptoms of insanity were relieved when the vision became normal.
From all these facts it will be seen that the problems of vision are far more intimately associated with the problems of education
than we had supposed, and that they can by no means be solved by putting concave, or convex, or astigmatic lenses before the
eyes of the children.

THE DOCTOR'S STORY

One of the most striking cases of the relation of mind to vision that ever came to my attention was that of a physician whose
mental troubles, at one time so serious that they suggested to him the idea that he might be going insane, were completely
relieved when his sight became normal. He had been seen by many eye and nerve specialists before he came to me and consulted
me at last, not because he had any faith in my methods, but because nothing else seemed to be left for him to do. He brought with
him quite a collection of glasses prescribed by different men, no two of them being alike. He had worn glasses, he told me, for
many months at a time without benefit and then he had left them off and had been apparently no worse. Outdoor life had also
failed to help him. On the advice of some prominent neurologists he had even given up his practice for a couple of years to spend
the time upon a ranch, but the vacation had done him no good.
I examined his eyes and found no organic defects and no error of refraction. Yet his vision with each eye was only three-fourths
of the normal, and he suffered from double vision and all sorts of unpleasant symptoms. He used to see people standing on
their heads, and little devils dancing on the tops of the high buildings. He also had other illusions too numerous to mention in a
short paper. At night his sight was so bad that he had difficulty in finding his way about, and when walking along a country road he
believed that he saw better when he turned his eyes far to one side and viewed the road with the side of the retina instead of with
the center. At variable intervals, without warning and without loss of consciousness, he had attacks of blindness. These caused
him great uneasiness, for he, was a surgeon with a large and lucrative practice, and he feared that he might have an attack while
operating.
His memory was very poor. He could not remember the color of the eyes of any member of his family, although he had seen
them all daily for years. Neither could he recall the color of his house, the number of rooms on the different floors, or other details.
The faces and names of patients and friends he recalled with difficulty, or not at all.
His treatment proved to be very difficult, chiefly because he had an infinite number of erroneous ideas about physiological optics
in general and his own case in particular and insisted that all these should be discussed; while these discussions were going on he
received no benefit. Every day for hours at a time over a long period he talked and argued. Never have I met a person whose logic
was so wonderful, so apparently unanswerable, and yet so utterly wrong.
His eccentric fixation was of such high degree that when he looked at a point forty-five degrees to one side of the big C on the
Snellen test card, he saw the letter just as black as when he looked directly at it. The strain to do this was terrific, and produced
much astigmatism; but the patient was unconscious of it, and could not be convinced that there was anything abnormal in the
symptom. If he saw the letter at all, he argued, he must see it as black as it really was, because he was not color-blind. Finally he
became able to look away from one of the smaller letters on the card and see it worse than when he looked directly at it. It took
eight or nine months to accomplish this, but when it had been done the patient said that it seemed as if a great burden had been
lifted from his mind. He experienced a wonderful feeling of rest and relaxation throughout his whole body.
When asked to remember black with his eyes closed and covered he said he could not do so, and he saw every color but the
black which one ought normally to see when the optic nerve is not subject to the stimulus of light. He had, however, been an
enthusiastic football player at college, and he found at last that he could remember a black football. I asked him to imagine that
this football had been thrown into the sea and that it was being carried outward by the tide, becoming constantly smaller but no
less black. This he was able to do, and the strain floated with the football, until, by the time the latter had been reduced to the size
of a period in a newspaper, it was entirely gone. The relief continued as long as he remembered the black spot, but as he could not
remember it all the time, I suggested another method of gaining permanent relief. This was to make his sight voluntarily worse, a
plan against which he protested with considerable emphasis.
"Good heavens!" he said, "Is not my sight bad enough without making it worse."
After a week of argument, however, he consented to try the method, and the result was extremely satisfactory. After he had
learned to see two or more lights where there was only one, by straining to see a point above the light while still trying to see the
light as well as when looking directly at it, he became able to avoid the unconscious strain that had produced his double and
multiple vision and was not troubled by these superfluous images any more. In a similar manner other illusions were prevented.
One of the last illusions to disappear was his belief that an effort was required to remember black. His logic on this point was
overwhelming, but after many demonstrations he was convinced that no effort was required to let go, and when he realized this,
both his vision and his mental condition immediately improved.
He finally became able to read 20/10 or more, and although more than fifty-five years of age, he also read diamond type at from
six to twenty-four inches. His night blindness was relieved, his attacks of day blindness ceased, and he told me the color of the eyes
of his wife and children. One day he said to me:
"Doctor, I thank you for what you have done for my sight; but no words can express the gratitude I feel for what you have done
for my mind."
Some years later he called with his heart full of gratitude, because there had been no relapse.
LYING A CAUSE OF MYOPIA

I may claim to have discovered the fact that telling lies is bad for the eyes. Whatever bearing this circumstance may have upon
the universality of defects of vision, it can easily be demonstrated that it is impossible to say what is not true, even with no intent to
deceive, or even to imagine a falsehood, without producing an error of refraction.
If a patient can read all the small letters on the bottom line of the test card, and either deliberately or carelessly miscalls any of
them, the retinoscope will indicate an error of refraction. In numerous cases patients have been asked to state their ages
incorrectly, or to try to imagine that they were a year older, or a year younger, than they actually were, and in every case when
they did this the retinoscope indicated an error of refraction. A patient twenty-five years old had no error of refraction when he
looked at a blank wall without trying to see; but if he said he was twenty-six, or if someone else said he was twenty-six, or if he
tried to imagine that he was twenty-six, he became myopic. The same thing happened when he stated or tried to imagine that he

was twenty-four. When he stated or remembered the truth his vision was normal, but when he stated or imagined an error he had
an error of refraction.
Two little girl patients arrived one after the other one day, and the first accused the second of having stopped at Huyler's for an
ice-cream soda, which she had been instructed not to do, being somewhat too much addicted to sweets. The second denied the
charge, and the first, who had used the retinoscope and knew what it did to people who told lies, said:
"Do take the retinoscope and find out."
"I followed the suggestion, and having thrown the light into the second child's eyes, I asked:
"Did you go to Huyler's?"
"Yes," was the response, and the retinoscope indicated no error of refraction.
"Did you have an ice-cream soda?"
"No," Said the child; but the tell-tale shadow moved in a direction opposite to that of the mirror, showing that she had become
myopic and was not telling the truth.
The child blushed when I told her this and acknowledged that the retinoscope was right, for she had heard of the
ways of the uncanny instrument before and did not know what else it might do to her if she said anything more that was not true.
The fact is that it requires an effort to state what is not true, and this effort always results in a deviation from the normal in the
refraction of the eye. So sensitive is the test that if the subject, whether his vision is ordinarily normal, or not, pronounces the
initials of his name correctly while looking at a blank surface without trying to see, there will be no error of refraction; but if he
miscalls one initial, even without any consciousness of effort, and with full knowledge that he is deceiving no one, myopia will be
produced.
CURED IN FIFTEEN MINUTES

Patients often ask how long it takes to be cured. The answer is that it takes only as long as it takes to relax. If this can be done
in five minutes, the patient is cured in five minutes, no matter how great the degree of his error of refraction, or how long its
duration. All persons with errors of refraction are able to relax in a few seconds under certain conditions, but to gain permanent
relaxation usually requires considerable time. Some persons, however, are able to get it very quickly. These quick cures are very
rare, except in the case of children under twelve; but they do occur, and I believe the time is coming when it will be possible to
cure everyone quickly. It is only a question of accumulating more facts and presenting them in such a way that the patient can
grasp them quickly.
A very remarkable case of a quick cure was that of a man of fifty-five who had worn glasses for thirty years for distant vision and
ten years for reading, and whose distant vision at the time he consulted me was 20/200.
When he looked at the Snellen test card the letters appeared grey to him instead of black. He was told that they were black, and
the fact was demonstrated by bringing the card close to him. His attention was also called to the fact that the small letters were
just as black as the large ones. He was then directed to close and cover his eyes with the palms of his hands, shutting out all the
light. When he did this he saw a perfect black, indicating that he had secured perfect relaxation and that the optic nerve and visual
centers of the brain were not disturbed. While his eyes were still closed he was asked:
"Do you think that you can remember with your eyes open the perfect black that you now see?"
"Yes," he answered, "I know I can,"
When he opened his eyes, however, his memory of the black was imperfect, and though able to read the large letters, he could
not read the small ones. A second time he was told to close and cover his eyes, and again he saw a perfect black. When he opened
them he was able to retain complete control of his memory, and so was able to read the whole card. This was ten minutes after he
entered the office.
Diamond type was now given him to read, but the letters looked grey to him, and he could not distinguish them. Neither could
he remember black when he was looking at them, because in order to see them grey he had to strain, and in order to remember
black he would have had to relax, and he could not do both at the same time. He was told that the letters were perfectly black, and
when he looked away from them he was able to remember them black. When he looked back he still remembered them black, and
was able to read them with normal vision at twelve inches. This took five minutes, making the whole time in the office fifteen
minutes. The cure was permanent, the patient not only retaining what he had gained, but continuing to improve his sight, by daily
reading of fine print and the Snellen test card, till it became almost telescopic.
September, 1919
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THE SWINGING CURE

If you see a letter perfectly, you may note that it appears to pulsate, or move slightly in various directions. If your sight is
imperfect, the letter will appear to be stationary. The apparent movement is caused by the unconscious shifting of the eye. The lack
of movement is due to the fact that the eye stares, or looks too long at one point. This is an invariable symptom of imperfect sight,
and may often be relieved by the following method:
Close your eyes and cover them with the palms of the hands so as to exclude all the light, and shift mentally from one side of a
black letter to the other. As you do this, the mental picture of the letter will appear to move back and forth in a direction contrary to
the imagined movement of the eye. Just so long as you imagine that the letter is moving, or swinging, you will find that you are
able to remember it, and the shorter and more regular the swing, the blacker and more distinct the letter will appear. If

you are able to imagine the letter stationary, which may be difficult, you will find that your memory of it will be much less perfect.
Now open your eyes and look first at one side and then at the other of the real letter. If it appears to move in a direction
opposite to the movement of the eye, you will find that your vision has improved. If you can imagine the swing of the letter as well
with your eyes open as with your eyes closed, as short, as regular and as continuous, your vision will be normal.
SIMULTANEOUS RETINOSCOPY

Much of my information about the eye has been obtained by means of simultaneous retinoscopy.
The retinoscope is an instrument used to measure the refraction of the eye. It throws a beam of light into the pupil by reflection
from a mirror, the light being either outside the instrument—above and behind the subject—or arranged within it by means of an
electric battery. On looking through the sight-hole one sees a larger or smaller part of the pupil filled with light, which in normal
human eyes is a reddish yellow, because this is the color of the retina, but which is green in a cat's eye, and might be white if the
retina were diseased. Unless the eye is exactly focused at the point from which it is being observed one sees also a dark shadow at
the edge of the pupil, and it is the behavior of this shadow when the mirror is moved in various directions which reveals the
refractive condition of the eye. If the instrument is used at a distance of six feet or more, and the shadow moves in a direction
opposite to the movement of the mirror, the eye is myopic. If it moves in the same direction as the mirror, the eye is either
hypermetropic or normal; but in the case of hypermetropia the movement is more pronounced than in that of normality, and an
expert can usually tell the difference between the two states merely by the nature of the movement. In astigmatism the movement
is different in different meridians. To determine the degree of the error, or to distinguish accurately between hypermetropia and
normality, or between the different kinds of astigmatism, it is usually necessary to place a glass before the eye of the subject.
This exceedingly useful instrument has possibilities which have not been generally realized by the medical profession. It is
commonly employed only under certain artificial conditions in a dark room; but it is possible to use it under all sorts of normal and
abnormal conditions on the eyes both of human beings and of the lower animals. I have used it in the daytime and at night; when
the subjects were comfortable and when they were excited; when they were trying to see and when they were not; when they
were lying and when they were telling the truth. I have also used it, under varying conditions, on the eyes of many cats, dogs,
rabbits, birds, turtles, reptiles and fish.
Most ophthalmologists depend upon the Snellen test card, supplemented by trial lenses, to determine whether the vision is
normal or not, and to determine the degree of any abnormality that may exist. This is a slow, awkward and unreliable method of
testing the vision, and absolutely unavailable for the study of the refraction of the lower animals and that of human beings under
the conditions of life. The test card can be used only under certain favorable conditions, but the retinoscope can be used anywhere.
It is a little easier to use it in a dim light than in a bright one, but it may be used in any light, even with the strong light of the sun
shining directly into the eye. It is available whether the subject is at rest or in motion, asleep or awake, or even under ether or
chloroform. It is also available when the observer is in motion. It has been used successfully when the eyelids were partly closed,
shutting off part of the area of the pupil; when the pupil was dilated; also when it was contracted to a pin-point; when the subject
was reading fine print at six inches, or at a greater distance; and when the eye was oscillating from side to side, from above
downward, or in other directions.
It takes a considerable time, varying from minutes to hours, to measure the refraction with the Snellen test card and trial lenses.
With the retinoscope, however, the refraction can be determined in a fraction of a second. With the Snellen test card and trial
lenses it would be impossible to get any information about the refraction of a baseball player at the moment he swings for the ball,
at the moment he strikes it, and at the moment after he strikes it. With the retinoscope, however, it is quite easy to determine
whether his vision is normal, or whether he is myopic, hypermetropic, or astigmatic, when he does these things; and if any errors of
refraction are noted, one can guess their degree pretty accurately by the rapidity of the movement of the shadow.
With the Snellen test card and trial lenses conclusions must be drawn from the patient's statements as to what he sees; but the
patient often becomes so worried and confused during the examination that he does not know what he sees, or whether different
glasses make his sight better, or worse; and, moreover, visual acuity is not reliable evidence of the state of the refraction. One
patient with two diopters of myopia may see twice as much as another with the same error of refraction. The evidence of the test
card is, in fact, entirely subjective; that of the retinoscope is entirely objective, depending in no way upon the statements of the
patient.
By means of simultaneous retinoscopy it has been demonstrated that the refraction of the eye is never constant; that all persons
with errors of refraction have, at frequent intervals during the day and night, moments of normal vision when their myopia,
hypermetropia, or astigmatism, disappears completely; and that all persons, no matter how good their sight may ordinarily be, have
moments of imperfect sight when they become myopic, hypermetropic, or astigmatic. It has also been demonstrated that when the
eye makes an effort to see, an error of refraction is always produced, and that when it looks at objects without effort, all errors of
refraction disappear, no matter how great their degree, or how long their duration. It has been further demonstrated that when the
eye strains to see distant objects myopia is always produced in one or all meridians, and when it strains to see near objects
hypermetropia is always produced in one or all meridians.
The examination of the eyes of persons while asleep, or under the influence of ether or chloroform, has shown that the eye is
rarely at rest during sleep, or while the subject is unconscious from any cause. Persons whose sight was normal while awake were
found to have myopia, hypermetropia and astigmatism when asleep, and if these errors were present when they were awake, they
were increased during sleep. This explains why so many people are unable to see as well in the morning as at other times, and why
people waken with headaches and pain in the eyes. Under ether or chloroform, errors of refraction are also produced or increased,
and when people are sleepy they have invariably been found to have errors of refraction.
Under conditions of mental or physical discomfort, such as pain, cough, fever, discomfort from heat or cold, depression, anger,
or anxiety, errors of refraction are always produced in the normal eye, or increased in the eye in which they already exist. In a dim
light, in a fog, or in the rain, the retinoscope may indicate no error of refraction in eyes which ordinarily have normal sight; but a
pilot on a ship on a rainy night usually has an error of refraction, because he is straining to see, and it is rare to find persons in

positions of responsibility under unfavorable conditions with normal vision.
In order to obtain reliable results with the retinoscope it must be used at a distance of six feet or more from the subject. When
used at a distance of three feet or less, as it commonly is, the subject becomes nervous and unconsciously strains, thus altering his
refraction.
FLOATING SPECKS

A very common phenomenon of imperfect sight is the one known to medical science as muscae volitantes, or flying flies. These
floating specks are usually dark, or black; but sometimes appear like white bubbles, and in rare cases may assume all the colors of
the rainbow. They move somewhat rapidly, usually in curving lines, before the eyes, and always appear to be just beyond the point
of fixation. If one tries to look at them directly, they seem to move a little farther away. Hence their name of flying flies.
The literature of the subject is full of speculations as to the origin of these appearances. Some have attributed them to the
presence of floating specks—dead cells or the debris of cells—in the vitreous humor, the transparent substance that fills four-fifths
of the eyeball behind the crystalline lens. Similar specks on the surface of the cornea have also been held responsible for them. It
has even been surmised that they might be caused by the passage of tears over the cornea. They are so common in myopia that
they have been supposed to be one of the symptoms of this condition, although they occur also with other errors of refraction, as
well as in eyes otherwise normal. They have been attributed to disturbances of the circulation, the digestion and the kidneys, and
because so many insane people have them, have been thought to be an evidence of incipient insanity. The patent-medicine
business has thrived upon them, and it would be difficult to estimate the amount of mental torture they have caused, as the
following cases illustrate.
A clergyman who was much annoyed by the continual appearance of floating specks before his eyes was told by his eye
specialist that they were a symptom of kidney disease, and that in many cases of kidney trouble, disease of the retina might be an
early symptom. So at regular intervals he went to the specialist to have his eyes examined, and when at length the latter died, he
looked around immediately for some one else to make the periodical examination. His family physician directed him to me. I was by
no means so well known as his previous ophthalmological adviser, but it happened that I had taught the family physician how to
use the ophthalmoscope after others had failed to do so. He thought, therefore, that I must know a lot about the use of the
instrument, and what the clergyman particularly wanted was some one capable of making a thorough examination of the interior of
his eyes, and detecting at once any signs of kidney disease that might make their appearance. So he came to me, and at least four
times a year for ten years he continued to come.
Each time I made a very careful examination of his eyes, taking as much time over it as possible, so that he would believe that it
was careful; and each time he went away happy because I could find nothing wrong. Once when I was out of town he got a cinder
in his eye and went to another oculist to get it out. When I came back late at night I found him sitting on my doorstep, on the
chance that I might return. His story was a pitiable one. The strange doctor had examined his eyes with the ophthalmoscope, and
had suggested the possibility of glaucoma, describing the disease as a very treacherous one which might cause him to go suddenly
blind and would be agonizingly painful. He emphasized what the patient had previously been told about the danger of kidney
disease, suggested that the liver and heart might also be involved, and advised him to have all of these organs carefully examined.
I made another examination of his eyes in general and their tension in particular; I had him feel his eyeballs and compare them
with my own, so that he might see for himself that they were not becoming hard as a stone; and finally I succeeded in reassuring
him. I have no doubt, however, that he went at once to his family physician for an examination of his internal organs.
A man returning from Europe was looking at some white clouds one day when floating specks appeared before his eyes. He
consulted the ship's doctor, who told him that the symptom was very serious, and might be the forerunner of blindness. It might
also indicate incipient insanity, as well as other nervous or organic diseases. He advised him to consult his family physician and an
eye specialist as soon as he landed, which he did. This was twenty-five years ago, but I shall never forget the terrible state of
nervousness and terror into which the patient had worked himself by the time he came to me. It was even worse than that of the
clergyman, who was always ready to admit that his fears were unreasonable. I examined his eyes very carefully, and found them
absolutely normal. The vision was perfect both for the near-point and the distance. The color perception, the fields and the tension
were normal; and under a strong magnifying glass I could find no opacities in the vitreous. In short, there were absolutely no
symptoms of any disease. I told the patient there was nothing wrong with his eyes, and I also showed him an advertisement of a
quack medicine in a newspaper which gave a great deal of space to describing the dreadful things likely to follow the appearance of
floating specks before the eyes, unless you began betimes (in good time, early) to take the medicine in question at one dollar a
bottle. I pointed out that the advertisement, which was appearing in all the big newspapers of the city every day, and probably in
other cities, must have cost a lot of money, and must, therefore, be bringing in a lot of money. Evidently there must be a great
many people suffering from this symptom, and if it were as serious as was generally believed, there would be a great many more
blind and insane people in the community than there were. The patient went away somewhat comforted, but at eleven o'clock—his
first visit had been at nine—he was back again. He still saw the floating specks, and was still worried about them. I examined his
eyes again as carefully as before, and again was able to assure him that there was nothing wrong with them. In the afternoon I
was not in my office, but I was told that he was there at three and at five. At seven he came again, bringing with him his family
physician, an old friend of mine. I said to the latter:
"Please make this patient stay at home. I have to charge him for his visits, because he is taking up so much of my time; but it is
a shame to take his money when there is nothing wrong with him."
What my friend said to him I don't know, but he did not come back again.
I did not know as much about muscae volitantes then as I know now, or I might have saved both of these patients a great
deal of uneasiness. I could tell them that their eyes were normal, but I did not know how to relieve them of the symptom, which is
simply an illusion resulting from mental strain. The specks are associated to a considerable extent with markedly imperfect
eyesight, because persons whose eyesight is imperfect always strain to see; but persons whose eyesight is ordinarily normal may
see them at times, because no eye has normal sight all the time. Most people can see muscae volitantes when they look at the sun,
or any uniformly bright surface, like a sheet of white paper upon which the sun is shining. This is because most people strain when

they look at surfaces of this kind. The specks are never seen, in short, except when the eyes and mind are under a strain, and they
always disappear when the strain is relieved. If one can remember a small letter on the Snellen test card by central
fixation, the specks will immediately disappear, or cease to move; but if one tries to remember two or more letters
equally well at one time, they will reappear and move.
Usually the strain that causes muscae volitantes is very easily relieved. See; April, 1925
Floating specks may be debris in the eyeball. A cleansing diet, improved circulation of blood, fluid to/in the eye can break down
floaters and enable them to flow out of the eye. Eyestrain, mental strain, staring, poor diet, sugar, can cause floaters.
Shifting, central fixation, relaxation can stop the appearance of floaters.
CORRESPONDENCE TREATMENT

Correspondence treatment is usually regarded as quackery, and it would be manifestly impossible to treat many diseases in this
way. Pneumonia and typhoid, for instance, could not possibly be treated by correspondence, even if the physician had a sure cure
for these conditions and the mails were not too slow for the purpose. In the case of most diseases, in fact, there are serious
objections to correspondence treatment.
But myopia, hypermetropia and astigmatism are functional conditions, not organic, as the text-books teach, and as I believed
myself until I learned better. Their treatment by correspondence, therefore, has not the drawbacks that exist in the case of most
physical derangements. One cannot, it is true, fit glasses by correspondence as well as when the patient is in the office, but even
this can be done, as the following case illustrates.
An old colored woman in the wilds of Honduras, far removed from any physician or optician, was unable to read her Bible, and
her son, a waiter in New York, asked me if I could not do something for her. The suggestion gave me a distinct shock which I will
remember as long as I live. I had never dreamed of the possibility of prescribing glasses for anyone I had not seen, and I had,
besides, some very disquieting recollections of colored women whom I had tried to fit with glasses at my clinic. If I had so much
difficulty in prescribing the proper glasses under favorable conditions, how could I be expected to fit a patient whom I could not
even see? The waiter was deferentially persistent, however. He had more faith in my genius than I had, and as his mother was
nearing the end of her life, he was very anxious to gratify her last wishes. So, like the unjust judge of the parable, I yielded at last
to his importunity, and wrote a prescription for convex 3.00 D. S. The young man ordered the glasses and mailed them to his
mother, and by return mail came a very grateful letter stating that they were perfectly satisfactory.
A little later the patient wrote that she couldn't see objects at the distance that were perfectly plain to other people, and asked if
some glasses couldn't be sent that would make her see at the distance as well as she did at the near-point. This seemed a more
difficult proposition than the first one; but again the son was persistent, and I myself could not get the old lady out of my mind. So
again I decided to do what I could. The waiter had told me that his mother had read her Bible long after the age of forty. Therefore
I knew she could not have much hypermetropia, and was probably slightly myopic. I knew also that she could not have much
astigmatism, for in that case her sight would always have been noticeably imperfect. Accordingly I told her son to ask her to
measure very accurately the distance between her eyes and the point at which she could read her Bible best with her glasses, and
to send me the figures. In due time I received, not figures, but a piece of string about a quarter of an inch in diameter and exactly
ten inches long. If the patient's vision had been normal for the distance, I knew that she would have been able to read her Bible
best with her glasses at thirteen inches. The string showed that at ten inches she had a refraction of four diopters. Subtracting from
this the three diopters of her reading glasses, I got one diopter of myopia. I accordingly wrote a prescription for concave 1.00 D. S.,
and the glasses were ordered and mailed to Honduras. The acknowledgment was even more grateful than in the case of the first
pair. The patient said that for the first time in her life she was able to read signs and see other objects at a distance as well as other
people did, and that the whole world looked entirely different to her.
Would anyone venture to say that it was unethical for me to try to help this patient? Would it have been better to leave her in
her isolation without even the consolation of Bible reading? I do not think so. What I did for her required only an ordinary
knowledge of physiological optics, and if I had failed, I could not have done her much harm.
In the case of the treatment of imperfect sight without glasses there can be even less objection to the correspondence method.
It is true that in most cases progress is more rapid and the results more certain when the patient can be seen personally; but often
this is impossible, and I see no reason why patients who can not have the benefit of personal treatment should be denied such aid
as can be given them by correspondence. I have been treating patients in this way for years, and often with extraordinary success.
Some years ago an English gentleman wrote to me that his glasses were very unsatisfactory. They not only did not give him
good sight, but they increased instead of lessening his discomfort. He asked if I could help him, and since relaxation always relieves
discomfort and improves the vision, I did not believe that I was doing him an injury in telling him how to rest his eyes. He followed
my directions with such good results that in a short time he obtained perfect sight for both the distance and the near-point without
glasses, and was completely relieved of his pain. Five years later he wrote me that he had qualified as a sharpshooter in the army.
Did I do wrong in treating him by correspondence? I do not think so.
After the United States entered the European war, an officer wrote to me from the deserts of Arizona that the use of his eyes at
the near-point caused him great discomfort, which glasses did not relieve, and that the strain had produced granulation of the lids.
As it was impossible for him to come to New York, I undertook to treat him by correspondence. He improved very rapidly. The
inflammation of the lids was relieved almost immediately, and in about four months he wrote me that he had read one of my own
reprints-by no means a short one-in a dim light, with no bad after effects; that the glare of the Arizona sun, with the Government
thermometer registering 114, did not annoy him, and that he could read the ten line on the test card at fifteen feet almost
perfectly, while even at twenty feet he was able to make out most of the letters.
A third case was that of a forester in the employ of the U. S. Government. He had myopic astigmatism, and suffered extreme
discomfort, which was not relieved either by glasses or by long summers in the mountains, where he used his eyes but little for
close work. He was unable to come to New York for treatment, and although I told him that correspondence treatment was
somewhat uncertain, he said he was willing to risk it. It took three days for his letters to reach me and another three for my reply

to reach him, and as letters were not always written promptly on either side, he often did not hear from me more than once in
three weeks. Progress under these conditions was necessarily slow; but his discomfort was relieved very quickly, and in about ten
months his sight had improved from 20/50 to 20/20.
In almost every case the treatment of cases coming from a distance is continued by correspondence after they return to their
homes; and although the patients do not get on so well as when they are coming to the office, they usually continue to make
progress till they are cured.
At the same time it is often very difficult to make patients understand what they should do when one has to communicate with
them entirely by writing, and probably all would get on better if they could have some personal treatment. At the present time the
number of doctors in different parts of the United States who understand the treatment of imperfect sight without glasses is
altogether too few, and my efforts to interest them in the matter have not been very successful. I would consider it a privilege to
treat medical men without a fee, and when cured they will be able to assist me in the treatment of patients in their various
localities.
BETTER EYESIGHT
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO THE PREVENTION AND CURE OF IMPERFECT SIGHT WITHOUT GLASSES
November, 1919
THE MEMORY CURE

When the sight is perfect, the memory is also perfect, because the mind is perfectly relaxed. Therefore the sight may be
improved by any method that improves the memory. The easiest thing to remember is a small black spot of no particular size and
form; but when the sight is imperfect it will be found impossible to remember it with the eyes open and looking at letters, or other
objects with definite outlines. It may, however, be remembered for a few seconds or longer, when the eyes are closed and covered,
or when looking at a blank surface where there is nothing particular to see. By cultivating the memory under these favorable
conditions, it gradually becomes possible to retain it under unfavorable ones, that is, when the eyes are open and the mind
conscious of the impressions of sight. By alternately remembering the period with the eyes closed and covered and then looking at
the Snellen test card, or other letters or objects; or by remembering it when looking away from the card where there is nothing
particular to see, and then looking back; the patient becomes able, in a longer or shorter time, to retain the memory when looking
at the card, and thus becomes able to read the letters with normal vision. Many children have been cured very quickly by this
method. Adults who have worn glasses have greater difficulty. Even under favorable conditions, the period cannot be remembered
for more than a few seconds, unless one shifts from one part of it to another. One can also shift from one period, or other small
black object, to another.
REASON AND AUTHORITY
This article describes how eye doctors fought against Dr. Bates, tried to hide the
Bates Method from the public so they could continue selling eyeglasses, surgery, drugs.

Some one—perhaps it was Bacon—has said: "You cannot by reasoning correct a man of ill opinion which by reasoning, he never
acquired." He might have gone a step farther and stated that neither by reasoning, nor by actual demonstration of the facts, can
you convince some people that an opinion which they have accepted on authority is wrong. A man whose name I do not care to
mention, a professor of ophthalmology, and a writer of books well known in this country and in Europe, saw me perform an
experiment upon the eye of a rabbit which, according to others who had witnessed it, demonstrated beyond any possibility of error
that the lens is not a factor in accommodation. At each step of the operation he testified to the facts; yet at the conclusion he
preferred to discredit the evidence of his senses rather than accept the only conclusion that these facts admitted.
First he examined the eye of the animal to be experimented upon with the retinoscope and found it normal, and the fact was
written down. Then the eye was stimulated with electricity, and he testified that it accommodated. This was also written down. I
now divided the superior oblique muscle, and the eye was again stimulated with electricity. The doctor observed the eye with the
retinoscope when this was being done and said, "You failed to produce accommodation." This fact, too, was written down. The
doctor now used the electrode himself, but again failed to observe accommodation, and these facts were written down. I now
sewed the cut ends of the muscle together, and once more stimulated the eye with electricity. The doctor said, "Now you have
succeeded in producing accommodation," and this was written down. I now asked:
"Do you think that superior oblique had anything to do with producing accommodation?"
"Certainly not," he replied.
"Why?" I asked.
"Well," he said, "I have only the testimony of the retinoscope. I am getting on in years, and I don't feel that confidence in my
ability to use the retinoscope that I once had. I would rather you wouldn't quote me on this."
While the operation was in progress, however, he gave no indication whatever of doubting his ability to use the retinoscope. He
was very positive, in fact, that I had failed to produce accommodation after the cutting of the oblique muscle and his tone
suggested that he considered the failure ignominious. It was only after he found himself in a logical trap, with no way out except by
discrediting his own observations, that he appeared to have any doubts as to their value.
Patients whom I have cured of various errors of refraction have frequently returned to specialists who had prescribed glasses for
them, and, by reading fine print and the Snellen test card with normal vision, have demonstrated the fact that they were cured,
without in any way shaking the faith of these practitioners in the doctrine that such cures are impossible. A girl of sixteen who had
progressive myopia of such high degree that she was not allowed to read, and was unable to go about on the streets without a
guide, was assured by the specialist whom her family consulted that her condition was quite hopeless, and that it was likely to

progress until it ended in blindness. She was cured in a very short time by means of the methods advocated in this magazine,
becoming able to discard her glasses and resume all the ordinary activities of life. She then returned to the specialist who had
condemned her to blindness to tell him the good news; but, while he was unable to deny the fact that her vision was normal
without glasses, he said it was impossible that she would have been cured of myopia, because myopia was incurable. How he
reconciled this statement with his former patient's condition he was unable to make clear to her.
A lady with compound myopic astigmatism1 suffered from almost constant headaches which were very much worse when she
took her glasses off. Every week, no matter what she did, she was so prostrated by eyestrain that she had to spend a few days in
bed; and if she went to a theatre, or to a social function, she had to stay there longer. She was told to take off her glasses and go
to the movies: to look first at the corner of the screen, then off to the dark, then back to the screen a little nearer to the center,
and so forth. She did so, and soon became able to look directly at the pictures without discomfort. After that nothing troubled her.
One day she called on her former ophthalmological adviser, in the company of a friend who wanted to have her glasses changed,
and told him of her cure. The facts seemed to make no impression on him whatever. He only laughed and said, "I guess Dr. Bates
is more popular with you than I am."
In some cases patients themselves, after they are cured, allow themselves to be convinced that it was impossible that such a
thing could have happened, and go back to their glasses. A clergyman and writer, aged forty-seven, who had worn glasses for
years for distance and reading, had what I should have considered the good fortune to be very quickly cured. By the aid of his
imagination he was able to relax in less than five minutes, and to stay relaxed. When he looked at fine print it appeared grey to
him, and he could not read it. I asked him if he had ever seen printer's ink. He replied, of course, that he had. I then told him that
the paragraph of printed matter which he held in his hand was printed in printer's ink, and that it was black and not grey. I asked
him if he did not know and believe that it was black, or if he could not at least imagine that it was black. "Yes," he said, "I can do
that"; and immediately he read the print. It took him only about a minute to do this, and he was not more than five minutes in the
office. The cure was permanent, and he was very grateful-for a time. Then he began to talk to eye specialists whom he knew, and
thereupon grew skeptical as to the value of what I had done for him. One day I met him at the home of a mutual friend, and in the
presence of a number of other people he accused me of having hypnotized him, adding that to hypnotize a patient without his
knowledge or consent was to do him a grievous wrong. Some of the listeners protested that whether I had hypnotized him or not, I
had not only done him no harm, but had greatly benefited him, and he ought to forgive me. He was unable, however, to take this
view of the matter. Later he called on a prominent eye specialist who told him that the presbyopia (old sight) and astigmatism from
which he had suffered were incurable, and that if he persisted in going without his glasses he might do himself great harm. The fact
that his sight was perfect for the distance and the near-point had no effect upon the specialist and the patient allowed himself to be
frightened into disregarding it also. He went back to his glasses, and so far as I know has been wearing them ever since. The story
obtained wide publicity, for the man had a large circle of friends and acquaintances; and if I had destroyed his sight I could scarcely
have suffered more than I did for curing him.
Other Doctors try to hide Dr. Bates discoveries from the public. Doctors expel Dr. Bates from the Hospital he worked at after Dr.
Bates cures patients without glasses, surgery, drugs and proves the facts of Natural Vision Improvement.
Fifteen or twenty years ago the specialist mentioned in the foregoing story read a paper on cataract at a meeting of the
ophthalmological section of the American Medical Association in Atlantic City, and asserted that anyone who said that cataract could
be cured without the knife was a quack. At that time I was assistant surgeon at the New York Eye and Ear Infirmary, and it
happened that I had been collecting statistics of the spontaneous cure of cataract at the request of the executive surgeon of this
institution, Dr. Henry G. Noyes, Professor of Ophthalmology at the Bellevue Hospital Medical School. As a result of my inquiry I had
secured records of a large number of cases which had recovered, not only without the knife, but without any treatment at all. I also
had records of cases which I had sent to Dr. James E. Kelly of New York and which he had cured, largely by hygienic methods. Dr.
Kelly is not a quack, and at that time was Professor of Anatomy in the New York Post Graduate Medical School and Hospital and
attending surgeon to a large city hospital. In the five minutes allotted to those who wished to discuss the paper, I was able to tell
the audience enough about these cases to make them want to hear more. My time was, therefore, extended, first to half an hour
and then to an hour. Later both Dr. Kelly and myself received many letters from men in different parts of the country who had tried
his treatment with success. The man who wrote the paper had blundered, but he did not lose any prestige because of my attack
with facts upon his theories. He is still a prominent and honored ophthalmologist and in his latest book he gives no hint of having
ever heard of any successful method of treating cataract other than by operation. He was not convinced by my record of
spontaneous cures, nor by Dr. Kelly's record of cures by treatment; and while a few men were sufficiently impressed to try the
treatment recommended, and while they obtained satisfactory results, the facts made no impression upon the profession as a
whole, and did not modify the teaching of the schools. That spontaneous cures of cataract do sometimes occur cannot be denied;
but they are supposed to be very rare, and any one who suggests that the condition can be cured by treatment still exposes himself
to the suspicion of being a quack.
Between 1886 and 1891 I was a lecturer at the Post Graduate Hospital and Medical School. The head of the institution was Dr.
D. B. St. John Roosa. He was the author of many books, and was honored and respected by the whole medical profession. At the
school they had got the habit of putting glasses on the nearsighted doctors, and I had got the habit of curing them without glasses.
It was naturally annoying to a man who had put glasses on a student to have him appear at a lecture without them and say that
Dr. Bates had cured him. Dr. Roosa found it particularly annoying, and the trouble reached a climax one evening at the annual
banquet of the faculty when, in the presence of one hundred and fifty doctors, he suddenly poured out the vials of his wrath upon
my head. He said that I was injuring the reputation of the Post Graduate by claiming to cure myopia. Every one knew that Donders
said it was incurable, and I had no right to claim that I knew more than Donders. I reminded him that some of the men I had cured
had been fitted with glasses by himself. He replied that if he had said they had myopia he had made a mistake. I suggested further
investigation. "Fit some more doctors with glasses for myopia," I said, "and I will cure them. It is easy for you to examine them
afterwards and see if the cure is genuine." This method did not appeal to him, however. He repeated that it was impossible to cure
myopia, and to prove that it was impossible he expelled me from the Post Graduate, even the privilege of resignation
being denied to me. The fact is that, except in rare cases, man is not a reasoning being. He is dominated by authority, and when
the facts are not in accord with the view imposed by authority, so much the worse for the facts. They may and indeed must win in

the long run; but in the meantime the world gropes needlessly in darkness and endures much suffering that might have been
avoided.
THE EFFECT OF LIGHT UPON THE EYES

Although the eyes were made to react to the light, a very general fear of the effect of this element upon the organs of vision is
entertained both by the medical profession and by the laity. Extraordinary precautions are taken in our homes, offices and schools
to temper the light, whether natural or artificial, and to insure that it shall not shine directly into the eyes; smoked and amber
glasses, eye-shades, broad-brimmed hats and parasols are commonly used to protect the organs of vision from what is considered
an excess of light; and when actual disease is present, it is no uncommon thing for patients to be kept for weeks, months and years
in dark rooms, or with bandages over their eyes.
The evidence on which this universal fear of the light has been based is of the slightest. In the voluminous literature of the
subject one finds such a lack of information that, in 1910, Dr. J. Herbert Parsons of the Royal Ophthalmic Hospital of London,
addressing a meeting of the Ophthalmological Section of the American Medical Association, felt justified in saying that
ophthalmologists, if they were honest with themselves, "must confess to a lamentable ignorance of the conditions which render
bright light injurious to the eyes."2 Since then, Verhoeff and Bell have reported3 an exhaustive series of experiments carried on at
the Pathological Laboratory of the Massachusetts Charitable Eye and Ear Infirmary, which indicate that the danger of injury to the
eye from light radiation as such has been "very greatly exaggerated." That brilliant sources of light sometimes produce unpleasant
temporary symptoms cannot, of course, be denied; but as regards definite pathological effects, or permanent impairment of vision
from exposure to light alone, Drs. Verhoeff and Bell were unable to find, either clinically or experimentally, anything of a positive
nature.
The results of these experiments are in complete accord with my own observations as to the effect of strong light upon the eyes.
In my experience such light has never been permanently injurious. Persons with normal sight have been able to look at the sun for
an indefinite length of time, even an hour or longer, without any discomfort or loss of vision. Immediately afterward they were able
to read the Snellen test card with improved vision, their sight having become better than what is ordinarily considered normal.
Some persons with normal sight do suffer discomfort and loss of vision when they look at the sun; but in such cases the retinoscope
always indicates an error of refraction, showing that this condition is due, not to the light, but to strain. In exceptional cases
persons with defective sight have been able to look at the sun, or have thought that they have looked at it, without discomfort and
without loss of vision; but, as a rule, the strain in such eyes is enormously increased and the vision decidedly lowered by sungazing, as manifested by inability to read the Snellen test card. Blind areas (scotomata) may develop in various parts of the
field—two or three or more. The sun, instead of appearing perfectly white, may appear to be slate-colored, yellow, red, blue, or
even totally black. After looking away from the sun, patches of color of various kinds and sizes may be seen, continuing a variable
length of time, from a few seconds to a few minutes, hours, or even months. In fact, one patient was troubled in this way for a
year or more after looking at the sun for a few seconds. Even total blindness lasting a few hours has been produced. Organic
changes may also be produced. Inflammation, redness of the conjunctiva, cloudiness of the lens and of the aqueous and viterous
humours, congestion and cloudiness of the retina, optic nerve and choroid, have all resulted from sun-gazing. These effects,
however, are always temporary. The scotomata, the strange colors, even the total blindness, as explained in the preceding
chapter, are only mental illusions. No matter how much the sight may have been impaired by sun-gazing, or how long the
impairment may have lasted, a return to normal has always occurred; while prompt relief of all the symptoms mentioned has
always followed the relief of eyestrain, showing that the conditions are the result, not of the light, but of the strain. Some persons
who have believed their eyes to have been permanently injured by the sun have been promptly cured by central
fixation, indicating that their blindness had been simply functional.
By persistence in looking at the sun, a person with normal sight soon becomes able to do so without any loss of vision; but
persons with imperfect sight usually find it impossible to accustom themselves to such a strong light until their vision has been
improved by other means. One has to be very careful in recommending sun-gazing to persons with imperfect sight;
because, although no permanent harm can result from it, great temporary discomfort may be produced, with no
permanent benefit. In some rare cases, however, complete cures have been effected by this means alone.
Diet must also be healthy. No prescription, non-prescription drugs, including sinus sprays, cough/cold medicines...
In one of these cases the sensitiveness of the patient, even to ordinary daylight, was so great that an eminent specialist had felt
justified in putting a black bandage over one eye and covering the other with a smoked glass so dark as to be nearly opaque. She
was kept in this condition of almost total blindness for two years without any improvement. Other treatment extending over some
months also failed to produce satisfactory results. She was then advised to look directly at the sun. The immediate result was total
blindness, which lasted several hours; but next day the vision was not only restored to its former condition, but was improved. The
sun-gazing was repeated, and each time the blindness lasted for a shorter period. At the end of a week the patient was able to look
directly at the sun without discomfort, and her vision, which had been 20/200 without glasses and 20/70 with them, had improved
to 20/10, twice the accepted standard for normal vision.
Like the sun, a strong electric light may also lower the vision temporarily, but never does any permanent harm. In those
exceptional cases in which the patient can become accustomed to the light, it is beneficial. After looking at a strong electric light
some patients have been able to read the Snellen test card better.
It is not light but darkness that is dangerous to the eye. Prolonged exclusion from the light always lowers the vision, and may
produce serious inflammatory conditions. Among young children living in tenements this is a somewhat frequent cause of ulcers
upon the cornea, which ultimately destroy the sight. The children, finding their eyes sensitive to light, bury them in the pillows and
thus shut out the light entirely. The universal fear of reading or doing fine work in a dim light is, however, unfounded.
So long as the light is sufficient so that one can see without discomfort, this practice is not only harmless, but may
be beneficial.
Sudden contrasts of light are supposed to be particularly harmful to the eye. The theory on which this idea is based is summed

up as follows by Fletcher B. Dresslar, specialist in school-hygiene and sanitation of the United States Bureau of Education:
"The muscles of the iris are automatic in their movements, but rather slow. Sudden strong light and weak illumination are painful
and likewise harmful to the retina. For example, if the eye adjusted to a dim light is suddenly turned toward a brilliantly lighted
object, the retina will receive too much light, and will be shocked before the muscles controlling the iris can react to shut out the
superabundance of light. If contrasts are not strong, but are frequently made, that is, if the eye is called upon to function where
frequent adjustments in this way are necessary, the muscles controlling the iris become fatigued, respond more slowly and less
perfectly. As a result, eyestrain in the ciliary muscles is produced and the retina is over stimulated. This is one cause of headaches
and tired eyes."4 There is no evidence whatever to support these statements. Sudden fluctuations of light undoubtedly cause
discomfort to many persons, but far from being injurious, I have found them, in all cases observed, to be actually beneficial. The
pupil of the normal eye, when it has normal sight, does not change appreciably under the influence of changes of illumination; and
persons with normal vision are not inconvenienced by such changes. I have seen a patient look directly at the sun after coming
from an imperfectly lighted room, and then, returning to the room, immediately pick up a newspaper and read it. When the eye has
imperfect sight, the pupil usually contracts in the light and expands in the dark, but it has been observed to contract to the size of a
pinhole in the dark. Whether the contraction takes place under the influence of light or of darkness, the cause is the same, namely,
strain. Persons with imperfect sight suffer great inconvenience, resulting in lowered vision, from changes in the intensity of the
light; but the lowered vision is always temporary, and if the eye is persistently exposed to these conditions, the sight is benefited.
Such practices as reading alternately in a bright and a dim light, or going from a dark room to a well-lighted one, and vice versa,
are to be recommended. Even such rapid and violent fluctuations of light as those involved in the production of the moving picture
are, in the long run, beneficial to all eyes. I always advise patients under treatment for the cure of defective vision to go to the
movies frequently and practice central fixation. They soon become accustomed to the flickering light, and afterward other lights and
reflections cause less annoyance.
In later years Dr. Bates advises closed eyes sunning.
TWO POINTS OF VIEW

Being anxious to know what my colleagues think of BETTER EYESIGHT, I lately sent notes to a number of them asking for their
opinion. The following replies were so interesting that I think the readers of the magazine have a right to see them.
Dear Doctor:
As long as you ask for my opinion of your new magazine entitled BETTER EYESIGHT, permit me to give it to you in all frankness. It
is what we call in the vernacular, "PUNK."
Meaning no personal offense, I am,
Your colleague.
Dear Doctor
Your little note received this morning and am glad to have the opportunity to tell you what I think of BETTER EYESIGHT.
It is all that you claim for it, and I am always glad to receive it, as I know that I am going to get something beneficial for myself
as well as something for the good of my patients.
If the medical bigots had BETTER EYESIGHT on their desks, and would put into practice what you give in each number, it would be
a great blessing to the people who are putting eye crutches on their eyes. I first tried central fixation on myself and had marvelous
results. I threw away my glasses and can now see better than I have ever done. I read very fine type (smaller than newspaper
type) at a distance of six inches from the eyes, and can run it out at full arm's length and still read it without blurring the type.
I have instructed some of my patients in your methods, and all are getting results. One case who has a partial cataract of the left
eye could not see anything on the Snellen test card at twenty feet, and could see the letters only faintly at ten feet. Now she can
read 20/10 with both eyes together and also with each eye separately, but the left eye seems, as she says, to be looking through a
little fog. I could cite many other cases that have been benefited by central fixation, but this one is the most interesting to me.
Kindly send me more of the subscription slips, as I want to hand them out to my patients.
Yours very truly,
November, 1919
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A condition in which the eye is shortsighted in all meridians, but more so in one than in the others.
Jour. Am. Med. Assn., Dec. 10, 1910, p. 2028.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sciences, July, 1916, vol. 51, No. 13.
School Hygiene, Brief Course Series in Education, edited by Paul Monroe, Ph.D., 1916, pp. 235-236.
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THE IMAGINATION CURE

When the imagination is perfect the mind is always perfectly relaxed, and as it is impossible to relax and imagine a letter
perfectly, and at the same time strain and see it imperfectly, it follows that when one imagines that one sees a letter perfectly one
actually does see it, as demonstrated by the retinoscope, no matter how great an error of refraction the eye may previously have
had. The sight, therefore, may often be improved very quickly by the aid of the imagination. To use this method the patient may
proceed as follows:
Look at a letter at the distance at which it is seen best. Close and cover the eyes so as to exclude all the light, and remember it.
Do this alternately until the memory is nearly equal to the sight. Next, after remembering the letter with the eyes closed and
covered, and while still holding the mental picture of it, look at a blank surface a foot or more to the side of it, at the distance at
which you wish to see it. Again close and cover the eyes and remember the letter, and on opening them look a little nearer to it.
Gradually reduce the distance between the point of fixation and the letter, until able to look directly at it and imagine it as well as it
is remembered with the eyes closed and covered. The letter will then be seen perfectly, and other letters in its neighborhood will
come out. If unable to remember the whole letter, you may be able to imagine a black period as forming part of it. If
you can do this, the letter will also be seen perfectly.
Imagine the letter is composed of many black periods and shift from period to period (part to part) on the letter.
THE MENACE OF LARGE PRINT

If you look at the big "C" on the Snellen test card (or any other large letter of the same size) at ten, fifteen, or twenty feet, and
try to see it all alike, you may note a feeling of strain and the letter may not appear perfectly black and distinct. If you now look at
only one part of the letter, and see the rest of it worse, you will note that the part seen best appears blacker than the whole letter
when seen all alike, and you may also note a relief of strain. If you look at the small "c" on the bottom line of the test card, you
may be able to note that it seems blacker than the big "C." If not, imagine it as forming part of the area of the big "C." If you are
able to see this part blacker than the rest of the letter, the imagined letter will, of course, appear blacker also. If your sight is
normal, you may now go a step further and note that when you look at one part of the small "c" this part looks blacker than the
whole letter, and that it is easier to see the letter in this way than to see it all alike.
If you look at a line of the smaller letters that you can read readily, and try to see them all alike-all equally black and equally
distinct in outline-you will probably find it to be impossible, and the effort will produce discomfort and, perhaps, pain. You may,
however, succeed in seeing two or more of them alike. This, too, may cause much discomfort, and if continued long enough, will
produce pain. If you now look at only the first letter of the line, seeing the adjoining ones worse, the strain will at once be relieved,
and the letter will appear blacker and more distinct than when it was seen equally well with the others.
If your sight is normal at the near-point, you can repeat these experiments with a letter seen at this point, with the same results.
A number of letters seen equally well at one time will appear less black and less distinct than a single letter seen best, and a large
letter will seem less black and distinct than a small one; while in the case of both the large letter and the several letters seen all
alike, a feeling of strain may be produced in the eye. You may also be able to note that the reading of very fine print, when it can
be done perfectly, is markedly restful to the eye.
The smaller the point of maximum vision, in short, the better the sight, and the less the strain upon the eye. This fact can
usually be demonstrated in a few minutes by any one whose sight is not markedly imperfect; and in view of some of our
educational methods, is very interesting and instructive.
Probably every man who has written a book upon the eye for the last hundred years has issued a warning against fine print in
school books, and recommended particularly large print for small children. This advice has been followed so assiduously that one
could probably not find a lesson book for small children anywhere printed in ordinary reading type, while alphabets are often
printed in characters one and two inches high. The British Association for the Advancement of Science does not wish to see children
read books at all before they are seven years old, and would conduct their education previous to that age by means of large printed
wall-sheets, blackboards, pictures, and oral teaching. If they must read, however, it wants them to have 24- and 30-point type, with
capitals about a quarter of an inch in height. This is carefully graded down, a size smaller each year, until at the age of twelve the
children are permitted to have the same kind of type as their elders. Bijou editions of Bible, prayer-book and hymnals are forbidden,
however, to children of all ages.1
In the London myope classes, which have become the model for many others of the same kind, books are eliminated entirely,
and only the older children are allowed to print their lessons in one- and two-inch types.2
Yet it has just been shown that large print is a strain upon the eyes, while the retinoscope demonstrates that a strain to see at
the near-point always produces hypermetropia3 (commonly but erroneously called "farsight"). We should naturally expect,
therefore, to find hypermetropia very common among small children, and it is. Of children eight and a half years old in the public
schools of Philadelphia, Risley4 found that more than eighty-eight per cent were hypermetropic, and similar figures may be found in
all statistics of the subject. The percentage declines as the children become older, but hypermetropia, or hypermetropic
astigmatism, remains at all ages the most common of all errors of refraction. Hypermetropia is, in fact, a much more serious
problem than myopia, or nearsight. Yet we have heard very little about it, for the specialists have concluded, from its prevalence
and its tendency to pass away or become less pronounced with the growth of the body, that it is the normal state of the immature
human eye and therefore beyond the reach of preventive measures. It is true that many young children are not hypermetropic, but

this fact is easily disposed of by the theory that the ciliary muscle alters the shape of the lens in such cases sufficiently to
compensate for the shortness of the eyeball.
The baselessness of this theory, as well as the relation of large print to the production of hypermetropia, may be demonstrated
by the fact that the condition can be relieved, and has been relieved in numerous cases, by the reading of fine print, combined with
rest of the eyes. A child of eight was cured in a few visits by this means. Yet according to the British Association she should not, at
this age, have been allowed to read any type larger than 12-point, with capitals more than an eighth of an inch in height. Many
grown people have been cured of hypermetropia in the same way, and in all forms of functional imperfect sight the reading of fine
print, when it can be done with comfort, has been found to be a benefit to the eyes. Even straining to see fine print is sometimes a
benefit in myopia. Large letters are not a strain if central fixation, shifting are applied. Avoid diffusion, eccentric fixation.
SHIFTING AND SWINGING
Correct Appearance of Oppositional Movement

When the eye with normal vision regards a letter either at the near-point or at the distance, the letter may appear to pulsate, or
move in various directions, from side to side, up and down, or obliquely. When it looks from one letter to another on the Snellen
test card, or from one side of a letter to another, not only the letters, but the whole line of letters and the whole card, may appear
to move from side to side. This apparent movement is due to the shifting of the eye, and is always in a direction contrary to its
movement. If one looks at the top of a letter, the letter is below the line of vision, and therefore appears to move downward. If one
looks at the bottom, the letter is above the line of vision and appears to move upward. If one looks to the left of the letter, it is to
the right of the line of vision and appears to move to the right. If one looks to the right, it is to the left of the line of vision and
appears to move to the left.
Persons with normal vision are rarely conscious of this illusion, and may have difficulty in demonstrating it; but in every case that
has come under my observation they have always become able, in a longer or shorter time, to do so. When the sight is imperfect
the letters may remain stationary, or even move in the same direction as the eye.
It is impossible for the eye to fix a point longer than a fraction of a second. If it tries to do so, it begins to strain and the vision is
lowered. This can readily be demonstrated by trying to hold one part of a letter for an appreciable length of time. No matter how
good the sight, it will begin to blur, or even disappear, very quickly, and sometimes the effort to hold it will produce pain. In the
case of a few exceptional people a point may appear to be held for a considerable length of time; the subjects themselves may
think that they are holding it; but this is only because the eye shifts unconsciously, the movements being so rapid that objects seem
to be seen all alike simultaneously.
The shifting of the eye with normal vision is usually not conspicuous, but by direct examination with the opthalmoscope5 it can
always be demonstrated. If one eye is examined with this instrument while the other is regarding a small area straight ahead, the
eye being examined, which follows the movements of the other, is seen to move in various directions, from side to side, up and
down, in an orbit which is usually variable. If the vision is normal, these movements are extremely rapid and unaccompanied by any
appearance of effort. The shifting of the eye with imperfect sight, on the contrary, is slower, its excursions are wider, and -the
movements are jerky and made with apparent effort.
It can also be demonstrated that the eye is capable of shifting with a rapidity which the ophthalmoscope cannot
measure. (Saccadic movements) The normal eye can read fourteen letters on the bottom line of a Snellen test card, at a distance
of ten or fifteen feet, in a dim light, so rapidly that they seem to be seen all at once. Yet it can be demonstrated that in order to
recognize the letters under these conditions it is necessary to make about four shifts to each letter. At the near-point, even though
one part of the letter is seen best, the rest may be seen well enough to be recognized; but at the distance it is impossible to
recognize the letters unless one shifts from the top to the bottom and from side to side. One must also shift from one letter to
another, making about seventy shifts in a fraction of a second.
A line of small letters on the Snellen test card may be less than a foot long by a quarter of an inch in height; and if it requires
seventy shifts to a fraction of a second to see it apparently all at once, it must require many thousands to see an area of the size of
the screen of a moving picture with all its detail of people, animals, houses, or trees, while to see sixteen such areas to a second, as
is done in viewing moving pictures, must require a rapidity of shifting that can scarcely be realized. Yet it is admitted that the
present rate of taking and projecting moving pictures is too slow. The results would be more satisfactory, authorities say, if the rate
were raised to twenty, twenty-two or twenty-four a second. The human eye and mind are not only capable of this rapidity of action,
and that without effort or strain, but it is only when the eye is able to shift thus rapidly that eye and mind are at rest, and the
efficiency of both at their maximum. It is true that every motion of the eye produces an error of refraction; but when the movement
is short, this is very slight, and usually the shifts are so rapid that the error does not last long enough to be detected by the
retinoscope, its existence being demonstrable only by reducing the rapidity of the movements to less than four or five a second.
The period during which the eye is at rest is much longer than that during which an error of refraction is produced. Hence, when
the eye shifts normally no error of refraction is manifest. The more rapid the unconscious shifting of the eye, the better the vision;
but if one tries to be conscious of a too rapid shift, a strain will be produced.
Perfect sight is impossible without continual shifting, and such shifting is a striking illustration of the mental control necessary for
normal vision. It requires perfect mental control to think of thousands of things in a fraction of a second; and each point of fixation
has to be thought of separately, because it is impossible to think of two things, or of two parts of one thing, perfectly at the same
time. The eye with imperfect sight tries to accomplish the impossible by looking fixedly at one point for an appreciable length of
time; that is, by staring. When it looks at a strange letter and does not see it, it keeps on looking at it in an effort to see it better.
Such efforts always fail, and are an important factor in the production of imperfect sight.
+ One of the best methods of improving the sight, therefore, is to imitate consciously the unconscious shifting of
normal vision, and to realize the apparent motion produced by such shifting. Whether one has imperfect or normal

sight, conscious shifting and swinging are a great help and advantage to the eye; for not only may imperfect sight
be improved in this way, but normal sight may be improved also.
Detailed instructions for improving the sight by this method will be given in my forthcoming book, The Cure of Imperfect Sight by
Treatment without Glasses.
Rapid and tiny shifts, the eyes ability to shift many times per fraction of a second are called Saccadic eye movements, vibrations.
The eye produces many different movements, high frequency…
OPTIMUMS AND PESSIMUMS

In nearly all cases of imperfect sight due to errors of refraction there is some object, or objects, which can be regarded with
normal vision. Such objects I have called optimums. On the other hand, there are some objects which persons with normal eyes
and ordinarily normal sight always see imperfectly, an error of refraction being produced when they are regarded, as demonstrated
by the retinoscope. Such objects I have called pessimums. An object becomes an optimum, or a pessimum, according to the effect
it produces upon the mind, and in some cases this effect is easily accounted for.
For many children their mother's face is an optimum, and the face of a stranger a pessimum. A dressmaker was always able to
thread a No. 10 needle with a fine thread of silk without glasses, although she had to put on glasses to sew on buttons, because
she could not see the holes. She was a teacher of dressmaking, and thought the children stupid because they could not tell the
difference between two different shades of black. She could match colors without comparing the samples. Yet she could not see a
black line in a photographic copy of the Bible which was no finer than a thread of silk, and she could not remember a black period.
An employee in a cooperage factory, who had been engaged for years in picking out defective barrels as they went rapidly past him
on an inclined plane, was able to continue his work after his sight for most other objects had become very defective, while persons
with much better sight for the Snellen test card were unable to detect the defective barrels. The familiarity of these various objects
made it possible for the subjects to look at them without strain—that is, without trying to seem them. Therefore the barrels were to
the cooper optimums; while the needle's eye and the colors of silk and fabrics were optimums to the dressmaker. Unfamiliar
objects, on the contrary, are always pessimums.
In other cases there is no accounting for the idiosyncracy of the mind which makes one object a pessimum and another an
optimum. It is also impossible to account for the fact that an object may be an optimum for one eye and not for the other, or an
optimum at one time and at one distance and not at others. Among these unaccountable optimums one often finds a particular
letter on the Snellen test card. One patient, for instance, was able to see the letter K on the forty, fifteen and ten lines, but could
see none of the other letters on these lines, although most patients would see some of them, on account of the simplicity of their
outlines, better than they would such a letter as K.
Pessimums may be as curious and unaccountable as optimums. The letter V is so simple in its outlines that many people can see
it when they cannot see others on the same line. Yet some people are unable to distinguish it at any distance, although able to read
other letters in the same word, or on the same line of the Snellen test card. Some people again will not only be unable to recognize
the letter V in a word, but also to read any word that contains it, the pessimum lowering their sight not only for itself but for other
objects. Some letters, or objects, become pessimums only in particular situations. A letter, for instance, may be a pessimum when
located at the end, or at the beginning of a line, or sentence, and not in other places. When the attention of the patient is called to
the fact that a letter seen in one location ought logically to be seen equally well in others, the letter often ceases to be a pessimum
in any situation.
A pessimum, like an optimum, may be lost and later become manifest. It may vary according to the light and distance. An object
which is a pessimum in a moderate light may not be so when the light is increased or diminished. A pessimum at twenty feet may
not be one at two feet, or thirty feet, and an object which is a pessimum when directly regarded may be seen with normal vision in
the eccentric field—that is, when not directly regarded.
For most people the Snellen test card is a pessimum. If you can see the Snellen test card with normal vision, you can see almost
anything else in the world. Patients who cannot see the letters on the Snellen test card can often see other objects of the same size
and at the same distance with normal sight. When letters which are seen imperfectly, or even letters which cannot be seen at all, or
which the patient is not conscious of seeing, are regarded, the error of refraction is increased. The patient may regard a blank white
card without any error of refraction; but if he regards the lower part of a Snellen test card, which appears to him to be just as blank
as the blank card, an error of refraction can always be demonstrated, and if the visible letters of the card are covered the result is
the same. The pessimum may, in short, be letters or objects which the patient is not conscious of seeing. This phenomenon is very
common. When the card is seen in the eccentric field it may have the effect of lowering the vision for the point directly regarded.
For instance, a patient may regard an area of green wall-paper at the distance, and see the color as well as at the near-point; but if
a Snellen test card on which the letters are either seen imperfectly, or not seen at all, is placed in the neighborhood of the area
being regarded, the retinoscope may indicate an error of refraction. When the vision improves, the number of letters on the card
which are pessimums diminishes and the number of optimums increases, until the whole card becomes an optimum.
A pessimum, like an optimum, is a manifestation of the mind. It is something associated with a strain to see, just as an optimum
is something which has no such association. It is not caused by the error of refraction, but always produces an error of refraction;
and when the strain has been relieved it ceases to be a pessimum and becomes an optimum.
HOME TREATMENT

It is not always possible for patients to go to a competent physician for relief. As the method of treating eye defects presented in
this magazine is new, it may be impossible to find a physician in the neighborhood who understands it; and the patient may not be
able to afford the expense of a long journey, or to take the time for treatment away from home. To such persons I wish to say that
it is possible for a large number of people to be cured of defective eyesight without the aid either of a physician or of anyone else.

They can cure themselves, and for this purpose it is not necessary that they should understand all that has been written in this
magazine, or anywhere else. All that is necessary is to follow a few simple directions.
Place a Snellen test card on the wall at a distance of ten, fourteen, or twenty feet, and devote half a minute a day, or longer, to
reading the smallest letters you can see, with each eye separately, covering the other with the palm of the hand in such a way as to
avoid touching the eyeball.
Keep a record of the progress made, with the dates. The simplest way to do this is by the method used by oculists, who record
the vision in the form of a fraction, with the distance at which the letter is read as the numerator and the distance at which it ought
to be read as the denominator. As already explained, the figures above the lines of letters on the test card indicate the distance at
which these letters should be read by persons with normal eyesight. Thus a vision of 10/200 would mean that the big C, which
ought to be read at 200 feet, cannot be seen at a greater distance than ten feet. A vision of 20/10 would mean that the ten line,
which the normal eye is not ordinarily expected to read at a greater distance than ten feet, is seen at double that distance. This is a
standard commonly attained by persons who have practiced my methods.
Children under twelve years who have not worn glasses are usually cured of defective eyesight by the above method in three
months, six months, or a year. Adults who have never worn glasses are benefited in a very short time—a week or two—and if the
trouble is not very bad, may be cured in the course of from three to six months. Children or adults who have worn glasses,
however, are more difficult to relieve, and will usually have to practice the various methods of gaining relaxation which have been
presented from month to month in this magazine and will be described in more detail in my forthcoming book, The Cure of
Imperfect Sight by Treatment without Glasses.
It is absolutely necessary that the glasses be discarded. No half-way measures can be tolerated, if a cure is
desired. Do not attempt to wear weaker glasses, and do not wear glasses for emergencies. Persons who are unable
to do without glasses are not likely to be able to cure themselves.
Modern Natural Vision Improvement teachers state that reduced, weaker eyeglass lenses can be worn, but only when necessary.
In later years Dr. Bates stated glasses can be worn if absolutely essential but, glasses will slow vision improvement.
Children and adults who have worn glasses will have to devote an hour or longer every day to practice with the test card and the
balance of their time to practice on other objects. It will be well for such patients to have two test cards, one to be used at the
near-point, where it can be seen best, and the other at ten or twenty feet. The patient will find it a great help to
shift from the near card to the distant one, as the unconscious memory of the letters seen at the near-point helps to
bring out those seen at the distance. (Switching close and far. Shift on the E on the close card. Switch to the distant card.
Shift on the E on that card. Then back to the close card. Repeat. Remember, imagine the E clear.)
If the patient can secure the aid of some person with normal sight, it will be a great advantage. In fact, persons whose cases are
obstinate will find it very difficult, if not impossible, to cure themselves without the aid of a teacher. The teacher, if he is to benefit
the patient, must himself be able to derive benefit from the various methods recommended. If his vision is 10/10, he must be able
to improve it to 20/10, or more. If he can read fine print at twelve inches, he must become able to read it at six, or at three inches.
He must also have sufficient control over his visual memory to relieve and prevent pain.
Parents who wish to preserve and improve the eyesight of their children should encourage them to read the Snellen test card
every day. There should, in fact, be a Snellen test card in every family; for when properly used it always prevents myopia and other
errors of refraction, always improves the vision, even when this is already normal, and always benefits functional nervous troubles.
Parents should improve their own eyesight to normal, so that their children may not imitate wrong methods of using the eyes and
will not be subject to the influence of an atmosphere of strain.
December, 1919
1 - Report on the Influence of School Books upon Eyesight, second revised edition, 1913.
2 – Pollock: The Education of the Semi-Blind, Glasgow med. Jour., Dec, 1915.
3 – Bates: The cause of myopia, N.Y. Med. Jour., March 10, 1912.
4 – School hygiene, in System of Diseases of the Eye, edited by Norris and Oliver, vol. II, P. 353.
5 - An instrument for viewing the interior of the eye. When the optic nerve is observed with the ophthalmoscope, movements can be noted that are
not apparent when only the exterior of the eye is regarded.
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Floating Specks caused by Eyeglasses, Contacts, Laser Surgery, Sunglasses.
Eyeglasses, Contact lenses, Cornea Laser Surgery, Sunglasses, Staring cause Floating Specks by impairing natural
eye movement, shifting, central-fixation, creating strain, tension in the eyes, eye muscles, neck, visual system,
brain. Diet also affects the eyes health, function and can cause floaters.

Floaters, Floating Specks – Moving spots, lines, bubbles… in the visual field can appear in

many forms, colors. They move when the eye moves and move away from the central field of
vision. They are usually harmless.
Scientists state that floaters Muscae Volitantes, or Flying Flies are debris left in the eye from its
development, injury or toxins in the body which can be removed by fasting, cleansing diet,
improved liver, kidney health, avoiding: sugar, ingestion of chemicals, or chemicals in the air, on
the skin, artery clogging food.
Ophthalmologist Bates states that tension in the mind, staring, squinting, limited eye movement,
lack of central-fixation, eye muscle tension causes the appearance of floaters. Worrying about
them, looking for the floaters, trying to prevent them from appearing and moving causes staring,
eye muscle tension: the floaters then appear/stay in the visual field.
Dr Bates states that floating specks disappear when the mind, visual system, eye muscles, eyes
relax causing the eyes to move, ‘shift’ correct – Relaxed mind, eye muscles, eyes produce all sizes, types of eye movements
and it’s the tiny, small shifts (saccadic eye movements, vibrations) and central-fixation that occur with relaxation, normal
eye function that produce very clear vision, causes the floaters to disappear, stop moving around and the brain shuts them
off.
Shift point to point on a fine print letter or small part on a distant or close object: left and right, top and bottom,
diagonally… and notice the vision improves and floaters disappear. Clear vision removes floaters.
Practice shifting point to point on a fine print letter or tiny period with the eyes open. Then; imagine shifting on the letter
or period with the eyes open without looking at it, see it in the mind only. Blink, relax. Then: do this with the eyes closed
using the memory and imagination, then with eyes open again. Notice the eyes do tiny movements even when shifting on
the imaginary tiny object with the eyes open or closed. The floaters disappear.
Relaxed eye muscles, neck muscles, exercise, deep breathing improve blood/oxygen, nutrient, lymph flow, circulation to the
brain, eyes, allows the eyes to remove waste, return eye fluid, lymph flow to normal. This removes floaters.
All Correct Vision Habits: Shifting, Central-fixation, Blinking, Switching Practice… and other Bates Method Activities; Long
Swing, Rock, Sunlight, Deep Abdominal Breathing, good diet, avoiding processed sugar, aspartame, chemical exposure
removes floaters. Food that improves the circulation in body, eyes helps cleanse the eyes, improves eye health.
Many floaters, suddenly appearing, flashing lights are a different type of floater and a sign of detached retina or other
eye condition. See an Eye Doctor Immediately.
Migraine headaches can cause temporary flashing moving lights, patterns, blind spots in the visual field with or without the
headache. Sinus headache, pressure can cause floaters and disrupt eye movement, cause blurry vision.

See Better Eyesight Magazine for a variety of Articles on Floaters
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FLOATING SPECKS
A man returning from Europe was looking at some white clouds one day when floating
specks appeared before his eyes. He consulted the ship's doctor, who told him that the
symptom was very serious, and might be the forerunner of blindness. It might also
indicate incipient insanity, as well as other nervous or organic diseases. He advised him
to consult his family physician and an eye specialist as soon as he landed, which he did.
This was twenty-five years ago, but I shall never forget the terrible state of nervousness
and terror into which the patient had worked himself by the time he came to me. It was
even worse than that of the clergyman, who was always ready to admit that his fears
were unreasonable. I examined his eyes very carefully, and found them absolutely
normal. The vision was perfect both for the near-point and the distance. The color
perception, the fields and the tension were normal; and under a strong magnifying glass
I could find no opacities in the vitreous. In short, there were absolutely no symptoms of
any disease. I told the patient there was nothing wrong with his eyes, and I also showed
him an advertisement of a quack medicine in a newspaper which gave a great deal of
space to describing the dreadful things likely to follow the appearance of floating specks
before the eyes, unless you began betimes (in good time, early) to take the medicine in

question at one dollar a bottle. I pointed out that the advertisement, which was appearing in all the big newspapers
of the city every day, and probably in other cities, must have cost a lot of money, and must, therefore, be bringing
in a lot of money. Evidently there must be a great many people suffering from this symptom, and if it were as
serious as was generally believed, there would be a great many more blind and insane people in the community
than there were. The patient went away somewhat comforted, but at eleven o'clock—his first visit had been at
nine—he was back again. He still saw the floating specks, and was still worried about them. I examined his eyes
again as carefully as before, and again was able to assure him that there was nothing wrong with them. In the
afternoon I was not in my office, but I was told that he was there at three and at five. At seven he came again,
bringing with him his family physician, an old friend of mine. I said to the latter:
"Please make this patient stay at home. I have to charge him for his visits, because he is taking up so much of
my time; but it is a shame to take his money when there is nothing wrong with him."
What my friend said to him I don't know, but he did not come back again.
I did not know as much about muscae volitantes then as I know now, or I might have saved both of these
patients a great deal of uneasiness. I could tell them that their eyes were normal, but I did not know how to relieve
them of the symptom, which is simply an illusion resulting from mental strain. The specks are associated to a
considerable extent with markedly imperfect eyesight, because persons whose eyesight is imperfect always strain
to see; but persons whose eyesight is ordinarily normal may see them at times, because no eye has normal sight
all the time. Most people can see muscae volitantes when they look at the sun, or any uniformly bright surface, like
a sheet of white paper upon which the sun is shining. This is because most people strain when they look at
surfaces of this kind. The specks are never seen, in short, except when the eyes and mind are under a strain, and
they always disappear when the strain is relieved. If one can remember a small letter on the Snellen test card by
central-fixation, the specks will immediately disappear, or cease to move; but if one tries to remember two or more
letters equally well at one time, they will reappear and move. Usually the strain that causes muscae volitantes is
very easily relieved. See; April, 1925 and other issues;

Stories from the Clinic
NO. 76: CATARACT

By EMILY C. LIERMAN
MANY patients, after being cured of imperfect sight, go their way and we never see them again. However, many come back, even
after a period of five years or more, to report, or to show their gratitude. If a patient is cured quickly, he is very apt to forget that
he ever had eyestrain. Normal vision helps him to forget, and he is able to go on with things that interest him without tension or
strain.
There is nothing that affects the whole nervous system more than eye strain.
I have deep sympathy for patients suffering from cataract. Some of these have told me that, when they first discovered, or were
told that they had acquired cataract, the shock was so great it sometimes made them very ill. I have often wished that I could
broadcast to every human being troubled with cataract, that they need not worry about an operation, nor fear blindness.
While treating patients at the Harlem Hospital Clinic, Dr. Bates placed under my care many patients with cataract. Some of them
were children who were born with it, while others acquired it from an injury of some sort. If they faithfully practiced the daily
treatment for their particular case, they always improved. There were no exceptions, although in all cases where the patient did not
practice enough, it took much longer for a cure. Adults were also cured quickly when the directions for home treatment were
faithfully carried out. Age made no difference.
A colored mammy, who was a faithful servant of one of our private patients, came regularly, three days a week for many months,
and was treated for cataract. I have described her case in my book, "Stories from the Clinic." In the beginning of her treatment, she
could not see the letters of the test card at five feet. As she explained it in her dialect: "Do you know, ma'am, ah can see nothin',
no ma'am, nothin' at all at dis distance!"
Long periods of palming, early in the morning and late in the afternoon, when her work was done, helped her sight. In the clinic
she was taught to sway her body slightly from side to side and to blink all the time. The swaying helped her to see things about the
room moving opposite to the movement of her body. The blinking prevented the stare, which is usually the cause of
cataract. The quickest way to obtain a cure is by palming, and I advise my private patients to practice it for several hours or many
times each day. It would be impractical, however, to advise a clinic patient to use the same method, because they cannot spare the
time from their work, nor can the employer spare them. If such advice were given them, their answer would surely be: "This
treatment is only for those who can afford the time." Dr. Bates often tells them that it takes less time to use their eyes correctly
than it does to use them incorrectly.
Clinic patients, as well as private ones, are advised to relax all day long. Mammy was to see things moving all day by watching her
broom as she swept the floors; the washboard as she washed the clothes; the clothes-wringer as she turned the handle; and the
dishes as she dried them and put them in the cupboard. We treated her many times, but occasionally she had a relapse. These
were sad times for mammy, when she had tears in her eyes and a heavy heart. Frequently she would say: "Ma'am ah knows der is
no hope for me. Ah has displeased de good Lord." A kind word or two always helped her, and I made sure that she received many
of them.
As time went on, she obtained normal vision with the use of the test card, and became able to read very fine print and to thread a
needle. We left the Harlem Hospital Clinic, never thinking that we would hear from her again. Six years had passed, and new
patients were coming and going from our own clinic, when one day about three months ago, we received a letter from mammy. All

through the letter were words of gratitude and praise for what we had done for her. She is now seventy-eight years old, and
can still read her newspaper and thread a needle. She asked for permission to come to see us. She wanted the Doctor to
look at her eyes to prove that her cataract had entirely disappeared. We, of course, were anxious to see her. When she came both
of her eyes were examined and no sign of cataract was found in either eye. Her vision with various test cards was 10/10, and she
read fine print without any difficulty, because she did as she was told. She was cured. It was not always easy for her as her work at
times required good eyes. Her madam had patience with her for she, also, was under treatment. During mammy's last visit, she
said: "Ah jest knowed dat ah was cured 'cause ah could see de crumbs on de carpet to brush up, an' ah could see de dust all ober
de furniture an' ah cleans better. De sun is clear now an' not in de mist no mo'."
About a month ago, another patient came with a report of good vision. She is over eighty years old, and has a disposition just as
cheery as she had when I first knew her, about eight or nine years ago. Perhaps our readers will remember an article I wrote about
her. She is the patient who was employed in an orphanage. Her duties there were to see that all the buttons were sewed on the
clothes of little ones at the Home. She said she was the only daisy in the country while she was there. From the very beginning she
had infinite faith that Dr. Bates could cure her without an operation. During one of her early treatments, when she noticed a
decided improvement in her sight while palming, she could not resist the temptation to peep through her fingers at me and say: "I'll
fool them yet." I asked her what she meant and she answered: "Oh! The other doctors who want to operate on my eyes." Well, she
kept her word. She fooled them and was entirely cured. She has never worn glasses since her first treatment and the only reason
for her being cured is, that she practiced faithfully the methods of treatment that helped her most. When she looks at you, her
young, blue eyes twinkle and she wears a smile that won't come off.

Better Eyesight Magazine - November, 1927 – Alexander Technique
The question that comes up more prominently than any other is: What can the patient do to bring about
relaxation of any group of muscles? A man, by the name of F.M. Alexander, of London, England has accomplished
a great deal in the cure of all kinds of diseases. He says that all diseases of the body are caused by tension. They
can all be cured by the relaxation of the tension. He has offered many methods of bringing about relaxation in the
most interesting, although seemingly incredible way and the most successful is to bring about relaxation by having
the patient state that it is desired.
For example, a patient sitting in a chair or lying down on the floor, whichever is easier, says: “I desire
relaxation of the muscles of my neck, so that my head can be lifted forwards and upwards.” This is
sometimes repeated one hundred to a thousand times. Mr. Alexander has always succeeded in having the
patient bring about relaxation of the muscles of the neck by this method.
Mr. Alexander goes further and brings about relaxation of the muscles of the chest, both outside and inside, by
having the patient say: “I wish my shoulder to relax and to move downwards and backwards. I wish my chest to
relax and to move backwards. I wish my whole body to relax and move backwards. I wish my foot to move
backwards without effort, without strain of any muscles of the body.”
It has been a great shock to many orthodox physicians to observe the cures that Alexander has made. Epilepsy,
considered by the medical profession to be incurable, has been cured by relaxation, without the use of any other
form of treatment. Of course, rheumatism responds perhaps more quickly to relaxation than a great many other
diseases, but there are cases of so-called rheumatism affecting the shoulder in which all parts of the joint become
immovable.
One patient was afflicted with Parkinson’s disease; all the joints of the body became so fastened together, so
immovable, that the patient was unable to produce any voluntary movement of the hand or the arm. As time
passed, the voluntary and the involuntary muscles gradually became useless from tension. Mr. Alexander had the
patient relax those muscles which she could relax most readily. When this was done, the more difficult muscles
became relaxed, until finally she was cured completely by the relaxation of tension.
(The Alexander technique continues to be popular today; original and modern Natural Vision Improvement teachers
apply neck relaxation, movement as a main vision improvement treatment. The Alexander Technique is known for
improving breathing and vision.)
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#1 - Relaxation, Palming
REST

By W. H. BATES, M.D.

REST and relaxation of the eye and mind is perfect when the vision is perfect, and can always be
demonstrated.
When the eye is at rest, it is always moving. To demonstrate this, instruct the patient to close his
eyes and imagine that he is looking fast over his right shoulder, then over his left shoulder. By
alternating quite vigorously, the eyeballs can be seen to move from side to side. While the eyes are
still closed, one can place the fingers on the closed eyelids and feel this movement. Now instruct the
patient to imagine a shorter movement of the eyes from side to side, that is, look a shorter distance
from right to left while the eyes are closed. The movement can usually be felt, but it is not so manifest
to the observer as it is when the wide movement of the eyes is made. However, after a little practice,
five minutes or more, when the patient is imagining the eyes are moving, one can feel the movement
even though it may be very short, one-quarter of an inch or less. If the patient stares at a part of an
imaginary letter with the eyes closed, the memory or the imagination of the letter becomes blurred
and the movement of the eyeball is not continuous. On the other hand, if the patient remembers a
letter perfectly, and shifts on it in the mind, the eyeball appears to move continuously a short distance
in various directions.
When central fixation is practiced, that is, when one remembers or imagines one part of a letter
best, the eyeballs move. If one tries to remember or imagine a letter, all parts equally well, the
movement of the eyeballs cannot be seen or felt, and the eyeballs appear stationary. One can
demonstrate the movement of the eyeballs very well with the aid of the ophthalmoscope. When the optic nerve is regarded
with this instrument, one can always see the movement of the pigment of the eye or of the blood vessels of the retina when
the sight, memory, or imagination is normal. This movement is slow, short, easy and continuous. When the sight, memory,
or imagination is imperfect, the eyeball may move very irregularly, with frequent periods when it is stationary. Eye
immobility, impaired shifting = unclear vision.
In nystagmus, the eyeballs move from side to side, usually continuously, a distance so great that it is conspicuous. The
rapidity of this movement may vary. It is always stopped after closing the eyes and resting them a sufficient length of time,
several minutes or longer, or by practicing the slow, short, easy swing.
Nystagmus is generally believed to be difficult to cure. In fact, it is so difficult that very few cases have ever been
reported as benefited by orthodox methods of treatment. It has usually been considered an incurable symptom of disease
of the eye. Nystagmus is, however, to a greater or less degree, under the control of the mind of the patient. Some people
are able to stop the movement at will. These cases, however, are rare. Some children acquire the ability to practice
nystagmus just as they learn to look cross-eyed. Nystagmus requires a strain. When practiced either consciously or
unconsciously, the vision is always lowered. When the nystagmic movements are lessened or stopped altogether, the vision
improves and has frequently become normal, either temporarily or permanently.
Some years ago I treated a boy, aged ten, for the cure of nystagmus. His mother told me that she had visited many
physicians and had sacrificed a great deal financially in order to obtain a cure for her son. I tested his vision and found it
normal at times, when the nystagmus would stop. Repeated tests demonstrated the fact that his vision was always worse
when he had the nystagmus. While he was reading with almost normal vision, I said to him: "Stop the movement of your
eyes!" Much to my surprise, he did what I told him and then read the card with normal vision. Then I said to him: "Start it
up again and read the card." This he did very promptly, but he was unable to obtain normal sight. Again I asked him to stop
the nystagmus and his vision became normal and remained normal as long as he had no nystagmus.
The mother paid close attention to the conversation. She realized that the boy was able to produce or stop the
nystagmus at will. He seemed to be pleased by the attention he received when he showed off his control of ft. The mother
asked me no questions. There was no need of questions after the convincing demonstration that the boy gave of his ability
to control the movement. There was a grim determination in her face when she left the office, and she grasped the arm of
her boy with a great deal more force than was perhaps necessary. She spoke to the boy with considerable emphasis: "Just
you wait until I get you home!" I am sorry that I cannot report what happened later, but I can guess. I hope that she was
able to stop this bad habit without much severity.
It can be demonstrated that when the eyes are not at rest, the vision is always imperfect. When the memory or
imagination is perfect with the eyes closed, the vision is improved when the eyes are opened. Usually the improvement of

the vision is only temporary, and may last for only a second, or in flashes. In these cases, the memory soon becomes
imperfect with the eyes open. By alternating perfect memory with the eyes closed, the memory with the eyes open usually
improves. By practice, many patients become able to remember or imagine with their eyes open a small area of black or
white, as well as they can imagine it with their eyes closed. When such patients look at a blank wall, where there is nothing
in particular to see, no effort may be made to see and the vision improves. One can practice with the Snellen test card and
remember for a moment one known letter of the card, with the eyes open, as well as one can for a longer time with the
eyes closed. When one letter of the Snellen test card is improved, all the letters and other objects are also improved. The
perfect memory of a known letter with the eyes closed is perfect rest, while an imperfect memory or imagination with the
eyes closed or open is always a strain. It is a great help to many people with imperfect sight to demonstrate that rest
improves the vision, while the stare or strain always lowers it.
To fail to see requires an effort. When the patient regards the letters which are so blurred and indistinct that he cannot
tell what they are, he is always straining, trying to see, either consciously or unconsciously. People are cured of their
imperfect sight when they cease to strain, stare, or make an effort to see. When I explained this to one of my patients, she
said that I was wrong, that the only way she could see was by means of an effort. I had her test the facts. When she
looked at the Snellen test card at ten feet, she could not read it with normal vision. At five feet her vision was better, but
when she made an effort, her vision became much worse. The same was true when she regarded letters at a nearer point,
three feet, two feet, or even one foot. An effort to see always made her sight worse. She had to demonstrate the facts
repeatedly before she was finally convinced that her vision was good only when her eyes were at rest and no effort was
made. Articles not labeled are by Dr. Bates or Emily Bates. A few sentences are added in some articles by Clark Night for
descriptions of modern training.

Be Comfortable
By W. H. BATES, M. D.
IT can be stated without fear of successful contradiction that persons with perfect sight are always comfortable, not only
as to their eyes, but as to the rest of the body. As soon as they cease to be so, it can be demonstrated, by examination with
the retinoscope, that their sight has ceased to be perfect. They become nearsighted, farsighted, or astigmatic. The art of
learning to use the eyes properly, is, in short, the art of learning to be comfortable. Even the memory of comfort improves
the sight, while the memory of discomfort lowers it. Persons with imperfect sight often say and think that they are perfectly
comfortable; but invariably such persons experience a feeling of relief when they close their eyes, demonstrating that they
were not perfectly comfortable before, but had merely formed a habit of ignoring that discomfort. Persons with perfect
sight, on the other hand, can immediately produce discomfort by producing imperfect sight, or even by remembering or
imagining it, and persons with imperfect sight can produce a degree of discomfort that cannot be ignored by making their
sight worse.
Imperfect sight cannot, in other words, be produced without effort, and this effort tears the nerves of the whole body to
pieces. The same is true of an imperfect memory and imagination. To demonstrate these facts is often the best way of
improving the sight.
While persons with imperfect sight may feel no discomfort when looking at letters on the test card which they do not
ordinarily distinguish, they cannot blur their vision for a letter they do distinguish without great effort and discomfort. In
fact, the effort and discomfort are so great that many patients cannot be induced to make the experiment. When they can
be prevailed upon to do so, however, they realize that they must be unconsciously straining whenever they look at anything
with imperfect sight. It is often hard to convince patients of the existence of this unconscious strain, and nothing helps more
in their treatment than to have them demonstrate the facts.
What is true of the vision is true of the memory and imagination. When a letter is remembered perfectly, with the
outlines clear, and the opening as white as snow or starch; when the attention shifts easily from one part of the letter to
another and it appears to move in a direction opposite to that in which the attention shifts; it is remembered easily. There is
no sense of effort, or strain, and the individual is perfectly comfortable. When, on the other hand, a letter is remembered
imperfectly, with the outline obscured by a gray cloud which is all the time changing, the mind tires so quickly that the
memory of the letter is lost from time to time and has to be brought back by an effort. Discomfort is soon produced, and if
the effort is continued long enough, severe pain may result. At the same time the retinoscope will show that an error of
refraction has been produced, or if this condition previously existed, that its degree has increased.
It should be added, however, that if the strain is to remember a near object, myopia may be decreased, because a strain
to see a near object always decreases myopia and the memory of near objects has the same effect. Similarly a strain to
remember distant objects may decrease hypermetropia.
Staring is uncomfortable, and lowers the vision. Shifting and the realization of the apparent movement resulting from it
are comfortable, and improve the vision. Let anyone try to stop the apparent movement of telegraph poles and other
objects past a moving train, and discomfort, pain and carsickness result. In the same way any effort to stop the slighter
movement of stationary objects produced by the normal shifting of the eyes, results in discomfort and pain, even though
the individual may not previously have been conscious of the movement.
Some people are able to close their eyes and be comfortable. Such persons are easy to cure. In one case a man with
presbyopia was completely relieved by keeping his eyes closed for half an hour; and the cure was permanent. Later his wife

was cured by the same means. Other people cannot rest with their eyes shut, and are very difficult to cure. It is the same
way with palming. Some persons, when they close and cover their eyes so as to exclude all the light, at once relax and are
comfortable, and such persons are easily cured. Others strain more than ever, and are very difficult to cure.
Perfect sight, perfect memory and perfect imagination cannot, in short, coexist with the consciousness of any abnormal
symptom, and all such symptoms are relieved when the sight becomes perfect, or when one is able to remember or imagine
something seen perfectly. See Dr. Bates Palming Articles in this book.

New Uses for Relaxation

By BESSIE VREDENBURGH
I HEARD a woman say once that she had followed a certain cult for seventeen years, thoroughly believing in it, but that she
had never really put it to the test. This explained what had often been a mystery to me, why certain beliefs and cults could
flourish and apparently satisfy so many people, because they were seldom tested.
Not so with the discoveries and teachings of Dr. Bates. They must prove of definite and distinct service, else, they must
be discarded, for they make no other appeal than just their own merit. There is no dust thrown in the eyes of the
devotees—patients.
This fact was most forcefully brought home to me this summer. I had been greatly benefited by Dr. Bates' treatment in
several ways. My eyes responded immediately in that they are now almost cured, but I want to tell of another way in which
I was helped, really rescued from the slough of despond and failure. I have suffered many years from a sensitive, irritable
skin. Heretofore, this would come in spells and then leave me free again for a little while. I say free, I mean comparatively
speaking, for I always was troubled with it more or less. Either the sun was too hot and it became inflamed, or it was too
cold and it got chapped and so inflamed, or the wind irritated it or warm clothing; most anything, in fact could cause me
trouble.
Of late years it came to stay longer each time so that the periods of so-called freedom became less and less. I tried
everything I could hear of to do. Doctors seemed to prefer to let me worry along by myself rather than attempt to cure me
beyond suggesting certain diets, etc. I tried mental healing of various kinds also.
To make a very long story short, when I began practicing Dr. Bates' methods for improving my vision I found it rested
and relaxed my nerves and also my skin.
I was so much better that I determined to take a little trip that I had wanted to take for some time, but I happened on a
terribly hot wave!
My first stop was at St. Louis, and I thought I had never been in a hotter place in my life. The irritation of my skin
became intense and my arms, hands, face and neck were red and swollen.
I had a wait of two and a half hours at St. Louis before taking the sleeper on for a point further west. The station was full
of hot perspiring people, of all ages and races. I was covered with train dust and perspiration and just about crazy. I
realized that I had to get better or go back home, as I couldn't go on like that. I determined to get the short swing more
completely than I had ever been able to get it and give it a thorough trial.
I left the hot sultry station and went out into the equally hot and blistering streets, but I had more freedom outside.
There I walked for two hours, slowly round and round, trying to maintain the swing. I thought I never could do it. I was
under such a strain it seemed utterly impossible to relax. Then when I got a bit of relaxation it seemed as if I couldn't
maintain it long enough to get much benefit. But more and more I got it until I felt a great peace and relief. When I finally
got on my train for the next step of my journey, I was feeling quite comfortable for the first time in many hours. I was a
long way from being entirely cured, but I was better, so that I could continue to get better and have one of the most
delightful vacations I have ever had. I stood with equanimity a daily temperature of 110 degrees in the shade. I was out in
the open fields, and so in the sun most of the time and did nothing to ease myself from what a person with a normal skin
would do. I believe that I could have a normal skin at all times if I would continuously do as Dr. Bates suggested to me; but
I forget it so often, and sometimes it seems easier to just let myself get nervous and my skin irritated than it is to try to
relax. But it isn't easier in the end, and I envy people who have stronger wills than I have. For all the most wonderful
methods in the world won't help those who fail to put them into practice.

Concentration and Relaxation

By LAWRENCE M. STANTON, M.D.
I KNOW of no writer who has so clarified the murky philosophy of concentration and relaxation as has Dr. Bates, and yet
the final word has not been said, as he himself would undoubtedly avow.
Therefore, but with humblest intention, I offer a few thoughts upon the subject which is of the utmost importance to
those who are striving for better eyesight.

Concentration - Attention

To my patients I have forbidden the practice of concentration, saying that the very word suggests strain, or else I bid
them modify the dictionary's definition. I have reasoned that if by concentration you mean, as Dr. Bates says, doing or
seeing one thing better than anything else, you may speak of concentration; but if by concentration you mean, as the

dictionary says, doing one thing continuously to the exclusion of all other things, then you must abandon the practice as an
impossibility.
Concentration, however, cannot psychologically be ignored, and recent psychology, I believe, has given us a new
interpretation which is worthy of our consideration.
Attention underlies concentration, as that word is commonly used, and Ribot's statement of attention is very
enlightening. Ribot says "that the state of attention which seems continuous is in reality intermittent; the object of attention
is merely a center, the point to which attention returns again and again, to wander from it as often on ever-widening circles.
All parts of the object, and then the reflections inspired by these various parts hold our interest by turns. Even when the
attention is fixed on the most trifling material object, it works in just the same fashion." This is entirely in accord with Dr.
Bates' statement; it is central fixation.
There are, however, two aspects of concentration to be considered—voluntary and involuntary. Voluntary concentration
is an effort and, as Dr. Bates has so clearly shown, cannot be maintained without fatigue. The highest grades of attention,
to which this brief consideration is confined, are involuntary, and involuntary concentration can be defined as "a
psychological equivalent of attention minus effort." In ordinary attention—that is, in voluntary concentration—our thought
holds the object in focus, whereas in involuntary attention (which we shall consider synonymous with involuntary
concentration) the object holds our thought without our volition, perhaps even against our will. "Spontaneous attention is
rooted at the very center of our being," and things that hold the attention captive, as in fascination, fixed contemplation,
the Hindu's meditation and revery are instances of involuntary concentration, and involuntary concentration is as effortless
as the rising sun—it just happens. Then, there are those cases of miraculous quick cures of imperfect sight by one or
another of Dr. Bates' methods, where it was enough for the patient to see the better course in order to be able to follow it,
the idea and its realization occurring simultaneously, without effort, without volition even. Contrast this with the attitude
"No, I see the better course and approve it, but I follow the worse." Involuntary concentration is displayed in the case of
the insect, related by Fabre and quoted by Dr. Bates, which in captivity hung downward for ten months, its whole life's
span, and in this position performed all its functions, even to mating and laying of eggs, apparently without the least
fatigue.
Still another instance is that of Napoleon, who could work for eighteen hours at a stretch on one piece of work without the
least fatigue. Napoleon speaks of his various affairs arranged in his head "as in a wardrobe." He says: "When I wish to put
any matter out of my mind, I close its drawer and open the drawer belonging to another. The contents of the drawers never
get mixed and they never worry me or weary me. Do I want to sleep? I close all the drawers, and then I am asleep."
The question, then, may be asked wherein does involuntary concentration differ from relaxation. If involuntary
concentration and relaxation are not always one and the same thing, they often are psychological alternatives and not the
opponents we think them.
To regard all phases of relaxation as purely passive is as erroneous as it is to say that concentration of the kind under
consideration is associated with effort. Relaxation of the passive kind usually ends in sleep or sleepiness, as experienced by
many patients after palming. Relaxation combined with action, on the other hand, may also be absolutely free from effort
and strain.

Dynamic Relaxation

In any case it is the matter of effort and strain that concerns us most, rather than a question of concentration or
relaxation. Victor Hugo speaks of "the calm and intense fixation of the eyes," and surely nowhere is intensity so impressive
as in calmness. To be calm is not to be oblivious, and to be intense need not be to strain.
Another thought about relaxation is this: Obstacles to relaxation may prove sources of relaxation. An instance of which, is
found in the noise that is keeping us awake when wishing to go to sleep. If we sufficiently relax, if we accept the
disturbance and sleep in spite of it, not only is the obstacle overcome, but because overcome it in turn becomes rather
pleasantly associated with going to sleep. When again we desire to sleep, we find the noise soothing rather than annoying,
and really a source of relaxation instead of an obstacle to it. (A child deeply relaxed, drifting in and out of sleep, safe
amongst the trees inside the edge of a field in a dugout up on a small hill, buried in a deep leaf pile, the sound of trains
passing by along the river, crickets chirping, brothers, sisters playing in the distance, fire crackling in a old fashioned
outdoor fireplace, smell of hamburgers.) The following quotation from Jean Kenyon MacKenzie's "Minor Memories" well
illustrates how obstacles may become ministering angels. She writes of the stillness of the African forest:
"I remember that stillness. Many a time when I am in the subway I remember the ineffable stillness of the forest. I
wonder to find myself where I am—so savagely circumstanced—so pressed upon by alien bodies, so smitten by noise.
Traveling like this, in white man's fashion, you are certainly safe from the snakes, and the leopards, and the cannibal tribes
of that other world where you traveled in other fashions. Now that you are shut up so safely in the guts of Manhattan, your
friends feel at ease about you—surely the sun shall not smite you by day nor the moon by night. And yet, perversely, in this
perfection of safety you are intimidated. Suddenly passive after your desperate adventures with traffic, you feel the hidden
things of memory rise and flood your heart; you dream. You remember other times of day than the manufactured night of
the subway and other ways of travel. And suddenly, in the indestructible silence that is the core of that incessant clamor,
you hear a bugle calling in a forest-clearing that is half way around the world."* Certainly a remarkable experience—what
relaxation, what imagination!
Involuntary concentration without effort is equivalent to relaxation in action. If you can achieve such equilibrium; if you
can perform your mental functions without strain as Fabre's little insect performed its physical; if you can, whatever your
particular captivity, hang by your feet head downward without effort, then "be my friend and teach me to be thine."

Palming
When palming is done correctly, the vision, memory, and imagination always improve. By palming is meant to close the
eyes and cover them with the palm of one or both hands without exerting any pressure the closed eyelids. Think of
something pleasant, something that you can remember perfectly. Then let your mind drift from one pleasant thought to
another. This should be practiced for five minutes ten times daily, or more often when convenient. Some people obtain
more benefit by palming for one-half hour, an hour or longer.
There are patients who have difficulty in palming, that is, they strain and make hard work of it. For them it is easier to
simply close their eyes and in this way rest them. Other patients obtain relaxation by closing their eyes for part of a minute,
then opening them for part of a second, and quickly closing them again. This is called flashing, and usually improves the
vision immediately.
It is true that when the eye is perfectly at rest, the sight, memory, and imagination are always normal. Conversely, it is
impossible for the sight to be imperfect when the eyes are perfectly at rest. Not only are all errors of refraction benefited
and cured by rest, but also organic diseases of the eye,—glaucoma, cataract, opacity of the cornea, disease of the retina,
choroid, or optic nerve are cured by rest and relaxation.

HOW I IMPROVED MY EYESIGHT
By PAMELA SPEYER
This patient was wearing when first seen the following glasses: each eye, concave 5.00
D.S. combined with concave 1.00 D.C. A number of competent men had said that her
myopia was progressive, and that her vision was certain to become very imperfect even with
glasses. They all insisted that she must wear glasses constantly. Yet after she had discarded
them her vision improved in two days from 6/200 to 20/100.

I have always been near-sighted. When I was six years old, my father took me to a
famous oculist in London, and he prescribed and fitted me with my first glasses. With these
lenses I was able to distinguish things at a distance which before I had not been able to see.
I found that I could read or see objects at close range just as well without the glasses. The
only difference that they made to my sight in this case was that print appeared smaller and
less black.
Every year stronger lenses were given to me, and I visited several oculists in England and
America, in the hope of improvement. When I was fifteen an oculist told me that my
eyesight, instead of improving each year as I had hoped, would gradually become worse. By
this time I was wearing glasses all the time.
Then, quite by chance, my father heard of Dr. Bates through a friend whose eyesight had
been cured by him. I was taken there at once. The first thing Dr. Bates did was to take away
my glasses. I sat down in a chair, opposite which was a Snellen test card, fifteen feet away. I
could not see the largest letter, a "C" about four inches by three, which people with normal
vision are supposed to read at two hundred feet. He brought the card five feet nearer and
then I read the "C." It appeared very blurred and indistinct. The smaller letters were so
blurred that I could not see them at all.
The most helpful thing I learned was how to "palm." This I did by closing my eyes and then covering them with the palms
of my hands, so that I saw black and remembered it perfectly. This perfect black rested my eyes a great deal. After doing
this for some ten or fifteen minutes, I looked at the card and found that I could read the two
letters on the next line.
After I had learned to "palm," I learned to "swing." The reason I strained my eyes so when
looking at the card was that I stared at one place. So by imagining the letter was swinging like
a pendulum, I moved my eyes instead of staring as I had done before. At first the swing was a
long one, but after practicing for some weeks, I began getting it shorter until it was only half
an inch on each side of the letter. The short swing was more difficult to do than the long one,
but it helped more in the end.

Flashing

Then I learned to "flash." I looked at a small letter at fifteen feet distance and could not
read it. The longer I looked the worse it grew. So by closing my eyes, remembering the swing
for a few seconds, I just glanced at the letter and closing my eyes at once, I saw the letter in
a flash.
All these things must be practiced every day, and even now I have to "palm" every morning
and night. Palming, swinging and flashing were the three fundamentals. As soon as they were mastered only practice
remained. I have now been going to Dr. Bates for over a year, and my eyesight is almost cured. I often have flashes of

perfect sight. Dr. Bates has certainly helped me in a remarkable degree, more indeed than I ever thought possible when I
first went to him wearing strong glasses.
The above article contains many of the main Natural Vision Improvement treatments: Palm, Shift, See the
Swing/Oppositional Movement, Long Swing, Sway, Short Sway/Tiny Shift, Flash letters, objects, Memory, Imagination,
Relaxation.

THE EFFECTIVENESS OF RELAXATION

By May Secor
Special Teacher of Speech Improvement, New York City Public Schools
STAMMERING, stuttering, lisping, and other speech defects may be considered erroneous speech habits which may be
corrected by inculcating new, correct habits of speech. This presents a psychological problem. There is, however, another
aspect to the work of speech correction - a physiological aspect. Many cases of speech defect are difficult to correct,
because of the physical condition of the pupils. It is considered an important duty of the speech improvement teacher,
therefore, to check up physical conditions and to advise parents to have corrected such defects as eyestrain, unhygienic
dental conditions, malnutrition, and excessive fatigue.*
(I believe, however, that it is not the province of any teacher, principal, or nurse to advise, urge, or insist upon parents
having children operated. Those in charge of children may, with propriety, advise parents to consult physicians regarding
their children. In many cases, however, physicians differ among themselves as to the advisability of operating. I believe
that the decision should be made by the physicians and parents.)
Many stammerers suffer from eye-strain. For years I urged the patients of such children to consult oculists - any oculists
of good standing. They did so, and many cases returned with glasses; however, many of these children who used glasses
continued to suffer from eyestrain. Upon returning to the oculist they were usually instructed to continue wearing their
glasses until they “became accustomed to them.” In many cases eyestrain continued, and the correction of stammering
was still impeded. I was deeply concerned about the apparent impossibility of eliminating eye-strain.
Finally a friend placed in my hand Dr. Bates’ book entitled “Perfect Sight Without Glasses.” At that time I was wearing bifocals, and had used artificial lenses for many years.
I read Dr. Bates’ book and decided to apply the method to the correction of my own visual defects.
On March 15, 1923, I removed my bifocals. I followed the Bates Method carefully, hopefully, and persistently and have
never used glasses since. My near vision and distant vision are excellent and I enjoy great “eye comfort.” I have come into
contact with many other men and women who have attained normal vision without glasses by means of the Bates method,
after having suffered along with eye-glasses and eyestrain for years.
Convinced of the efficacy of the Bates Method, I became a pupil of Dr. Bates and learned the secret of relaxation. I
learned how to relax more completely, and how to help others relax. I began to realize the value of relaxation in education.
I made relaxation the keynote of my work in speech correction, and there resulted a harmony that was most helpful to my
pupils. It created a pleasant, healthful atmosphere, which enabled pupils to acquire more readily the desired, correct habits
of speech.
To the stammerer, especially, palming, swaying, swinging, sun-treatment, and reading the Snellen card are Godsends.
In April 1925, I began work with the speech defect cases in two new schools. Among these cases were a number who
wore glasses, and several of these children were cross-eyed. (The term “squint” is frequently misinterpreted.) To induce
relaxation and thereby facilitate the formation of new, correct habits of speech I included in my program palming, swaying
with music, swinging, the use of memory and imagination, and sun treatment. Early in June 1925, it became apparent that
several pupils, who formerly were very noticeably cross-eyed, showed either no defect or a decidedly less acute condition.
To verify my observations I photographed these children. I also requested several teachers, and a physician to observe
them; they did so, and their findings coincided with mine. The following children were among those who entered my
speech improvement groups early in April 1925:
+Case A - Boy, age 14; myopia and strabismus (crossed-eye, called also “squint”); used glasses several years; speech
defects, stammering and lisping; known in school as a discipline case. June, 1925 - marked improvement in speech and
strabismus entirely corrected.
+Case B - Boy, age 11; myopia and strabismus; used glasses two years; speech defects, stammering, defective phonation,
and aphonia. June, 1925 - marked improvement in speech; strabismus much less acute, and entirely relieved at times,
when glasses are not used.
+Case C - Boy, age 7; myopia and strabismus; never used glasses; speech defect, lisping. June, 1925 - speech improved;
strabismus relieved - occasional relapse when under strain.
+Case D - Girl, age 8; strabismus (but normal vision); wears glasses, constant use; speech defect, lisping. June, 1925 lisping corrected; when glasses are removed, strabismus is very evident and child sees “two ladies instead of one;” after
removing glasses and relaxing a few minutes, strabismus and double vision disappear; subsequent use of glasses causes
return of these two defects, which again disappear after the child removes the glasses and relaxes.
In these cases the relief of visual defects was merely a by-product of educational work, conducted on a basis of
relaxation. Would it not be well for us to conduct all educational work in this way, and thus help to relieve eyestrain
throughout our schools?

Let us consider the problem of the child having visual defects. What method has been used to help him? He has been
urged to wear glasses, and if his eye distress or headaches persisted, he has been urged to continue wearing the glasses
until he “becomes accustomed to them.” Has this method been successful? Reports of the various sight conservation
associations indicate that it has not been successful. What new method may we use to eliminate visual defects among
school children? I suggest the Bates Method for Relaxation. Let teachers remove their glasses, and palm, sway, and swing.
Let physicians and principals urge pupils to remove their glasses and practice these helpful exercises. Let us, as educators,
be broad-minded and alert. When one method fails let us try another.
Relaxation occurs in many forms. See: Dynamic Relaxation – Book; The Art of Seeing by Aldous Huxley. Perfect
relaxation can be deep as in the alpha, theta and delta brain wave states, hypnosis, meditation or dynamic: the mind, body,
eyes can still be relaxed while more active, energetic. Example: when running a race; the runner is in a perfect state of
relaxation, coordination. Mind, body positive, energetic, active but relaxed – no tension, strain. Walking in a relaxed
strolling manner. (See Al Pacino walking in the park with his girlfriend in ‘The Godfather’ movie. Notice how his feet move
outward, relaxed, strolling, perfect balance, coordination, character in his walk.)
Working on a science project, mind moving from thought to thought, no tension is dynamic relaxation.
See Better Eyesight Magazine April 1925 – Concentration and Relaxation.

#2 - SHIFTING-EYE MOVEMENT
SHIFTING AND SWINGING
Correct Appearance of Oppositional Movement
When the eye with normal vision regards a letter either at the nearpoint or at the distance, the letter may appear to pulsate, or move in
various directions, from side to side, up and down, or obliquely. When it
looks from one letter to another on the Snellen test card, or from one
side of a letter to another, not only the letters, but the whole line of
letters and the whole card, may appear to move from side to side. This
apparent movement is due to the shifting of the eye, and is always in a
direction contrary to its movement. If one looks at the top of a letter, the
letter is below the line of vision, and therefore appears to move downward. If one looks at the
bottom, the letter is above the line of vision and appears to move upward. If one looks to the
left of the letter, it is to the right of the line of vision and appears to move to the right. If one
looks to the right, it is to the left of the line of vision and appears to move to the left.
Persons with normal vision are rarely conscious of this illusion, and may have difficulty in
demonstrating it; but in every case that has come under my observation they have always
become able, in a longer or shorter time, to do so. When the sight is imperfect the letters may
remain stationary, or even move in the same direction as the eye.
It is impossible for the eye to fix a point longer than a fraction of a second. If it tries to do
so, it begins to strain and the vision is lowered. This can readily be demonstrated by trying to
hold one part of a letter for an appreciable length of time. No matter how good the sight, it will
begin to blur, or even disappear, very quickly, and sometimes the effort to hold it will produce
pain. In the case of a few exceptional people a point may appear to be held for a considerable
length of time; the subjects themselves may think that they are holding it; but this is only
because the eye shifts unconsciously, the movements being so rapid that objects seem to be
seen all alike simultaneously.
The shifting of the eye with normal vision is usually not conspicuous, but by direct
examination with the opthalmoscope5 it can always be demonstrated. If one eye is examined
with this instrument while the other is regarding a small area straight ahead, the eye being
examined, which follows the movements of the other, is seen to move in various directions,
from side to side, up and down, in an orbit which is usually variable. If the vision is normal,
these movements are extremely rapid and unaccompanied by any appearance of effort. The
shifting of the eye with imperfect sight, on the contrary, is slower, its excursions are wider, and
-the movements are jerky and made with apparent effort.
It can also be demonstrated that the eye is capable of shifting with a rapidity which the
ophthalmoscope cannot measure. (Saccadic movements) The normal eye can read fourteen
letters on the bottom line of a Snellen test card, at a distance of ten or fifteen feet, in a dim
light, so rapidly that they seem to be seen all at once. Yet it can be demonstrated that in order
to recognize the letters under these conditions it is necessary to make about four shifts to each
letter. At the near-point, even though one part of the letter is seen best, the rest may be seen
well enough to be recognized; but at the distance it is impossible to recognize the letters unless

one shifts from the top to the bottom and from side to side. One must also shift from one letter to another, making about
seventy shifts in a fraction of a second.
A line of small letters on the Snellen test card may be less than a foot long by a quarter of an inch in height; and if it
requires seventy shifts to a fraction of a second to see it apparently all at once, it must require many thousands to see an
area of the size of the screen of a moving picture with all its detail of people, animals, houses, or trees, while to see sixteen
such areas to a second, as is done in viewing moving pictures, must require a rapidity of shifting that can scarcely be
realized. Yet it is admitted that the present rate of taking and projecting moving pictures is too slow. The results would be
more satisfactory, authorities say, if the rate were raised to twenty, twenty-two or twenty-four a second. The human eye
and mind are not only capable of this rapidity of action, and that without effort or strain, but it is only when the eye is able
to shift thus rapidly that eye and mind are at rest, and the efficiency of both at their maximum. It is true that every motion
of the eye produces an error of refraction; but when the movement is short, this is very slight, and usually the shifts are so
rapid that the error does not last long enough to be detected by the retinoscope, its existence being demonstrable only by
reducing the rapidity of the movements to less than four or five a second. The period during which the eye is at rest is
much longer than that during which an error of refraction is produced. Hence, when the eye shifts normally no error of
refraction is manifest. The more rapid the unconscious shifting of the eye, the better the vision; but if one tries to be
conscious of a too rapid shift, a strain will be produced.
Perfect sight is impossible without continual shifting, and such shifting is a striking illustration of the mental control
necessary for normal vision. It requires perfect mental control to think of thousands of things in a fraction of a second; and
each point of fixation has to be thought of separately, because it is impossible to think of two things, or of two parts of one
thing, perfectly at the same time. The eye with imperfect sight tries to accomplish the impossible by looking fixedly at one
point for an appreciable length of time; that is, by staring. When it looks at a strange letter and does not see it, it keeps on
looking at it in an effort to see it better. Such efforts always fail, and are an important factor in the production of imperfect
sight.
+ One of the best methods of improving the sight, therefore, is to imitate consciously the unconscious shifting of normal
vision, and to realize the apparent motion produced by such shifting. Whether one has imperfect or normal sight, conscious
shifting and swinging are a great help and advantage to the eye; for not only may imperfect sight be improved in this way,
but normal sight may be improved also.
Detailed instructions for improving the sight by this method will be given in my forthcoming book, The Cure of Imperfect
Sight by Treatment without Glasses.
Rapid and tiny shifts, the eyes ability to shift many times per fraction of a second are called Saccadic eye movements,
vibrations. The eye produces many different movements, high frequency…

SHIFTING
By W. H. Bates, M.D.

Shifting: The point regarded changes rapidly and continuously.
A man with imperfect sight, who had obtained normal vision by my method of treatment without glasses, called about
five years later and announced that the cure had proved permanent. His vision was normal when each eye was tested at
twenty feet with Snellen test cards which he had not seen before.
He was asked, “What cured you?”
“Shifting.” he answered.
All persons with imperfect sight make an effort to stare with their eyes immovable. The eyes have not the ability to keep
stationary. To look intently at a point continuously is impossible, the eyes will move, the eyelids will blink, and the effort is
accompanied by an imperfect vision of the point regarded. In many cases the effort to concentrate on a point often causes
headache, pain in the eyes and fatigue.
All persons with normal eyes and normal sight do not concentrate or try to see by any effort. Their eyes are at rest, and,
when the eyes are at rest, they are constantly moving. When the eyes move, one is able to imagine all stationary objects in
turn to be moving in the direction opposite to the movement of the head and eyes. It is impossible to imagine with equal
clearness a number of objects to be moving at the same time, and an effort to do so is a strain which impairs the vision, the
memory, or the imagination. To try to do the impossible is a strain, which always lowers the mental efficiency. This fact
should be emphasized.
Many patients have difficulty in imagining stationary objects to be moving opposite to the movements of the eyes or
head. When riding in a fast moving train, and one regards the telegraph poles or other objects which are seen,—the near
objects may appear to be moving opposite to the direction in which the train is moving, while more distant objects may
appear to move in the same direction as the train.
The above facts may also be imagined when traveling in an automobile. The driver of the car and others occupying a
front seat may imagine the road to be moving toward the moving car. When pain, fatigue or other symptoms are present it
always means that the individual is consciously or unconsciously trying to imagine stationary objects are not moving. The
effort is a strain.

Walking and Eye Movement, Oppositional Movement
When walking about a room, the head and eyes move in the same direction as the body moves, and the carpet and the
furniture appear to move in the opposite direction. However, it can be demonstrated that when the head and eyes are
moving forward they are also moving from side to side. Every time the right foot is placed forward the eyes move to the
right, while stationary objects appear to move in the opposite direction,—to the left; when the left foot steps forward the
whole body, including the eyes moves to the left, while stationary objects appear to move in the opposite direction,—to the
right.
Patients with normal vision are able to imagine this movement more readily than those with imperfect sight. The head
and eyes also move upwards and downwards as the foot is lifted and lowered. When you raise your foot to take a step, the
eyes go up, and everything else that is stationary appears to go down. When you lower your foot or head, the eyes go
down, and stationary objects appear to go up.

Shifting

Shifting when practiced with the best results is usually unconscious. Very few people with normal sight, which may be
continuous for many years, ever notice that they are constantly shifting correctly. One may shift in a wrong way, strain the
eyes, and fail to improve the vision. What is the right way? The right way to shift is to move the eyes from one point to
another slowly, regularly, continuously, restfully, or easily without effort or without trying to see. The normal eye with
normal sight has the habit of always moving or shifting, usually an unconscious habit. When, by practice, the eye with
imperfect sight acquires the conscious habit of shifting, the habit may become unconscious. When the shifting is done
properly, the memory, imagination, mental efficiency, and vision are improved until they become normal.
It often happens that when one consciously or intentionally shifts in the wrong way, a better knowledge of the right way
to shift may be obtained. When the eyes are moved to the right, stationary objects should appear to move to the left; and,
when the vision is good, all objects not regarded are seen less distinctly than those regarded. When the vision is imperfect,
objects not observed may be seen better, or an effort is made to see them better than those directly observed. In fact, it is
always true that in all cases of imperfect sight the eyes do not see best where they are looking, and central fixation is lost.
To shift properly requires relaxation or rest. To shift improperly and lower the vision requires an effort. When one stares at
a point, without blinking or shifting; fatigue, distress, or pain is felt. To continue to stare without shifting is hard work. To
see imperfectly is difficult; and, when one regards letters which are blurred or
not distinguishable either at the distance,—ten feet or further, or at a near
point,—six inches or less, the strain on the eyes can be felt. Imperfect sight or
a failure to see requires much trouble and hard work. This fact should be
demonstrated repeatedly by the patient until thoroughly convinced that rest of
the eyes, mind or body can only be obtained by shifting easily, continuously
and without effort.
What is true of sight is also true of the memory and imagination. With the
eyes closed, one can imagine that he is looking over the right shoulder for a
moment and then shift the imaginary gaze over the left shoulder. By lightly
touching the closed eyelids with the tips of the fingers he can feel the eyeballs
moving from side to side when the shifting is done right. It can be done wrong
when one, by an effort, imagines the eyeballs stationary under all conditions.
With the eyes closed, one can imagine alternately looking from one side of a
letter to the other. When the imagination of the shifting is done right, the
letter remembered is imagined to be moving from side to side. Two letters
close together may be imagined or remembered clearly, provided one is
imagined better than the other, or when the attention is shifted to each
alternately without effort or strain.

STOP STARING
It can be demonstrated by tests with the retinoscope that all persons with imperfect sight stare, strain, or try to see. To
demonstrate this fact:
+ Look intently at one part of a large or small letter at the distance or near-point. In a few seconds, usually, fatigue and
discomfort will be produced, and the letter will blur or disappear. If the effort is continued long enough, pain may be
produced. To break the habit of staring:
(1) Shift consciously from one part to another of all objects regarded, and imagine that these objects move in a direction
contrary to the movement of the eye. Do this with letters on the test card, with letters of fine print, if they can be seen, and
with other objects.

(2) Close the eyes frequently for a moment or longer. When the strain is considerable, keep the eyes closed for several
minutes and open them for a fraction of a second—flashing. When the stare is sufficient to keep the vision down to 2/200
or less, palm for a longer or shorter time; then look at the card for a moment. Later mere closing of the eyes may afford
sufficient rest.
(3) Imagine that the white openings and margins of letters are whiter than the rest of the background. Do this with eyes
closed and open alternately. It is an interesting fact that this practice prevents staring and improves the vision rapidly.
SHIFTING. When the eyes are normal, they are completely at rest and when they are at rest, they are always moving,
which prevents the stare or strain. When looking at an object, do not try to see all parts of that object equally well, at
once. That is, when you look at the back of a chair, you see that part best, and the seat and legs not so clearly. But do not
hold the point regarded longer than a second.
Remember to blink, as you shift rapidly to the seat and then to the legs of the chair, seeing each part best, in turn. When
the eyes stare and an effort is made to see, the vision is always lowered.

Blinking and Shifting

By W. H. BATES, M.D.
BY BLINKING is meant the opening and closing of the eyes more or less rapidly. The normal eye with normal vision blinks
almost continuously. Sometimes the upper lid just covers the pupil while in other cases both lids may be completely closed.
With the aid of the moving picture camera it has been demonstrated that one may blink five times in one second without
being conscious of it.
When an effort is made to stop blinking, whether successful or not, the vision is always lowered. When the eyes are
permitted to blink regularly, easily, continuously, the vision is usually benefited. The camera also shows that the lower lids
move up with a strong contraction of the muscle.
In many cases of normal vision, especially in those cases which are even better than the average normal vision, blinking
is sometimes practiced with incredible rapidity, and on other occasions the eyes may blink infrequently, perhaps once in ten
or fifteen seconds. The blinking of the normal eye varies or is different from the blinking of the eye with imperfect sight.
The blinking of the eye with imperfect sight is usually very irregular and jerky and is accompanied by a manifest strain of
the muscles of the eyelids. With imperfect sight an effort is always being made to hold the eye stationary and to stop the
blinking.
If the eyes are allowed to shift and to blink, the vision improves.
Blinking is fundamental and very important, because one cannot shift frequently or continuously with improvement in the
vision, unless the eyes blink often. To keep the eyes open without blinking requires an effort, a stare or strain, the patient
becomes unable to shift easily or rapidly, and the vision always becomes imperfect.
The best way to rest the eyes is to close them while many things in turn are remembered or imagined. Blinking is a rapid
method of resting the eyes and can be practiced unconsciously all day long, regardless of what one may be doing.
It is interesting to observe some people's eyes when they are asleep. One may note that the eyelids are blinking, which
prevents the eyes from staring or straining, although the patent is unconscious of his eyes.
It is a well known fact that when people are asleep the eyes are often under a terrific strain. The first thing in the
morning, after such a patient opens the eyes, he may find that his sight is very imperfect. He may suffer from pain in the
eyes, pain in the head or in other parts of the body, or from extreme fatigue, as if he had been awake and hard at work all
night long. When first opening the eyes, the patient may experience a feeling of dizziness, after the eyes have been
straining during sleep. It is not an easy matter to recommend successful methods of obtaining relaxation, to such patients
so that instead of working hard during sleep, the eyes may be completely relaxed and rested.
In some cases, the patient may have fairly good vision when he first opens his eyes after a good sleep. However, such
cases are uncommon.
When the normal eye has normal vision it is always at rest, shifting. (The eye is relaxed, at rest when it is in motion,
shifting.) During sleep, however, with the aid of simultaneous retinoscopy it has usually been demonstrated that the eyes
are straining, staring or making an effort to see. The unconscious blinking is nature's method of resting the eyes during
sleep.

"Shifting"
Directions - How to Shift
When the normal eye has normal vision it is always shifting or moving from one point to another. This is true with the
eyes open as well as with the eyes closed. The shifting with the eyes open may be from side to aide, from above,
downward, or in any other direction. The horizontal shifting is practiced more than the other forms of shifting. The eye is
never stationary. When the vision is imperfect, the shifting is also imperfect and may be jerky. It may result in discomfort of
the eyes, the head or in any other part of the body. The shift of the normal eye varies and is more or less irregular.
To know the proper way to shift the normal eye, in order that the vision may be continuously normal, it is well to
demonstrate the wrong way. When the shifting is practiced or the eyes move from point to point, the vision is usually
benefited, provided one shifts slowly, easily and continuously.
(The eye, brain will activate saccadic and other faster shifts automatically, on its own.)
Advise the patient to look directly at one point or one part of the smallest letter
which can be distinguished. When he does this for a few seconds, he usually becomes
able to feel that an effort is being made, and when the effort is continued or
increased, much discomfort is felt and the vision always becomes imperfect. The
patient is encouraged to prove that concentration does not last long, and that it is
impossible for the eyes, memory or mind to see perfectly, remember perfectly, or
imagine perfectly, when an effort is made to concentrate. When the eyes shift from
one point to another, a feeling of relaxation soon follows and the vision improves.
When the eyes do not shift from point to point, it can always be demonstrated that the
vision becomes worse and that the eyes, mind and all the nerves of the body are
uncomfortable and may be conscious of an effort or strain.
To constantly stare at one point of a letter or other object is wrong, because it
lowers the vision and causes discomfort to the eyes. Perfect sight is not possible and
cannot be imagined continuously, unless the shifting is continuous. The movement of
letters or words which can always be demonstrated in normal vision, depends upon
the shifting.
When the eyes stare and do not move, or when an effort is made to imagine letters or other objects to be stationary, the
shifting stops, and if things seen are imagined to be stationary without shifting, or an effort is made to stop the shifting, the
vision always becomes imperfect.
With the eyes open, it is possible to shift from the first letter of a line, of the Snellen test card, at fifteen feet, to the end
of the line and improve the sight. In most cases a known letter of the Snellen test card can be remembered more or less
perfectly with the eyes closed, but only when the eyes or the mind shifts from one letter to another, or from one part of one
letter to another part. The letter remembered can be imagined or a mental picture of the letter obtained only by constant,
slow, short, regular, continuous, easy shifting. When the patient can remember or imagine letters or other objects perfectly
with the eyes open, as well as with the eyes closed, the vision is always benefited. If shifting is not practiced the vision
always becomes worse.
Many people with imperfect sight are not able to shift or move their eyes without an effort. They complain that they lose
their mental control because they are unable to shift easily or continuously. Much better vision is obtained with a short
movement or shift of the eyes than with a long shift. (Shifting on small objects, parts of objects, fine print letter.)
It is necessary for those who have imperfect sight caused by a stare, a strain or an effort to see, to become able to shift
in such a way as to benefit their vision. Keep the eyes closed for a large part of a minute and open them for a short time, a
second or less. It takes time to stare, concentrate or make an effort to see. It is not possible to stare and lower the vision in
a fraction of a second. Perfect sight is inconceivably quick. It is easy, regular and continuous. When shifting is practiced
rapidly, easily and continuously, the symptoms of imperfect sight and other symptoms caused by strain are relieved at once.
Shifting can be practiced slowly or rapidly, as long as effort, strain is avoided. Relax, practice easy.
The general belief is that when we read we are looking at the letters. When one reads with perfect sight one does not
look at the letters, but at the white spaces between the lines and imagines the white centers of the letters to be whiter than
they really are. Look directly at a small letter of the fine print that can be read and concentrate your mind and eyes on one
part of the letter. You soon feel an effort or strain and the vision is always lowered. If the vision was not lowered, you were
unable to keep your attention fixed on the same part of a small letter for a continuous length of time.
Modern teachers state: use central fixation. When you want to read the letters: look directly at the letters, move the eyes
along the letters. Do not try to read by looking at/moving the eyes along the white spaces. This would be eccentric fixation,
diffusion; looking at two things at the same time, central and peripheral field. Eccentric fixation, diffusion causes mental
and visual strain, blur.
Shifting is very often practiced wrongly and the vision becomes lowered or no benefit is gained. To shift rapidly, look up
for a moment and then look down quickly, rest the eyes for part of a minute; then repeat, look up and down quickly without
paying much, if any attention to the sight. While looking down again, rest the eyes for part of a minute. Alternate until the
shifting up and down can always be accomplished rapidly or rapidly enough to avoid testing the sight. When the eyes move
up the test card or other stationary objects move down. When the eyes move down stationary objects move up or in the

opposite direction to the movement of the shifting eyes.
Try shifting relaxed, continuously from point to point on a object and from object to object. Blink.
Normal sight cannot be demonstrated continuously unless the eyes are continuously shifting. The patient is usually
unconscious that he is shifting rapidly when he believes that he can see one letter of the bottom line perfectly and all the
time.
Many people have said that they can see a letter with normal vision at fifteen feet or further without moving their eyes,
and without imagining the letter to be moving. In other cases where some people thought they could regard one letter with
normal vision without shifting, it was found that while doing this the eyes, when observed at the near point, a few feet or
further, could be seen to move very quickly, up, down, from side to side or in other directions. The movement of the eyes
was so rapid that it was not noticeable, unless the patient was observed very closely.
When the top of a large letter is regarded, that part may be seen best for a short time, while
the rest of the letter is seen worse, i.e. central fixation. One cannot see with central fixation and
have normal vision unless one is continuously shifting. When the bottom of the letter is regarded,
it may be seen best, while all the rest of the letter is seen worse. By shifting alternately from the
top to the bottom of the large letter, the vision is usually improved. At the same time, the
uncomfortable feeling in the eyes or head is relieved and all pain is benefited.
One patient with very unusual vision read the bottom line marked "10" not only at ten feet but
at a much greater distance. In a good light she claimed that she could see one letter of the "10"
line at fifteen feet continuously without blinking and without shifting. Although she was not
conscious of the fact she must have been blinking or shifting because the moving picture camera
has always demonstrated that no one could see one letter of the Snellen test card continuously
without rapid blinking or shifting.
It requires time for one's sight to become imperfect. The habit of staring or straining cannot be
accomplished in a second. It takes a longer time to fail than it takes to succeed. Perfect sight can
only be obtained quickly without effort or strain. The cure of imperfect sight, then, is to stop all
effort. It is not accomplished by doing things; it can only come by the things that one stops doing.
SHIFTING AND SWINGING: When shifting is done properly, it is practiced easily, without effort
or strain. When one shifts from a point to the left to a point to the right, the swing produced is
continuous, regular, and promotes relaxation. It is possible to shift with the eyes closed with as
much benefit as with the eyes open. There are some people who cannot shift with the eyes open
without a strain and yet they can shift or swing or imagine perfect sight with the eyes closed.
Whenever the head and eyes are moved from side to side, one should imagine that stationary
objects are moving in the opposite direction. This should be practiced at all times until the habit is
obtained. (The various swings are described in the June and other issues of this magazine.)

Shifting
When the normal eye has normal sight it is at rest and when it is at rest it is always moving or
shifting. Shifting may be done consciously with improvement in the vision, or it may be done
unconsciously with impaired vision.
Shifting can be practiced correctly and incorrectly.
+A wrong way to shift is to turn the head to the right while the eyes are turned to the left, or to
turn the head to the left while the eyes are turned to the right.
+Correct way = Eyes, head/face, body move together, synchronized, same time, same direction.
To improve imperfect sight by shifting, it is well to move the head and eyes so far away that the
first letter or object imagined is too far away to be seen at all clearly. Shifting from small letters to
large letters alternately may be a greater benefit than shifting from one small letter to another small letter. Quite frequently
the vision is decidedly improved by shifting continuously from one side of a small letter to the other side, while the letter is
imagined to be moving in the opposite direction. When the shifting is slow, short, and easy, the best results in the
improvement in the vision are obtained.
The eye also moves quick, very fast (Saccadic) and this occurs automatically. Any attempt to stop the shifting always
lowers the vision. The letter or other object which appeared to move is usually shifting a short distance – one half or one
quarter of an inch. It is not possible to imagine any particular letter or other object stationary for a longer time than one
minute.
Strain, blur begins when the eyes have not moved after a fraction of a second to one second.
While the patient is seated, benefit can be obtained from shifting, but even more benefit can be obtained when the
shifting is practiced while the patient is standing and moving the head and shoulders, in fact the whole body, a very short
distance from side to side. (The Sway, Rock) Shifting the whole body makes it easier to shift a short distance and may
explain why this method is best. It is easy to see letters on a eyechart clear when shifting easily on the letters while doing
the sway a short distance left and right.
Blink, sway, relax.

# 3 - CENTRAL FIXATION, See Clearest With the
Center of the Visual Field
MENTAL EFFECTS OF CENTRAL FIXATION
A man of forty-four who had worn glasses since the age of twenty was first seen on October 8, 1917, when he was
suffering, not only from very Imperfect sight, but from headache and discomfort. He was wearing for the right eye: concave
5.00D.S. with concave 0.50D.C. 180 degrees, and for the left concave 2.50D.S. with concave 1.50D.C. 180 degrees. As his
visits were not very frequent and he often went back to his glasses, his progress was slow. But his pain and discomfort were
relieved very quickly, and almost from the beginning he had flashes of greatly improved and even of normal vision. This
encouraged him to continue, and his progress, though slow, was steady. He has now gone without his glasses entirely for
some months. His wife was particularly impressed with the effect of the treatment upon his nerves, and in December, 1919,
she wrote:
"I have become very much interested in the thought of renewing my youth by becoming like a little child. The idea of the
mental transition is not unfamiliar, but that this mental, or I should say spiritual, transition should produce a physical effect,
which would lead to seeing clearly, is a sort of miracle very possible indeed, I should suppose, to those who have faith.
"In my husband's case, certainly, some such miracle was wrought, for not only was he able to lay aside his spectacles
after many years constant use, and to see to read in almost any light, but I particularly noticed his serenity of mind after
treatments. In this serenity he seemed able to do a great deal of work efficiently, and not under the high nervous pressure
whose after-effect is the devasting scattering of forces.
"It did not occur to me for a long time that perhaps your treatment was quieting his nerves. But I think now that the
quiet periods of relaxation, two or three times a day, during which he practiced with the letter card, must have had a very
beneficial effect. He is so enthusiastic by nature, and his nerves are so easily stimulated, that for years he used to overdo
periodically. Of course, his greatly improved eyesight and the relief from the former strain must have been a large factor in
this improvement. But I am inclined to think that the intervals of quiet and peace were wonderfully beneficial, and why
shouldn't they be? We are living on stimulants, physical stimulants, mental stimulants of all kinds. The minute these stop we
feel we are merely existing, and yet if we retain any of the normality of our youth do you not think that we respond very
happily to natural simple things?"
CENTRAL FIXATION: When the vision is best where the eyes are looking, and worse where the eyes are not looking,
central fixation is evident. Central fixation when properly used is a relaxation and a benefit. It is interesting to observe that
one cannot have perfect sight without central fixation. One should not strain and make an effort to obtain central fixation
of a letter or any object, as by so doing, imperfect sight is very soon apparent. The normal eye shifts unconsciously from
one part of an object to another, seeing the part regarded best and other parts worse, and the eye with imperfect sight
must acquire this habit by practicing it consciously until it becomes an unconscious habit.

EXPERIENCES WITH CENTRAL FIXATION
By M. H. STUART, M.D.
Moultrie, Ga.
We are greatly indebted to Dr. Stuart for sending us this remarkable story of his own cure and that of his patients, all of
which was accomplished without personal assistance by means of the information presented in this magazine.
Some sixteen years ago, when working as a stenographer, I developed indigestion and became extremely nervous, one
of my symptoms being a tension in the spinal cord between the shoulder blades which was extremely uncomfortable. In the
late afternoon and evening I would become so nervous that I could scarcely sit still, and I have walked five miles into the
country and back again to get relief. I tried dieting for the indigestion, but after two months failed to get any relief. A
medical student then suggested that the trouble might be due to my eyes. I went to an oculist, who fitted me with glasses,
and all my troubles ceased.
The glasses given to me were convex 0.25, axis 90. A few years later, when I was in New York doing post-graduate work
at the Polyclinic, they were changed to concave 0.25, axis 180, my refraction having changed from hypermetropia to
myopia. In succeeding years the myopic astigmatism increased to concave 0.75, axis 180, and finally, after I had worn
glasses for some fourteen years, to concave 1.00, axis 180. The last correction I had worn for about two years when I
discarded glasses for good.
Slight as my error of refraction was, I was not able to leave off my glasses for more than an hour or two without
suffering from nervousness and the feeling of tenseness in the spinal cord alluded to above. At other times I was perfectly

comfortable except for the last year or two, during which I had so much to do that I suffered at times from the old nervous
trouble. I had no pain in my head or eyes, but the trouble in my back was so bad last fall that I had to have the services of
a masseur in order to do my work.
Five years ago I first read about Dr. Bates' experiments upon the eye muscles of animals. While interested I was not
prepared to abandon the accepted teachings on the subject, and I waited to hear more. Recently I read, in the May (1920)
number of BETTER EYESIGHT, Dr. Arnau's story of how, his headaches were cured, and I was so impressed by it that I
determined to try the relaxation method upon myself. I palmed for five minutes and then read the card three times with
each eye as far as I could without effort. I did this six times a day for five days, and at the end of this time I had gained a
very decided degree of relaxation. I had, of course, discarded glasses, and, although this caused me a little discomfort at
first, I was able about a week later, to perform, without them, three tonsilectomies and one operation for cataract, and to
remove two blind eyes. At the same time I went through my daily routine of treating ten to thirty patients, examining eyes,
ears, noses and throats, much of which work requires extra good vision. At noon I lay down to rest as usual and read the
Atlanta paper. At night I read the Moultrie daily paper and anything else that I wanted to.
After the first five days of systematic relaxation I have never done anything in a routine way for myself, but if I feel
nervous, or my eyes feel drawn, I swing twenty times and palm. In this way I am always able to get relief. Another method
of gaining relaxation that I have resorted to is to look at an imaginary period in any dark distant object. In this pine-woods
district there are thousands of stumps, many of which have been burned and blackened. The third day after I discarded my
glasses I had to drive about twenty-eight miles, and whenever my eyes felt drawn I would look in an easy relaxed way at a
small point on one of these stumps and always got relaxation.
Nearly every afternoon at half past four I go out for a game of golf, and often I palm before going, as I find it gives me
better control of my nervous system, and enables me to play a more consistent game.
I was so pleased with the results of the new treatment in my own case that I have since taught central fixation to about
forty of my patients, and in only about two did I fail to improve the vision at the first sitting.
The following are some of my more notable cases.
Mr. S, an automobile mechanic, had been mentally deranged for two weeks, following an attack of flu, after which he
gradually became rational, only to find that he saw double and his vision was imperfect in each eye. At the first examination
he read with his right 20/120, and with the left 20/60. I suggested that he palm at least six times a day for five minutes,
and on the second day he was greatly improved, reading with the right eye 20/80, left 20/40. On the third day he read with
the right eye 20/40, left 20/30, an increase of vision in the right eye of 200 per cent, and in the left of 100 per cent. He is
now at work, and when, occasionally, he has to lay off, it is not on account of any trouble with his eyes, but because of
weakness in his knees.
A year ago a Mr. B consulted me about the sight of his right eye, the left having been blind for years. His vision was
10/40, and could not be improved by any lens. I advised him to have the left eye removed, since it was a menace to the
other eye. He would not consent to this and I did not see him again until May 5 of this year, when he came to my office
practically blind in his right eye from sympathetic opthalmia. At one foot he could only count fingers. I advised the
immediate removal of the blind eye and of a few teeth that had pus about them; but I could not promise that his vision
would be saved. That afternoon I removed the eye, and the following day I was gratified to find that he could count fingers
at three feet. I sent him home with some large letters to use for the practice of central fixation, and by the fifteenth he was
able to count fingers at five feet. I then told him how to practice the universal swing, and on the twenty-second he could
count fingers at seven feet. On the twenty-ninth he could read the small type on the 20 line of the test card at four inches,
whereas he had been entirely unable to see them previously. He states that he can now see the small chickens running
about near his feet, and can see small cotton plants seven feet away. I am confident that in a year, or some such matter,
he will have sufficient vision to attend to the necessary work of his farm.
I have treated three cases of squint, all of them with success. One of them, Delia S, aged twelve, came to me on May 15,
with her right eye turned in to such a degree that the cornea was partly hidden. The sight of this eye was so imperfect that
at three feet she could only count fingers. With her left eye she could read 20/30. She was told to palm, and when she
returned on May 24 she was able, with the squinting eye, to count fingers at six feet, twice as far as at her first visit, and
the eye was straighter. On June 5 she came again, and counted fingers at eight feet, an increase of vision since the
beginning of 700 per cent. On July 3, while I was writing this report, she came in, and I found that her right eye had
improved to 20/60, one third of normal, while her left had become entirely normal, 20/20. Her right eye was entirely
straight at times, and I feel sure that in a few months this condition will have become permanent.
Another case of squint was that of a young girl of fourteen with rather large, pretty blue eyes, one of which, the right,
was slightly crossed inwardly. Her sight was very imperfect—half normal in the right eye and one-third normal in the left—
while, like most cross-eyed people, she was troubled with double vision. I asked her to palm at least six times a day, and
she came back with her eyes straighter and able to read 20/30 with both. The next week showed normal vision, the eyes
being at times perfectly straight.
I was particularly pleased to be able to relieve these little girls of a disfigurement which means so much more to them
than it would mean to a boy, and I was much interested to note how much prettier their eyes were, apart from the
disappearance of the squint, after a few treatments. They were wide open, softer-looking, in short, relaxed.

AN ARTIST'S EXPERIENCE WITH CENTRAL FIXATION
By FLORENCE CANE
This patient consulted the editor on July 20, 1921, because her vision was getting worse, and she suffered from a
constant feeling of strain and fatigue in her eyes. She had worn glasses since she was seven years old for hypermetropia,
commonly called farsight, and was now wearing convex 4.00 D. S., a rather strong lens. Yet without her glasses she was
able to read fine print imperfectly, and by the aid of her memory she became able at the first visit to read it at six inches.
Her discomfort was relieved at the first visit, and her distant vision, which had been imperfect, though better than her near
vision, also improved.
I have made a few observations while improving my eyesight by the methods recommended by Dr. Bates, and many
thoughts and questions regarding them have suggested themselves to me.
The first thing I remember observing on leaving the doctor's office after my first treatment was a new sense of
movement and life. Never before had I seen such dear, bright color in the crowd. I walked toward the library on Fifth
Avenue, and never had the sun shone so brightly, or the world looked so exciting. My heart beat faster. I felt a great
elation, as if a new vision, a new power, had been given me.
The second thing I remembered was that I sat down the same evening with The Cure of Imperfect Sight by Treatment
Without Glasses, determined to see what I could do without my glasses. I found that by shifting and palming I could read a
sentence or two, later more, and after a while I could read a paragraph without stopping. I found shifting from a point
above a word to one below it particularly helpful.
I went to bed at ten o'clock, but was so excited, after reading there until twelve that I could not sleep much. The
magnitude of the truth thrilled me. The relation of sight, memory and imagination to body, mind and soul—the use of one
faculty to strengthen another—seemed to be such a wonderful conception.
Soon I observed that looking upward seemed to improve my sight. I took to practicing on high objects out of doors. I
shifted on points like two apples in a tree, or on the clouds. This helped me very much, and overcame my shrinking from
light. I found that I had never walked with my eyes really open before. When I told Dr. Bates about it, he said it was the
light that helped me, not the height of the objects I looked at.
I have had several experiences in the application of the principles of central fixation which seem interesting enough to
communicate to the readers of BETTER EYESIGHT. The first occurred when I had mislaid something. I had looked everywhere
for it in vain. I sat down and palmed and, quietly but suddenly, I saw in my mind where I had laid it. I got up and looked,
and it was there.
I burned myself at a beach fire on a piece of wood that I picked up. It had been in the fire, but it was dark and I did not
notice it. I burned my thumb quite badly-enough to raise a big blister. It was very painful, and I had no remedy at hand. I
remember that I had read in Dr. Bates' book about central fixation in relation to pain, and I tried remembering the small o.
After a few minutes the pain ceased until I could not tell which thumb I had burned. The same thing happened after a bee
had stung me; and one night when I had a severe cold and could not sleep because of difficulty in breathing, I was greatly
helped by seeing the period and making it swing. I fell asleep and continued seeing the period in my sleep.
In painting I have had the most interesting experiences of all. If I am working from the memory or imagination and it
won't come the way I want, I try palming. The first time this happened. I was painting a lake with some birches at one side.
I just couldn't remember how birches grew, and the trees wouldn't look right. So I closed my eyes and waited, and soon a
vision came to me of myself walking in a young birch wood that I used to know; I saw how the branches grew, and felt the
white glimmer of reflected light from the bark, and the tender young green of the fragile leaves, and I painted the birches
with ease and joy. This use of palming may be of great value to artists, because the artist works from the image, and
sometimes this image is lost. By straining and effort he cannot regain it, but by palming he may.
I have also had interesting experiences in treating others, my first pupil being my little girl. She had a great fear of the
water, so that she could not let herself go, and float face down. She has a cat of which she is very fond; so I suggested that
she recall her cat washing itself when she tried to float. She did this and was able to float for twelve seconds.
Another case of interest was that of a woman who was in a nervous condition, overwrought and discouraged over her
problems. I began teaching her how to improve her eyesight and at the first lesson she made such great progress that she
was overcome with happiness. The magnitude of the thing she had done gave her a sense of control over herself, a new
sense of power. She said, "If I can do this, why I can do anything." And it is true; she has pulled herself out of the
overwrought state.
Among all the people with whom I have talked, or to whom I have tried to explain these ideas, I have met only one with
a perfectly rigid mind. He was, as one would expect, a pure scientist of very high standing. He wouldn't even admit that his
hand appeared to move when he swung his bead from side to side with his hand eight inches before his eyes. He said it
merely made him dizzy. He knew the hand was in a fixed position, so it couldn't appear to him to move. This statement
showed that he only used half his functions. He used his reason but refused to allow his senses to record how things
appeared.
There is one thing Dr. Bates has said that I want to question. "We can see only what we imagine, and we cannot imagine
something which we have not seen or experienced." As an example, he gives our inability to imagine a foreign alphabet.
Well, if that statement is true, how do we get at a new truth? I think it is from the imagination. One can conceive of new

forms in art, and I should judge that a scientist must conceive a possible truth in his imagination, and then set about testing
it by experiment and observation. The marriage of the two—facts and imagination—creates new truth and widens man's
consciousness. This Dr. Bates has done. But he has only called imagination good. I think it is infinite, and by penetrating
deeper into its mystery we are penetrating into the source of man's growth.

MY EXPERIENCE WITH CENTRAL FIXATION
By Dr. Doris J. Bowlby
THE correction of imperfect sight without the use of glasses, as taught by Dr. Bates, first came under my observation on
January 1 of this year when Dr, Etha Marion Jones, of St. Petersburg, Fla., called my attention to the method. It appealed to
me as being both simple and rational, and I began at once to study and later to practice it. Since that time I have taken
glasses off about fifty patients, varying in age from ten to eighty years. Among them have been cases of squint, glaucoma,
iritis, retinitis, double progressive myopia and muscae volitantes (floating specks). Many had worn glasses for years. Yet I
had great success with all of them. The following are specimens of other equally interesting cases that might be cited:
Frank, aged ten, came to my office on September 1, 1921, for examination. He had been wearing glasses since he was
four years old for what was supposed to be congenital myopia, and was then wearing the following:
Right eye, concave. 15.75 D. S., combined with concave 4.00 D. C., axis 15;
left eye, concave 15.75 D. S., combined with concave 4.00 D. C., axis 165.
With his left eye he could see only the 200 letter at one foot (1/200), and with his right he had only light perception. His
parents hesitated about putting him in my care, as it seemed incredible that he could ever be cured, but were finally
persuaded to snatch at what must have appeared to them a forlorn hope. The boy himself was unwilling to discard his
glasses at first; but after the second treatment, when the vision of the left eye improved to 3/30 and that of the right to
3/40, he hesitatingly consented to go home without their aid. After his third treatment he felt safe in going anywhere
without them. As he lives twenty-five miles from my office, I could see him only twice a week, but after every treatment the
improvement was so marked that now, after two months, his right vision is as good as his left, both being 11/30 for the
Snellen test card, while he reads diamond type at six inches and the larger type of his school books at eight incites. I feel
sure that he will soon be reading 20/20. He looks and acts like a different boy, and is, naturally, a very happy one. The case
has attracted much attention in the village where he lives.
On September 9, a young girl of eighteen came to me because of the intense pain which she was suffering in her eyes
and head. She had not been able to go to school, or use her eyes in any way, for over a year, and during this time had
been to three specialists. Her lenses had been changed a number of times, she had dark glasses to wear whenever she
went into the light, and for eight months she had spent most of her time in dark rooms. Her sight had been perfect, so far
as she knew, until she had had measles four years previously. During this illness she had read and studied, and afterward
her eyes were red and weak. Two years ago she noticed that she could not see writing on the blackboard, and in a few
days an eruption appeared on the eyelids and side of the face. Later she had an infected sinus, and also infected tonsils,
tonsillectomy and an operation upon the nose having been performed eighteen months previously. No doubt the foci of
infection which had existed at least a year had something to do with her trouble. When she came to me she was suffering
from conjunctival congestion, with exudation of purulent material, and there was some hardening of the eyeballs. Her left
vision was 7/30 and her right vision 7/50, and she was wearing:
Right eye, convex 1.00 D. S., combined with convex 1.00 D. C., axis 100;
left eye, convex 1.00 D. S., combined with convex 1.25 D. C., axis 80.
The patient came for treatment every day and has been very faithful in her palming and other exercises. After the third
treatment all pain left her and she left her glasses with me. By October 1 she was able to return to school. She now reads
the lowest line of the test card at twenty feet (20/10), and reads diamond type at ten inches. The retinoscope shows no
error of refraction in either eye, and the strained look about her eyes and in her face has given way to one of relaxation.
135 Jefferson Street, Brookville, Pa.check this not double..

CENTRAL FIXATION
When the eye sees best where it is looking it is called Central Fixation. Of course when one sees one point best it must see
all other parts worse. It is a great help in accomplishing Central Fixation to ignore or dodge all other objects or letters
(objects/letters the eyes are not looking directly at, that are in the peripheral field). To see worse may require in a way
greater rest of the mind because in Central Fixation a great many more things are seen worse and only one thing is seen

best. It must be borne in mind that dodging may be done right or it may be done wrong like many other methods of
improving the sight. Dodging is done properly when things are ignored. We do not think so much of the objects seen worse
(in peripheral field) as we do of the one object which is seen best (in the central field). It is impossible to have perfect sight
without Central Fixation. Central Fixation is demonstrated to be a passive condition of the mind and is always accomplished
without effort. It is necessary then to dodge the objects not regarded.

CENTRAL FIXATION
By W. H. Bates, M.D.
Central Fixation: The letter or part of the letter regarded is always seen best.
With normal vision, a letter or an object cannot be seen clearly or perfectly unless one sees a part of the letter or object
best, or better than all other parts.
Central fixation is passive. We do not see by any effort. Things are seen, one part best. Furthermore, it is a condition
of relaxation of the eye or mind obtained without any effort.
The normal eye with normal sight is always at rest. Nothing is done. No effort is made. Many cases of imperfect sight
have been cured when no efforts were made to see. One cannot relax by working hard, straining, nor obtain rest of the
eyes or mind by the help of a strain. When the eyes are normal, they are at rest. When they are imperfect, they are
always under a strain.
+Central fixation should not be confused with concentration, which is defined by the dictionary to mean an effort to keep
the eyes or mind continuously on one point only, and to ignore all other points.
Try it. Look directly, for example, at the point of the notch on the upper right corner of the large letter C on the Snellen
test card. Keep the eyes open without blinking. In a few seconds, or part of a minute, the mind begins to tire from the
monotony. An effort is made to hold the concentration. The effort increases with discomfort or Pain. The vision becomes
less, the white of the notch looks gray, the black appears less black, less clear and less distinct. The notch regarded is not
seen as well as other parts of the large letter not regarded, and Central Fixation is lost. Not only does the notch appear less
clear, but by continuing the effort the large letter C, as well as all the letters on the card, are seen less and less perfectly.
The white of the whole card is also modified and becomes less white. Other objects in the neighborhood of the Snellen
card soon begin to blur and are seen imperfectly. The stare or strain has very much the same effect as if the sun were
covered with a cloud or as if the light in the room, or the general illumination, were lessened. When central fixation is
practiced, all the objects in the room, including the Snellen card, look brighter, clearer, just as though the light had
increased.
Experience the cause of unclear vision; staring, not blinking, not shifting, eccentric fixation, trying hard, using effort to see
clear.
Learn to avoid this. Learn to use the eyes correct; relaxation, no effort, shifting, blinking, central fixation and the vision is
clear.
+Concentration is trying to see one thing only. It always fails.
+Central fixation is seeing one thing best, and all other objects not so well.
Central fixation is combined with shifting; the eyes, center of the visual field,
shifts, moves continually from point to point; part to part, object to object.
When the vision, memory, or imagination are imperfect, concentration can
always be demonstrated.
When the vision, memory, or imagination are perfect, Central Fixation can
always be demonstrated.
Central fixation is an illusion. All parts of small letters as well as large ones
are printed with the same amount of blackness. We do not see illusions.
They are only imagined. When we see best one part of a letter, or other
object regarded, we think we see it best, or more accurately, we imagine it
best. One can imagine anything desired, and much more easily than to make
an effort to see it. This fact should be demonstrated repeatedly, and
consciously, until it becomes an unconscious habit.
With the eyes closed the imagination of Central Fixation may be much
better than with the eyes open. By alternating the imagination of Central
Fixation with the eyes open and closed, both may improve.
Many persons have no mental pictures with their eyes closed. For example:
A patient consulted me about his eyes. He was asked to look at a white
pillow. “Can you see it?” he was asked.
“Yes,” he answered.

“Now, close your eyes. Can you remember it?”
“No,” he replied; “I remember a black pillow.”
“With your eyes open, can you see one corner of the pillow best, and the other corners not regarded worse?”
He was able to demonstrate this fact, and that he could in turn see, or imagine, each corner regarded best and the other
corners worse. With his eyes closed he was able to remember one corner at a time best, and when he remembers the
pillow by Central Fixation, he obtained a mental picture of a white pillow almost as well as he could see it with his eyes
open.
He was then asked to remember two corners simultaneously, both perfectly clear. At once he lost his mental picture of
the pillow. He demonstrated with other objects as well that he could only remember or imagine mental pictures of them by
Central fixation.
Another patient had suffered for many years with almost constant pain and fatigue. With his eyes open his vision was
20/20. He read diamond type as close as six inches, and as far off as twenty inches. He could imagine the white part of
large or small letters whiter than the rest of the Snellen test card, but only with his eyes open when regarding the letters.
With his eyes closed he could not remember mental pictures of any objects.
He was asked: “Which is whiter, the white center of a large letter of the Snellen card or the white snow on the top of a
mountain?” He answered, “The white snow on the top of a mountain.”
“Can you shift from one mountain top to another, remembering each one best and the others not so well, or worse?”
This also he was able to do. But when he tried to imagine two or more snow-capped mountains simultaneously, he at
once was conscious of an effort and lost his imagination of his mental pictures of the snow.
The memory of the snow-capped mountains by Central Fixation helped him to imagine Central Fixation with his eyes
open as well as closed.
A girl, age eight, had imperfect sight not corrected by glasses. The right eye turned in continuously. The vision of this
eye was 3/200 with glasses. The left vision was one-half of the normal. She was taught Central Fixation and became able,
in a few days, to imagine one part best of the larger letters. The vision of both eyes improved very much. She
demonstrated the value of Central Fixation, and that she could not distinguish clearly even the large letters with each eye
unless she imagined one part best. By repeated demonstrations this young patient acquired speed in the practice of Central
Fixation. She became able to read a newspaper more than five feet from her eyes by artificial light. Fine print, or diamond
type, was read rapidly, easily, at one inch from each eye.
She enjoyed the practice of conscious Central Fixation. It was to me very wonderful to observe her imagine very small
letters by Central Fixation and read them at ten feet or further.
The squint disappeared permanently.
A girl, aged twelve, was treated for progressive myopia. The vision of each eye was 3/200. With
concave 16D.S. the sight of each eye was improved to 20/70. The patient was very nervous. Her memory
was poor, and she was behind in her schoolwork. Treatment with the aid of Palming and Central Fixation
improved her vision slowly. After about six months there came a sudden change for the better. In one
day, her vision improved from 10/200 to 10/10 plus. The next day she read the bottom line of each of
three strange cards at twenty feet. It was remarkable, also, because she read all the letters as rapidly as
she could pronounce them. The mother was worried because her daughter had suddenly acquired a habit
of running down stairs three steps at a time. She had never stumbled or fallen once. The mother also
reported that the patient had acquired much pleasure in coasting and was the most daring of all the
children. Her scholarship had improved. The teacher said the patient would read a page of history in a
few seconds, and recite it with a perfect memory after a few days, a month, or longer. Her memory for
other subjects was equally as good.
Immediately after she read the strange cards with normal vision, I asked her: “What helped you?”
“Starch,” she answered.
Then she explained that she had become able to imagine a small piece of white starch perfectly white by Central
Fixation. When her imagination was perfect her myopia disappeared, her eyes were normal, which made it possible to
obtain normal vision. The retinoscope used at the same time demonstrated that her myopia disappeared when she had a
perfect imagination of Central Fixation.
Patients whose sight is very imperfect usually require a much longer time to acquire Central Fixation than do some
others. One should not be discouraged when, after some weeks or many months, their vision remains imperfect. Too
many are disappointed because they fail to obtain Central Fixation after long periods of time, practicing without the help of
a competent teacher. One very determined patient devoted many hours daily for over a year without any apparel benefit
whatever. She told me that she knew she was curable and was resolved to keep at it the rest of her life if necessary. I
wrote her a few suggestions. She followed my advice and was cured in a week.

Central Fixation
When the vision of myopic patients is imperfect, it can always be demonstrated that the point regarded is not seen best,
and other parts of a letter may be seen equally well or better. When the patient becomes able to remember or imagine one
part of a letter or an object best, the myopia is lessened and the vision improves. When the strain is prevented, by shifting
from one side of the letter to another, the letter appears to move from side to side. The vision may then become normal
and the myopia disappears.
CENTRAL FIXATION: Central fixation is seeing best where one is looking and worst at all other points. When the patient is
swaying before the card, he is told to see one part of a letter which he is regarding at a time and to see that part better
than any other part, then to quickly shift his glance to another part, seeing that part best and other parts of the letter
worse. The letter is seen much more readily in this way. The patient is reminded that the normal eye uses central fixation
at all times.
BLINKING: It can always be demonstrated that when a patient with imperfect sight looks intently at one point, keeping the
eyes open constantly, or trying to do so, a strain of the eyes and all the nerves of the body is usually felt, and the vision
becomes imperfect. It is impossible to keep the eyes open continuously without blinking. Each time the eyes blink, a
certain amount of rest is obtained and the vision is benefited. For this reason, the patient is instructed to blink frequently
while swaying before the card, and at all other times.

#4 - BLINKING
It is a rest to the eyes to close them and keep them closed for a few minutes or a half hour or
longer. When the eyes are open the vision is usually improved for a moment or longer. The
normal eye can look at a small letter of the Snellen Test Card and see it continuously but when it
does so the letter is always moving and the eyes are not kept open all the time. Closing the eyes
effectually dodges perfect or imperfect sight. Usually unconsciously the normal eye closes and
opens quite frequently and at irregular intervals and for very short spaces of time. Most people
can demonstrate that when they regard a letter that they are able to see quite clearly it is
possible for them to consciously close their eyes and open them quick enough and see the letter
continuously. This is called Blinking and it is only another name for dodging. Dodging what?
Dodging the tendency to look steadily at things all the time. All the methods which have been
recommended for the improvement of the vision, central fixation, palming, swinging, blinking can
all be grouped under the one word—dodging.
One of the characters in "Oliver Twist," by Charles Dickens, was called the "Artful Dodger."
Persons with good sight may not be artful but they certainly are good dodgers.

Blinking
THE normal eye when it has normal sight rests very frequently by closing the eyes for longer or
shorter periods, and when practiced quickly it is called BLINKING. When the normal eye has normal sight and refrains from
blinking for some seconds or part of a minute, the vision always becomes imperfect. You can demonstrate that normal
vision at the near point or at the distance is impossible without frequent blinking. Most people blink so easily and for such a
short period of time that things are seen continuously while the blinking is done unconsciously. In some cases one may blink
five times or more in one second. The frequency of blinking depends on a number of factors.
The normal eye blinks more frequently or more continuously under adverse conditions as when the illumination is
diminished, the distance is increased or the print read is too pale or otherwise imperfect. The distraction of conversation,
noise, reflections of light, objects so arranged as to be difficult to see, all increase the frequency of blinking of the normal
eye with normal sight. If the frequency of blinking is diminished under adverse conditions or from any cause the vision soon
becomes imperfect.
The imperfect eye or the eye with imperfect sight blinks less frequently than the normal eye. Staring stops the blinking.
The universal optical swing, the long or short swing when modified or stopped are always accompanied by less frequent
blinking.

Blinking

Blinking is necessary to maintain normal vision in the normal eye. When blinking is prevented, the eyes become tired

and the vision very soon becomes worse. Some persons, without knowing it, will blink five times in one second as
demonstrated by the camera. When regarding a large letter of a Snellen test card at twenty feet or one foot, while blinking
consciously, the letter appears to move up while the eyelids close slowly, and to move downwards as the eyelids are slowly
opened. This apparent movement is caused by shifting the eyes up and down while blinking. (Blinking causes the eyes to
shift automatically.) Many patients are unable to shift their eyes a short distance with benefit. When blinking, they may fail
to obtain relaxation, because they too often blink with an effort. It is possible for most patients to demonstrate that the
shifting of the eyes up and down improves the vision, when blinking is done easily, without effort. Blinking is very
important. It is not the brief periods of rest obtained from closing the eyes which helps the sight so much as the shifting or
movements of the eyes. It should be repeatedly demonstrated that the eyes are only at rest when they are shifting.

Blindness

By W. H. BATES, M.D.
A GREAT many people are blind or have vision so imperfect that they are unable to find their way about a strange place
with the aid of their eyes. They are usually an object of interest to their friends and are frequently recommended to try
every new form of treatment which comes out that promises any relief. They are too often
disappointed.
The orthodox ophthalmologist has been guided by a certain number of rules. For example: a
patient who has no perception of light is at once considered incurable, no matter what may be the
condition of the eyes. The first shock that I experienced in such cases was in that of a girl who had
total blindness in one eye only, the other being fairly good. She had been to many physicians, and
all pronounced her incurable because she had no perception of light in the blind eye. This was a
long time ago, and at that time I did not know as much as I do now and told the patient that
nothing could be done to improve the blind eye. The eye itself appeared normal. There was no
opacity and no organic disease which I was able to find. She told me that one doctor said she was
born with something wrong with the eye center in the brain, which accounted for the blindness in
the one eye. However, I treated her, planning to improve the slight, imperfect sight that she had in
the good eye. Much to my surprise, the vision in the blind eye simultaneously began to get better.
The first improvement the patient noticed was that she could see strong light off to the outer side
of the eye, while her vision straight ahead and to her left was still dark. One of the most
remarkable things about the case was the rapidity with which the blind eye obtained perception of
light when the vision improved for objects and letters of the Snellen Test Card. After two weeks of daily treatment the vision
of the right eye had improved to 10/200, and at the end of another week she had 20/20. From the results of treatment and
other reasons I believe that this was just a case of blindness from squint without the squint, which is called in the text
books amblyopia ex anopsia. After doing her so much good, I expected that she would return or at least send word how she
was getting along. She was not heard from again. I believe, if there had been any relapse, she might have returned.
Sometimes these cases do relapse, and I learn the facts from friends of the patient.
About five years ago a patient was led into my office, blind from retinitis pigmentosa. The vision of the right eye was
perception of light, while that of the left eye was 5/200. The pupils of both eyes were small, and in order to examine the
interior of her eyes her pupils were dilated with a weak solution of atropine. It was followed very quickly by an attack of
acute glaucoma. This subsided after about two weeks. The vision of the better eye was lowered to perception of light while
that of the right eye, which had been practically blind for many years, had improved to 10/200. This was a great surprise
because it was so unexpected. After many months of daily treatment she obtained normal vision in the right eye and almost
normal vision in the left eye. She stopped treatment against my advice. The case was published in the New York Medical
Journal, February 3, 1917.
Glaucoma is a very treacherous disease. One may have an attack and recover promptly under treatment. The same
patient may have a number of attacks of temporary blindness, but sooner or later the patient will suffer an attack of
glaucoma with total blindness, from which no recovery follows spontaneously. The patient goes to some competent
ophthalmologist, who at once tells him that there is no hope of anything being done. At one time I examined with a
microscope six eyes which had been enucleated for the relief of great pain from absolute glaucoma. Not one of these eyes
was imperfect in any way. Quite frequently I have seen cases of absolute glaucoma which came to me for treatment, and
which were completely relieved by palming and obtained normal vision in a very few days or weeks, some in even a shorter
time. One such case, about ten years ago, had pain so severe that he was unable to attend to his business, and had been
strongly advised to have the eye removed. He came to me as his last resort. After a half hour of palming the pain
disappeared, and has not returned since in all this time. I saw the patient a few days ago and he is still full of gratitude for
the benefit he received.
If my method never did anything more than to relieve the tension and pain of glaucoma, I would feel that I had done
something worth while. Whenever I think of those glaucoma cases I relieved, it is a very difficult matter for me to refrain
from boasting. There are many eye doctors of my acquaintance who do not believe that palming does much for glaucoma,

although I have gone to a great deal of trouble to advertise the fact. So strongly impressed on the minds of
ophthalmologists that absolute glaucoma is incurable, that I can understand how difficult it is for men of experience to
imagine that any of these cases can be benefited. Some day, soon I hope, some doctor will try the palming on a hopeless
case and be gratified to find that these cases can be helped. If he has the courage to publish the facts he will find that his
brother practitioners will not be as severe with him as he might expect. Some eye specialists have privately observed my
work; and, although they at the time admitted that I was right and everybody else was wrong, they hesitated to indorse any
of my discoveries publicly.
Many patients have said to me: "You cured me after other doctors failed. When I went back to some of them and
reported the facts, they had nothing to say. What is the matter with them?"
Recently I was asked if my methods were of any benefit to the blindness of babies who have lost their sight from an
infection soon after birth. I believe that these cases can be prevented by the well-known simple treatment as most doctors
agree, but after the disease has caused blindness very few or no doctors believe that much can be done to restore the
sight.
Some years ago I treated a girl, aged fourteen, whose right eye was blind following a severe inflammation of her eyes
soon after birth. She was unable to see moving objects with this blind eye, but had perception of light. I had her hold the
Snellen Test Card in her hand, close to her face, and to move it from side to side for a half hour or longer. In the beginning
she could not imagine that the card was moving, but by appealing to her common sense she admitted that she did move
the card, and furthermore that although she could not see it move, she could imagine it. The next day she practiced in the
same way, and told me that she could imagine some black specks on this moving card and that the card was beginning to
look more or less white. In a week's time she was able, as a result of daily use of the card, to see about half the letters with
the card held close to her eyes. In another week she read the whole card. Then the card was placed gradually further off,
and at the end of about three months the opacity on the front part of her eye had almost entirely disappeared and her
vision had improved to 20/20.
I wish to emphasize that many cases of so-called incurable blindness can be completely relieved. It is wrong for any
doctor or group of doctors who cannot cure cataract, for example, without an operation, to insist that because they cannot
cure it nobody else can.

Blinking

Blinking, when practiced properly, promotes relaxation or rest. The normal eye blinks continuously all day long when the
patient is awake. At night, when the patient is asleep, a movement of the eyeballs can be seen which resembles the
movement of the eyeballs when the eye blinks. When the eye blinks slowly and the upper eyelid is slowly closed, distant
objects appear to move up. When the eyelids slowly open, objects appear to move down. This movement is usually
accompanied by an improvement in the vision. Blinking is absolutely necessary in order to obtain continuous normal vision.
The normal eye blinks unconsciously, easily, sometimes with great rapidity and at other times rather slowly. It is impossible
to stop the blinking of the normal eye. Any effort to do so is a strain, which lowers the vision and, if
kept up for some minutes or longer, produces pain, fatigue, dizziness, and other nervous
symptoms.
The normal eye is shifting or looking from one point to another continuously, not only when one
is awake, but also when one is asleep. This continuous movement of the eyes brings about a
condition of perfect rest. To stare at one point for a few seconds or part of a minute is a difficult or
painful thing to do. It requires a great effort which lowers the vision. It is not possible to see two
black periods perfectly black at the same time. The only way that they can be seen perfectly black
is to shift from one to the other alternately. It is not possible to see a large letter or a small letter
perfectly without shifting or looking from one part of the letter to another part. It is well to realize
that the human mind is not made to see more than one thing perfectly at a time. To see two or
more things perfectly at the same time is impossible, but one can shift from one thing to another and alternately see each
perfectly for a short time.
When regarding a person's face, it is impossible to see the whole face perfectly at once. It is necessary to shift from one
part of the face to another to see those parts perfectly. If the shifting is more or less rapid, one gets the impression of
seeing the whole of the face at once, when, as a matter of fact, only a small area is seen at a time.
One of my patients had normal sight in one eye and one-half normal vision in the other. He was very positive that he
could see every letter of the Snellen test card perfectly at the same time. He was not aware that he shifted from one letter
to the other, or that he shifted from one part to another of large and even small letters in order to see them clearly, or to
be able to distinguish them at all. When he covered his good eye and looked with the poor one, he could read only one
letter at a time. He was quite conscious that he did not see even the large letters perfectly; but when he practiced shifting
with his poor eye, his vision improved not only for the large letters, but also for the small letters. It required considerable
time and much patience to convince him that it was impossible for him to see all parts of any letter perfectly at the same
time. When he demonstrated that staring lowered his vision, and that shifting improved it, he obtained normal vision in
each eye.

# 5 - BREATHING, Deep, Relaxed
BREATHING
MANY patients with imperfect sight are benefited by breathing. One of the best methods is to separate the teeth while
keeping the lips closed, breathe deeply as though one were yawning. When done properly one can feel the air cold as it
passes through the nose and down the throat. This method of breathing secures a great amount of relaxation of the nose,
throat, the body generally including the eyes and ears.
A man aged sixty-five, had imperfect sight for distance and was unable to read fine print without the aid of strong
glasses. After practicing deep breathing in the manner described he became able at once to, read diamond type quite
perfectly, as close as six inches from the eyes. The benefit was temporary but by repetition the improvement became more
permanent.
At one time I experimented with a number of patients, first having them hold their breath and test their vision, which
was usually lower when they did not breathe. They became able to demonstrate that holding their breath was a strain and
caused imperfect sight, double vision, dizziness and fatigue, while the deep breathing at once gave them relief.
There is a wrong way of breathing in which when the air is drawn into the lungs the nostrils contract. This is quite
conspicuous among many cases of tuberculosis.
Some teachers of physical culture in their classes while encouraging deep breathing close their nostrils when drawing in a
long breath. This is wrong because it produces a strain and imperfect sight. By consciously doing the wrong thing, breathing
with a strain one becomes better able to practice the right way and obtain relaxation and better sight.
The habit of practicing frequently deep breathing one obtains a more permanent relaxation of the eyes with more
constant good vision.
Abdominal, diaphragmatic breathing, yawning is taught by modern Natural Eyesight Improvement teachers.

The Rabbit's Throat
DURING the past ten years a method of breathing has been practiced which has improved the vision of many patients after
other methods had failed. It consists of depressing the lower jaw with the lips closed and lowering the tongue and muscles
below the chin. At the same time one breathes in through the nose and throat in a manner somewhat similar to snoring and
when done properly one can feel a coolness of the air while it passes down into the lungs. This method of breathing is
accompanied with the eyelids being more widely open in a natural way without staring. The ear passages, nose, and
throat dilate. The tube which goes from the throat to the middle ear becomes more widely open, with
improved hearing in chronic deafness which does not respond to any other treatment. If one rests the chin with
the thumb below it and the forefinger just below the lower lip, one can feel with the thumb the hardening of the muscles
below the jaw accompanied with a decided swelling. By practice, the swelling and hardness increase. This suggested the
title of the Rabbit's Throat because of a similar swelling below the rabbit's chin. The tension of the other muscles of the
body becomes relaxed. There is a wonderful increase of muscular control. Music teachers have told me that the singing
voice becomes much better because of the relaxation of the muscles of the throat. The involuntary muscles of the
digestive tract become relaxed in a striking manner with the relief of many symptoms of discomfort. Redness and
inflammation of the mucous membranes of the eye, ear, nose and throat and the rest of the body are relieved
in a few minutes with the aid of the Rabbit's Throat.
The Rabbits throat method improves breathing, relaxes the muscles in the neck, head, improves ear function. This helps to
improve eye muscle and eye function, clarity vision. The visual system is connected/functions with the ears, balance system.
Other breathing methods are found in yoga exercises, abdominal/diaphragmic breathing.
Relaxed throat, neck = improved circulation to the head, ears, eyes = clear vision.
REST—Children of all ages are benefited by resting their eyes and minds for a few minutes, several times a day. Teachers
realize the benefit of rest in the school-room, and books are laid aside, windows opened, and a few exercises with deep
breathing, are practiced. I am not aware that the school authorities have ever been criticized for devoting this daily amount
of time to rest.

#6 - MOVEMENT, Oppositional Movement ‘The Swing’
Demonstrate
1 - That a short, swaying movement improves the vision more than a long sway.
Place the test card at a distance where only the large letter at the top of the card can be
distinguished. This may be ten feet, further or nearer. Stand with the feet about one foot apart and
sway the body from side to side. When the body sways to the right, look to the right of the card.
When the body sways to the left, look to the left of the card. Do not look at the Snellen test card.
Sway the body from side to side and look to the right of the Snellen test card, and alternately to the
left of it. Note that the test card appears to be moving. Increase the length of the sway and notice
that the test card seems to move a longer distance from side to side. Observe the whiteness of the
card and the blackness of the letters. Now shorten the sway, which, of course, shortens the
movement of the card. The card appears whiter and the letters blacker when the movement of the
card is short, than when the movement of the card is long.
2 – Demonstrate that when the eyes are stationary, they are under a tremendous strain.
Stand before the Snellen test card at a distance of fifteen or twenty feet. Look directly at one small
area of a large letter, which can be seen clearly. Stare at that part of the letter without closing the
eyes and without shifting the eyes to some other point. The vision soon becomes worse and the
letter blurs. Stare continuously, and note that the longer you stare, the more difficult it is to keep
the eyes focused on that one point or part of the letter. Not only does the stare become more
difficult, but the eyes become tired; and by making a greater effort, the eyes pain, or a headache is
produced. The stare can cause fatigue of the whole body when the effort is sufficiently strong and
prolonged.

THE SWINGING CURE
If you see a letter perfectly, you may note that it appears to pulsate, or move slightly in various directions. If your sight
is imperfect, the letter will appear to be stationary. The apparent movement is caused by the unconscious shifting of the
eye. The lack of movement is due to the fact that the eye stares, or looks too long at one point. This is an invariable
symptom of imperfect sight, and may often be relieved by the following method:
Close your eyes and cover them with the palms of the hands so as to exclude all the light, and shift
mentally from one side of a black letter to the other. As you do this, the mental picture of the letter
will appear to move back and forth in a direction contrary to the imagined movement of the eye. Just
so long as you imagine that the letter is moving, or swinging, you will find that you are able to
remember it, and the shorter and more regular the swing, the blacker and more distinct the letter will
appear. If you are able to imagine the letter stationary, which may be difficult, you will find that your
memory of it will be much less perfect.
Now open your eyes and look first at one side and then at the other of the real letter. If it appears
to move in a direction opposite to the movement of the eye, you will find that your vision has
improved. If you can imagine the swing of the letter as well with your eyes open as with your eyes
closed, as short, as regular and as continuous, your vision will be normal.

The Thumb Movement
Rest the hand against an immovable surface. Place
the ball of the thumb lightly in contact with the
forefinger. Now move the end of the thumb in a
circle of about one-quarter of an inch in diameter.
When the thumb moves in one direction, the
forefinger should appear to move in the opposite
direction, although in reality it is stationary. In the
practice of the universal swing, everything is
imagined to be moving in the same direction, except
the eyes. With the aid of the thumb movement,
however, one can imagine the spine and the head moving opposite to the direction of
motion of the thumb, while the eyes, being fastened to the head, also move with the
head and hand.
While watching the movement of the thumb, remember imperfect sight. At once, the
thumb movement becomes irregular or may stop altogether. Demonstrate that any
effort, no matter how slight, to see, remember or imagine, interferes with the movement
of the thumb. The thumb is so sensitive to an effort or strain that the slightest effort is at
once recorded by the motion.
While watching the movement of the thumb, remember perfect sight. Notice that the
movement of the thumb is slow, short, continuous, and restful - with relaxation of all
parts of the body.
Many patients have been successfully treated for pain, fatigue, and dizziness with the
help of the thumb movement, after other treatment had failed. Some patients with
severe pain complain that when they forget to practice the movement of the thumb, the
pain comes back.
Not only have patients suffering from pain and symptoms of fatigue been relieved, but
an equal number have been relieved of imperfect sight by the correct practice of the
thumb movement.
Thumb movement done in various directions and with the left and right hands also
activates, integrates the left and right brain hemispheres and eye movement, shifting.

MOVING
The world moves. Let it move. People are moving all day long. It is normal, right,
proper that they should move. Just try to keep your head, or one finger, one toe,
stationary, or keep your eyes open continuously. If you try to stare at a small letter or a part of it without blinking, note
what happens. Most people who have tried it discover that the mind wanders, the vision becomes less, pain and fatigue are
produced.
Stand facing a window and note the relative position of a curtain cord to the background. Take a long step to the right.
Observe that the background has become different. Now take a long step to the left. The background has changed again.
Avoid regarding the curtain cord. While moving from side to side, it is possible to imagine the cord moving in the opposite
direction. By practice one becomes able to imagine stationary objects not seen to be moving as continuously, as easily, as
objects in the field of vision.
Seeing objects at different distances move opposite each other improves relaxation, eye movement and the clarity of vision.
It also helps people with very unclear vision distinguish one object from another object, improves the ability to look at and
shift part to part on one object at a time. This improves shifting with central fixation which further improves the clarity of
vision.
The speed of the movement of close and distant objects changes if the eyes look at close or distant objects when moving
left and right. Normally when practicing moving left and right the eyes do not look at any objects - just let the eyes move
along, pass by over objects in the visual field.
Universal Swing: When one becomes able to imagine all objects seen, remembered, or imagined, to be moving with a
slow short, easy swing, this is called the Universal Swing. It is a very desirable thing to have, because when it is imagined
with the eyes closed or open, one cannot simultaneously imagine pain, fatigue, or imperfect sight.
The universal swing can be obtained without one being conspicuous. With the hand covered, move the thumb from side
to side about one-quarter of an inch, and move the eyes with the thumb. Stationary objects can be imagined to be moving.
When walking rapidly forward, the floor or the sidewalk appears to move backward. It is well to be conscious of this
imagined movement.
Never imagine stationary objects to be stationary. To do this, is a strain, a strain which lowers the vision.

Try Dancing
THERE has been repeatedly published in this magazine and in my book that the imagination of stationary objects to
be moving is a rest and relaxation and a benefit to the sight. Young children, when one or both eyes turn in or out,
are benefited by having them swing from side to side with a regular rhythmical motion. This motion prevents the
stare and the strain and improves the appearance of the eyes. It helps the sight of most children to play puss-in-thecorner or to play hide-and-seek. Children become very much excited and laugh and carry on and have a good time
and it certainly is a benefit to their sight. It seems to me that these children would be benefited by going to dancing
school. Many of my patients practice the long swing in the office and give strangers the impression that they are
practicing steps of a dance. One patient with imperfect sight from detachment of the retina recently told me over the
telephone that he went to a dance the night before and although he lost considerable sleep his sight was very much
improved on the following morning.
Dancing is certainly a great help to keep things moving or to imagine stationary objects are moving, and is always
recommended. Some people have told me that the memory of the music, the constant rhythmic motion and the
relaxation have improved the vision.

SWAYING
It is a great help in the improving of vision to have the
patient demonstrate that staring at one part of a letter at
ten feet or further is a difficult thing to do for any length
of time without lowering the vision and producing pain,
discomfort, or fatigue.
With the eyes
closed it is impossible to concentrate on the memory or
the imagination of a small part of one letter continuously
without a temporary or more complete loss of the
memory or the imagination.
When an effort is made to think of one part of a letter
continuously with the eyes closed, the letter is imagined
to be stationary. When the imagination shifts to the right
of the letter a short distance and then to the left
alternately, every time the attention is directed to the
right, > the letter is always to the left, < and when the
attention is directed to the left < of the letter, the letter
is always to the right >. By alternating, the patient
becomes able to imagine the letter is moving from side to
side, and as long as the movement is maintained the
patient is able to remember or imagine the letter. It can
be demonstrated that to remember a letter or other
object to be stationary always interferes with the perfect memory of the letter. One
cannot remember, imagine, or see an object continuously unless it is moving. The
movement must be slow, short, and easy.
When patients stare habitually, the eyes become more or less fixed, and are moved
with great difficulty. When the patient stands and sways the whole body from side to side,
it becomes easier to move the eyes in the same direction as the body moves. No matter
how long the staring has been practiced, the sway at once lessens it.

Swinging
By W. H. Bates, M.D.
The muscles on the outside of the normal eye are at rest when the sight is normal. Any
contraction of one or more of these muscles by pressure, by operation or by electrical
stimulation always produces an error of refraction. The removal of the crystalline lens may
be done without changing the form of the eyeball.
The normal eye has normal sight when it is at rest. It is at rest, or relaxed, when it is
moving to prevent the stare, strain, or effort to see. When the patient becomes aware
that his eye troubles are always caused by one of these three, all of which are difficult, he
becomes able easily to maintain the swinging of all objects. (Oppositional Movement)
Shifting or moving the eyes from side to side with a similar movement of the head

improves the sight when done properly. It can be done wrong when the eyes move in a different direction to the
movement of the head. In some cases, when turning the head to the right, the eyes may turn in the opposite direction, for
example, at the same time. Cases have been observed where one or both eyes appear stationary while the head may be
moving.
One patient complained that when he planned to move his eyes with the movement of his head that he was not
conscious that his eyes were moving as desired or that the eyes were moving and not stationary.
In some cases the eyes would move irregularly and unconsciously a longer or a shorter distance than the movements of
the head. When one or more of the patient’s fingers were pressed lightly on the closed eyelids, the eyes could be felt to
move rapidly, slowly, or in any direction.
The eyes may move to the right while the head moves opposite, or to the left. Swaying the head and body a long
distance to the right or left may be accompanied by an apparent movement of stationary objects in the opposite or in the
same direction. Stationary objects with a prominent background move opposite, while objects partly covered may appear to
move in the same direction.
Some people have difficulty in practicing the swing successfully. They cannot imagine any stationary object to be moving
no matter how much swinging is practiced. They usually complain that they cannot imagine stationary letters or other
objects to be moving when they move their head or eyes. They feel absolutely certain that the stationary object is always
stationary and cannot be expected to move when the body sways from side to side in a long or short movement.
It is absolutely necessary that all persons with imperfect sight should become able to imagine stationary objects to be
moving. When an effort is made to imagine stationary objects to be stationary, the eyes become fixed or stare at the letter
or other object and make an effort which always fails. A very successful method of teaching nervous people how to imagine
stationary objects to be moving is as follows;
The Snellen test card is fastened to a support about fifteen feet away from the patient. When the patient looks at a
point about three feet to the right of the test card, the card is to the left of the point regarded, and advances farther to the
left when the point regarded is moved to the right. When the patient is directed to regard a point to the left of the Snellen
test card, the card moves to the right side of the point regarded.
The greater the shift from one point to another, the wider becomes the swing. By repetition, the patient becomes able
to realize that whenever a point regarded is to the right of the card that the card and all other objects are to the left of the
point regarded. When the eyes move to one side of the card, the card moves to the opposite side and this movement of
the card can always be demonstrated by insisting that the patient imagine the Snellen test card moves to the left every time
the eyes move to a point to the right. (The original sentence was; …insisting that the patient cannot imagine the Snellen
test card moves…) The word cannot is thought to be a misprint and has been taken out.)
This method is always a truth without any exceptions because no matter how much the patient may insist that he is
right, he has to acknowledge that when he looks to the right, the Snellen test card moves to the left, and this movement is
so decided that it very soon becomes impossible for the patient to fail to imagine stationary objects to be moving whenever
the eyes move from right to left, from left to right, or in any other direction. This demonstration may be made very
convincing with a little time and patience. There are so many of these patients who have difficulty in imagining stationary
objects to be moving when the eyes move from side to side or in other directions that the swing should be practiced.
Long Swing: The patient stands with the feet about one foot apart and turns the body to the right - at the same time
lifting the heel of the left foot. The head and eyes move with the body, synchronized: eyes, head, body move together,
same time, same direction. One should not pay any attention to the apparent movement of stationary
objects. Do not look at the objects that are showing oppositional movement. Relax, swing and let the
objects ‘swing’, pass by in the opposite direction. The left heel is then placed on the floor; the body is
turned to the left as the patient raises the heel of the right foot. I usually advise patients to practice this
right and left swing one hundred times morning and night, counting one to the right, two to the left, and so
on.
Variable swing: The patients holds the forefinger of one hand six inches from the right eye and about the
same distance to the right, as he moves the head a short distance from side to side. The finger should
appear to move in the opposite direction to the movement of the head. This can also be done with the
finger held between the left and right eyes, at eye level.
Universal Swing: The Patient stands and sways the body from side to side. While the body is moving,
the eyes are moving, and stationary objects nearby (close objects) which have a background (distant
object beyond close object) appear to move in the opposite direction to the movement of the head and
eyes. Objects located at more distant points which have no background always appear to move in the
same direction as the movement of the body.
If the finger is held before the eyes while the head is moved from side to side, one may, by practice,
become able to imagine that everything connected with the finger, either directly or indirectly, is moving in
the opposite direction, while the back ground is moving in the same direction. The universal swing is very
beneficial and usually prevents and cures pain, dizziness, and other nervous symptoms.
Circular Swing: There is one objection to the universal swing and that is that at the end of the count to
the right or left, the patient in some cases stares. This stoppage of the swing may be corrected by the

practice of the circular swing, when all objects are imagined to move continuously in a circular direction. The circular swing
may be remembered with the eyes closed and differs from the other swings in that the finger, Snellen test card, or other
objects appear to move in a circular direction.
In the circular swing, the head and eyes are moved in a circular direction.
Square Swing: In the square swing, the head and eyes are moved in a
horizontal line from one side to the other and then downward, across,
upward, and across, without a stop being made in any part of the swing.
Many patients can practice a square swing when they find it difficult or
impossible to practice a circular swing. Either the circular or square swing
may be practiced with the eyes open or closed.
(The Figure Eight – Infinity Swing is an improved, modern version of the
circular and square swings.
Not all persons can practice any particular kind of a swing successfully with the eyes open, but with the eyes closed, with
the help of the memory and the imagination, almost any swing can be practiced with benefit. It is interesting to observe
that swinging the head and eyes a long distance from side to side is more easily accomplished than a short movement,
although a short swing when practiced properly is more beneficial. Practice the swings with the eyes open, closed, open
and remember, imagine and see oppositional movement of objects.

The Optical Swing

By W. H. BATES, M. D.

MOST people when they look at stationary
objects believe that they see such objects
stationary; but if they observe the facts
more closely, they find that when the
normal eye regards a small letter of the
Snellen Test Card with normal sight, the
letter does not appear to be stationary, but
seems to move from side to side, a distance
about the width of the letter. This is called
the optical swing.
This is caused by the movement, shift of the
eyes from point to point (part to part) on
the letter.
During the late war, a soldier, who was
rated as a sharpshooter, told me that when
he regarded the bull's eye of a target five
hundred yards away or further, that he had
difficulty in aiming his gun properly because
the bull's eye seemed to move from side to
side a very short distance. Both he and others who had observed it did not discuss
the matter with any great interest.
The movement of a letter or other object from side to side in the optical swing is
so short, so slow, that most persons with normal eyes have never noticed it. There is
no reference to the optical swing in any publication which I have seen. It is a truth
that in all cases of normal sight the optical swing can be demonstrated. In all cases of
imperfect sight the optical swing is modified; it may be lengthened, it may become
too rapid and irregular. The swing is a necessary part of perfect sight. The
importance of it has not been realized. With the short optical swing the vision is good
while the mental efficiency and the efficiency of the nerves and muscles is
enormously increased.
THE SHORT SWING: When the swing is short, no more than the width of the letter,
the vision is normal; when the vision is normal, the swing is short. One cannot have normal vision of a letter, a normal
memory or a normal imagination, without demonstrating the presence of a short optical swing.
It can be demonstrated that it is impossible to remember or imagine with the eyes closed a letter, a color or any object
without the optical swing. When the swing is stopped an effort or strain is necessary, which may be conscious or
unconscious, and the memory or imagination becomes imperfect. Normal vision is not maintained continuously without the
short optical swing. It is not necessary, however, for one to be conscious of the swing in order to demonstrate normal
vision.

(Practicing seeing it improves the clarity of vision.)
Methods of treatment which restore the optical swing are a benefit to imperfect sight. When the short swing can be
demonstrated, the vision, the memory and the imagination are normal. One cannot imagine the short swing and imperfect
sight at the same time. One cannot remember or imagine pain, fatigue or any symptom of disease and the short swing at
the same time. For example, the symptoms of acute indigestion have disappeared when the patient imagined the short
swing of a letter or some other object. In some cases, hay fever symptoms have disappeared quickly and permanently,
through the use of the short swing. Bronchial troubles, the cough associated with influenza and whooping cough, have
disappeared quickly when the short swing was imagined quickly.
THE UNIVERSAL SWING: When you hold the Snellen Test Card in your hand, you can imagine a small letter "o" printed
on the card to have a slow, short, easy, continuous, regular swing. Of course, when the "o" swings, the card to which it is
fastened also swings; when the hand holding the card swings, the card swings and the letter "o" swings. When the letter
"o" swings the card swings, the hand swings, the wrist, the forearm, the elbow, are all swinging with the "o". If the elbow
rests on the arm of the chair, when the chair moves the elbow moves; when the elbow moves, the card moves. One can
demonstrate that a letter "o" pasted on the Brooklyn Bridge moves when the bridge moves, and when the "o" moves the
bridge moves. One may think of many objects, one at a time, each one in turn moving with the moving "o". This is called
the universal swing.
This movement is caused by the movement, shift of the eyes. Moving the head/face, body with the eyes improves
appearance of the movement.
The universal swing has been a wonderful benefit in improving many cases of imperfect sight, in the relief of pain,
fatigue and other symptoms of disease. It can be demonstrated that when one has the universal swing the sight is perfect.
If the universal swing becomes modified, the sight is imperfect. There are no exceptions. This fact has suggested successful
treatment for myopia, cataract, and other causes of imperfect sight.
It is well to remember that some people have difficulty in imagining the universal swing. They are very apt to separate
the letter "o" from the card and imagine that either the card or the letter moves; and it is difficult for them to imagine the
letter and the card fastened together and one unable to move without the other moving. Of course one can imagine the
hand moving and the arm stationary, but when the hand and the arm are in a vise or fastened very closely together without
any hinges, it is difficult or impossible to imagine the hand is moving without the arm moving as well. Persons who have
difficulty in imagining the universal swing should consult others who can demonstrate it, explain it and help them to
accomplish it.
The entire visual field moves ‘swings’ in the opposite direction the eyes move, shift to.
I generally suggest to my patients that they practice the universal swing twice daily, morning and night; or better still,
practice it at all times, in all places, no matter where they are or what they may be doing.
THE MEMORY SWING: With the eyes closed you can feel your eyes move under your fingers when lightly touching the
eyelids. If you imagine that you are looking over your right shoulder, you can feel the eyeballs move to the right, and a long
distance to the right. When you imagine that you are looking over your left shoulder, you can feel your eyeballs moving to
the left, and far to the left. One can shorten the movement of the eyeballs by looking a shorter distance to the right,
alternately looking to the left. With a little practice one can feel or imagine one feels, the eyeballs are moving the shortest
possible distance from side to side. The eyeballs can be seen to move under the closed eyelids. The memory swing is a
good thing to practice under conditions which would not be so convenient for the other kinds of swings. One can practice
the memory swing in a dark room, on a dark night, in a dark cellar, in bed, and obtain a mental relaxation or an optical
relaxation or a relaxation of the nerves which is worth while.
Imagine shifting left and right, top and bottom on a tiny fine print letter and feel the eyes move.
Imagine seeing the swing; the letter appears to move in the opposite direction the eyes shift to. Produces very
clear vision.

THE OPTICAL SWING
By W. H. Bates, M. D.
For thousands of years mankind, both lay and professional, has overlooked a seemingly minute but vitally important
phenomenon of the human system—the eye's normal inability to see a stationary object. Of the result in the science of the
eye of the final observation of this vital matter, Dr. Bates tells in part in this article.

IN this magazine, and in other publications, I have quite frequently written about the
swing. The matter is so important that I feel that it should be
described and recommended more frequently. The benefits
which come from the optical swing are far-reaching and of
greater importance, I find at the present time, than I realized
even six months or a year ago.
When a person of normal sight regards one letter of the
Snellen test card with normal vision, the letter appears to
move about a quarter of an inch or less from side to side,
continuously and slowly, a little more rapidly than a
movement each second. This is what I call the optical swing.
For many thousands of years people of normal sight have
regarded small and large objects which were stationary and
imagined that they saw them stationary. It can be
demonstrated that when the normal eye imagines a letter, or a part of a letter,
stationary, that the letter becomes very soon imperfect. Furthermore, the letter has a
jerky movement, irregular, and variable, demonstrating that it is impossible by any
kind of an effort to keep or imagine a letter stationary for any length of time.

Swinging

It is also beneficial while practicing this method to sway the body, head and eyes, a
short distance from side to side, and imagine the card and the letters to be moving in
the opposite direction. It may help you to imagine the card moving by regarding the
background close to one vertical edge of the card. By swaying from side to side the
edge of the card appears to move over the background. The shorter the movement of
the body, head and eyes, the shorter is the movement of the card and the better is it
remembered, imagined or seen. The short swing is more beneficial than the long
swing. It is necessary to realize, however, that it doesn't require much of a strain to
stop the short swing and blur the whole card. When the short swing stops, you should
increase the swing or the swaying of the body from side to side, until the card can be
again imagined to be moving. This combination of swaying, memory with the eyes
closed, and imagination with the eyes open, is a cure for hypermetropia.

Swinging

By W. H. BATES, M.D.
Swinging: When the eyes move slowly or rapidly from side to side,
stationary objects appear to move in the direction opposite to the
movement of the head and eyes.

PEOPLE with normal vision are not always conscious of the swing. When
called to their attention, however, they can always demonstrate it, and are
always able to imagine all stationary objects to be moving. In imperfect
sight, the swing is modified or absent. This is a truth which has been
demonstrated over a long period of years by a great many people, and no
exceptions have been found.
The normal or perfect swing is slow, short, easy and continuous. When
the swing is normal, it is always true that not only is the vision normal or
perfect, but also the memory, the imagination, or the mental efficiency
correspond. When the memory is imperfect, the imagination, the mental
efficiency, and the sight are also imperfect.
All cases of imperfect sight from myopia, or near-sightedness, become
normal when the swing becomes normal. The same is true in cataract,
glaucoma, diseases of the optic nerve and retina. For example, a woman,
aged sixty-three, was treated for imperfect sight from cataract. Her vision
was 10/200, and was not improved by glasses. For twenty years she had
not been able to read a newspaper with or without glasses. In three visits,
with the help of the normal swing, her vision improved to 10/10 minus,
with flashes of normal vision, and she read diamond type at twelve inches
rapidly without glasses. Other similar cases have been relieved as promptly.
It is important to understand how the swing can be imagined. Some

people with mild cases of imperfect sight can imagine a letter or other object to be
moving when they see or remember it perfectly. There are many others who fail. Severe
pain, fatigue, or worry often prevent the demonstration of the swing. Blinking and
palming are helpful in demonstrating the swing. The distance of the object regarded is
important. The patient should be placed at a distance at which he can best demonstrate
the swing. The distance varies with the patient.
It is unfortunate that many patients consider the swing complicated or impossible.
However, they can usually demonstrate that a stare or strain lowers the vision. When
holding a test card at a convenient distance from the eyes, patients may be convinced
that the test card is seen better when moving. They may not profit by their experience,
but continue to stare or strain, which always lowers the vision.
One patient was unable to imagine any kind of a swing. He was suffering from pain,
mental depression, and imperfect sight for the distance. Reading the newspaper, even
with glasses, was impossible. Since nothing he tried gave him any relief, I suggested that
he stop trying to see and make no effort to imagine stationary objects to be moving. He
practiced this while sitting in my waiting room. He paid no attention to the apparent
movement of stationary objects, nor did he look at any object more than a fraction of a
second. His vision after that improved from 20/50 to 20/10. He became able to imagine
the movement of objects and demonstrated that all his pain and mental depression were
caused by a stare or an effort to see all things stationary, when he regarded,
remembered or imagined them. He was comfortable when he imagined objects moving or
swinging, but very uncomfortable when he made an effort or imagined them to be
stationary.
Recently, I tested the sight of a girl about ten years old. She read the Snellen card at
ten feet with normal vision. She was asked: "Do you see any of the small letters moving
from side to side?"
"Yes," she answered, "they are all moving."
"Now can you imagine one of the small letters stationary?" At once she quickly looked
away and frowned.
"Why did you look away?" her father asked her.
She replied: "Because it gave me a pain in my eyes and head, and the letters became
blurred. Don't ask me to do it again."
The experience of this child is the same as that of everyone, young or old, with perfect
or imperfect sight. When the sight is normal and continuously good, to try to stop the
swing of a letter or other object necessitates a strain,—an effort which always lowers the
vision and produces discomfort or pain in one or both eyes.
It has been repeatedly demonstrated that a letter or other object cannot be
remembered or even imagined perfectly and continuously, unless one can imagine it to be
moving or swinging. Not only does the sight become imperfect, but also the memory,
imagination, judgment, and other mental processes are temporarily lost. These facts
should be known to teachers, because they greatly affect the sight, the mental efficiency,
and the scholarship of their pupils.
When the memory, imagination and vision are normal, the eyes, the brain and the
entire nervous system are at rest. The reverse is also true, for when the muscles and nerves of the body are not at rest, the
sight, memory and imagination are imperfect, and the mental efficiency is lessened or lost.
It is impossible to imagine pain, or any symptom of disease and the normal swing at the same time. Children with
whooping cough have been immediately relieved by the relaxation obtained from the swing. Many patients suffering from
severe attacks of bronchitis have been promptly relieved in the same way. Angina pectoris, pneumonia, trifacial neuralgia,
and other serious diseases have also been relieved after relaxation or rest was obtained with the aid of the swing.
The swing is generally beneficial. Some patients obtain more relaxation from one type of swing than from another. The
long swing, however, is most helpful in a great many cases.
LONG SWING: Stand with the feet about one foot apart. Turn the body to the right, at the same time lifting the heel of
the left foot. The head and eyes move with the movement of the body. Do not pay any attention to the apparent movement
of stationary objects. Now place the left heel on the floor, turn the body to the left, raising the heel of the right foot.
Alternate. Pain and fatigue are relieved promptly while practicing this swing. When done correctly, relief is felt in a short
time. The long swing, when done before retiring, lessens eyestrain during sleep.
VARIABLE SWING: Hold the forefinger of one hand six inches from the right eye and about the same distance to the
right. Look straight ahead and move the head a short distance from side to side. The finger appears to move in the
direction opposite to the movement of the head and eyes.

DRIFTING SWING: The patient does not think of nor regard anything longer than a fraction of a second. It is helpful in
doing this for the patient to imagine himself floating down a river. He may be able to imagine the drifting movement of the
boat in which he is floating, better with the eyes closed than with them open. In this case, alternate the imagination with
the eyes open and with them closed. The imagination may be improved in this way.
SHORT SWING: When the sight is normal, one can demonstrate the short swing. When it is imperfect, one can
demonstrate only the longer swing. When a patient with imperfect sight regards the Snellen test card at ten or fifteen feet,
he may be able to imagine one of the letters on the card to be swinging a quarter of an inch or less. The imagination of a
shorter swing always improves the sight. Some patients can imagine the short swing better with their eyes closed than with
them open. Alternate the imagination of the swing of the letter with the eyes closed and with them open. By repetition, the
vision of the letter with the eyes open will improve (at first in flashes, later more continuously), if the memory of the short
swing is perfect with the eyes closed.
UNIVERSAL SWING: When the eyes are at rest, they are always moving. When the body is at rest, it can always be
imagined, one part in turn, to be moving or swinging. The chair, on which the patient is sitting, is swinging. The floor, on
which the chair rests, is also swinging. The walls of the room also swing when the floor swings. When one part of the
building swings, one can imagine the whole building to be swinging. The ground, on which the building stands, is also
swinging. When the ground swings, other buildings connected with it swing. One can imagine the whole city to be swinging,
this continent and all other continents on the earth can be imagined
swinging. In short, one can imagine not only that the whole world is moving,
but also the universe, including the sun, the moon and stars. The practice of
the universal swing is of the greatest benefit, for in this way one can obtain
the maximum amount of relaxation.
All objects appear to move, ‘swing’ in the opposite direction the eyes shift to.
The Figure Eight shown on the right > is a new, improved version of a few
different swings combined into one.
Trace up the center and to the left first for correct left and right brain
hemisphere activation, integration.

THE VARIABLE SWING
Oppositional Movement
Conical Cornea Cured
RECENTLY I have been impressed very much by the value of
the variable swing. By the variable swing is meant the
ability to imagine a near object with a longer swing than one
more distant.
Example: To move the eyes, head, body left and right and
imagine and see oppositional movement: close objects
appear to move ‘swing by’ in the opposite direction to the
movement of the eyes, head, body while distant objects,
beyond the close object appear to move with the eyes, head,
body in the same direction. The close and distant objects
also appear to move against eachother in opposite
directions. The close object shows the most movement. The
distant object shows the least movement as long as the eyes
do not lock onto any objects, at any distance while swinging
side to side. This can be seen when doing the Sway or Long
Swing, in front of two eyecharts or any stationary objects at
close and far distances. A variety of examples for
experiencing the variable swing are provided in Better
Eyesight Magazines.
For example, a patient came to me with conical cornea, which is usually considered incurable. I
placed a chair five feet away from her eyes, clearly on a line with the Snellen test card located
15 feet distant. When she looked at the Snellen test card and imagined the letters moving an
inch or less (shifting on the letters) she could imagine the chair that she was not looking at
moving quite a distance. As is well known the shorter the swing the better the sight. Some
persons with unusually good vision have a swing so short that they do not readily recognize it.
This patient was able to imagine the chair moving an inch or less and the card on the wall
moving a shorter distance. She became able to imagine the chair moving a quarter of an inch

and the movement of the Snellen test card at 15 feet was so short that she could not notice it. In the beginning her vision
with glasses was poor and without glasses was double, and even the larger letters on the Snellen test card were very much
blurred. Now, when she imagined the chair moving a quarter of an inch and the Snellen test card moving so short a
distance that she could not recognize it, the conical cornea disappeared from both eyes and her vision became normal. To
me it was one of the most remarkable things I have seen in years. I know of no other treatment that has ever brought
about so great a benefit in so bad a case.
The variable swing is something that most people can learn how to practice at their first visit. Some people can do it
better than others. The improvement depends directly upon their skill in practicing the variable swing.

The Baby Swing
YOUNG babies suffer very much from eyestrain. The tension of the eye muscles is always associated with the tension of all
the other muscles of the body. Their restlessness can be explained by this tension. I was talking with an Italian mother in
the clinic one day about restless children, and asked her why it was that her baby was always so quiet and comfortable
when she came to the clinic, while many other babies at the same time were very restless and unhappy.
"Oh," she said, "I love my baby. I like to hold her in my arms and rock her until she smiles."
"Yes, I know," I said, "but that mother over there is rocking her baby in her arms, and the child is screaming its head
off."
"Yes," exclaimed the Italian mother, "but see how she rocks it."
Then I noticed that the other mother threw the child from side to side in a horizontal direction with a rapid, jerky,
irregular motion, and the more she jerked the child from side to side, the more restless did it become.
"Now, doctor," said the Italian mother, "you watch me."
I did watch her. Instead of throwing the child rapidly, irregularly, intermittently from side to side, she handled her baby
as though it had much value in her eyes, and moved her not in straight lines from side to side, but continuously in slow,
short, easy curves. The Italian mother picked up the other mother's child, and soon quieted it by the same swing.
I learned something that day.

#7 - MEMORY AND IMAGINATION
MENTAL PICTURES AN AID TO VISION
By W. H. BATES, M.D.
WHEN an object is seen perfectly it is possible to form a perfect mental picture of it; when it is
seen imperfectly this cannot be done. Persons with ordinarily good vision are able to form a
perfect mental picture of some letter of the alphabet especially a letter of diamond type, when
looking at the Snellen test card, or at fine print; but persons with ordinarily imperfect vision can
do this only under certain favorable conditions, as with their eyes closed, or when looking at a
blank surface where there is nothing particular to see. They may also be able to do it when
looking at objects at a distance at which their vision is fairly good, as in the case of near
objects in myopia. Persons with ordinarily good vision, on the other hand, have moments when
they see imperfectly, and at such times their mental pictures are imperfect.
These facts are of the greatest practical importance, because many persons easily learn how to
form mental pictures, and when they become able to do so under all conditions their sight
becomes perfect.
Mental vision is subject to precisely the same laws as visual perception. The mental picture
must be seen or imagined by central fixation; that is, one part of it at a time must be seen best,
and the attention must shift continually from one point to another. This shifting of attention
produces a swing which is even more pronounced than the visual swing. (The swing, opposite
movement of the object the eyes are shifting on in the mind, imagination with the eyes closed is more pronounced than
when shifting on a real object with the eyes open.) Furthermore, the mind adds details that do not exist in the object
remembered or imagined. If this object is a black letter on a white background, for instance, the white openings and
margins will appear more intense than the reality.
It is not possible to retain a mental picture of a letter o of diamond type when one tries to think of one point
continuously. The point may be remembered for a brief interval—a few seconds or part of a minute; then it is lost and with
it the whole letter. One cannot, in short, "stare" at a point with the imagination any more than one can stare with the eye,
and if one tries to do so the point disappears. If one tries to think continuously of two points of the letter, imagining them

both to be equally black at the same time, the picture is lost more quickly. To think of four points or more, or to think of the
whole letter perfectly black at the same time, is still more difficult.
Mental pictures cannot be retained for any length of time unless they appear to move. This movement may be so slight
and easy that it is not observed until the attention is called to it, and even then it may not be realized. Some patients have
told me that they could remember small letters of diamond type easily and continuously, and that they were not moving.
Usually the patient can demonstrate the facts by trying to think of one part of the letter as stationary. In this case it
immediately disappears. But the effort to keep the attention fixed on a point is so great that some patients cannot or will
not make it. It is easier to let the attention shift naturally. In such cases I direct them to look at the letter o so close to their
eyes, or so far away, that they are unable to see it clearly, and call their attention to the fact that now it seems to be
stationary. Then I have them look at the letter at the distance at which they see it perfectly and ask them to imagine it
stationary, as the letter at the preceding distance seemed to be. Usually they are able to do this, and to note that the letter
blurs or disappears. After they become able to imagine that a letter which they see is stationary, they become able also to
imagine that their mental picture of it is stationary, and to note that it cannot be held more than a moment under these
conditions.
To imagine that other things seem to be moving helps some people to form and retain mental pictures. One patient,
whose mental pictures were very poor, became able, when walking around the room and imagining things moving in the
opposite direction, to imagine that a letter "o" was moving in the same direction as the furniture.
A mental picture need not be a complicated one. The perfect memory or imagination of even a small spot of color is
sufficient to cure all errors of refraction—nearsight, farsight, and astigmatism—as well as many other abnormal conditions.
But to form a perfect mental picture of a spot of color—say a black period—is not always easy. One may think one is
imagining a black period perfectly, but when one compares one's mental picture with the reality, one usually finds that the
former is several degrees paler than the latter. It is usually easier to form mental pictures with the eyes closed than with the
eyes open, and by imagining a period, or other object, with the eyes closed and open alternately one can improve one's
ability to imagine it under the latter condition. In a few exceptional cases, however, mental pictures are better and are more
easily held with the eyes open than when they are closed.
When the sight is imperfect it is always easier to hold a mental picture when looking at nothing in particular than when
looking at letters or other objects at distances at which they cannot be seen distinctly. To improve the ability to hold them
under the latter conditions it is necessary, alternately, to imagine the object with the eyes closed, or looking away from the
Snellen test card or printed page, and then to look back at the Snellen test card or reading matter.
Persons unable to imagine a period or letter may succeed with other objects. For example, one patient who could not
imagine a white card with black letters on it which she had just seen in her hand was able, with her eyes closed, to imagine
the color of her house, one part best, and the different objects—curtains, furniture, etc.—in the different rooms. She was
able to see the lawn, the flower-bed, the numerous flowers, one part best, and to imagine the color of the eyes of her
friends. After that she became able to imagine the white card with the black letters.
Persons who suffer from pain, fatigue, or other discomfort to their eyes, have great difficulty in forming mental pictures.
Such persons, although they cannot remember a letter or other objects, are often able to remember the movement of a
card held in the hand. If they cannot do this at first, they may become able to do it by alternately looking at the card and
then closing their eyes and trying to recall the movement. When they become able to do this the pain stops and the sight
becomes temporarily normal.
Most people are helped by learning how to fail. When they demonstrate that their sight is lowered by an imperfect
mental picture, they become able to avoid such pictures. A patient with squint was cured when she learned to imagine
double images. At first, with her eyes open, she could not imagine them more than two inches apart, Later, with her eyes
open, she got them four feet apart, while, with her eyes closed, she could imagine one Snellen test card on one side of a
bay five miles wide and another on the other. These images could be imagined either crossed or homonymous at will; that
is, each eye sometimes seemed to see the image on its own side, and at other times the image seemed to be on the
opposite side. When the images were homonymous the eyes turned in, and when they were crossed the eyes turned out,
By means of this practice the patient gained such a degree of mental control that her eyes became almost continually
straight, the slight occasional deviation not being noticeable.

HOW TO OBTAIN MENTAL PICTURES
Quick Distant Vision Improvement Activity
+ Look at a letter on the Snellen test card.
+ Remember its blackness.
+ Shift the attention from one part of this spot of black to another. It should appear to move in a direction
contrary to the imagined movement.
+ If it does not, try to imagine it stationary. If you succeed in doing this it will blur, or disappear. Having
demonstrated that it is impossible to imagine the spot stationary, it may become possible to imagine it
moving.
+Having become able to form a mental picture of a black spot with the eyes closed, try to do the same with
the eyes open. Alternate until the mental vision with the eyes closed and open is the same.
+ Having become able to imagine a black spot try to imagine the letter o in diamond type with the center as
white as snow. Do this alternately with eyes closed and open.
+ If you cannot hold the picture of a letter or period, commit to memory a number of letters on the test card
and recite them to yourself while imagining that the card is moving.
+ If some other color or object is easier to imagine than a black spot it will serve the purpose equally well.
+ A few exceptional people may get better results with the eyes open than when they are closed.

Memory and Imagination
A perfect memory and perfect imagination cures myopia under favorable conditions. Patients who have a good memory
of mental pictures have no myopia when the mental pictures are remembered or imagined perfectly. There are nearsighted people who, after a course of eye education, can look at a Snellen test card at ten feet or further and remember or
imagine the white part of the card perfectly white and the black letters perfectly black. When this is accomplished, the
myopia improves.
When school children regard the blackboard, they often half-close their eyelids, or stare and strain to see and thus
produce myopia. When they can remember a mental picture of some small letter, and remember it as well with the eyes
open as with the eyes closed, normal vision and a temporary cure of their myopia is obtained.
In myopia and other phases of imperfect sight, the white centers of all letters are imagined less white than the rest of
the card. When the patient becomes able to imagine the white centers with a white background to be whiter than the rest
of the card, the vision is improved and there is no myopia.
MEMORY AND IMAGINATION. The scholarship of children is affected by their memory of mental pictures. Measures
which have been practiced by many school teachers for the preservation or the improvement of memory are quite
numerous. When children learn how to remember some things perfectly, the memory of other things is improved. With a
perfect memory, it is also possible to have a perfect imagination. We see only what we think we see, or what we imagine.
When the imagination is perfect, the sight is perfect and when the sight is perfect, the memory is perfect. These and other
clinical observations have demonstrated the truth that sight is largely mental. Perfect sight or imperfect sight is due to the
condition of the mind. When the mind is healthy and active, perfect memory can usually be demonstrated, but when the
mind has lost its efficiency, the memory becomes impaired. The memory is benefited by those methods which bring rest
and relaxation. With the eyes closed, the memory is usually better than it is with the eyes open.
After regarding a letter which is seen imperfectly at a distance of ten feet or nearer, the student can remember the same
letter more perfectly by closing his eyes. When the child can remember a perfect letter at ten feet with the eyes open, he
soon becomes able to see and remember the same letter at eleven feet, and can gradually increase the distance to fifteen
or twenty feet. Practicing the sway, alternately with the eyes open and with the eyes closed, is a benefit to the memory
and the sight, because when the eyes are moving, a stare, strain or effort to see is more or less prevented.
When a line of letters on a Snellen test card can be read easily, it is usually possible to read some of the letters on the
line below. However, if this cannot be done, have the child come closer, until all the letters of the bottom line are seen at a
distance of five or ten feet. When a child cannot read all the letters on the 10 line at ten feet, he may be able to remember
or imagine all the letters of the 10 line, with the eyes closed, better than with them open. By alternately closing the eyes
for part of a minute or longer, and then opening them for only a moment, the vision improves.
A child may be able to see the first letter on the bottom line of the card when he is told what the letter is. Although he
may not know what the second or third letters are, he may be able to actually see them and other letters on the bottom line
by improving the vision of the first letter so that it is imagined perfectly. When the memory and imagination of the first
letter is quite perfect, or sufficiently perfect to be distinguished, the eye becomes normal and the other letters are really

seen and not imagined.
A child, at some previous time, may have had an inflammation or disease of the eyeball, which caused his imperfect
sight. For example, a scar, sufficiently thick to interfere materially with the vision, may have formed over the front part of
the eyeball. A perfect memory or imagination of a letter with the eyes closed, always lessens the opacity, and the vision is
always improved, at least temporarily. By repetition, the short periods of improved vision occur more frequently and last
more continuously.
The imagination is very important, much more so than many of us believe. Some people think imagination is simply
another word for illusion. However, it is possible to imagine correctly as well as to imagine incorrectly. Some people can
imagine a truth perfectly, but react differently when they imagine things imperfectly.
A girl, twelve years of age, had unusually good vision. She was able to read the 10 line of a strange card, which she
had never seen before, at fifty feet. She said that she could look directly at one letter of the 10 line and see it continuously,
but when her eyes were observed while she was doing this, it was found that she shifted almost continuously.
Her memory was also unusually good. She was the only member of the party who could remember the names of the
officers on the different steamers on which she had traveled to Europe. She remembered the numbers of her staterooms,
as well as the numbers of the staterooms of the other members of the party. However, when she imagined all these things
incorrectly, she felt decidedly uncomfortable, but when she remembered to imagined things perfectly, she felt no
discomfort.
At school, her teachers considered her stupid, because she disliked some of her studies and devoted no time to those
lessons. Her poor scholarship disappointed her family very much. She was very unhappy and decided to prove what she
could do. About a week before the examinations, she read through her Latin textbook and remembered it perfectly. She
also read her other textbooks and remembered what they contained. She asked to be examined in all her subjects and
much to the surprise of the teachers, she passed the examinations with unusually high honors.
A student obtained high grades in history by creating movie pictures in his mind of every story, event he read in his
history book.
He stole the history book for the next school year, read it during summer vacation (without pressure from teachers to hurry
and get a perfect grade). In September he entered that class and earned all A’s on his history papers.
+Memory.—When the sight is normal the mind is always perfectly at rest, and when the memory is perfect the mind is
also at rest. Therefore it is possible to improve the sight by the use of the memory. Anything the patient finds is agreeable
to remember is a rest to the mind, but for purposes of practice a small black object, such as a period or a letter of diamond
type, is usually most convenient. The most favorable condition for the exercise of the memory is, usually, with the eyes
closed and covered, but by practice it becomes possible to remember equally well with the eyes open.
When patients are able, with their eyes closed and covered, to remember perfectly a letter of diamond type, it appears, just
as it would if they were looking at it with the bodily eyes, to have a slight movement, while the openings appear whiter than
the rest of the background. If they are not able to remember it, they are told to shift consciously from one side of the letter
to another and to consciously imagine the opening whiter than the rest of the background. When they do this, the letter
usually appears to move in a direction contrary to that of the imagined movement of the eye, and they are able to
remember it indefinitely. If, on the contrary, they try to fix the attention on one part of the letter, or to think of two or more
parts at one time, it soon disappears, demonstrating that it is impossible to think of one point continuously, or to think of
two or more points perfectly at one time, just as it is impossible to look at a point continuously, or to see two points
perfectly at the same time. Persons with no visual memory are always under a great strain and often suffer from pain and
fatigue with no apparent cause. As soon as they become able to form mental pictures, either with the eyes closed or open,
their pain and fatigue are relieved.
+Imagination.—Imagination is closely allied to memory, for we can imagine only as well as we remember, and in the
treatment of imperfect sight the two can scarcely be separated. Vision is largely a matter of imagination and memory. And
since both imagination and memory are impossible without perfect relaxation, the cultivation of these faculties not only
improves the interpretation of the pictures on the retina but improves the pictures themselves. When you imagine that you
see a letter on the test card, you actually do see it because it is impossible to relax and imagine the letter perfectly and, at
the same time, strain and see it imperfectly. The following method of using the imagination has produced quick results in
many cases: The patient is asked to look at the largest letter on the test card at the near point, and is usually able to
observe that a small area, about a square inch, appears blacker than the rest, and that when the part of the letter seen
worst is covered, part of the exposed area seems blacker than the remainder. When the part seen worst is again covered,
the area at maximum blackness is still further reduced. When the part seen best has been reduced to about the size of a
letter on the bottom line, the patient is asked to imagine that such a letter occupies this area and is blacker than the rest of
the letter. Then he is asked to look at a letter on the bottom line and imagine that it is blacker than the largest letter. Many
are able to do this and at once become able to see the letters on the bottom line.
+Flashing.—Since it is effort that spoils the sight, many persons with imperfect sight are able, after a period of rest, to
look at an object for a fraction of a second. If the eyes are closed before the habit of strain reasserts itself, permanent
relaxation is sometimes very quickly obtained. This practice I have called flashing, and many persons are helped by it who
are unable to improve their sight by other means. The eyes are rested for a few minutes, by closing or palming, and then a

letter on the test card, or a letter of diamond type, if the trouble is with near vision, is regarded for a fraction of a second.
Then the eyes are immediately closed and the process repeated.
+Reading Familiar Letters.—The eye always strains to see unfamiliar objects, and is always relaxed to a greater or
lesser degree by looking at familiar objects. Therefore, the reading every day of small familiar letters at the greatest
distance at which they can be seen, is a rest to the eye and is sufficient to cure children under twelve who have not worn
glasses as well as some older children and adults with minor defects of vision.
In the treatment of imperfect sight these fundamental principles are to a great extent interdependent. They cannot be
separated as in the above article. It is impossible, for instance, to produce the illusion of a swing unless one possesses a
certain degree of central fixation. That is, one must be able to shift from one point to another and see the point shifted from
less distinctly than the one directly regarded. Successful palming is impossible without mental shifting and swinging and the
use of the memory and imagination.

HOW TO IMPROVE THE SIGHT BY MEANS OF THE IMAGINATION: No. 2
Imagine parts of a letter correct/clear to see a letter clear.
In a recent issue directions were given for improving the vision by the aid of the imagination.
+ According to this method the patient ascertains what a letter is by imagining each of the four sides to be
straight, curved, or open, and noting the effect of each guess upon the imagined swing of the letter.
+ Another method which has succeeded even better with many patients is to judge the correctness of the
guess by observing its effect on the appearance of the letter:
+ Look at a letter which can be seen only as a gray spot, and imagine the top is straight. If the guess is right,
the spot will probably become blacker; if it is wrong, the spot may become fainter or disappear.
+If no difference is apparent, rest the eyes by looking away, closing, or palming, and try again.
In many cases, when one side has been imagined correctly, the whole letter will come out.
+ If it does not, proceed to imagine the other sides as directed above.
+ If, when all four sides have been imagined correctly a letter does not come out, palm and repeat.
One can even bring out a letter that one cannot see at all in this way.
+Look at a line of letters which cannot be seen, and imagine the top of the first letter to be straight. If the
guess is correct, the line may become apparent, and by continued practice the letter may come out clearly
enough to be distinguished.

THE MEMORY CURE
When the sight is perfect, the memory is also perfect, because the mind is perfectly relaxed.
Therefore the sight may be improved by any method that improves the memory. The easiest thing to
remember is a small black spot of no particular size and form; but when the sight is imperfect it will
be found impossible to remember it with the eyes open and looking at letters, or other objects with
definite outlines. It may, however, be remembered for a few seconds or longer, when the eyes are
closed and covered, or when looking at a blank surface where there is nothing particular to see. By
cultivating the memory under these favorable conditions, it gradually becomes possible to retain it
under unfavorable ones, that is, when the eyes are open and the mind conscious of the impressions
of sight. By alternately remembering the period with the eyes closed and covered and then looking at
the Snellen test card, or other letters or objects; or by remembering it when looking away from the card where there is
nothing particular to see, and then looking back; the patient becomes able, in a longer or shorter time, to retain the
memory when looking at the card, and thus becomes able to read the letters with normal vision. Many children have been
cured very quickly by this method. Adults who have worn glasses have greater difficulty. Even under favorable conditions,
the period cannot be remembered for more than a few seconds, unless one shifts from one part of it to another. One can
also shift from one period, or other small black object, to another.
MEMORY AND IMAGINATION: A perfect memory is a great benefit in obtaining perfect relaxation of the eyes as well as
all the nerves of the body. One cannot remember a letter or other object perfectly unless it has been seen perfectly. When
the memory is perfect, the imagination may also be perfect. Some people with a good imagination find it easier to imagine
a letter or other object perfectly when they do not expend an effort in trying to see it. Knowing what the letter is, with the
aid of the imagination, one becomes able to imagine that it is seen perfectly. (Familiar objects, Eyechart)
It is well to keep in mind that many patients believe that they see large letters perfectly when they do not and they can

be tested by bringing the card up close to the eyes. The vision should be just as good at fifteen feet as it is at one foot. By
improving the memory and imagination one improves the vision.
MENTAL PICTURES: The mind is capable of imagining all kinds of mental pictures. When the mind is at rest and the
memory and imagination are perfect, all kinds of mental pictures are produced. When the mind is under a strain, the
memory and imagination are imperfect and mental pictures are indistinct and cannot be remembered for any length of time.
Central fixation when properly imagined is very helpful. With its aid a perfect mental picture may be obtained easily. When
a mental picture is remembered easily and perfectly, the vision is benefited. Shift on the mental pictures. Imagine them as
a movie, a motion, active picture in the mind.

Demonstrate
That memory and Imagination improve the vision.
+Look at the large letter at the top of the card and note that it may be more or less
blurred.
+Close the eyes and remember or imagine the same letter perfectly.
+Then open both eyes and imagine it as well as you can.
+In a second or less, close your eyes and remember the letter perfectly.
+When this is accomplished open the eyes and imagine it as well as you can.
+Close them quickly after a second or less.
+Practice the slow, short, easy swing and alternately remember the large letter with
the eyes closed for part of a minute or longer, and then open the eyes and imagine it
as well as you can.
+When done properly, you will be able to improve your vision of the large letter until
it becomes quite perfect.
+Then practice in the same way with the first letter of the second line.
+Improve your imagination of the first letter of the second line in flashes, until it improves
sufficiently for
you to recognize the next letter without looking at it.
+Improve the sight of the first letter of each line by alternately remembering it with the eyes closed for part
of a minute and then flashing it (looking at/shifting on it) for just a moment, a second or less.
You should be told what the first letter of each line is. With your eyes closed remember it as perfectly as you can. Then
open your eyes and test your imagination for the letter for a very short time, one second or even less. Keep your eyes
closed for at least a part of a minute, while remembering the known letter.
The flashes of the known letter with the eyes open become more frequent and last longer, until you become able to see,
not only the known letter, but other unknown letters on the same line.

Mental Pictures
MANY patients with imperfect sight complain that when they close their eyes to
remember a white card with black letters, they usually fail and remember instead a
black card with white letters. The vision of these patients is very much improved when
they become able to remember a white card white, with the black letters remembered
perfectly black. Imperfect memory, imperfect imagination, imperfect sight are all caused
by strain.
One patient could not remember a white pillow, but by first regarding the pillow and
seeing one corner best and all the other corners worse and shifting from one comer to
another he became able, when closing his eyes, to remember one comer in turn best,
and obtained a good mental picture of the whole pillow. One cannot see a pillow
perfectly without Central Fixation. To have Central Fixation requires relaxation or rest.
One patient who could not remember a large letter C of the Snellen Test Card, with the
eyes closed, was able to remember the colors of some flowers, and then he was able to
remember a letter C. In order to remember a desired mental picture one should
remember perfectly some other things. This is a relaxation which helps to remember the
mental picture desired. It is well to keep in mind that one cannot remember one thing

perfectly and something else imperfectly at the same time.
In my book is described the case of a woman with imperfect sight who could remember a yellow buttercup with the eyes
closed, perfectly, but with her eyes open and regarding the Snellen Card with imperfect sight, she had no memory of the
yellow buttercup.

Memory
By W. H. BATES, M.D.
When the sight is normal, the memory is perfect. The color and background of the letters or other objects seen, are
remembered perfectly, instantaneously, and continuously.
ONE of the quickest cures of imperfect sight has been gained through the use of the memory. When the memory is perfect,
the eyes at once become normal with normal vision. A perfect memory changes the elongated eyeball of myopia into the
shorter length of the normal eye. No matter how high a degree of myopia one may have, when he has a perfect memory of
some one thing, he is no longer myopic, but has normal eyes with normal vision.
An imperfect memory or an imperfect imagination may produce organic changes in the eyeball. The organic changes,
which are present in many diseases of the eye, have been relieved with the aid of a perfect memory. In some cases the
vision has been reduced to perception of light from scars on the front part of the eyeball. Perfect memory brings about the
absorption of such opacities. A perfect memory has cured these obstinate cases.
Conical cornea is a very serious disease. Neither operation nor the use of drugs relieves or cures it. A perfect memory
gives instant relief, the curvature of the cornea becomes normal, and the patient
obtains normal vision.
Glaucoma has been referred to as a very treacherous disease of the eye, because
symptoms of blindness may become apparent at unexpected moments. The pain of
glaucoma may be very severe. In most cases, the eyeball becomes very hard. The vision
fails in a few hours, and all perception of light may be lost. These very severe cases are
usually not benefited by operation nor drugs. The practice of a perfect memory has
relieved all the disagreeable symptoms, and the vision has returned to normal.
There are patients who suffer from paralysis of one or more of the nerves connected
with the eye. By resting the nerves or the muscles to bring about a condition of
relaxation, which is best obtained by a perfect memory, the symptoms of paralysis are
relieved. Paralysis of the nerves of the eye is caused by too great activity and is relieved
by relaxation.
When one of the eyes has been injured or has a foreign body in the inside of the
eyeball, the good eye may become affected and, in rare cases, may even be lost before
the eye that has been injured is lost. This is called sympathetic ophthalmia. Through the
use of the perfect memory, these cases, although of many years' duration, have been
benefited and normal vision obtained. To be able to demonstrate a perfect memory
habitually or unconsciously, it is necessary first to consciously remember with the eyes
closed or open one thing perfectly, until an unconscious habit is formed.
A person can remember what his own name is without having a mental picture of
each letter of the name. This is an example of what is known as an abstract memory. A
concrete memory is a more perfect memory, because one remembers a mental picture
of the object with the eyes closed, as well or better, than he can see it with the eyes
open. One can remember perfectly only that which is seen perfectly. When a letter is
seen perfectly, the whiteness of the card or page in the neighbor-hood of the black
letter is imagined whiter than the rest of the card or page, or that part in which there
are no black letters. The whiter that one can imagine the white in the neighborhood of a
letter, or inside of the letter, enables one to see the blackness of the letter blacker than
before. In other cases, where the whiteness in the neighborhood of the letter is
apparently of the same whiteness as the rest of the card, the memory or the
imagination of the black letter is imperfect.
Mental pictures are imagined perfectly when the memory is perfect. A great many
patients complain that they are unable to remember mental pictures of the letters of the
Snellen test card. They can remember what the letters are but have no mental pictures
of them. To obtain perfect mental pictures, it is necessary that the sight should be
continuously good. Most people, when they fail to imagine mental pictures, try to
remember too much at once. When remembering a letter, it is not necessary to recall all
parts of the letter. The memory of the color or one small portion of the letter is
sufficient. The smaller the part of a black letter that you remember, the blacker it is,
and the easier it is to recall. It should be emphasized that when one has a perfect

memory, central fixation can always be demonstrated. When central fixation is absent, the memory of the letter, as well as
the imagination or the sight, is always imperfect. One can regard a point or a small part of a letter by central fixation for
only a short time, not longer than a few seconds, without the memory becoming imperfect. Shifting is necessary to maintain
a perfect memory, which is continuous. In other words, when practicing central fixation, the point regarded changes
frequently.
Shift from part to part on the letter and the memory, mental and visual picture of the letter is clear.
After a demonstration that central fixation is necessary for a perfect memory, one patient became able to imagine, with
his eyes closed, a small letter "O" with a white center as white as snow, starch, or any other white object that he had ever
seen. He had no trouble in doing this. He said that he could remember it easily and quite continuously. Then I requested
him to remember an imperfect "O," which was a shade of light gray instead of black. It had no white center, but was
covered with a blur or a fog. He was able to remember it quickly, easily, for a few seconds, but when he was requested to
remember the imperfect "O" for a minute or longer, the gray shade became darker and, at times, lighter, and the memory
of the imperfect "O" became very difficult. In spite of all the efforts he made, he was unable to remember the "O"
continuously. In strong contrast to the memory of the perfect "O" the memory or the imagination of the imperfect "O" was
difficult. He agreed with me when I told him that in order to fail to see perfectly, he had to stare, strain, and make a
tremendous effort. On the other hand, the memory or the imagination of the perfect "O" was spontaneous, easy, and
continuous, and he experienced a feeling of general comfort in all his nerves. He was able to demonstrate that he could
remember the perfect "O," provided he imagined it was moving, and that he could not remember it when he tried to
imagine it stationary.
O is moving = The eyes are moving, shifting on the O.
Flashing is a great help in improving mental pictures. With the eyes open, one may see a letter quite perfectly and have a
mental picture of that letter with the eyes closed for a fraction of a second. By repeatedly flashing the letter in this way, the
mental picture becomes more frequent and lasts longer. When the sight becomes more continuously good, the memory is
also benefited, and with this improvement in the memory, the mental pictures become more perfect. The converse is also
true. When the memory is improved, the sight is improved. You cannot have a perfect memory by any effort or strain. The
more perfect your memory, the greater is your relaxation, and the more perfect is your sight.
Memory, imagination, relaxation, clarity of vision function together, strengthen, improve eachother.
Practice on eyechart letters and any objects at close, middle, far distances.

Memory and Imagination
A perfect memory and perfect imagination cures myopia under favorable conditions. Patients who have a good memory
of mental pictures have no myopia when the mental pictures are remembered or imagined perfectly. There are nearsighted people who, after a course of eye education, can look at a Snellen test card at ten feet or further and remember or
imagine the white part of the card perfectly white and the black letters perfectly black. When this is accomplished, the
myopia improves.
When school children regard the blackboard, they often half-close their eyelids, or stare and strain to see and thus
produce myopia. When they can remember a mental picture of some small letter, and remember it as well with the eyes
open as with the eyes closed, normal vision and a temporary cure of their myopia is obtained.
In myopia and other phases of imperfect sight, the white centers of all letters are imagined less white than the rest of
the card. When the patient becomes able to imagine the white centers with a white background to be whiter than the rest
of the card, the vision is improved and there is no myopia.

MEMORY AND IMAGINATION. The scholarship of children is affected by their memory of
mental pictures. Measures which have been practiced by many school teachers for the
preservation or the improvement of memory are quite numerous. When children learn how to
remember some things perfectly, the memory of other things is improved. With a perfect
memory, it is also possible to have a perfect imagination. We see only what we think we see, or
what we imagine. When the imagination is perfect, the sight is perfect and when the sight is
perfect, the memory is perfect. These and other clinical observations have demonstrated the
truth that sight is largely mental. Perfect sight or imperfect sight is due to the condition of the
mind. When the mind is healthy and active, perfect memory can usually be demonstrated, but
when the mind has lost its efficiency, the memory becomes impaired. The memory is benefited
by those methods which bring rest and relaxation. With the eyes closed, the memory is usually
better than it is with the eyes open.
After regarding a letter which is seen imperfectly at a distance of ten feet or nearer, the
student can remember the same letter more perfectly by closing his eyes. When the child can
remember a perfect letter at ten feet with the eyes open, he soon becomes able to see and

remember the same letter at eleven feet, and can gradually increase the distance to fifteen or twenty feet. Practicing the
sway, alternately with the eyes open and with the eyes closed, is a benefit to the memory and the sight, because when the
eyes are moving, a stare, strain or effort to see is more or less prevented.
When a line of letters on a Snellen test card can be read easily, it is usually possible to read some of the letters on the
line below. However, if this cannot be done, have the child come closer, until all the letters of the bottom line are seen at a
distance of five or ten feet. When a child cannot read all the letters on the 10 line at ten feet, he may be able to remember
or imagine all the letters of the 10 line, with the eyes closed, better than with them open. By alternately closing the eyes
for part of a minute or longer, and then opening them for only a moment, the vision improves.
A child may be able to see the first letter on the bottom line of the card when he is told what the letter is. Although he
may not know what the second or third letters are, he may be able to actually see them and other letters on the bottom line
by improving the vision of the first letter so that it is imagined perfectly. When the memory and imagination of the first
letter is quite perfect, or sufficiently perfect to be distinguished, the eye becomes normal and the other letters are really
seen and not imagined.
A child, at some previous time, may have had an inflammation or disease of the eyeball, which caused his imperfect
sight. For example, a scar, sufficiently thick to interfere materially with the vision, may have formed over the front part of
the eyeball. A perfect memory or imagination of a letter with the eyes closed, always lessens the opacity, and the vision is
always improved, at least temporarily. By repetition, the short periods of improved vision occur more frequently and last
more continuously.
The imagination is very important, much more so than many of us believe. Some people think imagination is simply
another word for illusion. However, it is possible to imagine correctly as well as to imagine incorrectly. Some people can
imagine a truth perfectly, but react differently when they imagine things imperfectly.
A girl, twelve years of age, had unusually good vision. She was able to read the 10 line of a strange card, which she
had never seen before, at fifty feet. She said that she could look directly at one letter of the 10 line and see it continuously,
but when her eyes were observed while she was doing this, it was found that she shifted almost continuously.
Her memory was also unusually good. She was the only member of the party who could remember the names of the
officers on the different steamers on which she had traveled to Europe. She remembered the numbers of her staterooms,
as well as the numbers of the staterooms of the other members of the party. However, when she imagined all these things
incorrectly, she felt decidedly uncomfortable, but when she remembered to imagined things perfectly, she felt no
discomfort.
At school, her teachers considered her stupid, because she disliked some of her studies and devoted no time to those
lessons. Her poor scholarship disappointed her family very much. She was very unhappy and decided to prove what she
could do. About a week before the examinations, she read through her Latin textbook and remembered it perfectly. She
also read her other textbooks and remembered what they contained. She asked to be examined in all her subjects and
much to the surprise of the teachers, she passed the examinations with unusually high honors.
A student obtained high grades in history by creating movie pictures in his mind of every story, event he read in his
history book.
He stole the history book for the next school year, read it during summer vacation (without pressure from teachers to hurry
and get a perfect grade). In September he entered that class and earned all A’s on his history papers.

Esther
Esther, aged seven, first came to me in January, 1927, to be relieved of squint. She had worn glasses since she was
three years of age for the relief of squint in the right eye. Her parents noticed, after she had worn glasses a short time,
that she was more nervous than before. Later, they were much concerned because she acquired bad habits, such as
holding her head to one side instead of straight, especially while studying and reading her school lessons. Her glasses were
then changed. It was thought that wrong glasses had been prescribed because she still kept her head to one side as
before, and her nervousness became more pronounced. The parents were told that in time the squint would be corrected if
Esther wore her glasses all the time.
The squint continued to get worse instead of better, so the parents brought her to me. The
vision of her right eye was 10/15, but in order to read the letters of the test card, she had to
turn her head so that it almost rested on her right shoulder. Her left vision was 15/15 and she
read the letters of the card in a normal position. I tested her right eye again, placing the card
up close. She turned her head just as much to one side as she did when the card was placed
ten feet away. I asked her mother to hold the child’s head straight, and again told Esther to
tell me what the letters were. I held the test card two feet away while she covered her left
eye. She said everything was all dark, and she could see nothing.
It did not take me long to find out that Esther was a bright child, and that she would
willingly do anything for the benefit of her poor eye. She said to me, “It is too bad that my
sister should have two good eyes and that I should have only one good one.” I encouraged
her to follow my directions closely and I told her if she continued to do so and practiced as
often as she should at home, that we would then try to correct the vision of the poor eye.

Palming, Memory, Imagination

I found her to be quite an artist. When her eyes were covered, I asked her if she could remember a drawing of some
kind. “Oh, yes,” she answered, “while my eyes are closed and covered I can imagine that I am drawing your picture.”
I said, “All right, you keep on imagining that you are drawing my picture and later on I will let you sit at my desk and
draw a picture of me.” We talked about pleasant things for five or ten minutes while she had her eyes covered.
Long Swing
I then taught her to swing her body from left to right, glancing for only a second at the test card, and then looking away
to her left. I purposely avoided having her swing to the right, because she had the desire, while reading or trying to see
more clearly to always rest her head on the right shoulder. I drew her mother’s attention to the fact that, as she swung,
both eyes moved in the same direction as her body was moving. When she stopped blinking, which I had encouraged her
to do rhythmically with the swing, her right eye turned in and her head also turned to one side.
After she had practiced swinging for a little while, I noticed that she gaped a few times, which meant that she was
straining. It is good for parents to notice this, in helping the child practice for the relief of squint, and to stop all practice
with the exception of closing the eyes to rest them.
When practicing the Long Swing for the first few times, for some people with squint, (wandering/crossed eyes) the eye may
wander, cross. This occurs due to the Long Swings function of removing different types, multiple layers of strain from the
mind, eyes, eye muscles and correcting left and right brain hemisphere function, integration and eye movement. A negative
thought, emotion, experience may have initially caused the first strain, slight blur, then the person worries about the blur,
starts squinting, staring and this causes a additional, different strain: worry, eye muscle, eyestrain. Blur is increased,
wandering/crossed eye occurs or increases and more worry, strain, staring, squinting and trying to force the eye straight
occurs=a third type of strain.
The Long swing and other Bates activities will remove all these strains and reverse the condition back to normal - straight
eyes, clear vision.
Esther palmed again for a little while and then I showed her some celluloid toy animals and asked her to name each one
of them. She named each one correctly with the exception of the buffalo, so I did not use that one for her case. If a child
under treatment for squint is asked to tell things in detail, the child must be familiar with the objects. While she again
covered her eyes to rest them, I placed animals on the floor five feet away from where she was sitting. I told her mother to
touch each animal and have Esther name them. Out of eight animals, she named three incorrectly. They were among the
last ones she tried to see. We then noticed that her head turned to one side in order to see them. All this time her left eye
was covered.
Then I had Esther sit at my desk and asked her to draw my picture. The drawing was quite well done for a little girl of
her age. She kept her head straight while drawing. When strain is relieved, the symptoms of imperfect sight are relieved
also. She enjoyed drawing, therefore it did not produce a strain. When she was asked to read the test card letters, she
strained in order to see them and the condition of her eyes became worse.
Esther was encouraged to do something that she liked at every treatment, such as writing figures from one to ten, or
drawing a line without using a ruler. At the first attempt, the lines were very crooked and the figures not straight.
Swinging and palming, practiced several times daily, soon improved the right eye to normal. At the last visit, her head
remained straight and the squint had entirely disappeared.
The vision of her right eye became better than normal, as far as reading the test card was concerned. She read the
bottom line at twelve feet and seven inches. This line is read by the normal eye at nine feet. She did equally as well with
the left eye, which, of course, had normal vision in the beginning.
To be sure that the child was entirely relieved of squint, I told her to look at my right eye, then at my left eye, then to
my chin and other parts of my face as I pointed with my finger to each part. She followed me with both eyes moving and
her head perfectly straight and as yet she has had no relapse.

IMAGINATION: Another method is to improve the vision by a perfect imagination. If the
patient is unable to see the letters on a certain line, he is told what the first letter is and is
directed to close his eyes and imagine that letter as perfectly as he can, and then alternate
by imagining it as perfectly as he can with his eyes open. When the letter is imagined
perfectly enough, other letters on that line when regarded are seen and not imagined.
It is very evident that one cannot imagine unknown letters. Therefore, if the vision
improves by the use of the imagination, unknown letters when regarded are seen and not
imagined. It has been repeatedly demonstrated that an opacity of the cornea which may
be so dense that the pupil or iris are not seen, will clear up in some cases after the
alternate imagination of a known letter or a known object is practiced with the eyes open
and closed. When opacity of the lens is examined with the aid of the ophthalmoscope, the
opacity becomes increased when the patient remembers imperfect sight. The memory of
imperfect sight causes a contraction of the muscles on the outside of the eyeball, which in
turn produces imperfect sight, cataract, cornea scar…

MEMORY: The pupil is told to remember a small letter “o” with a
white center which is whiter than other letters on the Snellen test
card. A small letter may be imagined much better than large letters of
the Snellen test card. When the facts are analyzed, it is discovered
that the reason small letters are imagined better than large ones is
because a small letter has not so much of an area to be seen. It is
easier for the eye to remember or imagine a small object than a large
one. A perfect letter “O” can only be remembered when no effort is
made; an imperfect letter “O,” on the contrary, is difficult to
remember. When a letter “O” is remembered very black with a very
white center, the vision is benefited because no effort is made.
A great many near-sighted patients believe that they can remember
or imagine an imperfect letter “O” much easier than a perfect letter
“O.” These people are encouraged to remember or imagine an imperfect letter “O,” which helps them to understand and
realize as thoroughly as possible that the memory or the imagination of imperfect sight is very difficult and requires a good
deal of hard work, whereas the memory of perfect sight can only be accomplished easily without effort.
THE PERIOD: With the help of the imagination, alternating with the eyes open and closed, it is possible for many patients
to remember or imagine they see a small black period. It may not necessarily be a black period but may have any color of
the spectrum and be of any shape—round, square, triangular or irregular. It is impossible to remember or imagine a period
that is stationary. It must always be remembered by central fixation and be moving. Some patients can imagine a period
as small as it is printed in the newspaper. Unfortunately, it is difficult or impossible to teach all patients how to remember a
period perfectly. The great value of the period is that when it is remembered perfectly, many serious diseases, such as
opacities of the cornea, opacities of the lens, diseases of the retina and choroid, diseases of the optic nerve and blindness
can all be relieved promptly.
MEMORY AND IMAGINATION: A perfect memory is a great benefit in obtaining perfect relaxation of
the eyes as well as all the nerves of the body. One cannot remember a letter or other object perfectly
unless it has been seen perfectly. When the memory is perfect, the imagination may also be perfect.
Some people with a good imagination find it easier to imagine a letter or other object perfectly when they
do not expend an effort in trying to see it. Knowing what the letter is, with the aid of the imagination, one
becomes able to imagine that it is seen perfectly. (Familiar objects, Eyechart)
It is well to keep in mind that many patients believe that they see large letters perfectly when they do
not and they can be tested by bringing the card up close to the eyes. The vision should be just as good at
fifteen feet as it is at one foot. By improving the memory and imagination one improves the vision.
REST: Rest or relaxation of the nerves of the eyes, mind and all other parts of the body is necessary
before perfect vision can be obtained. When the nerves of the body are at rest, it is possible to remember,
imagine or see all letters or other objects perfectly. It is not possible to remember, imagine, or see
anything without perfect relaxation. Perfect relaxation or rest comes without effort. When the mind is at
rest, any effort to improve the memory, imagination or sight is wrong. (Use the memory, imagination in a
easy, relaxed manner.) When the eye is at rest, it is perfectly passive. The eye at rest is never stationary:
it is always moving. This seems a contradictory statement to make, but it is a fact which does not permit
of any explanation.
PALMING: One of the best methods of obtaining relaxation is by palming. There is more than one way of
palming. One very good way, however, is to cup both hands, press the sides of the palms together, and
place the two hands over the closed eyes and in front of the nose. When done properly, all light is
excluded, one sees black perfectly and relaxation is obtained.
BLINKING: When the normal eye is at rest, the eyelids are continually closing and opening. Blinking may
be done so rapidly that it does not become conspicuous. Moving pictures (movies) have demonstrated that
the normal eye may open and close, or blink, five times or more in one second. The habit of blinking may
be acquired by remembering to blink at frequent intervals. All patients with 15 diopters or more of myopia may blink five
times or more in one second when the eye becomes normal and myopic alternately five times in one second. There are no
exceptions to this truth.
MENTAL PICTURES: The mind is capable of imagining all kinds of mental pictures. When the mind is at rest and the memory
and imagination are perfect, all kinds of mental pictures are produced. When the mind is under a strain, the memory and
imagination are imperfect and mental pictures are indistinct and cannot be remembered for any length of time. Central fixation
when properly imagined is very helpful. With its aid a perfect mental picture may be obtained easily. When a mental picture is
remembered easily and perfectly, the vision is benefited. Shift on the mental pictures. Imagine them as a movie, a motion, active
picture in the mind.

The Memory Swing
The memory swing relieves strain and tension as do the long or the short
swings which have been described at various times. It is done with the
eyes closed while one imagines himself to be looking first over the right
shoulder and then over the left shoulder, while the head is moved from
side to side. The eyeballs may be seen through the closed eyelids to
move from side to side in the same direction as the head is moved. When
done properly, the memory swing is just as efficient as the swing which is
practiced with the eyes open, whether it be short or long.
Feel the physical eyes move left and right when imagining moving left
and right and when physically moving the head left and right. The eyes
move in the same direction the mind imagines moving and the physical
body, head moves. The brain works with the eyes.
This swing also relaxes, improves movement of the neck. Enjoy
relaxation of the mind, eyes, head, neck, shoulders, body.
The memory swing can be shortened by remembering the swing of a
small letter, a quarter of an inch or less, when the eyes are closed.
The memory swing has given relief in many cases of imperfect sight
from myopia, astigmatism, and inflammations of the outside of the
eyeball as well as inflammations of the inside of the eyeball. It is much
easier than the swing practiced with the eyes open and secures a greater
amount of relaxation or rest than any other swing. It may be practiced
incorrectly, just as any swing may be done wrong, and then no benefit will be obtained.

Mental Activity

By W. H. BATES, M.D.
IT IS a truth that activities of the mind under favorable conditions accomplish many things. As an example, let us consider
the following case. A man, aged 30, employed in a distant city as a helper in a library, was treated about 15 years ago. He
called to see me at about seven o'clock in the evening and remained with me for more than two hours. The patient was
born with cataracts in both eyes. He also had amblyopia from birth. Some months previous to his visit, the cataract in both
eyes had been removed. The vision of the right eye was very poor and not corrected by glasses. The vision of the left eye
was worse than that of the right and also was not improved by glasses.
The treatment which was prescribed was to rest both eyes by closing them. His attention was also called to a known
letter of the Snellen test card, a letter which he imagined better with his eyes closed than with his eyes open. When a
known letter was regarded by central fixation, the vision improved. It did not take longer than half an hour to improve the
right eye in this way, at first in flashes and then more continuously later.
At first he was able to flash the letters of the Snellen test card when he had momentary glimpses of the known letter
very much improved. It did not take long before, much to my surprise, he was able to read all
the letters on the lowest line at 10 feet. The vision of the left eye improved much more slowly,
but after continual practice the vision of this eye became normal.
The eye which obtains improved sight by the aid of the memory and imagination very soon
obtains improved vision for all the letters. It was demonstrated in this case and in others that
the memory and the imagination of a known letter is a cure for myopia, hypermetropia,
astigmatism, cataract, glaucoma, atrophy of the optic nerve, and other diseases of the eye.
With the aid of the retinoscope it has been demonstrated that the memory and the
imagination are capable of improving the vision of these cases of refraction until the functional
element is relieved. It is interesting to observe that these patients become able to see as well without glasses as they had
previously seen with them.
Congenital cataract, traumatic cataract, and simple cataract have all been promptly cured with the aid of the imagination
when it became as good with the eyes open as with the eyes closed. When one letter, a part of one letter, a period, a
comma, or a semi-colon, is imagined as well with the eyes open as with the eyes closed, there follows almost immediately a
temporary cure of imperfect sight. To understand how this can occur, one should demonstrate how imperfect sight is
produced by an effort. It is a truth that the memory of imperfect sight has produced myopia, hypermetropia, and the
increased tension of the eye in glaucoma. School children acquire myopia by a strain to see better. Some forms of
concentration produce an inflammation of the retina similar to the imperfect sight of amblyopia ex anopsia. This must be a
truth because it suggests proper treatment for amblyopia; namely, rest of the eyes.
Amblyopia is very frequently associated with imperfect sight, an imperfect field which may be irregular in its outline. For

many years amblyopia has been considered by authorities to be incurable, but these cases have been studied in recent
years so that now most authorities believe that amblyopia is usually curable. It is a fact that some individuals with
amblyopia ex anopsia recover without treatment. It seems reasonable to believe, if a number of patients recover
spontaneously, that the treatment suggested to achieve this result would be successful in obtaining a cure. Normal eyes
have been observed to acquire amblyopia, which was increased by an effort or a strain to see. By the practice of relaxation
methods the amblyopia is usually benefited or cured.
There are diseases of the choroid which for many years have been understood to be incurable. The fact that a strain or
effort to see may produce choroiditis suggests that relaxation methods should be practiced in order to obtain a cure. Cases
of this type are too often neglected because they have not been sufficiently studied. The proper kind of mental activity
benefits and cures functional or organic diseases of the eye: Some patients suffering from choroiditis obtain benefit quickly,
while others take a longer time.
A man, aged 25, complained of many disagreeable symptoms. With both eyes open his vision at fifteen feet was one third
of the normal. He suffered very much pain. Treatment relieved this pain and made it possible for him to read at the near
point. At ten feet he read the bottom line of the test card with his right eye, a vision of 10/10. With the left eye at ten feet,
he read the 50 line. In a poor light, his vision for distance and for the near point was much below the normal with either
eye. When he covered the closed eyelid of the right eye with the palm of his hand, he saw a field of green which continued
to be evident for part of a minute. When the eyelids of the left eye were covered with the palm of his hand, he imagined
the whole field to be red, changing to yellow and orange. When he produced those colors in his closed eyelids he
complained of headache, dizziness, and considerable pain in both eyes.
Some months previous each eye had started to turn in at different times. A stare, strain, or effort to see better increased
the squint of the left eye. When the left eye was covered, an effort to see produced a squint of the right eye, which turned
in. An operation, which was a failure, was performed on the left eye by a prominent ophthalmologist. Shortly after the
operation the left eye turned out almost continuously.
The patient was nervous. His mind planned very unusual things which lowered the vision of the right eye when he stood
six feet from the card. When he regarded the Snellen card at six feet and a half, only half a foot further off, his vision
became much worse. When he regarded a letter at seven feet that he remembered or imagined, the vision of the right eye
became normal for a few minutes. When the illumination of the Snellen test card was imperfect, his vision became very
poor.
At a distance of ten feet, in ordinary daylight, his vision became normal. At twelve feet the vision of the right eye was
reduced to one fourth of the normal. Most of the time the vision of the left eye was imperfect at a near distance, five feet or
further. He was able to read fine print at ten inches from his eyes. At twelve inches he could remember or imagine diamond
type, which he read quite readily, but at the same distance, he was unable to read print which was five times as large as
diamond type. Such cases are rare.
After resting his eyes by palming for long periods of time—one hour, two hours, or longer—the vision of the right eye
was improved to the normal for a few hours, but the vision of the left eye was improved to 1/20 of the normal for a few
minutes only. Under favorable conditions the vision of the left eye was decidedly improved. When the light was quite bright,
the vision of the left eye improved, while the vision of the right eye became worse. At twelve inches or farther, he was
unable to read any of the print.
It was interesting to study his mind while the left eye was reading the Snellen test card at different distances. There were
times when he could straighten the left eye when the Snellen test card was placed at five feet or ten feet. This ability to
straighten the left eye was very changeable. With the right eye covered, the left eye read one half of the Snellen test card
at five feet. Later the large letters of the Snellen test card were distinguished at 20 feet, while strange to say, his vision at
five feet or ten feet was very poor. At about the same time he could read the Snellen test card with normal vision with the
left eye at twelve inches.
It was difficult to explain or to find out why it was that there were periods of time when the vision at the middle distance
was poor and why the vision at 20 feet was good. Sometimes the vision at the middle distance would be almost entirely
absent. It was difficult or impossible for me on many occasions to understand the idiosyncracies of this man's vision.
Another important fact was that the patient himself could improve his vision for any distance desired by some activity of his
mind which was neither a strain or a relaxation. This patient, like other and similar cases, was bothered by a large blind
area which interfered seriously with his sight. There were times when he was able to increase the blind area while there
were other occasions when the area lessened its size.
The activity of this man's mind was very uncertain, and neither he nor his friends could prophesy what was going to
happen next. He discontinued coming to me before he was entirely cured and I have not heard from him since.
Glaucoma is a very serious, treacherous disease of the eyes. The principal symptoms are hardness of the eyeball and a
contracted field with imperfect sight. By prescribing rest or relaxation of the eyes all cases of acute glaucoma have been
benefited.
Recently a number of patients were seen suffering from a mild form of glaucoma. Usually the field was contracted on the
nasal side, but there were periods of time when the contracted field was on the temporal side. One patient could
consciously manipulate the size, form, and location of the blind area of the field. A large letter which would appear about
three inches in diameter, when regarded by an eye with normal sight, would seem to some cases of glaucoma to be only an

inch or less in diameter. The large letter which was seen by the normal eye to be a dark shade of black would appear to
some patients as brown, lavender, yellow, or fiery red when regarded at fifteen feet or farther. At twelve inches the letters
of the Snellen test card might have almost any color.
The letters might appear to be single, double, or more numerous. Every other line of letters would appear to consist of a
number of letters instead of being seen properly one at a time. The mental strain to accomplish this consciously was not
understood. As a matter of common sense, one would expect that if one line of letters was seen double, all the lines of
letters should be seen double. Sometimes the letters of one line would be apparently one above the other. Sometimes the
double images appeared to be slanting. The ways that the patient mentioned that he was able to have imperfect sight were
very numerous. One of the peculiarities of his case was that he was able to see small letters more clearly than large letters.
The different ways that he could see imperfectly with the left eye were not duplicated with the right eye.
Another patient, a girl with a very high degree of near-sightedness, had difficulty in finding a way which would produce
some improvement in her sight. After spending a good many months in studying the problem and in trying various methods,
she became able, with the aid of a rectangular swing, a swing which was accomplished by moving one hand in a
rectangular direction, to obtain benefit. A finger of one hand was moved in such a way that she appeared to be drawing a
rectangle, three feet by one foot. The patient was very much thrilled to find that the improved vision occurred at the same
time that she produced the rectangular swing.
(Original, partial versions of the modern Infinity, Figure Eight swing.)
Some patients improved their vision by practicing the vertical swing; others, by practicing the oblique or horizontal swing,
obtained an improvement in the sight. The more the facts were investigated, the greater became the evidence that it is a
mental strain which lowers the vision and not a local strain of the eye itself. In all cases of imperfect sight a mental strain
can always be recognized. When this strain is relaxed, the vision always improves.
In the treatment of imperfect sight by eye education, the results should be obtained very promptly. One soon becomes
able to remember many other ordinary objects besides the letters of the Snellen test card. When the memory becomes as
good with the eyes open as with the eyes closed, the mental strain disappears and the vision becomes normal. This
suggests that by practicing with the Snellen test card at a near point—three, five, or ten feet—the memory will become
more nearly normal. Patients with high degrees of myopia have been cured very promptly, perfectly, and continuously by
the memory of perfect sight.
It is very important that mental activity be understood, because imperfect sight is not possible without a mental strain.
When a patient with very imperfect sight is benefited or cured by relaxation methods he is very much inclined to say that he
does not see the letters on the Snellen test card—that he just remembers or imagines them. The
mind of the patient with imperfect sight will always imagine things wrong, although the patient may
not be conscious of this fact. For example, he may see a large letter E at fifteen feet, and make the
statement that it is not a letter E, but that it is a letter O. The patient may argue about that for some
time. When he is told that it is a letter E, he says that it can't be a letter E, that it must be something
else.
In short, most patients are more apt to miscall large letters than to miscall small letters.
Sometimes the letter E is not imagined or seen until the letter is brought a foot or two away. Then
when the letter becomes known by regarding it at the near point, it may gradually be taken farther
away and still be seen as a letter E. The next day when the E is regarded, it may not be seen,
although it is known to be an E. It may be necessary to place the letter E closer to the patient again
before it is recognized.
I have repeatedly stated that it is usual for patients to see a known letter better with the eyes closed than with the eyes
open. In the treatment of such cases one should realize that the number of ingenious methods employed to make the sight
worse are sometimes very remarkable. If the patient knows what is wrong with his eyes, the knowledge is a great help in
obtaining a cure. Some patients have been told a number of times that when they know what is the matter with their eyes
or their sight that they are more readily cured. By repetition, the vision of most people has been permanently cured.
Staring, squinting, not shifting on a letter and remembering, imagining it unclear causes strain and blur.
Experiencing this teaches the person to avoid it.
There are many ways of securing relaxation, but the best one of all is the simplest. The perfect memory of a house or a
chair is a great help, but one obtains still greater assistance by the memory of a very small part of a chair. The smaller the
object, the more perfectly can it be remembered, imagined, or seen. After the patient becomes convinced that he is
suffering from a mental trouble as well as an eye trouble, progress toward a complete recovery in a very short time is
obtained. Patients with a high degree of myopia have been cured by the memory of one half of a large letter, but others
have been cured more quickly by the memory of a smaller area. Large letters are not seen, remembered, or imagined as
well as small periods.

#8 - SWITCHING, Shifting Close, Middle, Far
Switch the Visual Attention at Close and Far Distances
Each day I varied the treatment. One day I placed her by a window and had her shift from the fine print up close to her
eyes to the distant signs which I called to her attention, and to tops of houses and other buildings. An American flag waved
in the distance and shifting from the flag to the flagstaff helped her to see the staff more clearly and by keeping up the
constant sway of the body, blinking easily, but steadily all the while, she became able to see the harbor in the distance and
also the boats which were moored near the shore. She told me that this was the first time in her life that she could ever
see at such a distance.
She was the means of changing the mind of a skeptical husband who thought that the Bates treatment was a myth or
something like it. However, he decided that if palming and swinging was a good thing for his wife and could make her so
much more contented in her home duties than she was before, that perhaps it would help him to be a more agreeable
person in his office as well as in his home. With just a few suggestions from me, my patient treated him successfully at
home, and her last report was that he was reading his newspaper and book type without the use of his glasses.
I realized more and more that if Dr. Bates could live until the end of time that it would be his cured patients who would
advertise him in the right and only way. Times without number there have been magazine and newspaper writers, as well
as authors of books who were cured after being treated by Dr. Bates who offered to advertise him in the way that they
thought best.
Many years ago, without realizing that it would harm him, Dr. Bates allowed these grateful patients to advertise him in
their own way. They unintentionally caused him much worry and concern with the medical profession. The only way to
make Dr. Bates’ work known to the world is to have his cured patients talk about the benefit they received and in that way
help others who are suffering from defective vision. (Optical Industry Trying to Hide Bates Method From the Public.)
During the last treatment I gave my patient she read the various test cards, 15/15, with the exception of the black card
with white letters, which she was able to read 15/10. Also, the floating specks had entirely disappeared after her third
treatment. This case was very interesting, because it is seldom that one has presbyopia and myopia simultaneously.
To carry out treatment successfully, I try to be careful to vary the method of treatment at each lesson. I find it true also
that if I try out things by myself, without the help of Dr. Bates, or his suggestions in the matter, that I fail sooner or later.
Our students will benefit greatly by doing the same thing always. If the student is in doubt as to whether he or she can
cure a difficult case, it is always best to write or come directly to headquarters and find out what is wrong. It is Dr. Bates’
desire always to help the students to cure any case which may be difficult.

School Children
By Emily C. Lierman
Davey
Davey, eight years old, was very near-sighted, and the glasses he
was wearing, made him nervous and irritable. His father had been told
about the Bates Method and what could be done to restore perfect sight
without wearing glasses. Davey’s father brought the boy to me,
although he was skeptical and his mother was even more so. I could
tell by the little boy’s attitude toward me that the Bates Method had
been much discussed in the home circle, and that I was considered a
sort of mystic worker.
The first question Davey asked me was, “What are you going to do to
me?”
I answered, “I am not going to do anything to you, but I will try to
do a whole lot for you. I will help you to get rid of your thick glasses
that I am sure you don’t like.”
His answer was, “O, yes, I would like my glasses if I could see out of
them. Father said that if you don’t help me, he will try to find other
glasses that will help.”
I let the little fellow talk for a while, because I thought it would help
me to understand him better. I told him I was especially interested in
children and that it was always my delight to give school children better sight. I said I would not interfere with him, if
glasses were what he wanted most. He said that he was afraid to play baseball or other games which might not only break
his glasses, but perhaps hurt his eyes.
I tested his vision with his glasses on, and found that at ten feet from the regulation test card, he could see only black
smudges on the white, but no letters. Then I placed the card six feet away. All he could see at that distance was the letter

on the top of the card, seen normally at two hundred feet. I then had him take off his glasses to see what he could read
without them. He could not see anything at all on the card. I asked him to follow me to the window and to look in the
distance and tell me what he could see. To the right of me, about one hundred feet away, there was a sign. The letters of
this sign appeared to be about three feet square. One word of the sign had four letters. The first letter was straight and
the last was curved, and had an opening to the right. I explained this to Davey, as I told him to look in the direction in
which I was pointing, and then to a small card with fine print that I had given him to hold. I told him to read what he could
of the fine print. He read it at two inches from his eyes. Under my direction, he alternately followed my finger as I pointed
to the fine print and then to the building sign. He told me he could not see anything in the distance.
Davey felt very uncomfortable because of his poor sight and became rather restless. I told him to hold the fine print card
closer, and not to read the print this time, but to look only at the white spaces between the sentences, and to blink often.
He shifted from the white spaces of the fine print to the sign in the distance, watching my finger as I pointed, first to the
near point and then to the distance. Suddenly, he got a flash of the first letter of the first word on the sign. This practice
was continued for twenty minutes, and then we had a rest period. Davey sat comfortably in a chair and palmed his eyes.
Children are very apt to become bored with anything that takes time and patience, and I know that Davey had little
patience with anything regarding his eyes.
I asked him questions about his school work, and what subjects he liked best. He said he just loved arithmetic. I asked
his father to give him an example to do while he palmed. The little fellow thought this was great fun, and without
hesitation he gave his father the correct answer for each example. This gave Davey a rest period of fifteen minutes. His
mother remarked that this was the first time she had ever noticed him sit quietly for so long a time.

Long Swing and Sway

Davey was then shown how to swing, by moving his body slowly from left to right, and getting only a glimpse of the
letters on the card, at six feet. When he looked longer than an instant at the card, he leaned forward and strained to see
better, but failed each time. When he learned not to stare, but to shift and blink while he swayed, his vision improved to
6/50. We returned to the window. I told him to shift from the white spaces of the fine print, which I held close to his eyes,
then to the distant sign, and he became able to read all of the sign without any difficulty.
Much had been accomplished in one treatment and both parents were grateful. Davey was given a card with instructions
for home practice. He returned three days each week for further treatment. Every time he visited me, I placed the test
card one foot further away. Eight weeks after his first treatment, he read all of the test card letters at ten feet. This was
accomplished by reading fine print close to his eyes, then swinging and shifting as he read one letter of the card at a time.
This boy has sent other school children to me as well as a school teacher with progressive myopia, who practiced
faithfully until she was cured. Every week, she sent me a report about her eye treatment and the progress she made. Her
pupils noticed that she had discarded her glasses, and after school hours she invited some of them, who had trouble with
their eyes, to practice the Bates Method with her. In eight weeks’ time, her vision became normal, and all her pupils, with
the exception of three, are improving their vision without the use of glasses.

Test Card Practice
By Emily C. Lierman
My experience with school children and with people who are advanced in years has proved to me that daily test card
practice is the quickest way completely to relieve eyestrain and imperfect sight. It is the custom always to give a patient a
large test card with a small pocket size test card for home practice. Patients are encouraged to write for more help if
needed further to improve their vision if they no longer come to the office for treatment. There is not a day goes by but
that a patient will report that he did not have time to practice reading the test card for the improvement of his sight.
This is a natural thing, because most of us have more plans made for the day than we have time to carry out. For that
reason we find the miniature test card very valuable. The card is just large enough to be placed in a dress or coat pocket.
It is not necessary to spend any extra time at home in practicing with this card if the patient has a journey before him in
going to or from business. Riding in trains, taxicabs, the subway or surface cars will give the patient time enough to
improve the vision by practicing with the little card, even if it is only for ten minutes at a time.
If one is riding in the subway, either sitting or standing, one can use the small test card by holding it about six or eight
inches away and shifting from a letter of the card to a sign directly opposite. If the print of a sign looks blurred, the print
will soon clear up if one practices shifting and blinking from the letter of the card up close to the letter of the sign.
Many people whom I have helped in this way have enjoyed practicing with the signs and small test card because by the
time they arrived at their destination their eyestrain was entirely relieved. It is so much easier then to use the memory for
objects seen without effort or strain. One can remember part of the sign which was seen in the subway and if during the
course of the day there should be a strong desire on the patient’s part to put on glasses again, all he has to do is to close
his eyes for part of a minute and remember that sign. Instantaneous relief sometimes follows and this encourages the
patient to practice. These small test cards are always available at the Central Fixation offices for a very small sum and there
is always someone there to explain how the card can be used successfully.
Children like the small test card with numerals. The numbers are distributed so that wherever the eye glances there is
always some number which can be seen perfectly within a normal distance from the eyes. Children, as a rule, are not
satisfied until the card can be read normally with each eye separately. Over each line of numerals there is a small number

indicating at which distance the normal eye should read it. School children who have never
been to the office or seen Dr. Bates or myself have been able to improve their imperfect
sight to normal by the daily use of this small card.
Sometimes children do need encouragement from their parents or from their school
teachers, because they forget just as grown folks do when a thing should be done for their
benefit. I have been asked this question many times: “How about younger children who
cannot read or write?” For them we have a card called the “pothook” card which contains
inverted “E’s.” It does not take long for a two-year-old to be taught how to say which way
the “E’s” are pointing. Children soon learn how to say whether the “E’s” are pointing up,
down, left or right. By shifting from one “E” to the other, they notice the white spaces
between the lines of “E’s.” Unconsciously they notice that the black letter “E’s” become
blacker or appear to, which is a good thing for the sight.
The “pot hook” test card is also used for sailors who have difficulty in reading flag signals
at sea. Many mid-shipmen from Annapolis are at the present time using this card for the
benefit of their sight.
There is a small black card with white letters for those who are partially blind, which is of
great benefit to them. Such a patient is placed with his back to the sunlight and while the
sun is shining on the black card, the white letters appear more clear and white and by
closing the eyes often, avoiding the stare, the vision is not only improved, but if there is any
pain or discomfort it soon disappears. The patient is advised to hold the card up close to the
eyes and while the card is moved slightly from side to side about an inch or two, relief soon
comes. The patient is then advised to hold the card a little further away day by day.
Patients to whom the large test card beginning with the letter “C” is given at the first visit
find the pocket size test card, which is a duplicate of the large one, a great help. They shift
from the small card, which is held in the hand, to the large card which is placed ten, fifteen,
or twenty feet away. The patient looks at a letter of the small card, closes the eyes to rest
them for part of a minute and then looks at the card in the distance and sees the same
letter on the same line, (Switching close and far on identical familiar objects) which in most
cases becomes clear and easy to see without strain.
For those who do close work, more than one small test card is used. During work hours
two cards can be placed on the desk, for instance, or near to their work. One is placed to
the left and the other to the right at an even distance of about two or three feet, or a little
closer. The shifting, which is done rapidly and only takes a second to do, is done by first
shifting from the work to the card at the left, back to the work, over to the card on the right
and back to the work.
The patient soon notices that the small letters which were not seen clearly appear distinct.
There are times when patients become discouraged because the sight does not appear to
improve as rapidly as they expect. Sometimes the vision even becomes lower, which is
discouraging. If those patients who have been to Doctor Bates can get in touch with him
and explain just where the difficulty lies, the advice that will be given is sometimes all that is
necessary.
I hesitate to mention my book to the subscribers of our magazine, but I always mention it to my patients. In it I have
described as carefully as I could how important it is for patients to continue practicing after they have seen the Doctor. It is
written so that everyone with eye trouble will find an article which will apply to his case. Those who have Dr. Bates’ book
find my book of additional help, and it is because of this that I mention it at this time. At the time the articles for my book
were written, I had some blind and partially blind patients, an account of whose cases can be found in my book. Since the
book has been written I have had further experience in treating difficult cases, which I try to explain in each number of the
magazine.
I have found that practice with microscopic type is most helpful in near-sightedness. The patient holds the fine print as
close as he can, looking at the white spaces between the black lines of type while blinking and then looking out of a
window, for example, or at a distant corner of the room. Then looking at, shifting on the black fine print, remembering,
imagining and seeing the fine print dark black and clear, then looking to the distant object and remembering, imagining,
seeing it clear. Practice shifting on, remembering, imagining the fine print, then distant object, then fine print again, then
distant object again… clear with the eyes: open, closed, open. Practice with both eyes together, then one eye at a time,
then both together again. If vision is less clear in one eye, practice extra time with that eye to bring the vision equal,
perfect in both eyes. Patch the eye not in use.
As I have said in this magazine before, all cases cannot be treated alike. There may be in one room at the same time
ten or more cases of myopia, cataract, glaucoma or any other disease of the eye, and yet perhaps only one of the group
would respond to one kind of treatment. For that reason, all cases have to be studied by the doctor or teacher and if one
method of treatment does not help, another method must be applied immediately, so that the patient does not become
discouraged. It takes just as much time in a great many cases to cure a simple case of imperfect sight as it does a more

serious eye trouble, and yet it does not require a college education to be able to be cured of imperfect sight by the Bates
Method.
Switching, shifting on letters on two – three identical eyecharts (or 2-3 identical fine print cards) at two-three different close
distances improves close vision and reading distance.

Test Card Practice
By EMILY A. BATES
Editor's Note—The following is taken from Mrs. Bates' (Lierman) book,
"Stories From The Clinic". Although the majority of our subscribers have Mrs.
Bates' book, we believe that these suggestions can always be re-read with
benefit.
1. Every home should have a test card.
2. It is best to place the card permanently on the wall in a good light.
3. Each member of the family or household should read the card every day.
4. It takes only a minute to test the sight with the card. If you spend five
minutes in the morning practicing, it will be a great help during the day.
5. Place yourself ten feet from the card and read as far as you can without
effort or strain. Over each line of letters are small figures indicating the
distance at which the normal eye can read them. Over the big C at the top of
the card is the figure 200. The big C, therefore, should be read by the
normal eye at a distance of two hundred feet. If you can read this line at ten
feet, your vision would be 10/200. The numerator of the fraction is always
the distance of the card from the eyes. The denominator always denotes the
number of the line read. If you can only read the line marked 40 at ten feet,
the vision is 10/40.
6. If you can only see the fifth line, for example, notice that the last letter on that line is an R. Now close your eyes, cover
them with the palms of the hands and remember the R. If you will remember that the left side is straight, the right side
partly curved, and the bottom open, you will get a good mental picture of the R with your eyes closed. This mental picture
will help you to see the letter directly underneath the R, which is a T.
7. Shifting is good to stop the stare. If you stare at the letter T, you will notice that all the letters on that line begin to blur.
It is beneficial to close your eyes quickly after you see the T, open them, and shift to the first figure on that line, which is a
3. Then close your eyes and remember the 3. You will become able to read all the letters on that line by closing your eyes
for each letter.
8. Keep a record of each test in order to note your progress from day to day.
9. When you become able to read the bottom line with each eye at ten feet; your vision is normal
for the distance, 10/10.
10. The distance of the Snellen test card from the patient is a matter of considerable importance.
However, some patients improve more rapidly when the card is placed fifteen or twenty feet away,
while others fail to get any benefit with the card at this distance. In some cases the best results are
obtained when the card is as close as one foot. Others with poor vision may not improve when the
card is placed at ten feet or further, or at one foot or less, but do much better when the card is
placed at a middle distance, at about eight feet. Some patients may not improve their vision at all
at ten feet, but at one foot. While some patients are benefited by practicing with the card daily,
always at the same distance, there are others who seem to be benefited when the distance of the
card from the patient is changed daily.
Experiment with the test card placed at a variety of close, middle, far distances.

Better Eyesight in Schools
By a Superintendent of Public Schools
Editor's Note -The following was written by a superintendent of public schools who not only helped his own eyes, but also
helped the nurses to help the children. Permission was given these nurses to attend the clinic so that they could test the
vision of each child and make records accordingly. Further advice was given by Dr. and Mrs. Bates and the work was carried

on so that within a year's time it was noticed by those not interested in the Bates Method that there were less eye-glasses
being worn by the school children.
UNDER the direction of our school nurse, a Snellen test of the eyes of all our pupils was made. A novel health experiment
was begun, a campaign for "Better Eyesight." A second test was made in order to verify the value and progress in this
phase of health work which showed marvelous, practical, successful results. Only the skepticism of principals, teachers and
pupils, and the lack of faithfulness in carrying out its conditions, prevented the wonderful results achieved from paralleling
those of an Arabian Night's story.
A Snellen test card was placed permanently in the class rooms. The children were directed to read the smallest letters
they could see from their seats at least once every day, with both eyes together and with each eye separately, the other
being covered with the palm of the hand in such a way as to avoid pressure of the eyeball. Those whose vision was
defective were encouraged to read it more frequently, and in fact needed no encouragement to do so after they found that
the practice helped them to see the blackboard, and stopped the headaches, or other discomfort, previously resulting from
the use of their eyes.
Some years ago the same system was introduced into some of the schools of New York City with an attendance of about
ten thousand children. Many of the teachers neglected to use the cards, being unable to believe that such a simple method
and one so entirely at variance with previous teaching on the subject, could accomplish the desired results. Others kept the
cards in a closet except when they were needed for the daily eye drill, lest the children should memorize them. Thus they
not only put an unnecessary burden upon themselves, but did what they could to defeat the purpose of the system, which
is to give the children daily exercise in distant vision with a familiar object as the point of fixation. A considerable number,
however, used the system intelligently and persistently, and in less than a year were able to present reports showing that of
three thousand children with imperfect sight over one thousand had obtained normal vision by its means.
Not only does this work place no additional burden upon the teachers, but, by improving the eyesight, health, disposition
and mentality of their pupils, it greatly lightens their labors.

# 9 - SUNLIGHT, Sunning
Sun-Gazing
By W. H. BATES, M.D.

IT is a well-known fact that the constant protection of the eyes from the sunlight, or from
other kinds of light, is followed by weakness or inflammation of the eyes or eyelids. Children
living in dark rooms, where the sun seldom enters, acquire an intolerance for the light. Some
of them keep their eyes covered with their hands, or bury their faces in a pillow and do all
they possibly can to avoid exposure of their eyes to ordinary light. I have seen many
hundreds of cases of young children brought to the clinic with ulceration of the cornea,
which may become sufficient to cause blindness. Putting these children in a dark room is a
blunder. My best results in the cure of these cases were obtained by encouraging the patients to
spend a good deal of the time out of doors, with their faces exposed to the direct rays of the sun. In a
short time these children became able to play and enjoy themselves a great deal more out of doors,
exposed to the sunlight, than when they protected their eyes from the light. Not only is the sun
beneficial to children with inflammation of the cornea, but it is also beneficial to adults.
When the patient looks down sufficiently, the white part of the eye can be exposed by gently lifting
the upper lid, while the sun's rays strike directly upon this part of the eyeball. In most cases it is
possible to focus the strong light of the sun on the white part of the eyeball with the aid of a strong
convex glass, being careful to move the light from side to side quite rapidly to avoid the heat. After
such a treatment, the patient almost immediately becomes able to open his eyes widely in the light.
Plain sunlight (without use of the convex glass) is also very effective. Glass filters the light causing
unbalanced, unhealthy (not full spectrum) sunlight to contact the eyes. The convex glass is only used
by a experienced eye doctor and only in cases of extreme vision impairment, blindness and is not
applied too often.
Looking at the bright area of the sky on a sunny day,(not directly into the sun) and closed eye sunning
while facing directly at the sun are safer alternatives. MOVE THE EYES, HEAD WHEN SUNNING.

Demonstrate
Sunning and use of the Sunglass
1 - That sun treatment is an immediate benefit to many diseases of the eye.
Before the treatment, take a record of your best vision of the Snellen test card with both eyes together and each eye
separately without glasses. Then sit in the sun with your eyes closed, slowly moving your head a short distance from

side to side, and allowing the sun to shine directly on your closed eyelids. Forget about your eyes; just think of
something pleasant and let your mind drift from one pleasant thought to another. Before opening your eyes, palm for
a few minutes. Then test your vision of the test card and note the improvement. Get as much sun treatment as you
possibly can, one, two, three or more hours daily.
When the sun is not shining, substitute a strong electric light. A I,000 watt electric light is preferable, but requires
special wiring. However, a 250 watt or 300 watt light can be used with benefit, and does not require special wiring.
Sit about six inches from the light, or as near as you can without discomfort from the heat, allowing it to shine on your
closed eyelids as in the sun treatment.
2 - That the strong light of the sun focused on the sclera, or white part of the eyeball, with the sun glass, also improves the
vision.
After the eyes have become accustomed to the sunlight with the eyes closed, focus the light of the sun on the closed
eyelids with the sun glass. Move the glass rapidly from side to side while doing this for a few minutes. Then have the
patient open his eyes and look as far down as possible, and in this way, the pupil is protected by the lower lid. Gently lift
the upper lid so that only the white part of the eye is exposed, as the sun’s rays fall directly upon this part of the eyeball.
The sun glass may now be used on the white part of the eye for a few seconds, moving it quickly from side to side and in
various directions. Notice that after the use of the sun glass, the vision is improved.

Myopia and Presbyopia Relieved By Treatment
Floating Specks Relieved
By Emily C. Lierman
A woman, aged 51, whose vision had been impaired for a good many years, thought that she would try
the Bates treatment and see if she could in time discard her undesirable glasses. When I tested her eyes,
her vision was 15/70 with the right eye and 15/200 with the left. When I first meet a person I have an
unconscious habit of looking at the eyes and I noticed particularly that this woman seldom blinked. She
had worn glasses for twenty years, but recently she had worn them only at the theater, movies and in
places where the light was dim.
She complained of floating specks which at times seemed to her like miniature airplanes or tiny round
white circles with gray centers. She boasted about being able to multiply these imaginary things floating
before her eyes and to see them just as clearly with her eyes closed as she could with them open. It is
hard to even imagine how terribly she strained in order to bring about such a condition.
She told me that previous to her coming to me she had visited an eye specialist who examined her eyes
thoroughly and who told her that he could see no condition of her eyes that would cause floating specks,
and that the retinas of her eyes were perfectly clear. He diagnosed her case as progressive myopia and
then gave her a stronger pair of glasses than she had been accustomed to wearing. It was because of
these stronger lenses and the discomfort that she experienced in trying to get accustomed to the
wearing of them that prompted her to come to me.
The black card with white letters was used in testing the sight of my patient. While she was resting
her eyes by palming, I placed the test card ten feet from her eyes instead of fifteen, just to see how
much more she could read at a nearer distance. After a short period of palming, I asked her to read the
card again and her vision had improved to 10/50. I was glad to see this improvement even though it
was slight. However, I thought that it might have been her right eye which was reading the 50 line,
even though she was reading the card with both eyes.
I wanted to be sure that improvement had been made, so I asked her to cover her right eye and
read the card again with the left. She read up to the 50 line just the same, which I thought was a good
improvement in so short a time. I told her how other patients had improved by practicing many times a
day at home and that if she would follow my directions, and come to see me for a few lessons that she
would make steady progress.
A few days later she came again and I noticed that she had acquired the habit of blinking. This was
encouraging, because it is not often that patients who have only had one treatment can remember to
keep up this good habit (correct vision habit) which is done unconsciously by people who have no
trouble with their eyes. I did not mention this to the patient because I was afraid to make her
conscious of the fact and again unconsciously get into her bad habit of staring. However, I made note
of this in my record and the last time I saw her I drew her attention to it, which pleased her.

During her first treatment I did not make any special effort to relieve her trouble with
the floating specks, nor did either one of us mention it. Before I tested her sight at
her second treatment, she said she had something to tell me. She noticed for the
first time that in trying to increase the number of floating specks which she formerly
was able to do, she had produced a terrific pain in both eyes and so she stopped
doing it.
At my patient’s second treatment I used the black test card and I gave her a card
with diamond type to hold near her eyes. I gave her the usual advice, saying that
she was not to try to read the print but only to look at the white spaces between the
lines of fine type. Closing the eyes often and remembering the white spaces helped
her to see the letters of the distant card, seeing one letter at a time and then looking
to the white spaces of the fine type. She read 10/40 with each eye separately,
seeing each letter clear and white. She remarked that the whiter the letters
appeared to her, the more black became the background of the card.
At her first treatment I noticed that the sclera or white parts of both her eyes
were bloodshot and looked as though she did not get enough sleep. I wrote this in
my record of her case, but I said nothing about it to her. At this, her second visit, I
noticed that the patient’s eyes looked clear and the white parts were as white as my
own eyes.
I placed her before a mirror and told her to blink and to look at her right
eye and then at her left. This helped her to see that her eyes were moving while she
blinked. It was then that she remarked how white the white parts of her eyes were.
I enjoy treating a patient like her because there is a great deal of satisfaction in
having the patient know that there has been an improvement in so short a time.
She told me that her husband had read to her for one whole hour while she was
palming or just keeping her eyes closed and resting her arms on her lap or on the
arms of her chair.
I gave her more advice about what she was to practice at home and then two
days later I saw her again. This time I asked her to hold the fine print as close as she
could read it and to read what she saw on the little card. During her first treatment, I
did not ask her to read the fine print because I thought she would have no trouble in
reading it. I was much surprised to hear her say that she could not read it.
I was out-of-town treating patients at this time and as I was away from Dr. Bates, I
was not allowed by the medical authorities to use a retinoscope or an ophthalmoscope,
or to do any examining of the eyes of any kind. I was perfectly willing to abide by the
law and was told particularly by Dr. Bates himself to do so. Therefore, I could not
determine just what was wrong and why, when she was myopic, she could not read fine
type as most myopic patients can. However, that did not worry me in the least because
all the articles comprising my book were reports of cases treated by me during more
than nine years when I did not at any time use any apparatus in the treatment or in the
cure of these cases. I did, however, use a sun glass.
This patient was sitting near a window with her back to the sun. I asked her to stand
up while I turned the chair the opposite way and told her to keep her eyes closed as she
sat in the sun, while I used the sun glass on her closed eyelids. I timed this treatment and gave her exactly eight minutes
of the sun, focusing the sun glass on the closed eyelids, at the same time advising the patient not to open her eyes even for
a second. Then I pulled down the shade to shut out the sunlight and immediately after opening her eyes she became able
to read all of the fine print. And this with just that one treatment with the sunlight. After that she gave her eyes sun
treatment many times a day and remained in the sunshine as much as possible, discarding her parasol which she usually
carried with her and also leaving off her hat whenever it was possible.
All patients do not have the advantages which this patient had, I know. Yet patients are cured who have no chance to
take sun treatment during the day except at their lunch hour. Patients who have found it impossible to get any sun
treatment during the day have been successfully treated and cured of their imperfect sight by the use of a strong electric
light.
While I was away from Dr. Bates, doing his work at the seashore and in other places, it was astounding to see so many
people wearing dark glasses called “sun glasses” to protect their eyes from the glare of the sun. What a mistake it is to
wear these glasses, even though so many specialists advise such a procedure! One cannot always wear them; therefore it
is best for the human eye to get accustomed to all kinds of light without protection of any kind.
During the time I was treating this patient, while she was rapidly improving at each lesson, I had the great pleasure of
meeting a noted criminologist who was very near-sighted. He had difficulty in seeing things clearly while driving his car and
doing other necessary things which required good sight, unless he wore his strong glasses. This man mentioned the case of
his brother, who had read Dr. Bates’ book, “Perfect Sight Without Glasses” and practiced the methods advised.

Sunning

He said that every day he practiced in the hot sun in the desert where all he
could see was sand, distant mountains and the sky; he would close his eyes and
allow the sun to shine on his closed eyelids, then open his eyes and look off at the
distant mountains, alternately shifting from the saddle of his horse to the distant
mountains. He was not only cured of his imperfect sight, but also became able to
look at the sun by shifting and blinking without any tearing of the eyes or any
discomfort whatever. He also noticed, being an expert in the different breeds of
horses, that those which had blinders put on them acquired cataract, or could not
see as well as horses who were free from any incumberance as far as their eyes
were concerned. After reading Dr. Bates’ book he wrote to his brother and said
that if the strong light of the sun was not injurious to an animal, why should it be
injurious to the human eye? He was convinced that imperfect sight was caused by strain or an injury and if there were any
sight at all that it could be improved by natural methods and not by the use of glasses.
To go back to my patient. She came for four days in succession for treatments, being encouraged at the progress she
had made. At each treatment she improved, reading another line of the test card, by first reading the fine print as close as
she could get it to her eyes. Shifting from a blank wall to the test card while she was standing and swaying her body slowly
from side to side also helped in the improvement of her sight for the distance.
Switch Visual Attention to Close and Far Distances
Each day I varied the treatment. One day I placed her by a window and had her shift from the fine
print up close to her eyes to the distant signs which I called to her attention, and to tops of houses
and other buildings. An American flag waved in the distance and shifting from the flag to the
flagstaff helped her to see the staff more clearly and by keeping up the constant sway of the body,
blinking easily, but steadily all the while, she became able to see the harbor in the distance and
also the boats which were moored near the shore. She told me that this was the first time in her
life that she could ever see at such a distance.
She was the means of changing the mind of a skeptical husband who thought that the Bates
treatment was a myth or something like it. However, he decided that if palming and swinging was
a good thing for his wife and could make her so much more contented in her home duties than she
was before, that perhaps it would help him to be a more agreeable person in his office as well as in
his home. With just a few suggestions from me, my patient treated him successfully at home, and
her last report was that he was reading his newspaper and book type without the use of his
glasses.
I realized more and more that if Dr. Bates could live until the end of time that it would be his cured
patients who would advertise him in the right and only way. Times without number there have
been magazine and newspaper writers, as well as authors of books who were cured after being
treated by Dr. Bates who offered to advertise him in the way that they thought best.
Many years ago, without realizing that it would harm him, Dr. Bates allowed these grateful patients
to advertise him in their own way. They unintentionally caused him much worry and concern with
the medical profession. The only way to make Dr. Bates’ work known to the world is to have his
cured patients talk about the benefit they received and in that way help others who are suffering
from defective vision. (Optical Industry Trying to Hide Bates Method From the Public.)
During the last treatment I gave my patient she read the various test cards, 15/15, with the
exception of the black card with white letters, which she was able to read 15/10. Also, the floating
specks had entirely disappeared after her third treatment. This case was very interesting,
because it is seldom that one has presbyopia and myopia simultaneously.
To carry out treatment successfully, I try to be careful to vary the method of treatment at each
lesson. I find it true also that if I try out things by myself, without the help of Dr. Bates, or his
suggestions in the matter, that I fail sooner or later. Our students will benefit greatly by doing the same thing always. If the
student is in doubt as to whether he or she can cure a difficult case, it is always best to write or come directly to
headquarters and find out what is wrong. It is Dr. Bates’ desire always to help the students to cure any case which may be
difficult.

Dark Glasses Are Injurious
He was a very intelligent chauffeur, and very polite and popular with most people. I enjoyed listening to his experiences
in driving various types of cars. Nothing seemed to give him so much pleasure as to get into a “jam” and get out without
suffering any injury to his own car or without tearing the “enemy” apart. The “enemy,” as he explained, were the
numerous other cars which were driven by chauffeurs who did not understand their business very well and who enjoyed
teasing the inexperienced drivers.
One day we were driving to the seashore. The sun was very bright and the reflection of the light from the sun on the
water was very strong and made most of the occupants of the car very uncomfortable. Personally I enjoyed the strong light
of the sun. The chauffeur did not wear glasses for the protection of his eyes from the sun or dust and I asked him if he had
ever worn them. He very promptly answered me by saying that he had worn them at one time, but discontinued wearing
them because he found that after wearing them for a few days, his eyes became more sensitive to the light than they were
before. He said he could not understand why it was that when he wore glasses to protect his eyes from the dust he
accumulated more foreign bodies in his eyes than ever before. This seemed strange to the people in the car and they
asked him to explain. It was decided that when the dust got into the eyes, the glasses prevented the dust from going out.
The eyes need the light of the sun. When the sun’s rays are excluded from the eyes by dark glasses, the eyes become
very sensitive to the sun when the glasses are removed.
Eye doctors sell sunglasses knowing it will lead to unclear vision, prescriptions for eyeglasses, eye surgery. Lack of sunlight
causes cataracts and other eye problems.

The Sun as a Cure for Imperfect Sight

By EMILY A. MEDER
The article reprinted below gives us the opportunity to dwell in a little more detail
on the benefits of the sun for all cases of defective vision. Although this subject
was discussed in the January issue, too much stress cannot be laid on it:

SIGHT RESTORED BY SOLAR ECLIPSE
Lodi, N. J, January 27.—As the result of looking directly at the eclipse of the sun
last Saturday, Louis Pretola, 54 years old, professes to have regained his sight
after having been unable to see without glasses for seven years due to cataracts.
Pretola had undergone four unsuccessful operations for removal of the
cataracts.
After he had gazed at the sun without smoked glasses he suffered severe
pains, but within a few hours his sight began to return to normal and he
discarded the strong glasses he had worn for seven years.—Cincinnati "Inquirer."
Note by Clark Night; Eye Doctors have stated for years that looking at a solar
eclipse without eye protection can cause eye/vision impairment.
I do not advise looking at a eclipse, even though in this case it helped the
persons vision.
I HAD an experience last week, which served to bring home more forcibly, the
great healing, alleviating power of the sun.
I was to spend a few days at the ocean-side, and arrived in the midst of a
terrific storm. The sky was black, the rain came down in great sheets, and the
waves beat ceaselessly against the rocks under my window. It was a little
frightening, watching this, but soon the rhythm of the gathering, rising, and
receding of the huge billows seemed to form a natural swing. I could relax by
moving forward and backward, almost imperceptibly, with the rise and fall of the
waves.
The next day was beautiful, with the ocean smooth and peaceful, and the sun
shining gloriously on everything. I left the hotel for a stroll along the boardwalk,
but upon emerging from the dim light into the blazing sun, I was blinded. I tried
to open my eyes but found them straining to close, and it seemed as though a
great flashlight was being focused on my eye-balls. The sudden strain brought on a severe headache. Perhaps it was the
glare of the sun on the water, or it may have been the intensified brightness after a dark and gloomy day that caused the
sudden blindness.
There was a summer house about fifty yards off, overlooking the ocean. I made for that, and sat down, facing the water,

and with the sun beating down on my closed lids. After about fifteen minutes of this sunbath, I was able to open my eyes
with comfort, and look across the water. The glare was gone, but I found it difficult to look directly at the sun. I just lazily
shifted my glance from one object to another. A flock of sea-gulls amused me for about an hour. In my interest in them, I
forgot about the sun's effect on my eyes, and caught myself glancing straight up, watching the flight of a particularly
energetic pair of birds. There were so many of them, they were all so busy and active, that my eyes were not still for one
moment.
I palmed again for about ten minutes, and when I removed my hands, I saw a fleet of four sailing ships away off in the
distance. I could barely discern the outline, but this was more remarkable, because I did not see them when I first sat
down, and they were much nearer then.
Before I left, I could look directly at the sun for about five seconds, but had to keep it swinging. Another unusual feature
was that the sun, instead of being a blazing red, as it first appeared, changed to a silver or white color. This was more
relaxing and soothing. Dr. Bates informed me that the sun always looks white to those with perfect sight.
That first attack was the only one I had during my stay. I enjoyed the sun and glanced up at it whenever I thought to do
so, without discomfort. Pain and tension immediately disappeared.
With the spring on the way, there will be more opportunity to give your eyes a sun treatment. Try it.
Modern Scientists warn to never look at the sun during a eclipse. It can harm the eyes.
Read all directions for correct Sunning, Sunlight, Sun-Gazing Treatments in this book. Keep the eyes closed,
move the eyes, head, face side to side. Avoid sunburn, overexposure.

#10 - FINE PRINT, Reading, Clear Close Vision
Fine Print a Benefit to the Eye
Its Effect the Exact Contrary of What Has been Supposed

Seven Truths of Normal Sight
1—Normal Sight can always be demonstrated in the normal eye, but only under favorable condition.
2—Central Fixation: The letter or part of the letter regarded is always seen best.
3—Shifting: The point regarded changes rapidly and continuously.
4—Swinging: When the shifting is slow, the letters appear to move from side to side, or in other directions, with a
pendulum-like motion.
5—Memory is perfect. The color and background of the letters, or other objects seen, are remembered perfectly,
instantaneously and continuously.
6—Imagination is good. One may even see the white part of letters whiter than it really is, while the black is not altered by
distance, illumination, size, or form, of the letters.
7—Rest or relaxation of the eye and mind is perfect and can always be demonstrated.
When one of these seven fundamentals is perfect, all are perfect.
Fine Print a Benefit to the Eye
Seven Truths of Normal Sight
1—Normal Sight can always be demonstrated in the normal eye, but only under favorable condition.
2—Central Fixation: The letter or part of the letter regarded is always seen best.
3—Shifting: The point regarded changes rapidly and continuously.
4—Swinging: When the shifting is slow, the letters appear to move from side to side, or in other directions, with a pendulum-like motion.
5—Memory is perfect. The color and background of the letters, or other objects seen, are remembered perfectly, instantaneously and continuously.
6—Imagination is good. One may even see the white part of letters whiter than it really is, while the black is not altered by distance, illumination, size, or form, of the letters.
7—Rest or relaxation of the eye and mind is perfect and can always be demonstrated.
When one of these seven fundamentals is perfect, all are perfect.

It is impossible to read fine print without relaxing. Therefore the reading of such print, contrary to what is generally
believed, is a great benefit to the eyes. Persons who can read perfectly fine print, like the above specimen, are relieved of
pain and fatigue while they are doing it, and this relief is often permanent. Persons who cannot read it are benefited by
observing its blackness, and remembering it with the eyes open and closed alternately. By bringing the print so near to the
eyes that it cannot be read pain is sometimes relieved instantly, because when the patient realizes that there is no
possibility of reading it the eyes do not try to do so. In myopia, however, it is sometimes a benefit to strain to read fine
print. Persons who can read fine print perfectly imagine that they see between the lines streaks of white whiter than the
margin of the page, and persons who cannot read it also see these streaks, but not so well. When the patient becomes able
to increase the vividness of these appearances [see Halos, February number] the sight always impro

Read Fine Print
ALL of our imperfect sight is just the result of our using our eyes wrong, and
permitting bad habits to grow on us. Staring is only a bad habit, but it causes a
great deal of trouble. When it is stopped and the eyes are rested by palming
and blinking, the sight is immediately benefited.
Bad habit number two: The reading of large type in preference to finer print.
It requires more of an effort to see a large letter than a small one, strange as it
may seem. When you look at the big C on the Snellen Test Card, you don't see
it all at once. You have to look at one part best, the hook on the upper right
hand corner or the curve on the left side. You cannot look at the hook, the
space on the right and the curve on the left side all at once. Some people think
they see it at the same time, but they do not. Their eyes shift from one point
to another, unconsciously.
Fine print is a benefit because it cannot be read while the eyes are under a
strain. They have to be relaxed. For instance, in reading the chapter printed
below, you cannot accomplish anything by staring at the letters, or screwing your face into a knot. Do not look at the letters
but at the white spaces between them, and imagine them whiter than the margin. Blink and shift constantly to avoid the
stare. If your eyes feel strained, stop and palm. You will notice that where it all looked blurred before, a word will appear
clear and distinct. By constant practice more words clear up, until the entire chapter can be read easily.

RELAXATION FROM FINE PRINT
+ A BUSINESS card, 3" x 2" with fine print on one side is held in front of the eyes as near as possible,
the upper part in contact with the eyebrows, the lower part resting lightly on the nose.
+ The patient looks directly at the fine print without trying to see. Being so close to the eyes most people
realize that it is impossible to read the fine print and do not try, in this way they obtain a measure of
relaxation which is sufficient to benefit the sight very much.
+ The patient moves the card from side to side a short distance slowly and sees the card moving
provided the movement is not too short or too slow. The shorter the movement and the slower it is, the
better.
+ Some patients, although the card is held very close, note that the white spaces between the lines
become whiter and the black letters become blacker and clearer. In some cases one or more words of the
fine print will be seen in flashes or even continuously as long as no effort is made to see or to read the fine
print.
+ This movement of the card should be kept up to obtain the best results, for many hours every day.
The hand which holds the card may soon become fatigued; one may then use the hands alternately. Some
patients vary this by holding the card with both hands at the same time.
(This does not need to be done for many hours a day. Just a few minutes is beneficial.)
The amount of light is not important.

READ FINE PRINT
Many nearsighted patients can read fine print or diamond type at less than ten inches from their eyes easily, perfectly
and quickly, by alternately regarding the Snellen test card at different distances, from three feet up to fifteen feet or further.
The vision may be improved, at first temporarily, and later, by repetition, a permanent gain usually follows.
It is a valuable fact to know, that when fine print is read perfectly, the near-sightedness or myopia disappears during this
period. It can only be maintained at first for a fraction of a second, and later more continuously.
Nearsighted patients and others, with the help of the fine print can usually demonstrate that staring at a small letter
always lowers the vision, and that the same fact is true when regarding distant letters or objects.
With the help of the fine print, the nearsighted patient can also demonstrate that one can remember perfectly only what
has been seen perfectly; that one imagines perfectly only what is remembered perfectly, and that perfect sight is only a
perfect imagination.
A great many people are very suspicious of the imagination, and feel or believe that things imagined are never true. The
more ignorant the patient, the less respect do they have for their imagination, or the imagination of other people. It comes
to them as a great shock, with a feeling of discomfort, to discover that the perfect imagination of a known letter improves

the sight for unknown letters of the Snellen test card, and for other objects.
It is a fact, that one can read fine print perfectly, with perfect relaxation, with great relief to eyestrain, pain, fatigue and
discomfort, not only of the eyes, but of all other nerves of the body.

Fine Print
When the vision for distance becomes nearly normal, the vision at the near point can then be improved to normal. Hold a
card of fine print about ten inches from the eyes. Do not look directly at the letters. Imagine that where the bottom of the
letters comes in contact with the white space between the lines, that the whiteness is increased, and with practice your can
become able to imagine a thin, white line, which is below the letters and whiter than the rest of the white space. When this
thin, white line is imagined white enough, the letters are imagined black enough to be read.
If you fail to imagine this thin, white line, with your eyes open you may be able to imagine it with your eyes closed. Then
open your eyes and imagine it as well as you can. Close your eyes and remember or imagine the thin, white line whiter.
Then bring the card up an inch or two closer and imagine the thin, white line as well with the eyes open as you can
remember it with the eyes closed. By alternately remembering, with the eyes closed, the thin, white line quite perfectly at
ten inches, it becomes possible to imagine it with the eyes open at nine inches or six inches, or even nearer, and to imagine
it as well with the eyes open as with the eyes closed. When you become able to imagine the thin, white line as well at six
inches with the eyes open, as you can remember it with the eyes closed, the hypermetropia is usually corrected. This
treatment has cured hypermetropia of 16 D.S.
SUN TREATMENT (with Memory, Imagination and Palming) : An important part of the routine
treatment is the use of the direct sunlight. The patient is told to sit in the sun with his eyes
closed, moving his head a short distance from side to side, and allowing the sun to shine
directly on his closed eyelids. He is instructed to forget about his eyes, to think of something
pleasant and let his mind drift from one pheasant thought to another. Before opening his eyes,
he palms for a few minutes. When the sun is not shining, a strong electric light (I000 watts) is
substituted. The patient sits about six inches from the light, or as near as he can without
discomfort from the heat, allowing it to shine on his closed eyelids as in the sun treatment.
FINE PRINT: If the patient has presbyopia, he is directed to practice with the fine print in the
Fundamental card in the following way: The card is held at first at the distance from his eyes at
which he sees best. He is told not to look directly at the letters, but just at the white spaces
between the lines and imagine that they are perfectly white - whiter than the margin. He is
asked if he can imagine that there is a thin, white line beneath each line of letters, and that it is
whiter than the rest of the white spaces between the lines.
When this line is imagined perfectly white, the eyes then shift to, look directly at the letters
and the letters are read without effort or strain. If the patient cannot imagine the white line
easily, he is told to close his eyes and think of a series of white objects; he may recall a white-washed fence, a snow drift,
several pieces of white starch, or a pot of white paint. He is then directed to open his eyes again and look at the white
spaces, imagining them to be as white as the white objects he remembered. He is told to close his eyes again and imagine
that he has a pot of white paint and a fine pen and that he is drawing a thin, white line beneath a line of print, then to open
his eyes and imagine that he is drawing a thin white line beneath each line of letters on the Fundamental card, as he moves
his head from side to side. He is told to blink as he shifts from one end of the line to the other, to occasionally look away
and to close his eyes frequently for half a minute or so to rest them. Imagining the white spaces and white line perfectly
white causes the mind, eyes to remove the ‘grey blur’ and other incorrect images from the white page in and around the
black letters, words. The brain imagines the page the way it truly appears; clear and white. This causes the letters to be
seen dark black, distinct, and clear.
By practicing in this way, letters which could not be seen before appear black and distinct. As one’s ability to read is
improved, the card is brought closer and the patient is instructed to practice in this way, until the entire card can be read at
six inches from his eyes. If it is impossible for him to do this during his treatment at the office, he is directed to practice in
this way every day at home. The patient is told that fine print cannot be read when an effort is made see it and that it can
only be read when the eyes are relaxed. For this reason, the reading of fine print is helpful in producing relaxation.
Take a break anytime and look at the white spaces, thin white line to relax the eyes, mind. Shift on them. Avoid staring, eye
immobility.
Use the soft end of a white imaginary feather (nosefeather) to imagine painting the white spaces and thin white line with
bright, glowing, pure white paint.

BLIND FOR FIVE YEARS
(This case should encourage those who have only slight perception of light.)
A few weeks ago there was lead into the Clinic a man of 65 who told us he had been blind for five years and the doctors
at the hospital had told him nothing more could be done for him, as his case was hopeless.
On testing his sight we found the right vision 3/80 and the left vision only just perception of light.
He was eager to know if we thought he could be helped and listened attentively while he was being told how to palm and
how to strengthen his eyes by splashing them with cold water. He started right away palming and was left to amuse himself
in this way, while other patients were attended to, and afterwards he said his eyes felt rested and much easier. He was
asked what he was to do at home during the week to see if he had remembered the directions given to him, and then went
home in a very hopeful frame of mind.
The following week he came along and looked rather more cheerful and was very excited to tell us that he thought he
could see a little with the blind eye. Both eyes were tested, the right one was now 3/60, and with the blind eye he could see
the big C, the 200 line when the Chart was held close.
Two weeks later we held the Clinic in another room and we were amazed to see him walk boldly in alone. He was looking
much better and very proud of himself. He had been under the doctor's care for the last two or three months as he was
generally run down, and this week he was delighted to tell us that he had caught his doctor napping. His doctor had
greeted him one morning by saying how much better his eyes were looking, how much brighter and more alive. "Yes,
because I am having treatment for them," said our friend. He told the doctor of the treatment, whose reply was that it was
rubbish and could not possibly do any good. "Well, you said yourself how much better they were looking, and they must
look very different for you to notice them and remark on them, and besides I can see more than I did."
He continues to be very much in earnest and is now able to see 3/30 with the right eye, and can read the 40 line quite
easily close up to the other eye which previously had only perception of light.

A MAN WHO HAS WORN GLASSES FOR 60 YEARS
This man without his glasses was very helpless. He had no vision at all with the right eye, just perception of light, but
very slight. The left eye was such that he could read with difficulty the 60 line at 6 inches. In three weeks the vision with
both eyes was improved, so that at 6 inches he could read the 20 line comfortably and the 15 line with difficulty. The right
eye is better but the improvement is not so marked as that of the left. It is a great joy to help this man, he is so grateful for
the smallest thing that one does, and his childlike faith and obedience is something rarely seen. The reason he has made so
much progress in so short a time is due to the fact that he cooperates willingly and with pleasure and is really interested in
getting his sight.
One notices that on the whole people with slightly imperfect sight are not sufficiently interested in getting their sight
normal to take much trouble. If it could be done for them they would not mind; but they do not like to bring it about
themselves. The continuous relaxation practiced by those with imperfect sight is a joy to see and they are well paid for it.

Fine Print

By W. H. BATES, M.D.
THE photographic reduction of the fine print can be used with great benefit to patients suffering from high degrees of
nearsightedness. At first it has to be held at a certain close distance from the eyes and cannot be seen so well if placed an
inch further or an inch nearer. When read easily or perfectly the white spaces between the lines appear much whiter than
they really are and the card seems to be moving from side to side or in other directions, if one takes the trouble to notice it.
The eyes are blinking frequently and this is also usually an unconscious act.
More perfect rest or relaxation of the eyes is obtained by reading this fine print perfectly than by doing some other
things. By alternately looking at the large letters of the Snellen Test Card at five or ten feet or further and reading the fine
print close to the eyes, one can obtain flashes of improved vision at the distance. By practicing, these flashes become more
frequent and the letters are seen more continuously. The method is to be highly recommended because it seems to be one
of the best methods of improving the distant vision. (Fine print also improves close vision.)

Fine Print

By W. H. BATES, M.D.
MANY near-sighted patients can read fine print or diamond type at less
than ten inches from their eyes, easily, perfectly, and quickly by
alternately regarding the Snellen Test Card at different distances, from
three feet up to fifteen feet or further. The vision may be improved, at
first temporarily, and later by repetition, a permanent gain usually
follows.
It is a valuable fact to know that when fine print is read perfectly, the
near-sightedness disappears during this period. It can only be maintained
at first for a fraction of a second, and later more continuously.
Near-sighted patients and others, with the help of the fine print can
usually demonstrate that staring at a small letter always lowers the vision
and that the same fact is true when regarding distant letters or objects.
With the help of the fine print, the near-sighted patient can also
demonstrate that one can remember perfectly only what has been seen
perfectly: that one imagines perfectly only what is remembered perfectly:
and that perfect sight is only a perfect imagination.
A great many people are very suspicious of the imagination and feel or
believe that things imagined are never true. The more ignorant the
patient, the less respect do they have for their imagination or the
imagination of other people. It comes to them as a great shock, with a
feeling of discomfort and annoyance that the perfect imagination of a
known letter improves the sight for unknown letters of the Snellen Test Card.
It is a fact that one can read fine print perfectly with a perfect relaxation, with great relief to eye-strain, pain, fatigue and
discomfort, not only of the eyes, but of all other nerves of the body.
Regarding fine print, even when not read, is also of use in improving the distant vision of the Snellen Test Card, and the
ability to read at a near point in patients whose imperfect sight is caused by Astigmatism, Hypermetropia (far-sight),
Presbyopia and others.
Reading fine print brings clear close and distant vision.
This simple, effective cure has been hidden from the public by the optical/medical industry for years!

Presbyopia: its Cause and Cure
By W. H. Bates, M.D.
Most people, when they reach the age of forty years or older, become unable to read or see things clearly at the near
point, while their sight for distance is usually good. This is called presbyopia or middle-aged sight. It is sometimes,
although infrequently, found in children.
Old Gentleman Cures Unclear Close Vision by Reading, Writing Fine Print
While it is sometimes very difficult to cure presbyopia, it is, fortunately, very easy to prevent it. Oliver Wendell Holmes
told us how to do it in “The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table,” and it is astonishing , not only, that no attention was paid to
his advice, but that we should be warned against the very course which was found so beneficial in the case he records:

“There is now living in New York State,” he says, “an old gentleman who, perceiving his sight to fail, immediately took to
exercising it on the finest print, and in this way fairly bullied Nature out of her foolish habit of taking liberties at the age of
forty-five or thereabouts. And now this old gentleman performs the most extraordinary feats with his pen, showing that his
eyes must be a pair of microscopes. I should be afraid to say how much he writes on the compass of a half dime, whether
the Psalms or the gospels, or the Psalms and the gospels, I won’t be positive.”

Presbyopia Cure
Persons, whose sight is beginning to fail at the near-point, or who are approaching the presbyopic age should imitate the
example of this remarkable old gentleman. Get a specimen of diamond type, and read it every day in an artificial light,
(sunlight is best) bringing it closer and closer to the eye till
it can be read at six inches or less. Or get a specimen of
type reduced by photography until it is much smaller than
diamond type, and do the same. You will thus escape, not
only the necessity of wearing glasses for reading and near
work, but all of those eye troubles which now so often
darken the later years of life.
Reading fine print prevents cataract and other eye
problems. The smaller the print, the more vision improves.
Shifting point to point on tiny details of small objects; stone, jewelry… at close distances from the eyes also improves close
vision. Practice relaxed, no effort, no force.
I remember an old darkey who said he was a hundred and six years old, who was quite blind for distant objects, and was
unable to read an ordinary newspaper at one foot or further. With the aid of eye education, his vision for distance soon
became normal, and his vision for near point also improved so that he could read diamond type at six inches without
glasses.
The cause of presbyopia has been ascribed by most authorities to a hardening of the lens of the eye, so that the focus of
the lens cannot be readily altered. This theory is incorrect. When the lens has been removed for cataract or some other
reason, most cases have become able, by education, to read fine print at six inches or less without glasses.
Authorities on ophthalmology have always claimed that the focus of the eye was benefited by a change in the curvature
of the lens. The evidence that the lens is not a factor in accommodation has only been recently proved. The eye changes
its focus by a change in its length, brought about by the action of the muscles on the outside of the eyeball. In nearsightedness, the eyeball is squeezed by the external muscles and the optic axis is lengthened, i.e., the eyeball becomes
elongated.
The human eye acts in the same way as a photographic camera acts. If a picture is taken at the near point, the bellows
of the camera is lengthened in order to focus the near object, while to focus objects at the distance the bellows of the
camera is shortened. When the eye is at rest, it has the form of a perfect sphere. See more info on the lens, outer, inner
eye muscles, accommodation in the July, 1926 ‘The Great Delusion’ issue of Better Eyesight Magazine.

Fine Print
When people are able to read fine print with perfect sight at six inches or further, the
white spaces between the lines are seen or imagined whiter than the rest of the card. The
ability to imagine the white spaces between the lines to be very white is accomplished by the
memory of white snow, white starch or anything perfectly white, with the eyes closed for
part of a minute. Some patients count thirty while remembering some white object or scene
with the eyes closed. Then, when the eyes are opened for a second, the white spaces
between the lines of black letters are imagined or seen much whiter than before. By
alternately remembering something perfectly white with the eyes closed and opening them
for a few seconds and flashing the spaces, the vision or the imagination of the white spaces
improves. One needs to be careful not to make an effort or to regard the black letters.
When the white spaces between the lines are imagined sufficiently white, or as white as they
can be remembered with the eyes closed and with the eyes open; then, look at the black
letters, see them clear, the black letters are read without effort or strain, or without the
consciousness of regarding the black letters.

The Thin White Line
Many people discover that they can imagine a thin white line where the bottom of the letters
comes in contact with the white spaces. This thin line is very white, and the thinner it is
imagined to be, the whiter it becomes. When it is imagined perfectly, the letters are read
without the consciousness of looking at them and the vision or imagination of the white is
very much improved. This thin white line can be imagined much whiter than any other part
of the page, and is more easily imagined or seen than any other part. Of course, the eyes have to shift from the thin, white
line to the letters in order to see them, but the shifting is done so readily, so continuously, so perfectly that the reader does
not notice that he is constantly shifting. When the vision of the thin, white line is imperfect, the shifting is slow and

imperfect and the vision for the letters is impaired. The memory or the imagination of the thin, white line is usually so easy,
so perfect and so continuous that everything regarded is seen with maximum vision. Patients with cataract who become
able to imagine this thin, white line perfectly, very soon become able to read the finest print without effort or strain, and the
cataract always improves, or becomes less. Patients with hypermetropia, astigmatism, squint, diseases of the retina and
optic nerve are benefited in every way by the memory or the imagination of the thin, white line. Reading fine print with
perfect sight benefits or improves all organic diseases of the eye.
Another reason Dr. Bates has the person remember, imagine and look at the white spaces, white line is that: white
functions as/with ‘light’, and activates the eyes retina. For this reason there are eyecharts with white letters printed on a
black, blue… background. They are easier to see and relaxing especially for patients with low vision.

FINE PRINT. When school children are able to read fine print at the distance from their eyes at which they see it best, the
eyestrain is relieved as fine print cannot be read with an effort. The distance where fine print is seen best varies with
people. All children should not be encouraged to see fine print at the same distance from their eyes.
With practice, relaxation, people can see fine print up close to the eyes, even seeing it in a ‘microscopic view’ close to the
eyelashes of one eye at a time. Bates teaches to switch back and forth, close and far, shifting on the fine print up close and
a distant object with both eyes, then one eye at a time, then both together again. Switching on two fine print cards at close
distances about 3 inches to 1 foot apart also improves close vision. See the ‘correct vision habits card’ in our other book.
FINE PRINT: If the patient has presbyopia, he is directed to practice with the fine print in the Fundamental card in the
following way: The card is held at first at the distance from his eyes at which he sees best. He is told not to look directly at
the letters, but just at the white spaces between the lines and imagine that they are perfectly white - whiter than the
margin. He is asked if he can imagine that there is a thin, white line beneath each line of letters, and that it is whiter than
the rest of the white spaces between the lines.
When this line is imagined perfectly white, the eyes then shift to, look directly at the letters and the letters are read
without effort or strain. If the patient cannot imagine the white line easily, he is told to close his eyes and think of a series
of white objects; he may recall a white-washed fence, a snow drift, several pieces of white starch, or a pot of white paint.
He is then directed to open his eyes again and look at the white spaces, imagining them to be as white as the white objects
he remembered. He is told to close his eyes again and imagine that he has a pot of white paint and a fine pen and that he
is drawing a thin, white line beneath a line of print, then to open his eyes and imagine that he is drawing a thin white line
beneath each line of letters on the Fundamental card, as he moves his head from side to side. He is told to blink as he
shifts from one end of the line to the other, to occasionally look away and to close his eyes frequently for half a minute or
so to rest them. Imagining the white spaces and white line perfectly white causes the mind, eyes to remove the ‘grey blur’
and other incorrect images from the white page in and around the black letters, words. The brain imagines the page the
way it truly appears; clear and white. This causes the letters to be seen dark black, distinct, and clear.
By practicing in this way, letters which could not be seen before appear black and distinct. As one’s ability to read is
improved, the card is brought closer and the patient is instructed to practice in this way, until the entire card can be read at
six inches from his eyes. If it is impossible for him to do this during his treatment at the office, he is directed to practice in
this way every day at home. The patient is told that fine print cannot be read when an effort is made see it and that it can
only be read when the eyes are relaxed. For this reason, the reading of fine print is helpful in producing relaxation.
Take a break anytime and look at the white spaces, thin white line to relax the eyes, mind. Shift on them. Avoid staring, eye
immobility. Use the soft end of a white imaginary feather (nosefeather) to imagine painting the white spaces and thin white
line with bright, glowing, pure white paint.
More Eyecharts Training in the Free E-Book. Download by contacting mclearsight@aol.com, www.cleareyesight.info

EYECHARTS
Letter size for the charts on the following pages are approximate; print from the PDF E-Book and resize
with a copy machine for exact measurement. Print the 20/20 line 3/8 inches. When letters on that line
and below are clear; vision is clearer than 20/20 for distant vision at 20 feet and farther. Print the
charts small and fine print for close vision practice at 5 feet and up to 1 inch from the eyes.
Read, See Small letters Clear on a Familiar Eyechart Daily;
Both eyes together, one eye at a time, both eyes together again.

Eyechart Videos
Videos are on Youtube. Download with Real Player SP.
Watch on computer. Can also be converted for television.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sM-EHgC-J6w&feature=channel
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=863yFmc-Ius&feature=channel
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mYpsYPPV_hg&feature=channel
http://cleareyesight.info/id79.html

1 - EYECHARTS TO TEST AND IMPROVE CLOSE AND DISTANT EYESIGHT

Videos - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=863yFmc-Ius
Meaning of 20/20; (for Distant Vision)
+The top number indicates the distance the person is standing from the chart.
+The bottom number indicates the size of the letter, the line the eyes are looking at.
A 20/20 letter is 3/8 inch. high.

E

This E is about 3/8 inch. on 100% computer screen.

+The bottom number also indicates the distance that a
person with clear vision sees the letter clear.
Example; the 20/20 line on the test chart for distant vision;
+The top number, 20 indicates; the person is standing 20
feet away from the letter on the eyechart.
+The bottom number, 20 indicates the person is looking at
the 20/20 line, 3/8 inch. letter and, that; a person with
clear 20/20 vision can see the letter clear at 20 feet away.

The eyechart is placed at 20 feet to test distant vision
because the eyes do not need to un-converge, unaccommodate any further when looking at about 20 feet and
farther into the distance. If the letters are seen clear at 20
feet, they are seen clear at all distances beyond 20 feet.
Here's another example; 20/200;
+The top number (20) indicates the person is standing 20
feet away from the eyechart.
+The bottom number (200) indicates the size of the letter,
line the person is looking at.
The 200 line letter is the largest letter on the top of the chart.
A 20/200 letter is 3 ½ inch. high.
+The bottom number, (200) also indicates that a person with

clear 20/20 vision can see the letter clear at 20 feet and up to 200 feet away.
A person with 20/200 distant vision can see the large 20/200 letter at 20 feet but cannot see it clear
farther than 20 feet. It may be seen clear at closer distances.
Smaller letters below the 20/200 line are not seen clear at 20 feet and farther away.
20/200 vision is very unclear, much less clear than 20/20.
Vision can be more unclear; 20/300, 5/200... Many people with 20/200, 300 and more unclear vision
have attained 20/20 and clearer vision with practice of the Bates Method.
20/40 vision is clearer than 20/200 but less clear than 20/20. 20/40 is considered legal for driving in
most states. 20/40 is close to 20/20 clarity and people can function comfortably with 20/40 vision
without wearing eyeglasses. 20/30, 20/25 is clearer than 20/40 and almost 20/20.
When vision is less clear than 20/40; 20/50, 70, 100... it is still best to avoid wearing eyeglasses as
much as possible. Eyeglasses maintain and increase the eye muscle tension and blur. When glasses are
avoided the eyes, eye muscles, mind/brain, (visual system) relax, correct vision habits are easily
applied and clarity of vision improves.
Close vision is tested with smaller letters with the eyechart placed at various distances closer than
20 feet. Reading vision is tested at 3 ft. to 6 inches and closer to the eyes with small and fine print.
Seeing fine print clear at 5 to 1 to 1/4 inches from the eyes is very clear vision. Healthy for the eyes.

Relax and Shift, Blink when Reading the Eyechart. Use Central-Fixation

Immediate Production of Myopia and Myopic Astigmatism in Eyes Previously Normal
by Strain to See at the Distance;
Fig 1 - Boy reading the Snellen test card with normal vision. Note the absence of facial strain.
A boy with normal eyes reading the X line of the Snellen test card at 10 feet.
Notice the expression of the eyes with the focus completely relaxed.
Fig 2 - The same boy trying to see a picture at twenty feet. The effort, manifested by staring, produces compound
myopic astigmatism, as revealed by the retinoscope. Simultaneous retinoscopy indicated compound myopic
astigmatism. He was unconscious of the fact that his eyes were focused for a near point. Note the manifestation of
effort by staring.
Fig 3 - The same boy making himself myopic voluntarily by partly closing the eyelids and making a conscious effort
to read the test card at ten feet. Functional myopia produced voluntarily by partly closing the eyelids (squinting)
and making an effort to read the Snellen test card at ten feet.

There are large and small close and
distant eyecharts on the last pages of
this book and in the Free PDF E-Book.
It is difficult to print the exact, correct letter
size from a computer. Try printing at 100%
or larger.
The Big C and E charts print out on 4
separate pages, 11 x 8 ½ inches, landscape.
Tape them together after printing.
If the print is too light, darken it to dark
black with a black marker.
If they print too small or large; place them in
a copier and use the zoom setting to enlarge
or reduce the letters until all letters are the
correct eyechart size. See correct sizes
listed below.
Letters on the charts can be reduced to small
and fine print for testing, improving close
vision and reading vision distances, 3 feet, 20, 10, 7, 6, 5, 3... inches away from the eyes.
Small charts are also provided.
The charts can be printed from the PDF E-Book with white letters on a black, blue… background. White
letters are easy to see and relaxing to the eyes. Color activates, is healthy for the eyes, brain, visual
system.
The reader can also create small charts as a identical copy of the big C, E charts. Place the identical
copy at a clear close distance and look at the identical clear letters to strengthen the memory,
imagination of the same letter on the distant chart. If preferred, use a large close and distant chart.
The Big C chart is the eyechart Ophthalmologist Bates refers to in his Better Eyesight Magazine.
The large big letter E and C charts are for testing distant vision.
Print the chart with correct letter size;
Start with the big letter E (or C) at the top of the chart - 20/200 line;
20/200 - 3 ½ inch. high
20/100 - 1 ¾ inch.
20/70 - 1 ¼ inch.
All numbers above 20/20 indicate vision
less clear than 20/20.
20/50 - 7/8 inch.
20/40 - 11/16 inch.
20/30 - 1/2 inch.
20/20 - 3/8 inch. ------------ Normal clear vision at 20 feet away.
20/15 - 1/4 inch.
All numbers below 20/20 indicate clearer
20/10 - 3/16 inch.
than 20/20.
20/5 - 3/32 inch.
20/4, 3, 2, 1... Letters are smaller. Very clear vision.
Standing farther away and seeing the letters clear;
Example 40/5; standing 40 feet away and seeing the 20/5, 3/32 inch letter and/or smaller letters clear
indicates very clear vision, much clearer than 20/20.

Practice Shifting, Central-Fixation, Switching Close and Far on the Eyecharts
Print the Eyecharts.

Make two identical copies of the chart, place them
at close and far distances. Practice Correct Vision
Habits: shifting, central-fixation… on the charts
once or more per day.
Practice in the sunlight, sun shining over the
shoulder onto the charts.
Shifting, switching on the two identical charts
improves the memory, imagination, ability to
remember, imagine and see the letters clear,
improves the brains function of storing clear images
of objects in the memory.
The eyecharts become familiar objects.
Familiar objects are relaxing to the mind, eyes and
are seen clear. When a letter on the chart is seen
clear at a specific distance; all objects at
that distance are seen clear.
Practice Correct Vision Habits #1 to 8 on two identical eyecharts;
One chart is placed at a close distance.
The other chart is placed at a far distance. See picture.
Keep one chart at a clear distance.
When looking at a chart, place the chart at eye level, directly in line
with the eyes, face.
The letter the eyes look at is placed in the center of the visual field;
between the left and right eyes, at eye level.
The far chart is placed about 1 foot to the left or right (alternate) so
the close chart does not block the view of the far chart.
When looking at a chart, maintain central-fixation;
when looking at the close chart - stand directly in front of it.
When looking at the far chart - move and stand directly in front of it.
See picture on right.
Shift on letters on the clear and unclear charts and remember,
imagine and see the letters dark black and clear.
Practice with the eyes open, closed, open.
Practice with both eyes together, then one eye at a time, then both
eyes together again. If vision is less clear in one eye, practice extra
time with that eye. Then again a bit with the other eye, then both
eyes together again to keep the vision balanced, equal in both eyes.
Keep the letter between the eyes, at eye level, center of the visual
field when using both eyes together and when using one eye at a time.
Cover the eye not in use with a eyepatch and keep the eye open under the patch when the eye in use is
open. Blink and relax.
Example; Person needs distant vision improvement.
Place one chart at a far, unclear distance.
Place the other identical chart at a clear close distance.
Look at the letter E at the clear close distance; shift on the letter.
Remember, imagine, see the E dark black and perfectly clear.
Do this with the eyes open, then, in the imagination with the eyes closed, then with the eyes open
again.
Then; switch to the unclear distant chart.
Look at the identical letter E.
Shift on the E and continue to remember, imagine the E is dark black and clear.
Practice with the eyes open, closed, open.

With practice the distant E will be seen clear.
Switch back to the clear close E.
Repeat; shift on the E, Remember, imagine, see it dark black and clear.
Practice with the eyes open, closed, open.
Looking at the clear close E reinforces the clear image of the E in the brain/memory and helps the
brain and eyes work together to produce a clear image of the E when it is seen at the far distance.
Switch back to the E at the far distance.
Shift on it, remember, imagine and see it dark black and clear.
Blink, breathe, relax.
Practice switching, shifting on the close and far E's with both eyes together, then one eye at a
time, then both eyes together again for perfect equally clear 20/20 and clearer vision in the left and
right eyes at close and far distances. Example: Both eyes together, then one eye at a time: start with
either eye: left, then right, then left, right… If vision is less clear in one eye, practice extra time with
that eye. Then; end with both eyes together again.
Allow the eyes, head/face, neck and body to relax, move freely when looking at the letters. Relaxation
and movement bring clear vision.
Eye, head/face, neck, body immobility, tension, staring, squinting, straining, trying hard to see the
letters clear produces unclear vision.
Practice on other letters.
Practice on smaller letters.
Practice at a variety of close, middle, far distances for clear vision at all distances.
Practice on two identical fine print charts with medium, small, smaller, and fine print size letters.
Place the charts at two different close distances.
Memorize the letters on the chart. Memorizing the letters causes the chart to become a familiar object,
something that is easy to see. Familiar objects relax the mind, eyes and activate clear vision.
When the brain memorizes the letters, becomes familiar with them, there is not any effort to see them,
mental strain and eyestrain are avoided, the mind/brain, eye muscles, eyes stay relaxed when viewing
the chart and the letters are seen clear. This relaxation and clear vision continues when looking at
other objects.
When taking a eye test at the eye doctors office, the patient is often hurried, pressured to see the
letters on a unfamiliar eyechart clear.
This causes temporary mental strain, leads to squinting, staring, effort to see the letters. This causes
temporary eye muscle tension, slightly altered eye, cornea shape with incorrect focus of light rays in
the eye causing temporary blur that results in a unnecessary prescription for eyeglasses and overcorrected lenses that are too strong and cause increased eye muscle tension, abnormal eye shape,
mental strain, increased blur and future prescriptions for stronger eyeglass lenses.
If the patient knew the letters on the chart and was allowed to relax, and use Correct Vision Habits;
shifting, central-fixation... on the letters; the mind, eye muscles, eyes would remain relaxed, the letters
on the memorized and unfamiliar eyecharts would be seen clear and the eyeglass prescription would
be avoided.
Place a familiar eyechart in the home, work, school and shift on the letters occasionally.
Practice all Correct Vision Habits on the letters;
Central-fixation; the letter the eyes are looking at is placed in the center of the visual field; between
the eyes, at eye level.
Look at and see one letter darkest black, clearest at a time in the center of the visual field. The letter
the eyes are looking at is in the center of the visual field and is clearest.
Other letters on the chart around and away from the letter are in the peripheral field and are less clear.
Avoid staring, squinting, trying hard to see letters clear. Blink, relax and combine shifting with centralfixation;
When looking at a letter; shift on it from small part to small part. Move the small exact center of the
visual field part to part, (point to point) on the letters. Blink, let the eyes move. Shift relaxed, easy,
continually, restful.

See Doctor Bates directions in his articles in the Close Vision chapter; ‘The Menace of Large Print’
and ‘Think Right’.
See the 'Illusion of Oppositional Movement'; the letter appears to move in the opposite direction the
eyes move to, a small, quick movement no larger than the size of the letter. ‘The Swing.’ See Better
Eyesight Magazine and this Chapter; The Long Swing, Rock, Short Swing.
When reading a eyechart;
Don't spend a long time looking at a letter if it’s unclear. Avoid staring, squinting, straining, trying hard
to see it. Shift on it, then move, shift to a new letter. Shift on that letter.
Blink, breathe abdominally, relax.
Shift from letter to letter on the chart.
It is ok to stay on one letter if relaxation, eye shifting occurs. Relax, shift point to point-see small
parts-let the eyes move on the letter automatically, on their own.
The eyes, head/face, neck and body are relaxed and move freely. Move the head/face and body with
the eyes when shifting on a letter and from one letter to another.
When moving to a new letter, move the head/face, body with the eyes and look/face directly at the
letter.
The center of the visual field is clearest. The center of the visual field moves with the eyes from letter
to letter, placing each letter the eyes look at, one letter at a time, in the center of the visual field,
keeping each letter perfectly clear.
The exact center of the visual field is most clear; place the part of the letter the eyes look at in the
exact center of the visual field.
Shift the eyes (visual attention) from small part to small part, moving the small exact center of the
visual field from small part to small part (point to point), seeing one small part (point) of the letter
darkest black, clearest at a time in the exact center of the visual field. (The part (point) of the letter
the central field is on, moving upon/over is clearest while the central field is on that part.)
Practice on small and fine print letters.
The exact center of the visual field; produced by the fovea centralis in the center of the macula, in the
center of the eyes retina can be seen/measured by looking at a capitol letter E, 3/8" high, 20/20 line of
the distant eyechart, from 20 feet away.
When looking directly at the E, the E occupies space in the center of the visual field produced by the
macula and fovea. When looking at a small part of the E (Example; a part in the center of the E), that
small part is in the exact center of the visual field produced by the fovea.
+Light rays from this part of the E focus on the center of the fovea when looking at this part, placing it
in the center of the visual field.
+Light rays from other areas of the center of the visual field focus on the macula around the fovea.
+Light rays away from the E in the peripheral field of vision focus on the peripheral field of the retina
around/away from the fovea and macula.
The fovea (especially the center of the fovea) produces the clearest vision, clearer than 20/20.
The outer fovea and macula produce very clear vision, clearer than 20/20, but not as perfect as the
center of the fovea.
The peripheral field of the retina produces less clear vision.
The far outer peripheral field is the most unclear.
See a letter clear by placing it in the center of the visual field and then;
use the exact center of the visual field; place one small part of the letter at a time in the exact center
of the visual field and see it darkest black and clearest.
Avoid staring; always shift the eyes to prevent staring, immobility; shift/move the eyes/visual
attention (exact center of the visual field) from small part to small part on the letter; top to bottom,
side to side, corner to corner, middle; shift from small part to small part in any direction on the letter.
Example; shift from dot to dot on the letter E. See picture on page 5.
As the eyes/exact center of the visual field move from part to part (dot to dot); see each part, one
small part (dot) at a time darkest black, clearest in the exact center of the visual field.
The entire visual field moves with the eyes as the eyes shift from part to part;

Example;
Looking at the small part (dot) in the middle of the E.
This part is in the exact center of the visual field and is darkest black and clearest. All other parts are in
the peripheral field and are less clear.
Now; shift from that small part in the middle of the E to a small part (dot) on the far edge of the top
right side. The small part on the top right is now in the exact center of the visual field, its light ray
is focusing on the fovea and it is seen darkest black and clearest.
The previous part and all other parts of the E are in the peripheral field and less clear.
Shift to a new small part; that new part is now in the exact center of the visual field and is darkest
black and clearest. Blink.
The eyes can shift to a new part each second, fraction of a second, but, in that short time that a part is
in the exact center of the visual field, it is seen darkest black and clearest. This is central-fixation.
When the eyes see the part/area of visual attention with the exact center of the visual field, centralfixation, the exact center is very clear, much clearer than 20/20, and the outer center of the visual
field is also very clear, clearer than 20/20 and the peripheral field is normally less clear but is at its
maximum clarity.
Seeing clear with central-fixation improves clarity and function of the entire visual field.
When the mind, body, eyes are relaxed the
letters are clear.
Do the rock and long swing in front of
the eyechart and do not try to see any letters
clear. Just relax, rock or swing left and right
and notice the soothing oppositional
movement of the chart;
When the eyes, head/face, body swing left <;
the chart appears to move right >.
When the eyes, head/face and body swing
right >; the chart appears to move left <.
The rock, long swing.
Relax and rock or swing left and right
without trying to see the letters.
Then, stop moving left and right. (Some small relaxed movement can be maintained.)
Look at the chart and shift on a letter for a second or two. Blink, breather, relax.

‘The Short Swing’
See the 'Illusion of Oppositional Movement' of the letter when the eyes shift on it;
+Shift from the left side of the letter to the right side > ;
the letter appears to move ‘Swing’ to the left <.
+Shift from the right side of the letter to the left side < ;
the letter appears to move ‘Swing’ to the right >.
Shift up, down, any direction and see the letter appear to move in the opposite direction the
eyes/visual attention move to.
Practice shifting and seeing oppositional movement on large, medium, small and fine print letters at
close, middle and far distances.
The movement of the letter is short, less than the width of the letter.
Blink and relax.
Seeing oppositional movement of the letter relaxes the mind and eyes, improves the clarity of vision.
Practice shifting on the letter and seeing the illusion of oppositional movement with the eyes open,
then in the imagination (use memory, imagination) with the eyes closed, then with the eyes open
again.
The long swing and rock are longer movements of the eyes, head, body and produce a longer (swing)
appearance of oppositional movement.
Shifting on a small letter produces a smaller oppositional movement, a small Short Swing.
With practice, smaller shifts, on small letters, with a small appearance of oppositional movement Short
Swing of the letter can be done. This greatly improves shifting, central-fixation and produces very clear
vision. Short, small and tiny shifts, swings produce very clear vision, clearer than long, larger shifts,
swings. All shifts, swings activate relaxation, movement and improve the vision.

Next; return to the rock or long swing.
The rock, long swing keeps the mind, body, neck, eyes relaxed, keeps the eyes shifting and vision clear.
Stop rocking, swinging left and right every once in a while and then, shift on the letters on the chart
again. Notice they are seen clear when the mind/eyes are relaxed and there is no effort to see.
Shorten the rock for a short shift, swing;
Rock left and right 2 feet, then 1 foot, then 6 inches, 4,3,2,1, ½… inch. Rock with a small movement ½
- 1 - 2… inches left and right and shift on the letters on the eyechart. See a small swing of oppositional
movement of the letters. The rock keeps the eyes, head/face, neck, body relaxed, moving when
looking at a letter. This prevents staring and blur. The small shift, swing also produces clear vision.
Practice Dr. Bates method of 'Flashing' the Letters; looking at, shifting on a letter for only a fraction of
a second, then looking away to a different letter or object, shift on that object, then return to the
letter, shift on it, fraction of a second, then look away, return, look away...
This prevents effort to see, prevents strain and blur; there is not enough time to strain, try to see any
object so relaxation is maintained.
The normal eye moves continually, restful, shifting easy from point to point.

Practice The Long Swing with 2 Identical Eyecharts: Flashing, Shifting for a ‘Fraction of a
Second’ on letters on the Eyecharts:

Place 2 identical eyecharts on the left and right sides of the body.
Swing left and right and Flash a letter on the eyechart for a fraction of a second;
+Swing left < ; shift on, flash the letter for a fraction of a second on the left chart. Blink.
+Swing right > ; shift on, flash the identical letter for a fraction of a second on the right chart. Blink.
Then swing back to the left side, flash the same letter again… Repeat right, left, right, left...
Do this without stopping; keep moving, swinging left and right. Do not stop swinging when looking at
the letter. The eyes, head/face and body move, swing and turn left and right together, at the same
time, in the same direction. See The Long Swing.
The continual movement keeps the eyes, mind, body relaxed, left and right brain hemispheres
integrated. The very short time the eyes, head, body are facing the chart prevents strain, staring at the
letter. The eyes shift on the letter quick, easy, do not try to see it clear. Relaxation occurs and vision
becomes clear. Practice on identical letters, then on any letters, then on smaller letters.
‘Flashing the letters’ = Shifting on a letter for a fraction of a second produces a ‘Flash’ of clear
vision. The flash of clarity may last only a second but with practice, maintaining relaxation, the flashes
occur more often, last longer, and vision remains clear.

Practice palming, covering the eyes, then reading, flashing the letters on
the eyechart. Palming-chapter 6.
+Palm for a while and relax.
+Uncover and open the eyes and look at a letter on the chart.
+Shift on the letter for only a second or fraction of a second.
No effort to see clear.
+Then cover the eyes and palm again. Think pleasant thoughts.
Remember, imagine shifting on the letter and see it dark black and clear
in the mind. See the mental picture of the letter show oppositional
movement as the eyes shift on the image of the letter.
+Uncover, open the eyes and shift on the letter again, fraction of a
second.
+Palm again.
+Repeat palming and shifting on the letter (flashing the letter) for a
fraction of a second.
This method keeps the eyes, mind relaxed, prevents effort to see, mental,
visual strain and blur. Flashes of clear vision will occur.
When relaxation of mind, eyes continues, the vision, letters remain clear.
Rock, sway the body left and right in front of the eyechart again and see
the chart, letters move, swing in the opposite direction.
Then; Reduce the length of the rock to 2-4 inches, moving left and right
and shift part to part on a letter. Let the eyes move freely to another
letter, then another as the body, head, eyes move left and right.
No effort to see. Just relax, shift, blink, breathe abdominally.
Rock up and down 1-2 inches. Rock on the feet 1-2 inches forward and
backward.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=863yFmc-Ius
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mYpsYPPV_hg
Click the links for YouTube Videos teaching
Natural Vision Improvement with Eyecharts.
The pothooks eyechart is designed for children, adults that have not yet
learnt to read the alphabet. The person points their hand in the direction
the E is pointing.
Familiar objects relax the mind, eyes and keep the vision clear. This
eyechart is easy to see clear because it is a familiar object: the person
knows that every letter on the chart is an E. This makes it easier, more
relaxing to look at the different size unclear E’s and use the memory and
imagination to see the E’s clear: the person only needs to shift on the E,
guess, imagine which way the E is pointing to see it clear.
When the brain remembers, imagines a clear, dark black letter E and
guesses, imagines the E pointing in the correct direction; the brain, eyes
relax, the brain directs the eye muscles, eyes to move, shift correct,
directly on the letter E and the E is seen clear.
If the person guesses an incorrect direction, the E remains unclear
because the eyes, brain are trying to shift on, see an incorrect image,
trying to shift, move the eyes along areas of the white page away from
the E. See the Pothooks Eyechart on the right.
Read another example of guessing with the memory and imagination;
looking at, guessing the # 7 on a bus; chapter 7 - Memory and
Imagination.

2 - Eyechart Pictures From Ophthalmologist Bates Medical Articles
The pictures below show how strain, squinting, effort to see clear causes the letters on the eyechart
to appear unclear.
Relaxation, no effort = the letters are seen clear.
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Dr Bates, Emily Lierman, Bates and a Bates Method Student

Dr. Bates Directions for Eyecharts. From Better Eyesight Magazine
BETTER EYESIGHT
October, 1919
THE SWINGING CURE
If you see a letter perfectly, you may note that it appears to pulsate, or move slightly in various directions. If your sight is
imperfect, the letter will appear to be stationary. The apparent movement is caused by the unconscious shifting of the eye. The lack
of movement is due to the fact that the eye stares, or looks too long at one point. This is an invariable symptom of imperfect sight,
and may often be relieved by the following method:
Close your eyes and cover them with the palms of the hands so as to exclude all the light, and shift mentally from one side of a
black letter to the other. As you do this, the mental picture of the letter will appear to move back and forth in a direction contrary to
the imagined movement of the eye. Just so long as you imagine that the letter is moving, or swinging, you will find that you are
able to remember it, and the shorter and more regular the swing, the blacker and more distinct the letter will appear. If
you a re able to imagine the letter stationary, which may be difficult, you will find that your memory of it will be much less perfect.
Now open your eyes and look first at one side and then at the other of the real letter. If it appears to move in a direction opposite
to the movement of the eye, you will find that your vision has improved. If you can imagine the swing of the letter as well with your
eyes open as with your eyes closed, as short, as regular and as continuous, your vision will be normal.
FUNDAMENTALS OF TREATMENT
By W. H. Bates, M. D.
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HOW TO DEMONSTRATE THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLE OF TREATMENT
The object of all the methods used in the treatment of imperfect sight without glasses is to secure rest or relaxation, of the mind
first and then of the eyes. Rest always improves the vision. Effort always lowers it Persons who wish to improve their vision should
begin by demonstrating these facts.
+ Close the eyes and keep them closed for fifteen minutes. Think of nothing particular, or think of something
pleasant. When the eyes are opened, it will usually be found that the vision has improved temporarily. If it has not,
it will be because, while the eyes were closed, the mind was not at rest.
+ One symptom of strain is a twitching of the eyelids which can be seen by an observer and felt by the patient with
the fingers. This can usually be corrected if the period of rest is long enough.
+ Many persons fail to secure a temporary improvement of vision by closing their eyes because they do not keep
them closed long enough. Children will seldom do this unless a grown person stands by and encourages them. Many
adults also require supervision.
+ To demonstrate that strain lowers the vision, think of something disagreeable—some physical discomfort, or
something seen imperfectly. When the eyes are opened, it will be found that the vision has been lowered. Also,
stare at one part of a letter on the test card, or try to see the whole letter all alike at one time. This invariably
lowers the vision and may cause the letter to disappear.
ALL errors of refraction and many other eye troubles are cured by rest; but there are many ways of obtaining this rest, and all
patients cannot do it in the same way. Sometimes a long succession of patients are helped by the same method, and then will come
one who does not respond to it at all.
+Closing the Eyes. — The simplest way to rest the eyes is to close them for a longer or shorter period and think about something
agreeable. This is always the first thing that I tell patients to do, and there are very few who are not benefited by it temporarily.
+Palming .— A still greater degree of rest can be obtained by closing and covering the eyes so as to exclude all the light. The
mere exclusion of the impressions of sight is often sufficient to produce a large measure of relaxation. In other cases the strain is
increased. As a rule, successful palming involves a knowledge of various other means of obtaining relaxation. The mere covering
and closing of the eyes is useless unless at the same time mental rest is obtained. When a patient palms perfectly, he sees a field
so black that it is impossible to remember, imagine, or see, anything blacker, and when able to do this he is cured. It should be
borne in mind, however, that the patient's judgment of what is a perfect black is not to be depended upon.
+Central Fixation. — When the vision is normal the eye sees one part of everything it looks at best and every other part worse in
proportion as it is removed from the point of maximum (central) vision. When the vision is imperfect it is invariably found that the
eye is trying to see a considerable part of its field of vision equally well at one time. This is a great strain upon the eye and mind, as
anyone whose sight is approximately normal can demonstrate by trying to see an appreciable area all alike at one time. At the nearpoint the attempt to see an area even a quarter of an inch in diameter in this way will produce discomfort and pain. Anything which
rests the eye tends to restore the normal power of central fixation. It can also be regained by conscious practice, and this is

sometimes the quickest and easiest way to improve the sight. When the patient becomes conscious that he sees one part of his
field of vision better than the rest, it usually becomes possible for him to reduce the area seen best. If he looks from the bottom of
the 200 letter to the top, for instance, and sees the part not directly regarded worse than the part fixed, he may become able to do
the same with the next line of letters, and thus he may become able to go down the card until he can look from the top to the
bottom of the letters on the bottom line and see the part not directly regarded worse. In that case he will be able to read the
letters. On the principle that a burnt child dreads the fire, it is a great help to most patients to consciously increase the degree of
their eccentric fixation. For when they have produced discomfort or pain by consciously trying to see a large letter, or a whole line
of letters, all alike at one time, they unconsciously try to avoid the lower degree of eccentric fixation which has become habitual to
them. Most patients, when they become able to reduce the area of their field of maximum vision, are conscious of a feeling of great
relief in the eyes and head and even in the whole body. Since small objects cannot be seen without central fixation, the
reading of fine print, when it can be done, (with relaxation, without effort, no squinting, strain) is one of the best of
visual exercises, and the dimmer the light in which it can be read and the closer to the eye it can be held the better.
(Practice reading fine print in the sunlight for healthy eyes.)
+Shifting and Swinging.—The eye with normal vision never regards a point for more than a fraction of a second, but shifts
rapidly from one part of its field to another, thus producing a slight apparent movement, or swing, of all objects regarded. The eye
with imperfect sight always tries to hold its points of fixation, just as it tries to see with maximum vision a larger area than nature
intended it to see. This habit can be corrected by consciously imitating the unconscious shifting of the normal eye and
realizing the swing produced by this movement. At first a very long shift may be necessary, as from one end of a line of
letters to another, in order to produce a swing; but sometimes even this is not sufficient. In such cases patients are asked to hold
one hand before the face while moving the head and eyes rapidly from side to side, when they seldom fail to observe an apparent
movement of the hand. Some patients are under such a strain, however, that it may be weeks before they are able to do this. After
the apparent movement of the hand has been observed, patients become able to realize the swing resulting from slighter
movements of the eye until they are able to look from one side to another of a letter of diamond type and observe
that it seems to move in a direction contrary to the movement of the eye.
A mental picture of a letter can be observed to swing precisely as can a letter on the test card and, as a rule, mental
shifting and swinging are easier at first than visual. The realization of the visual swing can, therefore, be cultivated by the
aid of the mental swing. It is also an advantage to have the patient try to look continually at some letter, or part of a letter, and
note that it quickly becomes blurred or disappears. When he thus demonstrates that staring lowers the vision he becomes better
able to avoid it. When visual or mental swinging is successful, everything one thinks of appears to have a slight
swing. This I have called the universal swing. Most patients get the universal swing very easily. Others have great difficulty. The
latter class is hard to cure.
+Memory.—When the sight is normal the mind is always perfectly at rest, and when the memory is perfect the mind is also at
rest. Therefore it is possible to improve the sight by the use of the memory. Anything the patient finds is agreeable to
remember is a rest to the mind, but for purposes of practice a small black object, such as a period or a letter of diamond type,
is usually most convenient. The most favorable condition for the exercise of the memory is, usually, with the eyes
closed and covered, but by practice it becomes possible to remember equally well with the eyes open.
When patients are able, with their eyes closed and covered, to remember perfectly a letter of diamond type, it
appears, just as it would if they were looking at it with the bodily eyes, to have a slight movement, while the
openings appear whiter than the rest of the background. If they are not able to remember it, they are told to shift
consciously from one side of the letter to another and to consciously imagine the opening whiter than the rest of
the background. When they do this, the letter usually appears to move in a direction contrary to that of the
imagined movement of the eye, and they are able to remember it indefinitely. If, on the contrary, they try to fix the
attention on one part of the letter, or to think of two or more parts at one time, it soon disappears, demonstrating
that it is impossible to think of one point continuously, or to think of two or more points perfectly at one time, just
as it is impossible to look at a point continuously, or to see two points perfectly at the same time. Persons with no
visual memory are always under a great strain and often suffer from pain and fatigue with no apparent cause. As
soon as they become able to form mental pictures, either with the eyes closed or open, their pain and fatigue are
relieved.
+Imagination.—Imagination is closely allied to memory, for we can imagine only as well as we remember, and in the
treatment of imperfect sight the two can scarcely be separated. Vision is largely a matter of imagination and memory. And
since both imagination and memory are impossible without perfect relaxation, the cultivation of these faculties not only improves
the interpretation of the pictures on the retina but improves the pictures themselves. When you imagine that you see a letter on the
test card, you actually do see it because it is impossible to relax and imagine the letter perfectly and, at the same time, strain and
see it imperfectly. The following method of using the imagination has produced quick results in many cases: The patient is asked to
look at the largest letter on the test card at the near point, and is usually able to observe that a small area, about a square inch,
appears blacker than the rest, and that when the part of the letter seen worst is covered, part of the exposed area seems blacker
than the remainder. When the part seen worst is again covered, the area at maximum blackness is still further reduced. When the
part seen best has been reduced to about the size of a letter on the bottom line, the patient is asked to imagine that such a letter
occupies this area and is blacker than the rest of the letter. Then he is asked to look at a letter on the bottom line and imagine that
it is blacker than the largest letter. Many are able to do this and at once become able to see the letters on the bottom line.
+Flashing.—Since it is effort that spoils the sight, many persons with imperfect sight are able, after a period of rest, to look at an
object for a fraction of a second. If the eyes are closed before the habit of strain reasserts itself, permanent relaxation is
sometimes very quickly obtained. This practice I have called flashing, and many persons are helped by it who are unable to improve

their sight by other means. The eyes are rested for a few minutes, by closing or palming, and then a letter on the test card, or a
letter of diamond type, if the trouble is with near vision, is regarded for a fraction of a second. Then the eyes are immediately
closed and the process repeated.
+Reading Familiar Letters.—The eye always strains to see unfamiliar objects, and is always relaxed to a greater or lesser degree
by looking at familiar objects. Therefore, the reading every day of small familiar letters at the greatest distance at which they can
be seen, is a rest to the eye and is sufficient to cure children under twelve who have not worn glasses as well as some older
children and adults with minor defects of vision.
In the treatment of imperfect sight these fundamental principles are to a great extent interdependent. They cannot be separated as
in the above article. It is impossible, for instance, to produce the illusion of a swing unless one possesses a certain degree of central
fixation. That is, one must be able to shift from one point to another and see the point shifted from less distinctly than the one
directly regarded. Successful palming is impossible without mental shifting and swinging and the use of the memory and
imagination.
All these functions of the visual system work together, are integrated. Practicing, improving one, improves all. Practice improving
each one and all are greatly improved. Relax, Blink, Breathe abdominally, Shift, Central Fixation, Memory and Imagination,
Oppositional Movement (The Swing), Switching and Shifting on objects at close and far distances with both eyes together, one eye
at a time, both eyes together again, shifting on familiar objects/eyechart letters, Flashing, Read Fine Print, Sunning, daily exposure
to sunlight, Palming, Good Posture, exercise,
Diet …
STORIES FROM THE CLINIC
Better Eyesight Magazine
16: Methods That Have Succeeded
By Emily C. Lierman
The patients who come to our clinic do wonderful things, especially the schoolchildren. We can give each one of
them, as a rule, only about five minutes of our time, and yet they are able to carry out the instructions given to
them at home, and to get results. This is a great tribute to their patience and intelligence.
Most of the children, and of the grown people as well, are helped by palming, and some wonderful cures have been
obtained by this means alone. In my first story for this magazine I told about a little boy named Joey whose left
eye had been so injured in an automobile accident that he had only light perception left. It was some time before I
could get him to palm regularly, but as soon as he became willing to do it many times a day his sight began to
improve rapidly, and he is now completely cured.
There are some patients, however, who cannot or will not palm. One of these was a little colored girl, with corkscrew
curls, for all the world like Topsy. She had been sent to the clinic because she could not see the writing on the
blackboard, and the school nurse told me later that she was very unruly and a great trial to her teacher. She was
something of a trial to me too at first, for I could not get her to palm for a moment, and did not know what to do
with her. Then I discovered that she had a wonderful memory when she chose to use it, and I resolved to treat her
by the aid of this faculty. I was able to improve her sight considerably, and the very next day her teacher noticed
such a change in her behavior that on the next clinic day the school nurse came with her to see what I had done. I
then asked her to remember, with closed eyes, a letter on the test card grey instead of black. She could not stand
still a minute while she did so, and when she opened her eyes there was no improvement in her vision. Then I
asked her to remember the blue beads she had around her neck. She did so for five minutes, standing perfectly
still all the time, and when she opened her eyes she read an extra line on the test card. I had her do this again,
and again she read an extra line. The nurse was thrilled by this demonstration of the fact that perfect memory
improves the sight and relieves nervousness.
Recently a poor young man called at our magazine office and asked if Dr. Bates had written a book about the
treatment of the eyes. When told that there was such a book, he bought it and also subscribed for the magazine.
His sister was being treated at the clinic, he said, and he wished to take off his glasses as she had done. Later he
came to the clinic, as he lives in the hospital district. I found that he could not read newspaper print without his
glasses, while his distant vision was 12/70, both eyes. This was about six months ago. He now reads diamond
type, and last week his sister asked Dr. Bates if he had finer print, as her brother found the diamond type so easy
that he wanted something smaller. Dr. Bates gave her a page from a photographic reduction of the Bible, and he
reads this also without any trouble. The methods he used were swinging and flashing, together with palming.
The influence of this cure has been extensive and is still going on. The patient loaned the book to a myopic youth in
his office, and by means of palming he was able to improve his sight so that now he dispenses with glasses for long
periods. An elderly man in the same office thought the palming a very absurd practice but, having borrowed the
book, he started shifting and flashing at lunch time, just to pass the time. He now does much of his work without
glasses.

HOW I IMPROVED MY EYESIGHT
By PAMELA SPEYER
This patient was wearing when first seen the following glasses: each eye, concave 5.00 D.S. combined with
concave 1.00 D.C. A number of competent men had said that her myopia was progressive, and that her vision was
certain to become very imperfect even with glasses. They all insisted that she must wear glasses constantly. Yet
after she had discarded them her vision improved in two days from 6/200 to 20/100.
I have always been near-sighted. When I was six years old, my father took me to a famous oculist in London, and
he prescribed and fitted me with my first glasses. With these lenses I was able to distinguish things at a distance
which before I had not been able to see. I found that I could read or see objects at close range just as well without
the glasses. The only difference that they made to my sight in this case was that print appeared smaller and less
black.
Every year stronger lenses were given to me, and I visited several oculists in England and America, in the hope of
improvement. When I was fifteen an oculist told me that my eyesight, instead
of improving each year as I had hoped, would gradually become worse. By this
time I was wearing glasses all the time.
Then, quite by chance, my father heard of Dr. Bates through a friend whose
eyesight had been cured by him. I was taken there at once. The first thing Dr.
Bates did was to take away my glasses. I sat down in a chair, opposite which
was a Snellen test card, fifteen feet away. I could not see the largest letter, a
"C" about four inches by three, which people with normal vision are supposed
to read at two hundred feet. He brought the card five feet nearer and then I
read the "C." It appeared very blurred and indistinct.
The smaller letters were so blurred that I could not see them at all.
After I had learned to "palm," I learned to "swing." The reason I strained my
eyes so when looking at the card was that I stared at one place. So by
imagining the letter was swinging like a pendulum, I moved my eyes instead of
staring as I had done before. At first the swing was a long one, but after practicing
for some weeks, I began getting it shorter until it was only half an inch on each side
of the letter. The short swing was more difficult to do than the long one, but it
helped more in the end.
Flashing
Then I learned to "flash." I looked at a small letter at fifteen feet distance and
could not read it. The longer I looked the worse it grew. So by closing my eyes,
remembering the swing for a few seconds, I just glanced at the letter and closing
my eyes at once, I saw the letter in a flash.
All these things must be practiced every day, and even now I have to "palm"
every morning and night.
Palming, swinging and flashing were the three fundamentals. As soon as they
were mastered only practice remained. I have now been going to Dr. Bates for
over a year, and my eyesight is almost cured. I often have flashes of perfect
sight. Dr. Bates has certainly helped me in a remarkable degree, more indeed
than I ever thought possible when I first went to him wearing strong glasses.
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EYESTRAIN
The eyes of all people with imperfect sight are under a strain. This is a truth. Most people believe that during sleep the eyes
are at rest and that it is impossible to strain the eyes while sound asleep. This, however, is not true. Persons who have
good sight in the daytime under favorable conditions may strain their eyes during sleep. Many people awake in the morning
suffering pain in the eyes or head. Often the eyes are very much fatigued and have a feeling of discomfort. There may be
also a feeling of nervous tension from the eyestrain, or there may be a feeling as of sand in the eyes. At times all parts of
the eye may be suffering from inflammation. The vision is sometimes lowered for several hours whereupon it begins to
improve until it becomes as good as it was before the person retired the night before. Many people become alarmed and
seek the services of some eye doctor. Usually the doctor or doctors consulted prescribe glasses which very rarely give more
than imperfect or temporary relief.
There are various methods of correcting eyestrain occurring during sleep. Palming is very helpful even when practiced for
a short time. A half an hour is often sufficient to relieve most if not all of the symptoms. In some cases the long swing,
practiced before retiring, is sufficient to bring about temporary or permanent benefit. Blinking and shifting are also helpful.
Good results have been obtained by practicing a perfect memory or imagination of one small letter of the Snellen test card
alternately with the eyes open and closed. A number of patients were benefited and usually cured by remembering pleasant
things perfectly.

AVIATORS’ EYES
By W. H. Bates, M.D.
AVIATION is becoming more popular than ever before. The writer has treated many aviators who had, within a few months,
acquired trouble with their eyes which made it dangerous for them to continue to fly. During the war a Major, an Aviator in
the Army, consulted me about his eyes. His principle trouble was dizziness. He was wearing glasses for the correction of a
slight astigmatism. The glasses did not relieve the dizziness. At this time a large number of aviators had been killed by falls.
The history of this aviator was very interesting and valuable. He was positive that a number of years previously when he
began to practice flying that his sight was normal - 20/20 with each eye or with both. After a few years he noticed that his
sight was impaired and that he had attacks of dizziness which did not last long in the beginning. These attacks of dizziness
would come without warning while he was flying about one thousand or more feet above the ground. While he was
conscious of the dizziness, he noted that his machine (plane) started to fall and continued falling until the dizziness stopped.
It was some months before he realized that with every attack of dizziness the machine fell a greater distance, and he feared
that these spells would ultimately cause his death.
Like most Army and Navy men, the Major did as he was told and was cured by me. This is the way it was done. I tested
his eyes with the ophthalmoscope and retinoscope and found no disease of his eyes. The retinoscope revealed a small
amount of astigmatism in each eye. His vision for the test card was 20/30. When he closed his eyes and rested them, the
astigmatism became less and his sight for the test card became normal - 20/20. This was accomplished in about an hour.
The improvement was only temporary, however, and he was given advice for treatment at home. A large test card was
given him with directions to read it with each eye separately at twenty feet. He was directed to rest his eyes often by
closing them. It was suggested to him that he look at one letter which he remembered better with his eyes closed than he
imagined or saw it with his eyes open. By repetition, his vision for the known letter improved and his sight for unknown
letters and other objects improved until his vision became 25/10. He was under treatment for about a month and he was
seen at irregular intervals during that time. Since that time I have not heard from him personally.
Other aviators have been benefited by the same treatment. There is a right way and there is a wrong way to use the
eyes when controlling a flying machine. The time required to do the wrong thing is just as long as the time required to do
the right thing. The aviator can also demonstrate that an imperfect memory, imagination or sight is more difficult than a
perfect memory, imagination or sight.

For example, a small letter "o" can be remembered imperfectly on one of the lines of small letters of the Snellen test
card, but a stare or strain to see it with a white center as white as snow may require much effort, time and trouble. The
imperfect whiteness of the letter soon disappears while its blackness turns to a shade of dark or light gray, all covered by a
blurred cloud. The concentration, the effort to see, brings on discomfort, fatigue, pain, dizziness and other nervous
symptoms which are all difficult to remember, imagine or feel. The memory, imagination or sight can only be demonstrated
easily when exercised without strain. The successful pilot when at his best is always doing the right thing.
When riding in a fast moving train, the telegraph poles, although fastened to the ground, appear to move in the opposite
direction. But any effort to stop this movement brings on a strain which may cause much pain, dizziness, fatigue or other
nervous discomfort. The Major, who recognized the bad effects of dizziness from imperfect sight, believed that the
dizziness, if sufficient, could cause fatal accidents when flying. He became able consciously to produce dizziness by
eyestrain or by an effort to improve his vision.
He was taught to imagine the floor to be moving when he walked about his rooms. Swaying his head and eyes from side
to side enabled him to imagine the floor to be always moving. When he steered his plane to the right, all objects seen
appeared to move to the left. When he moved to the left all objects seen appeared to move to the right. He was able to
lengthen the apparent movement of stationary objects. The wider the movement, the less was the sight improved, while a
shorter movement of the eyes or head was followed by a greater improvement.
It was difficult for him to demonstrate that perfect sight can only be obtained by rest and prevented by an effort. But
when he had learned that it was a truth without an exception he soon became able to demonstrate the facts. He was
encouraged to improve his vision by using various or all parts of his machine as objects for testing and improving his sight.
The more successful he was in improving his memory for objects, the better was the vision. We can only remember
perfectly what we see perfectly; we can only imagine perfectly what we remember perfectly; we can only see perfectly what
we imagine perfectly.
The time required for a cure varies with individuals. The eyes of some aviators may be under a greater strain than that of
others.
The aviator should demonstrate that shifting the eyes or moving the eyes from one small part of his plane to other
objects is restful and that his sight is always improved by resting his eyes. Blinking or closing the eyes and opening them
quickly is also a rest. He should also demonstrate that closing the eyes for a few seconds or longer and then opening them
for a shorter time is a benefit to the sight. Palming or covering the closed eyes with the palm of one or both hands when
done right always improves the vision. Blinking, shifting, or palming can be practiced before entering the plane and so
accidents may often be avoided.
While attacks of dizziness are a frequent cause of accidents, many of them fatal, there are numerous other causes which
are just as serious or important. Many fliers of airplanes seldom have accidents. What is the secret of their success? It is
due to their control at all times in all places.
Control of what?
The answer is: Control of the mind, control of the eyes and of all the nerves generally.
When the efficiency of the mind is at its maximum, it is at rest. Nothing is done consciously or unconsciously. It was a
shock to the writer to discover with the aid of the retinoscope that the greatest strain of the body occurred during sleep.
Strain is always accompanied by a loss of mental control when things go wrong. Accidents, fatal accidents, always mean a
loss of mental control. The fact should be demonstrated. It should also be demonstrated that it is more difficult to fail than
to succeed.
"Lindy" (Charles Lindbergh – Pilot) could not have crossed the Atlantic Ocean, a 3,000 mile journey, by making a
constant effort to obtain nervous control. The effort would have caused fatigue, and no man can have control of his nerves
by using some form of effort. Dizziness is caused by prolonged effort and no man could fly very far when dizzy. The
eyesight of even the best of us would become imperfect in a few minutes or less. Now let me ask how many of the best
aviators could be efficient if their sight should become imperfect?
Control is necessary.
How can it be obtained? Very easily. First demonstrate that doing the wrong thing - like staring, straining or making an
effort to remember, imagine or see - requires an effort, while resting the eyes or mind is easy and requires no effort.
It is a common experience for many people to fail to remember a person’s name. An effort to remember it always fails
but if they rest their minds by thinking of something else the name comes to them without their volition. A perfect memory
can be obtained by practice. Perfect mental control comes or is manifest when the memory is perfect. Practice is important
and very necessary. One may see and remember familiar or well known objects with the eyes open but better with the eyes
closed. By alternating, the memory with the eyes open improves until it becomes as good as with the eyes closed. This
means mental control of the mind, eyes, and all the nerves of the body.
The imagination can also be improved by practice. For example, if a well known or familiar letter of a sign or print on a
card can be imagined more clearly than it really is, the vision of all parts of the letter is improved as well as the vision for
other objects which were not seen before. Imagining the letter alternately with the eyes open and closed is a benefit to the
imagination and the memory as well as to the sight. The aviator can improve his control by improving his memory,
imagination, and sight, while flying. It is not necessary for him to practice on letters or other objects several miles away. He
can practice successfully, more or less continuously, on the face of his compass or some other part of his machine. Finally
he should remember that perfect control can only be obtained by rest and not by any effort whatever.
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Astigmatism Videos for this next training Lesson:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W6YLe-Wgpv8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UUF02OdGFCg
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